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INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPONENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The City of Moose Jaw ("Moose Jaw") is inviting proposals from qualified engineering firms to 

provide Project Management during the entirety of the project, Conceptual Design, Preliminary 

Design, Detailed Design, Tendering Services, Engineering Services During Construction and Post 

Construction services (the "Services").  

2. The purpose of this Request for Proposals ("RFP") process is to select a qualified engineering firm 

to enter into a Services Agreement with Moose Jaw for the performance of the Services. Further 

details about the Services required by Moose Jaw are set out in Schedule "A" – Services 

Requirements.  

3. This RFP is not a tender and is not subject to the laws of competitive bidding. No bid contract 

or agreement is created by the submission of a proposal.   

RFP DOCUMENTS 

4. The following documents are attached to and form part of this RFP: 

Schedule "A" – Services Requirements 

Schedule "B" – Proposal Content Requirements 

Schedule "C" – Form of Services Agreement 

Schedule "D" – Vertical Assets Condition Assessment 

Schedule "E" – Septage Station Condition Assessment 

Schedule "F" – Grit Removal Condition Assessment 

Schedule "G" – Grit Building Condition Assessment 

Schedule "H" – Lift Station Optimization Study 

Schedule "I" – Moose Jaw Utility Master Plan 

Schedule "J" – Crescent View Wastewater Pump Station Drawings 

INQUIRIES 

5. Any inquiries concerning this RFP should be directed in writing to the following: 

  Justin Nenson, A.Sc.T., Engineering Technologist 

City of Moose Jaw 

Phone: 306-630-8282 
E-mail: JNenson@moosejaw.ca 

 
City of Moose Jaw  

228 Main Street N,  

Moose Jaw, SK  S6H 3J8  

6. All inquiries should be in writing and received by Moose Jaw on or before June 4th, 2021. 

7. Moose Jaw may circulate its response to any inquiries to all proponents, along with the original 
inquiry and may post such response and original inquiry on www.sasktenders.ca or may choose not 

to reply to any inquiry. 
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8. Proponents should refrain from contacting other employees, agents or members of Council of 
Moose Jaw in respect of this RFP process, including for the purposes of lobbying or attempting to 

influence the outcome of this RFP process. Any such contact may, in Moose Jaw's sole discretion, 

result in disqualification. 

SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS 

9. One (1) electronic copy of the proposal should be submitted by email to 

engineerbids@moosejaw.ca by 2:00 p.m. (Central Standard Time) June 15th, 2021 and in 

addition to the other requirements for submissions, meet the following conditions: 

a) Subject Line to include: ATTN: Project Contact Name, Project Number, Project Name; 

b) Message Body to include: Respondent Name, Company, Contact Information, Brief 

Description of the Project; 

c) Submission Attachment: The submission must be in .pdf format with the Project Number 

and Proponent’s name in the file name; 

d) The email must be smaller than 50 MB; 

e) And if multiple emails are required to transfer the submission, the first email must contain 

clear instructions on how the additional files integrate into one (1) document. 

Submissions will be date and time stamped based on the date and time shown when the email is 

received. If multiple emails are required, the time of the final email will be used. 

Facsimile submissions will not be accepted.  

10. If you require additional time to submit your proposal, you should contact Justin Nenson by e-mail 

to JNenson@moosjaw.ca. Moose Jaw may, in its sole discretion, allow additional time for 

proponents to submit a proposal.  

11. Proposals and accompanying documentation provided to Moose Jaw in response to this RFP will 

not be returned.  

CONTENT OF PROPOSALS 

12. Proposals should address the items set out in Schedule "B" - Proposal Content Requirements.   

13. Proponents may provide additional information beyond that requested in the RFP for Moose Jaw's 

consideration. Any such additional information may be considered by Moose Jaw in its sole 

discretion. 

14. Proponents may be asked to submit additional information pertaining to their past experience, 

qualifications and such other information that Moose Jaw might reasonably require. 

COST OF PROPOSALS 

15. Moose Jaw is not responsible for any costs incurred by proponents in preparing their proposals, 

attending any meetings or interviews with Moose Jaw, making any presentations to Moose Jaw in 

connection with their proposals, or otherwise incurred in connection with this RFP process. 

16. This RFP does not create any legal obligations between Moose Jaw and any proponent. 
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EVALUATION PROCESS 

17. Proposals will be opened and evaluated privately. 

18. In assessing proposals, Moose Jaw will take into consideration the following evaluation criteria: 

a) qualifications and experience of the proponent and its lead personnel in the service areas 

being offered; 

b) qualifications and experience of any subconsultants and their lead personnel; 

c) the capacity of the proponent to provide and successfully complete the services required 

by Moose Jaw as well as any optional services offered by the Proponent, in a timely, safe, 

efficient and quality manner; 

d) proponent's overall fee proposal, including any reimbursable expenses; 

e) terms of the Services Agreement that the proponent is prepared to accept;  

f) the completeness of a proponent's proposal; and  

g) such other criteria as Moose Jaw considers relevant. 

19. Moose Jaw has not predetermined the relative importance of the above evaluation criteria. Moose 
Jaw expects to select the proponent that provides the best overall value, as determined by Moose 

Jaw in its sole discretion, having regard to the evaluation criteria referred to above.  

20. Proposals will be evaluated on the basis of the information provided in response to these 

Instructions to Proponents.  In addition, in assessing the proponent's qualifications, experience and 

capacity, Moose Jaw may also consider the following: 

a) clarifications and/or additional information that may be supplied pursuant to requests 

from Moose Jaw;  

b) interviews and/or reference checks that may be conducted at Moose Jaw's discretion; 

c) previous experience of Moose Jaw in working with the proponent; and 

d) information received from any source that Moose Jaw considers reliable.   

21. Moose Jaw may, in its sole discretion, request clarification from a proponent during the evaluation 

process.  

22. Proponents are advised that the evaluation process is subjective in nature and Moose Jaw's intention 

is to consider, in its sole discretion, each proposal on its merits, without regard to the rules or 

principles of competitive bidding, including without regard to whether a proposal is compliant with 

this RFP. 

23. Moose Jaw may short-list proponents and conduct interviews with short-listed proponents at its 
sole discretion. Furthermore, Moose Jaw may negotiate any and all aspects of a proposal, including 

but not limited to the fee proposal, and the Services Agreement terms.   

24. An invitation to interview or to negotiate does not obligate Moose Jaw to conclude the Services 

Agreement with that proponent.  Moose Jaw may interview or may negotiate any aspect of any 

proposal with one or more proponents at any time. 

25. Moose Jaw will notify all unsuccessful proponents after entering into a definitive agreement with 

the successful proponent. Unsuccessful proponents may request a debriefing interview to obtain 

feedback on their proposal, within three (3) weeks after receiving a notification letter. 
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ANTICIPATED SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

26. The following is the anticipated schedule of events related to this RFP.  These dates are provided 

as target dates only and may be changed at any time by Moose Jaw in its sole discretion: 

a) RFP Released        May 18th, 2021 

b) Inquiries respecting RFP       June 4th, 2021 

c) Closing Date        June 15th, 2021 

d) Interviews with Proponents (if necessary)    Week of June 28th, 2021 

e) Tentative Evaluation approx. 4 weeks 

following the Closing 

Date  

f) Tentative Services Agreement Execution   Week of July 12th, 2021 

FORM OF AGREEMENT 

27. Any successful proponent(s) will be expected to enter into a Services Agreement for professional 

or consulting services based on the form of agreement attached at Schedule "C" (the "Services 

Agreement"), with such modifications as agreed to by Moose Jaw and a chosen proponent. 

EFFECT OF RFP 

28. This RFP is not intended to be a tender or otherwise subject to the laws applicable to competitive 

bidding. Until such time as Moose Jaw signs a definitive Services Agreement with a proponent, 

Moose Jaw does not intend to create a contractual relationship including a bid contract (either 

express or implied) with any proponent submitting a response to this RFP. 

29. Submission of a proposal does not obligate Moose Jaw to accept any proposal or to proceed further 

with any of the Services. Consideration of any proposal shall be in Moose Jaw's sole discretion. 

30. Proposals may be withdrawn or amended by proponents at any time by written notice to Moose 

Jaw prior to Moose Jaw and a proponent signing a formal contract. 

31. Proponents are advised that Moose Jaw is intending to conduct a flexible procurement process, not 

subject to the law of competitive bidding, and that Moose Jaw may, in its sole discretion, at any 

time and for any reason: 

a) reject any and all proposals (including, for greater certainty, the lowest cost proposal); 

b) modify or vary any aspect of this RFP at any time before or after the time for submission 
of proposals; 

c) extend the deadline for submission of proposals at any time before or after the time for 
submission of proposals; 

d) accept any non-compliant, conditional or irregular proposal or any alternate proposal, in 
whole or in part; 

e) discuss the terms of a proposal submitted by a proponent with that proponent at any time, 
on a confidential basis, for the purposes of clarification and/or negotiation of that proposal; 

f) allow any proponent submitting a proposal to modify or vary any aspect of its proposal at 
any time; 

g) verify or seek clarification of any and all information provided pursuant to this RFP and 
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provide proponents with an opportunity to correct any defects, informalities or 
irregularities in their proposal;  

h) negotiate any and all aspects of any proposal and the provisions of the Services Agreement 
(including, without limitation, those provisions relating to fees and/or any scope of 
services) with any one or more proponents at any time in its sole discretion, whether 
before, during or after the selection and evaluation process; and 

i) cancel this RFP at any time for any reason and thereafter proceed in any manner it sees 
fit, in its sole discretion, including: 

i. issuing a new request for proposals or other procurement document based on the 

same or changed scope of services or other requirements; 

ii. entering into sole source negotiations with any one or more of the proponents or any 
other person; or 

iii. cancelling the procurement in its entirety.  

CONFIDENTIALITY, PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS 

32. Proponents are expected to keep confidential all documents, data, information and other materials 

of Moose Jaw which are provided to or obtained or accessed by a proponent in relation to this 

RFP, other than documents which Moose Jaw places in the public domain. Proponents are 

expected not to make any public announcements or news releases regarding this RFP or the 

entering into a Services Agreement pursuant to this RFP, without the prior written approval of 

Moose Jaw.    

33. Proponents are advised that as a city, Moose Jaw is subject to the provisions of The Local Authority 

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (Saskatchewan), which provides a right of 

access to information in records under the control of a municipality.  Proponents are advised that 

Moose Jaw may be required to disclose the RFP documents and a part or parts of any proposal in 

response to this RFP pursuant to The Local Authority Freedom of Information and Protection of 

Privacy Act (Saskatchewan).    

 

34. Proponents are also advised that The Local Authority Freedom of Information and Protection of 

Privacy Act (Saskatchewan) does provide protection for confidential and proprietary business 

information; however, proponents are strongly advised to consult their own legal advisors as to 

the appropriate way in which confidential or proprietary business information should be marked 

as such in their proposal in response to this RFP.  Proponents should identify any information 

in their proposals that they consider to be confidential or proprietary business information.   

AGREEMENT ON INTERNAL TRADE 

35. This procurement is subject to the Canadian Free Trade Agreement. 
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Schedule "A" – Services Requirements 

 

1.0 Background and Description of the Project 

The City retained Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd. to complete condition assessments of the Crescent 

View Wastewater Pump Station, the City’s grit removal system, the City’s septage receiving station and 

vertical assets. Additional to the condition assessments, AECOM was retained to complete a Lift Station 

Optimization Study which was conducted in September of 2020. These assessments outline key issues 

with the current sewage system leading to the sewage treatment facility. The City of Moose Jaw is 

seeking engineering services for the replacement and/or upgrade of the Crescent View Wastewater Pump 

station, the City’s grit removal system and the City’s septage receiving station. 

The current Crescent View Wastewater Pump Station, that services the City, does not have the capacity to 

manage surcharging events during rainstorms. The lack of capacity leads to occasional flooding of the 

grinder room as outlined in the October 2017 Vertical Asset Condition Assessment (Schedule “D”). The 

station has limited space for system expansions to accommodate the surcharging events. In order to meet 

the future flow rates outlined in the City of Moose Jaw’s Utility Master Plan, AECOM recommends 

replacing the lift station as shown in Replacement Option 2 of the September 2020 Lift Station Optimization 

Study (Schedule “H”). 

The City’s only grit removal system is located downstream of the Crescent View pump station. The current 

sewage system layout does not provide grit removal protection prior to the Crescent View Pump Station. 

Due to the lack of grit protection there is increased wear of the pumps and downstream infrastructure as 

outlined in the October 2017 Vertical Assets Condition Assessment. The report outlines a solution to the 

excessive wear would be to include a dumping/grit removal facility to the Crescent View Wastewater Pump 

Station. 

The City’s septage receiving station does not provide the level of service required for the City. Many issues 

regarding the station’s performance have been outlined in the July 2019 Septage Receiving Station 

Condition Assessment (Schedule “E”). These issues include a history of overflow, lack of means to detect 

prohibited loads, lack of treatment and lack of flow equalization. The report has also listed several 

alternative options to improve the receiving station. 

The City of Moose Jaw is seeking Engineering Services to replace and/or upgrade the existing wastewater 

pump station, grit removal system and septage receiving station. The stations may be replaced with one 

integrated facility, as outlined in Option 1 Site A of the July 2019 Septage Receiving Station Condition 

Assessment. Option 1 would include an integrated facility containing a septage receiving station with 

automated screening, grit removal, flow equalization and pumping. The City of Moose Jaw is open to 

proposed alternate options that better suit the City’s needs. The engineering services required are outlined 

below. 

 

2.0 Scope of the Services 

The provision of engineering services for the Project shall include, but is not limited to, Project Management 

during the entirety of the Project, Conceptual Design, Preliminary Design, Detailed Design, Tendering 

Services, Engineering Services during construction and Post Construction services. 

The following is a summary of the minimum requirements and responsibilities of the Proponent. The 

Proponent is encouraged to add additional duties where they may feel necessary to provide the City with 
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adequate professional services for this project. The Proponent will supply all expertise, supervision, labour, 

materials, equipment and incidentals to complete the project. 

2.1 Project Management 

The Proponent shall provide Project Management through the entirety of the project which includes, but is 

not limited to: 

1. Provision of overall Project Management services including direction and coordination of all 

aspects of work through the overall course of the Project; 

2. The ability to observe and accept Project Management processes and demonstrate the utilization of 

professional designation such as PMP or other industry accepted professional project management 

certification of their project manager; 

3. Coordination of project design components such as civil, architectural, structural, building, 

mechanical, electrical, etc. where necessary; 

4. Ability to implement project controls including, cost, schedule, scope, quality control, risk 

management, change management and client reporting procedures; 

5. Provide estimated budgets of labour hours to complete activities and milestones, and report on 

actual results as against such budgets; 

6. Schedule and conduct regular project meetings, providing status reports related to project 

controls, submission reviews, and seek City input at key stages of the Project; 

7. Provide project related information as it relates to key stakeholders, the public in adjacent 

neighbourhoods, local school boards, park users, emergency services, City Council and 

administration; 

8. The Proponent shall meet with the City’s Project Team at various intervals for different stages of 

the Project. These Meetings will be held utilising Microsoft Teams with the Meeting Agenda 

distributed to invitees at minimum one day in advance and Meeting Minutes distributed at 

minimum five days following the meeting. Requirements for Meetings at different stages of the 

Project are further defined below: 

a. Project Kick-Off 

i. To be scheduled once Project is awarded. 

b. Conceptual and Preliminary Design 

i. Frequency will be as required for milestones related to design and review. 

c. Detailed Design 

i. Frequency will be at a minimum of bi-weekly regularly scheduled meetings. 

ii. Additional meetings may be required for major milestones related to the design 

and review. 

d. Pre-Tender Meeting 

i. Pre-Tender Meeting to be held through the Tendering Period with distribution of 

Addendum to follow. 

e. Construction 

i. Kick-Off to be scheduled once Tender is awarded. 

ii. Frequency will be at a minimum of weekly regularly scheduled meetings. 
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2.2 Conceptual and Preliminary Design 

The Conceptual and Preliminary Engineering shall address all aspects of the Project including assessment 

of alternatives, budget requirements, staging and implementation, and drawings. The Conceptual and 

Preliminary Engineering work shall include, but is not limited to, the following: 
1. Review of all the following available information: 

a. Previous reports; 

b. Record drawings and design. 

2. Prepare a design basis memorandum (DBM) to summarize the Conceptual Design phase of work 

complete with methodology, justification, findings, risk identification, mitigation strategies, 

conclusions, recommendations and Conceptual drawings and design. The memorandum shall 

include, but is not limited to: 

a. Development of conceptual design in consultation with internal stakeholders; 

b. Concept comparison statement outlining benefits and disadvantages of the proposed 

concepts and site locations; 

c. Include capacity for future flow demands as outlined in the City of Moose Jaw Utility 

Master Plan; 

d. Propose phasing of infrastructure, cost estimates and schedules; 

e. Identify best practices for addressing any issues of noise, dust, odor aesthetics, etc. 

3. Prepare a design basis memorandum (DBM) to summarize the Preliminary Design phase of work 

complete with methodology, justification, findings, risk identification, mitigation strategies, 

conclusions, recommendations and preliminary drawings and design. The memorandum shall 

include, but is not limited to: 

a. Predesign Summary Statement; 

i. A paragraph that clearly summarizes the scope of work, the cost plan, and the 

anticipated project schedule 

b. Project Background Narrative; 

i. Brief narrative on the background to the project 

ii. Summary of how the City’s Mission, Strategic Plan, and Operational Program 

support the need for the project 

iii. Statutory requirements that drive the project’s operational program 

iv. Summary of the City’s needs analysis 

c. Site Analysis; 

i. Detailed Geotechnical Field Investigation 

ii. Preliminary survey and base map preparation 

d. Financial Information – Capital Expenditures; 

i. Proposed project cost plan (initial capital cost) 

ii. Utilize the Detailed Life Cycle Cost Analysis to calculate the Net Present Value 

(NPV) to determine the value of the project 

e. Schedule Information; 

i. Proposed project schedule 

ii. Proposed funding sequence, if applicable 

f. Drawings. 
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2.3 Detailed Design 

Detailed Design shall address all the issues of the Project including, confirmation of operation and capacity, 

assessment of alternatives, budget requirement and implementation. The design work shall include, but is 

not limited to, the following: 

1. Review all available information; 

2. Review of previous report and record drawings and designs; 

3. Utility co-ordination; 

4. Development of detailed workplans and timelines showing estimated completion of specific project 

phases; 

5. Develop commissioning and operations plan, including mitigation strategies, to maintain service 

of the wastewater network during construction; 

6. Development of detailed design drawings, design review packages, specifications and tender 

documents that comply with appropriate standards; 

7. Acquisition of all necessary permits, approvals and reviews; 

8. Development of decommissioning plan for any existing infrastructure required; 

9. Development and delivery of Contract Documents for the project including utilising City of Moose 

Jaw Tendering Documents; 

10. Detailed design review packages shall be prepared and reviewed with the City at 50%, 90% and 

100%. Comment-resolution documents shall be provided to the City of Moose Jaw following the 

review; 

11. Provide pre-tender Class B cost estimates at 50% and 90% of Detailed Design; 

12. Prepare a design basis memorandum (DBM) to summarize the Detailed Design phase of work 

complete with methodology, justification, findings, risk identification, mitigation strategies, 

conclusions, recommendations, drawings and design; 

13. Tender services including facilitating between the City and Contractor; 

14. Development and delivery of a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) document for invitational Tender 

utilising the City of Moose Jaw template. This process shall include, but is not limited to, the 

following: 

a. Document to include, but is not limited to the following: 

i. Request for appropriate qualifications pertaining to the Scope of Work 

ii. Production of the evaluation process for how the submittals will be evaluated 

iii. Work with the City’s Project Team and Legal Department for review and 

implementation of this document as required 

b. The City will be responsible for publicly posting the RFQ; 

c. Facilitate RFQ Closing with the City’s Project Team via Microsoft Teams; 

d. Evaluate all submittals as per the developed evaluation process; 

e. Submit a Letter of Recommendation for Request for Tenders, including: 

i. Analysis of submitted RFQ’s 

ii. Recommendation of Qualified Contractor(s) to be invited to Tender 

15. Development and delivery of Contract Documents for the project, including: 

a. Utilising the City of Moose Jaw Tendering Documents; 

b. Development of Specifications that comply with appropriate standards. 

16. Tendering Period: 

a. Distribution of Tender Documents to all Qualified Contractor’s, as determined from the 

RFQ; 

b. Reply to all questions related to the details of the Project during the Tendering Period; 

c. Issuance of Addenda for clarification; 

d. Facilitate Tender Closing with the City’s Project Team via Microsoft Teams. 
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17. Tender Close, to deliver a Letter of Recommendation that includes, but is not limited to, the 

following: 

a. Analysis of submitted tenders; 

b. Recommendation of award; 

c. Update of project schedule based on the accepted Tender. 

2.4 General Engineering During Construction 

General Engineering services during construction shall include, but is not limited to, the following: 

1. Coordination with the City for Contract Document execution, including: 

a. Preparation of Letter of Award and Contractual Agreement delivered to the Successful 

Bidder for partial execution; 

b. Coordination with the Successful Bidder to provide the necessary Bonding, Insurance, and 

proof of Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB) coverage; 

c. Once all necessary Contract Documents have been provided, submit the partially executed 

agreement to the City for full execution; 

d. Once fully executed, distribute as required. 

2. Provide interpretation of Contract Drawings and drawing revisions during construction; 

3. The Proponent may add a Value Engineering process with the Contractor if deemed a value-added 

service; 

4. Coordination of Construction Meetings to include the following: 

a. Conduct a Pre-Construction Meeting to discuss all aspects of the project, including: 

i. Schedule 

ii. Construction Procedures 

iii. Public Relations 

iv. Quality Requirements 

v. Safety Programs 

vi. Environmental Expectations/Considerations 

vii. Communication 

viii. Roles and Responsibilities 

ix. Invoicing 

b. Conduct regularly scheduled Construction Meetings with both Parties to discuss project 

related information. Date and time of the meetings to be determined with distribution of 

Meeting Minutes within five business days to all in attendance. 

5. Coordinate and conduct regular site inspections with City Staff, as required; 

6. Review and approve all shop drawings within a timely matter; 

7. Act as the Project Liaison between the City and Contractor regarding any contractual issues that 

may arise including, but not limited to, the following: 

a. Cost; 

b. Contractual Obligations; 

c. Changes to the Agreement; 

d. General Project Details. 

8. Preparation, processing, and Recommendation of Progress Payment Certificates; 

9. Corroborate with the Contractor to formulate and review an Inspection and Test Plan (ITP) 

acceptable to the Engineer of Record. The ITP shall be submitted to the City of Moose Jaw for 

information prior to construction; 

10. Coordination of Quality Control and Quality Assurance material and construction testing related to 

the Project; 
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11. Conduct Construction Completion Inspection, documenting all deficiencies and provide formal 

acceptance of Construction Completion as per the design requirements and Specifications of the 

Project; 

12. Maintain on hand a set of ‘red line’ drawings at all times for the purposes of creating a set of 

accurate As-Built Drawings for submittal to the City upon completion of the Project; 

13. Issuance of the Construction Completion Certificate upon rectification of all deficiencies; 

14. Provide Project Management, General Engineering Services at the discretion of the City, full time 

construction supervision through the constriction of the project to warrant successful completion 

of the Project as per the accepted design. 

2.5 Resident Engineering During Construction 

Resident Engineering services during construction shall include, but is not limited to, the following: 

1. Provide construction survey layout as required; 

2. Conduct Site Inspections with City Staff to confirm the work is being performed in accordance 

with the design and Specifications; 

3. Work jointly with the Contractor and the City to implement a communication program responding 

to concerns during construction; 

4. Co-ordinate quality control testing with the City’s selected testing company for quality assurance. 

5. Measure quantities of work completed; 

6. Document construction activities with daily construction reports, including photographic logs, to 

be submitted to the City; 

7. Conduct a Construction Completion Inspection of the works noting deficiencies; 

8. Inspect rectified deficiencies and issue the Construction Completion Certificate; 

9. Collect ‘as-built’ data as construction proceeds for record drawing processes. 

2.6 Post Construction Services 

Post construction services shall include, but is not limited to, the following: 

1. Commissioning of the infrastructure and associated facility; 

2. Preparation and review of final payment and release of holdbacks in accordance with the Builders’ 

Lien Act; 

3. Preparation of Operation and Maintenance manuals; 

4. Preparation of QA/QC documentation prior to project completion; 

5. Preparation and submission of the following ‘as-built’ drawings: 

a. Two full sets of 22” x 34”; 

b. Three sets of 11” x 17”; 

c. Electronic copy in PDF format; 

d. AutoCAD File. 

6. Issue a Final Acceptance Certificate once the Contractor has rectified the deficiencies noted to the 

end of the warranty period of two (2) years. 
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3.0 Schedule 

 

Phase I – Concept Plan and 

Preliminary Design 

Engineering Services Award Week of July 12th, 2021 

Initial Project Meeting and Site 

Visit 
Week of July 19th, 2021 

Conceptual Design August 2021 

Site Selection August 2021 

Preliminary Design  
September 2021 – November 

2021 

Complete Geotechnical Field 

Investigation and Preliminary 

Survey 

Summer/Fall 2021 

Phase II – Detailed Design 

Detail Design November 2021 – March 2022 

50% Construction Documents January 2022 

90% Construction Documents March 2022 

100% Construction Documents End of March 2022 

Phase III – Construction and 

Decommissioning of Septage 

Receiving Station and Grit 

System 

Tendering Period April 2022 

Construction Spring 2022 

Decommissioning Fall 2023 

Phase IV – Construction and 

Decommissioning Wastewater 

Pump Station 

Construction Spring 2023 

Decommissioning Fall 2024 

 

Note:  

1. The schedule shown above outlines tentative milestone dates. If the schedule needs to be adjusted, 

provide a clear explanation and propose a revised schedule to be reviewed by the City of Moose 

Jaw. 

2. The Proponent shall provide a cost breakdown by phase. The City recognizes that there could be 

potential engineering and construction cost savings if Phase III and Phase IV run concurrently in 

2022. In addition to the cost breakdown by phase, the City welcomes alternate cost and schedule 

breakdowns that allow for potential cost savings. 
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3.1 Phasing of Project 

 
The Consultant and Moose Jaw each acknowledge and agree that the Services are related to a project that 

is being completed in separate phases and that the completion of all Services will require Moose Jaw’s 

internal approval of subsequent budget for all subsequent phases and the performance and acceptance of 

the Services relating to initial phase of the Services provided by the Consultant to the satisfaction of 

Moose Jaw. 

 

4.0 Related Deliverables and Work Product  

Refer to Schedule “A” – Service Requirements for deliverables related to scope of work.  
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Schedule "B" - Proposal Content Requirements 
 

Proponents should, at a minimum, address the following in their Proposals.  

Firm Detail 

1. A brief description of your firm including any qualifications you consider relevant. 

Relevant Experience 

2. A description of your firm's experience in performing similar work, including two (2) references 

of work performed for municipalities or other government bodies or agencies in the previous five 

(5) years, and appropriate contact information for references.  

Lead Personnel 

3. Identify the lead personnel responsible to lead the delivery of the services the proponent is prepared 

to offer and their expected involvement.  Moose Jaw expects that each of the identified lead 

personnel will be licensed and in good standing to perform the services in Saskatchewan.  

4. Describe the relevant experience of the lead personnel and include their resumes and professional 

designations. 

Methodology 

5. Provide an outline of the proposed methodology to complete the work described in this RFP. Include 

an allocation of the work, scheduling, cost control, estimating, quality control methodology and 

other specific methods. 

Capacity 

6. Moose Jaw expects that you will have sufficient resources available to meet the service requirements 

of Moose Jaw in a timely and efficient manner. Provide a brief description of your firm's staffing 

resources that will be utilized to meet the service requirements of Moose Jaw.   

Subconsultants 

7. Provide the same information as provided for item 1-5, above, for any subconsultant that you 

propose to engage to provide the services.  

Liability Insurance  

8. Moose Jaw expects that you carry professional liability insurance in an amount of not less than 

$5,000,000.00 per occurrence. Provide certificates of insurance outlining the amounts of 

professional liability insurance that you carry. 

Fee Proposal  

9. Proponents should provide a fee proposal which addresses the following:   

Fixed Fee 

Please provide the fixed fee you are prepared to offer for completing the Services. Including a 

detailed fixed fee breakdown with PST and GST. This Fixed Fee shall include a Work Breakdown 

Structure (WBS) that includes hours, rates, subtotals, and totals for all tasks of the Services. 

Invoicing of completed work shall be tracked against the WBS Fee Proposal and submitted to the 

City. The WBS shall be updated to reflect change orders. Provincial Sales Tax (PST) shall be 

included as a separate line item on applicable tasks on the WBS. 
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Hourly Rates  

Please provide a complete schedule of all hourly rates for the lead personnel, any other 

professionals and any other service providers expected to be involved in the performance of the 

Services, exclusive of GST. Also indicate the duration that the hourly rates will remain in effect 

for. 

Reimbursable Expenses  

Please describe any other reimbursable expense categories and any proposed mark-up. The City 

prefers that no mark-up is proposed for reimbursable expenses. 

10. All prices/rates should be quoted in Canadian Dollars, exclusive of any applicable GST. 

Schedule  

11. Proposals should include a confirmation of whether your company is capable of meeting Moose Jaw's 

schedule for completion of the Services, as set out in this RFP. If the schedule needs to be adjusted, 

provide a clear explanation and proposed a revised schedule to be reviewed by the City of Moose 

Jaw. 

Exceptions to Services Agreement Terms 

12. A detailed description of any exceptions or additions to the Services Agreement should be clearly set 

out in a proponent’s proposal. Moose Jaw will assume, in the absence of any such exceptions or 

additions, that the proponent accepts the form of Services Agreement. 

Conflict of Interest Disclosure 

13. Disclose any actual or potential conflicts of interest that may exist between your firm and its 

management, and Moose Jaw, its members of Council and management, and the nature of such 

conflict of interest.  If a proponent has no such conflict of interest, a statement to that effect should 

be included in its proposal.  Moose Jaw employees are ineligible to participate, directly or indirectly, 

with any proponent.  

Confidentiality 

14. Proponents are advised that as a city, Moose Jaw is subject to the provisions of The Local Authority 

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (Saskatchewan), which provides a right of 

access to information in records under the control of a municipality.  Proponents are advised that 

Moose Jaw may be required to disclose the RFP documents and a part or parts of any proposal in 

response to this RFP pursuant to The Local Authority Freedom of Information and Protection of 

Privacy Act (Saskatchewan).    

 

15. Proponents are also advised that The Local Authority Freedom of Information and Protection of 

Privacy Act (Saskatchewan) does provide protection for confidential and proprietary business 

information; however, proponents are strongly advised to consult their own legal advisors as to 

the appropriate way in which confidential or proprietary business information should be marked 

as such in their proposal in response to this RFP.  Proponents should identify any information 

in their proposals that they consider to be confidential or proprietary business information.     
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APPENDIX "1" – RATE SCHEDULE 

 

No. Position  Rate (CDN $) 

1 <Insert Position> $<amount> per hour 

2 <Insert Position> $<amount> per hour 

   

No. Reimbursable Expenses  

1 <Insert Description of Reimbursable Expense> 

2 <Insert Description of Reimbursable Expense> 

 

The proponent's rates set out above are inclusive of the cost of all payroll burdens, benefits, insurance, 

safety certifications, training, permits, and licenses.  

Unless expressly set out in this Appendix "1" – Rate Schedule, no other costs are chargeable to Moose Jaw 

in connection with the performance of the Services.  
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Schedule "C" – Form of Services Agreement 

 

Form of Services Agreement for professional or consulting services is attached 

 

 

  



CONSULTING SERVICES AGREEMENT 
(Consulting or Professional Services) 

 

City of Moose Jaw    Consulting Services Agreement 
Revs. November, 2017    Page 1 

2096338v1   

This Consulting Services Agreement is made as of the ______ day of ___________________, 20__  

Between: 

CITY OF MOOSE JAW 

("Moose Jaw") 

and <INSERT CONSULTANT NAME> 

(the "Consultant") 

Moose Jaw wishes to engage the Consultant to perform certain consulting services for Moose Jaw. 

Accordingly, Moose Jaw and the Consultant agree as follows:  

1. Contract Documents:  The rights and obligations of Moose Jaw and the Consultant are set forth 

in this Agreement, which includes the following attached Schedules: 

Schedule A - Services 

Schedule B  - Payment for Services 

Schedule C - General Conditions  

 

All capitalized terms used in this Agreement and not otherwise defined shall have the meanings 

given to such terms in Schedule C – General Conditions. 

2. Services: The Consultant shall perform the Services described in the attached Schedule A – 

Services in accordance with this Agreement. 

3. Payment: Moose Jaw agrees to pay the Consultant for the Services performed, the amounts set 

forth in the attached Schedule B – Payment for Services, at the times and in the manner prescribed 

by this Agreement. 

4. Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts and may be executed 

and delivered by facsimile or electronic mail, and all the counterparts taken together constitute one 

and the same instrument. 

5. Notices:  All notices or other communications between the parties under this Agreement shall be 

in writing and delivered to the address set out below: 

Moose Jaw: 

<insert address>  

 

Fax: (<area code>) <fax number> 

Attention: <name or title> 

Consultant: 

<insert address> 

 

Fax: (<area code>) <fax number> 

Attention: <name or title> 

6. Binding Agreement: Moose Jaw and the Consultant, intending to be legally bound, have signed 

this Agreement. 

  THE CITY OF MOOSE JAW  [CONSULTANT] 

By:   By:  

 Name:  

Title: Mayor 

 Name: 

Title:  

 

 



     

By: __________________________________    

 Name:  

Title: City Clerk 

 

 

 

(SEAL) 

  

 

 

 

 

(SEAL) 

 

[NTD: Revise/adapt the Service Order as needed.]  
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SCHEDULE A – SERVICES 

 

Scope of Services 

 

[NTD: Provide a detailed description of the scope of the Services to be performed by the consultant, or refer 

to separate scope of services document which describes the Services. 

If the Services are being provided in relation to a specific project, include a description of the project. 

List/describe all deliverables which are expected to be prepared and delivered by the Consultant during 

the course of the Services] 

 

Schedule 

[NTD: Describe the schedule and any important milestones or deadlines related to the Services]  

 

Sub-consultants [NTD: Delete if inapplicable.] 

The following are the approved sub-consultants for the Services: 

 

Scope of Services  Sub-consultant 
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SCHEDULE B – PAYMENT FOR SERVICES 

 Fees Payable for Services 

1.1 For the performance of the Services, Moose Jaw shall pay the Consultant (select one): 

☐ a fixed sum of $<amount>. 

-OR- 

☐  on an hourly rate basis, at the rates set out below. 

 

Position Rate (CDN $) 

<Insert Position> $<amount> per hour 

<Insert Position> $<amount> per hour 

<Insert Position> $<amount> per hour 

<Insert Position> $<amount> per hour 

 Taxes 

2.1 The fixed fee/hourly rates set out in Section 1 above, as applicable, are exclusive of applicable GST 

and PST, but are inclusive of all other taxes or charges in connection with the Services. 

 Reimbursable Expenses 

3.1 In addition to the fees set out in Section 1 above, Moose Jaw shall reimburse the Consultant for the 

following out-of-pocket expenses incurred by the Consultant in performing the Services, at actual cost 

with no markup: 

(a) [List specific expenses/disbursements that are reimbursable, or state "N/A" if there are 

none.]; 

(b) ● 

(c) other reimbursable expenses specifically approved in writing by Moose Jaw prior to being 

incurred. 

3.2 The Consultant shall maintain proper records of reimbursable expenses, and shall make such records 

to Moose Jaw on request. 

 Invoicing 

4.1 The Consultant may invoice Moose Jaw monthly in arrears, based on the value of the Services 

performed during the preceding month. [NTD: Modify as appropriate (e.g., if invoicing is milestone 

based, or 100% on completion.] 
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4.2 Invoices may be submitted electronically to ● [NTD: Insert details for invoice recipient.]. Invoices 

shall be accompanied by such documentation and information, including time sheets, as Moose Jaw 

may reasonably require in order to substantiate the Services performed to which the invoice relates.  

4.3 Invoicing of completed work shall be tracked against the WBS Fee Proposal and submitted to the City. 

The WBS shall be updated to reflect change orders. Provincial Sales Tax (PST) shall be included as a 

separate line item on applicable tasks on the WBS.  

4.4 Payment of the Consultant's invoice(s) shall be due 30 days after receipt by Moose Jaw, unless Moose 

Jaw contests all or any part of the invoice in good faith. 

 Changes and Adjustments [NTD: Delete is the fees are lump sum, and if there are no hourly rates 

for additional services set out in Schedule B.] 

5.1 If the scope of the Consultant's Services is to be changed, the fees for such additional services shall be 

based on the hourly rates set forth in this Schedule B – Payment for Services. Any such change or 

adjustment to the Services or fees must be confirmed in writing before any additional services are 

undertaken by the Consultant. 
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SCHEDULE C – GENERAL CONDITIONS 

: INTERPRETATION 

 Definitions  

In this Schedule C – General Conditions: 

 "Agreement" and "Contract Documents" each mean, collectively, (i) the Consulting Services 

Agreement signed by Moose Jaw and the Consultant, (ii) all of the schedules or other 

documents attached to the this Agreement, or otherwise incorporated by reference from time 

to time, and (iii) all amendments to the foregoing from time to time duly executed by Moose 

Jaw and the Consultant 

 "Confidential Information" has the meaning given in Section 6.5. 

 "Documents" has the meaning given in Section 2.12. 

 "Owner Indemnified Parties" means, collectively, Moose Jaw, its Mayor and Councillors, 

and its employees, agents and representatives. 

 "Personnel" means, collectively, the Consultant's employees, agents and representatives, and 

any other individuals under the direction of the Consultant involved in the performance of the 

Services. 

 "Services" means the carrying out and doing of all things that are to be done or supplied by the 

Consultant pursuant to this Agreement. 

Other defined terms have the meaning ascribed to them elsewhere in the Contract Documents. 

 Governing Law  

The laws of the Province of Saskatchewan govern the interpretation, validity and enforceability of this 

Agreement.  Each party agrees to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of the Province of Saskatchewan. 

 Governing Terms and Conditions   

The terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement constitute the exclusive agreement between Moose Jaw 

and the Consultant and this Agreement supersedes all prior agreements or commitments, whether oral or 

written, with respect to the Services. No representation, inducement, promise, understanding, condition or 

warranty not set forth in this Agreement has been made or relied upon by either party.  No agreement or 

understanding modifying the terms of this Agreement will be binding on Moose Jaw or the Consultant unless 

made in writing and signed on behalf of Moose Jaw and the Consultant. 

: PERFORMANCE OF THE SERVICES 

 Performance of the Services   

The Consultant shall have complete control of the Services and shall effectively direct and supervise the 

Personnel involved in the Services so as to ensure compliance with the Contract Documents.  
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 Standard of Care 

The Consultant shall perform the Services with the degree of diligence, skill and care required by customarily 

accepted procedures and practices for comparable services in the Consultant's industry, at the time that the 

Services are performed. 

 Time for Performance 

The Consultant shall perform the services diligently at all times and within any timelines or schedule specified 

in Schedule A – Scope of Services. 

 Subcontracts   

The Consultant will not employ any subcontractors or sub-consultants to perform any part of the Services 

without first obtaining the written authorization of Moose Jaw. No subcontracting by the Consultant, nor the 

granting of any authorization to subcontract by Moose Jaw, will relieve the Consultant of any of its liabilities 

or obligations under the Contract Documents.   

 Additional Instructions  

Moose Jaw may furnish additional instructions as necessary for the performance of the Services.  All such 

additional instructions must be consistent with the general scope and intent of the Services.  In giving such 

additional instructions, Moose Jaw will have authority to make minor changes in the Services, not inconsistent 

with the general scope and intent of the Contract Documents. 

 Additional Services 

Moose Jaw and the Consultant may, by mutual agreement, make changes to the Services. Any adjustment to 

the amounts payable to the Consultant for such additional services must be confirmed in writing before any 

additional Services are undertaken by the Consultant. 

 Compliance with Rules and Regulations   

The Consultant shall, and shall cause each of the Personnel to, comply with all rules and regulations established 

or adopted by Moose Jaw with respect to occupational health and safety, environmental management, 

emergency response and evacuation, fire prevention, site security and administrative and operational rules and 

regulations, as may be supplemented or modified by Moose Jaw from time to time for any Moose Jaw facility 

or work site where the Consultant or the Personnel may attend in connection with the Services. 

 Compliance with Laws and Codes   

The Consultant shall, and shall cause each of the Personnel to, comply with all federal, provincial, local or other 

laws, ordinances, rules, codes, regulations and permits of any relevant government or governmental authority 

which affect the Services as well as all industry codes and standards customarily applicable to the Services. 

 Permits and Licenses   

Except as otherwise specified elsewhere in the Contract Documents, the Consultant shall, at its expense, obtain 

and comply with all necessary permits, licenses, certificates, clearances, approvals, authorizations or consents 

required by any relevant government or governmental authority for the performance of the Services. 
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 Responsibility for Taxes 

All sales or use taxes applicable to the amounts charged by the Consultant under this Agreement shall be 

separately identified in all invoices delivered by the Consultant. The Consultant shall promptly pay when due 

and shall indemnify and save harmless Moose Jaw from all taxes, withholding taxes, duties, levies, 

contributions, assessments or other charges in relation to the Services or this Agreement that may be payable 

to any federal, provincial, local or other government authority in connection with the amounts paid by Moose 

Jaw to the Consultant under this Agreement.  

 Expenses 

Except where expressly provided otherwise in this Agreement, the Consultant shall be solely responsible for all 

supervision, certification, training and all other expenses relating to the employment of Personnel, and the cost 

of all items consumed by the Consultant in the course of providing the Services. 

 Documents 

All drawings, specifications, plans, studies, models, data, reports, specifications, surveys, calculations and any 

other documents, information and material (collectively, the "Documents"), collected, compiled, or produced 

during the performance of the Services shall be works for hire and shall upon their development be and become 

the property of Moose Jaw. Any copyright arising in respect of any of the Documents is hereby assigned to 

Moose Jaw, and the Consultant hereby waives any moral rights it may have in or related to the copyright in 

respect of any of the Documents. 

 Intellectual Property 

The Consultant shall ensure that neither the Services nor any of the Documents will constitute or result in any 

infringement or violation of any intellectual property right including, without limitation, any patent, copyright 

or industrial design protection or any law relating thereto. The Consultant shall indemnify and save harmless 

Moose Jaw from all claims, demands, actions, costs, expenses, judgements, losses or damages which may arise 

out of or result from the assertion by any person that the supply by the Consultant for use or other application 

by Moose Jaw of all or any portion of the Services or Documents furnished under this Agreement infringes any 

industrial or intellectual property rights, or law relating thereto. 

: TERMINATION 

 Termination for Cause   

In addition to any other rights and remedies which it may have, Moose Jaw may terminate this Agreement if 

the Consultant: 

 fails to comply with any of the terms or conditions of this Agreement including, without 

limitation, late performance of Services or performance of the Services in a manner which does 

not conform with this Agreement; or 

 is adjudged bankrupt, becomes insolvent, makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, 

institutes or becomes subject to proceedings under any laws for the relief of debtors, or if a 

receiver, monitor, trustee or liquidator is appointed over the Consultant's business. 
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 Termination Without Cause 

Moose Jaw may, at any time, terminate this Agreement without cause at its sole option by giving at least thirty 

(30) days written notice to the Consultant to that effect. Upon Moose Jaw giving such notice to the Consultant, 

the Consultant shall take all reasonable steps to wind-down the Services as soon as reasonably practical. Moose 

Jaw shall pay the Consultant for the Services completed prior to the effective date of termination, together with 

any actual direct costs resulting from such termination. Payment of such amounts will be the Consultant's 

exclusive remedy, and will constitute satisfaction of any and all liabilities of Moose Jaw, with respect to any 

such termination of this Agreement. 

 Rights on Termination   

Upon termination of this Agreement and the engagement of the Consultant: 

 the Consultant shall, within seven days of notice of the termination, deliver to Moose Jaw all 

components and items of its Services and the Documents, as they exist as of the date of 

termination; and 

 all property, title and interest of the Consultant in the Services and Documents, as the same 

exists to the effective date of termination, shall immediately pass to and vest in Moose Jaw.  

 Assessment Following Completion of Phase I 

The Consultant acknowledges and agrees that Moose Jaw will be actively assessing the Consultant’s 

performance of the Services and making internal determinations as to whether subsequent phases of the Services 

will be required. Upon the completion of Phase I, Moose Jaw will assess the Consultant’s performance of the 

Services and Moose Jaw reserves the right at any time to terminate this Agreement pursuant to section 3.2 

herein should Moose Jaw, in its sole discretion, elect to not proceed with subsequent phases of the Services.  

: INDEMNIFICATION AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

 Consultant Indemnity   

The Consultant shall indemnify and hold harmless the Owner Indemnified Parties from and against all liability, 

damages, losses, expenses or costs (including legal fees on a solicitor/client basis) suffered or incurred by 

Moose Jaw as a result of claims, demands, actions, causes of action, suits or proceedings, which may be made 

or brought or prosecuted against Owner Indemnified Parties or any of them by a third party, to the extent arising 

out of, resulting from or attributable to:  

 the acts or omissions, including, without limitation, negligence, gross negligence, or willful, 

wanton or intentional misconduct of the Consultant or the Personnel in the performance of the 

Services; or 

 a breach of this Agreement by the Consultant. 

 Consequential Damages  

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Consultant shall not be liable to Moose Jaw in 

relation to this Agreement, whether due to breach of contract, tort, negligence, warranty, strict liability or 
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otherwise, for consequential damages, including, without limitation, loss of profits, loss of revenue or loss of 

anticipated business suffered or incurred by Moose Jaw arising from the performance of Services.  

: INSURANCE 

 Consultant's Insurance  

The Consultant shall, without limiting its obligations or liabilities herein, maintain and keep in force during the 

performance of the Services at its expense the following insurance with limits specified below: 

 commercial general liability insurance with a combined single limit of $5,000,000 per 

occurrence and in the aggregate, covering all operations by or on behalf of the Consultant 

against claims for personal injury (including bodily injury and death) and property damage;  

 automobile liability insurance with a combined single limit of not less than $2,000,000.00 for 

each occurrence of bodily injury (including passenger hazard), and property damage. Such 

insurance shall cover all owned, hired or non-owned motor vehicles;  

 professional liability (errors and omissions) insurance with a limit of $5,000,000 for each claim 

and in the aggregate, covering losses arising from the performance of the Services; and 

 any other insurance which the Consultant is required by law to provide. 

 Terms of Insurance  

The insurance obtained by the Consultant pursuant to Section 5.1 shall be provided in accordance with the 

following terms and conditions: 

 all insurance coverage specified in Section 5.1 shall be in a form and with insurers acceptable 

to Moose Jaw, acting reasonably. 

 the Consultant shall provide Moose Jaw with satisfactory proof of insurance coverage required 

by Section 5.1 prior to commencing the Services.  The Consultant will provide certified copies 

of actual insurance documents if requested by Moose Jaw. 

 Moose Jaw shall be included as an additional insured for the Consultant's commercial general 

liability insurance for liability arising out of or in relation to the Services or the Consultant's 

work or operations performed under or incidental to this Agreement. 

: GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 Rights and Remedies  

Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, the rights and remedies of the parties specified in 

this Agreement are cumulative and are not exclusive of any other rights or remedies which the parties would 

otherwise have. 
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 Survival  

All provisions of this Agreement which expressly or by their nature survive the termination of this Agreement 

or the completion of the Services will continue in full force and effect after any termination of this Agreement 

or the completion of the Services. 

 Independent Contractor 

The Consultant shall be an independent contractor and not an agent or representative of Moose Jaw.  Nothing 

contained in this Agreement shall create any contractual relationship between Moose Jaw and any 

subcontractor, nor an employment relationship between Moose Jaw and any of the Personnel. 

 Conflict of Interest 

The Consultant and the Personnel:  

 shall conduct their duties related to this Agreement in good faith and with impartiality and if, 

in the course of their duties, they exercise inspection or other discretionary authority over any 

party with whom a separate relationship between them and such party could bring their 

impartiality in relation to this contract into question, the Consultant must notify Moose Jaw as 

to the nature and extent of such relationship; 

 shall not influence, seek to influence, or otherwise take part in a decision of Moose Jaw, 

knowing that the decision might further their private interests; and 

 shall not accept any commission, discount, allowance, payment, gift, or other benefit that is 

connected, directly or indirectly, with the performance of their duties related to this Agreement 

or, that causes, or would appear to cause, a conflict of interest. 

 Confidentiality 

 In this Section, "Confidential Information" means: (i) the terms and conditions of this 

Agreement; (ii) all knowledge and information concerning the technical, commercial, business, 

and public service operations of Moose Jaw; (iii) any third party proprietary information in the 

custody and control of Moose Jaw; or (iv) any personal information as defined in The Local 

Authority Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (Saskatchewan), any of which 

may be acquired by the Consultant in the course of the performance of the Services; 

 The Consultant shall keep all Confidential Information strictly confidential. The Consultant 

shall not, without the prior written consent of Moose Jaw, divulge to any third party any of the 

Confidential Information, or make any commercial use whatsoever of the Confidential 

Information. The Consultant agrees that the Confidential Information shall be used solely for 

the Consultant's performance of the Services. The obligations of the Consultant under this 

Section 6.5 shall survive completion of the performance of the Services or the termination of 

this Agreement, for a period of ten years.   

 The Consultant further agrees that only those of its Personnel who have a need to receive 

Confidential Information for the performance of its obligations under this Agreement shall have 

access thereto and, in such event, the Consultant agrees and undertakes to cause the Personnel 
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to hold such Confidential Information so received under the obligations of confidentiality 

imposed by this Section.   

 For greater certainty, the Consultant shall be responsible to Moose Jaw for any disclosure or 

use of the Confidential Information contrary to this Agreement by any of the Personnel or any 

other party to whom the Consultant has disclosed such Confidential Information.   

 Assignment   

This Agreement shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties and their respective successors and 

permitted assigns, as the case may be. The Consultant shall not assign this Agreement, or any part, benefit or 

interest in this Agreement, without the prior written consent of Moose Jaw. 

 Entire Agreement  

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties in respect of its subject matter and 

supersedes all prior agreements, proposals or tender submissions, quotation requests, understandings, 

representations, warranties, promises, statements, negotiations, letters and documents in respect of its subject 

matter (if any) made or given prior to the date of this Agreement. 
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Schedule "D" – Vertical Asset Condition Assessment 

  



October 2017

City of Moose Jaw

Condition Assessments
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1 Introduction
Associated Engineering was engaged in 2017 to complete the Development Assessment of the City’s
Reservoirs, Infrastructure, Pumphouses, Asset Management and Strategy Framework project by the City of
Moose Jaw (City).  As part of this project, condition assessments were performed on 14 wastewater pump
stations and lift stations and three potable water reservoirs, associated pump stations and supplemental
treatment facilities. The cost estimates were provided in this report are to assist the City with preparation of
the 2018 Capital Budget.

This condition assessment report provides a brief facility description, issues, concerns and observations
and budgetary estimates for immediate, 2018 repairs that were identified as critical.  The cost estimates
provided are developed as a Class 5 (project maturity level of 0% to 2%) budgetary cost estimate (-50% to
+50% accuracy) in accordance with AACE International 18R-97.

The condition assessments completed are related to potable water and wastewater vertical assets within
the City.  The potable water treatment and supply and wastewater treatment facilities were not included in
the condition assessments.

The City provided a copy of some of the record drawings for each facility.  These drawings were reviewed
and used to identify the major components within each facility.  The drawing sets are as-builts from the
respective dates of construction: no upgrades or facility changes are noted.

For each facility, the year constructed was extracted from the drawings provided by the City.  This provides
a general age of the facility and its assets.  During the asset condition data collection site visits, the City
made available senior staff persons to advise on operating issues and concerns.

Potential work has been identified for future considerations. It should be recognised that the
recommendations are general in nature reflecting general practice, but should be looked at in more detail
and in the broader context of Asset Management (AM) planning, level of service criteria, and integration
with long term planning and other infrastructure networks (i.e., collections, roadways, etc.).

1.1 CONDITION AND RISK RATINGS

Each component inspected was provided a condition and consequence rating.  Condition rating was based
on visual assessment and follows a scale of 1 to 5, from good to unserviceable.  A value of 0 is assigned to
assets that were unable to be inspected or are missing.  Consequence follows a score of 1 to 3 based on
the relative impact of the asset from minor to major.  Note that these scores are based solely off of visual
inspection and are intended for the purpose of general condition review. They do not intend to represent
detailed testing or study of components, but may highlight infrastructure that might require more detailed
investigation. As such, inference of a specific asset component or score is not the purpose of this report.
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Risk was calculated for each component by multiplying condition and consequence together.  These risks
were grouped as low, moderate, high, and very high.

Consequence Risk
3 Very High
2 Medium High
1 Low

1 2 3 4 5
Condition

To create condition and risk scores for the facilities, these individual scores were rolled up to create an
overall score for each facility.  For this analysis, the facility condition ratings were defined as:

Less than 2:  Good – Facility is in generally good repair
2.0 to 2.4: Fair – Facility is in relatively good shape but components are showing some wear
2.5 to 2.9: Poor – Facility is operable but have a number of components requiring significant

attention
3.0 to 4.0: Very Poor – Facility has a large number of components requiring attention and may

have compromised maintenance or operation

In addition to an overall score, it was considered important to provide condition and risk distribution charts
that illustrate the amount of various condition and risk categories inherent to the facility.  It important to
understand that all facilities will have a spectrum of components within, and even a facility in good condition
may have a few components that have deteriorated and require attention.
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2 Potable Water Reservoirs and Pump Stations
The City’s potable water is supplied from the Buffalo Pound Water Treatment Plant (BPWTP).  The treated
water from BPWTP is piped approximately 25 km into the High Service Reservoir (HSR) and the North East
Reservoir (NER) in Moose Jaw.  The NER is used to supply the South Hill Reservoir (SHR).

The City is divided into three pressure zones, each with a reservoir serving a corresponding pressure zone.
Booster pumps located at each reservoir maintain pressure and fire flows to each zone in the distribution
zone.  The City provides supplemental treatment at each of the three reservoirs via chlorine booster pump
stations.

Reservoir inspections have been completed for the NER and SHR.  Inspection had not been completed at
the time of this report for the High Service Reservoir due to isolation issues.

The pump stations and supplemental treatment facilities associated with each reservoir were reviewed for
asset condition.  Note there are common walls between the reservoir and pump station where condition can
only be assessed on one side, until the reservoir inspection can be completed.

2.1 HIGH SERVICE RESERVOIR AND PUMP STATION – CONSTRUCTED 1954 & 1981

Condition Score: 2.6 (Poor) Risk Score: 5.7 (High)

The HSR has a total storage capacity of 27 ML (2- 13.6 ML Cells). The pump station consists of seven
pumps, two of which are dual drive units with the capacity to supply the City’s entire water distribution
system. The local PLC system controls the pump sequence for both HSR and SHR facilities to maintain
water pressure.  Two standby natural gas engines provide water supply during normal operating conditions
in the event of a power outage. HSR has no existing provision for back-up power or generator to the
remainder of the facility.

This reservoir is filled by the main supply pipeline from the BPWTP. The 500 mm diameter Control & Block
Fill valves are controlled remotely by the BPWTP or locally at the station (electrical or manual override).

Group Condition Score
Average

Component
Risk Average

Electrical 2.7 4.7
Mechanical 2.8 6.7
Structural 1.9 4.3
Grand Total 2.6 5.8 0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

Average of
Condition Score

Average of
Compont Risk
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2.1.1 Issue, Concerns and Observations

· Isolation valves should be operated bi-annually. Valves may not be operable or have significant
concern with use.

· Confirmed asbestos in the ceiling.
· Cannot pull valves from valve chamber to perform maintenance. Some valves could be relocated,

some valves could be rehabilitated in place but servicing these valves is difficult and in some cases
impossible.

· Concrete below grade is acceptable.
· Stair in pump room is missing handrail.
· Ineffective potable water mixing.
· Booster chlorine pumping facilities are in good shape.
· PLC and SCADA system is past its life expectancy.
· Exterior lighting – one photo cell is always on and one fixture has no light.

Structurally, the building is in reasonable shape but maintenance access to  process mechanical is very
poor. The presence of asbestos would complicate retrofits or changes. Existing OH&S deficiencies are
relatively minor and inexpensive.

Operationally, this pump station is not maintenance friendly.  Isolation valves should be exercised regularly
and maintained.  However, to access, maintain and replace the isolation valves at this pump station may
not be possible, in which case managing a maintenance or emergency situation would be more difficult,
time consuming and expensive.

The PLC and SCADA system is aging and should be considered for replacement.

 Table 2-1
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – High Service Reservoir and Pump Station

Work Cost

Operate Isolation Valves Biannually $2,000

Replace Isolation Valves
(Significant risk of cost escalation due to isolation and ability to)

$300,000

Install Handrail $1,000

Upgrade PLC and SCADA System $140,000

Existing backup power repairs to piping and valves $60,000

Exterior Lighting $2,000

Total $505,000

While the station’s general condition would not warrant decommissioning and replacement, repair or
modification of some of the station’s critical components, such as rotation valves or piping bottlenecks, may
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prove extremely difficult or impossible. Ongoing operating concerns and risks that cannot be otherwise
managed or needs created by additional demand and growth may warrant consideration of constructing a
new pump station. The approximate cost would be $10,000,000, including 15% or $1,500,000 for design and
engineering services during construction.

2.1.2 Issues, Concerns and Observations – Reservoir

The HSR consists of two chambers to enable staged isolation for cleaning and repairs while maintaining
continuous operation of the High Service Pump Station.  The chambers cannot currently be isolated and
drained independently for cleaning or inspection due to the condition and failure of valves associated with
the reservoir.  While the acquisition and replacement of these valves is being pursued, the process may
prove to be complicated and difficult, potentially requiring the temporary shut down of the pump station.

Further to the operational issues, the inability to isolate the reservoir without impacting operation of the High
Service Pump Station carries a large amount of risk in the event that the reservoir is impacted by an
unexpected occurrence such as equipment failure or contamination.  The need to shut down the High
Service Pumping Station to address the reservoir would potentially leave the City unable to provide
adequate water quantity, pressure and quality to the distribution system and the City’s business and
residential users.

Due to the current isolation issues, a condition inspection of the reservoir interior has not been possible.

2.1.3 Issues, Concerns and Observations – Long Term

There are a number of equipment age and condition concerns that present risks to the operation and
sustainability of the High Service Pumping Station going forward.
· Roof structure:

· Leakage at the connection of the addition due to insufficient slope.
· Replacement and regrade of roof structure – within 5 years

· Operational valves past life expectancy – 5 to 10 years
· Station piping past life expectancy

· Several pipe repairs required in 2017 to fix leaks caused by corrosion
· Corrosion occurring along underside of pipes
· Replacement of corroded pipes required within 5 years to proactively address leaks and

failures.
· Pumps – Outdated make (Crown)

· One pump leaking, one pump with excessive vibration
· Lack of access to spare parts makes repairs difficult

· Electrical past life expectancy. No specific issues noted, but the risk of failure increases.
· The presence of an aging an electrical system compounds potential issues with replacement and

upgrading of pumps and other station components.
· Backup pumps (natural gas driven in event of power failure) showing signs of aging

· Cooling water pipes (using potable water) in poor condition (less than 5 years)
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· Pump control valves are starting to show signs of deterioration and becoming problematic in
operation. (less than 5 years)

· High Pressure Relief Valve in poor condition (less than 5 years)
· Flow meter is aging and past life expectancy (less than 5 years)
· Backup power does not support full operation of the station including operation of electric pumps

and equipment.

In addition, the High Service Pump Station has issues inherent to its design and construction that aggravate
the capability and cost of doing any work in the station.

· Building contains asbestos in the walls, heating, and floor tiles. This significantly complicates other
identified initiatives that might disturb these areas such as electrical or extensive mechanical
repairs and replacement.

· Layout of the facility does not allow for access and removal of large diameter valves in the lower
pipe gallery.  Failure, or replacement of, components in this area would result in a long shutdown of
the entire facility and extremely difficult repairs and replacement of equipment.

· There are HVAC deficiencies in the building resulting in a high amount of condensation on piping
and equipment resulting in increased rate/risk of corrosion.

Table 2-2
Work List and Cost Estimate for Long Term Operation – High Service Reservoir and Pump Station

Work Time Frame Cost

Roof Structure Repairs and Replacement 5 years $750,000

Replacement of Station Valves and Piping 3 years $2,000,000

Electrical Replacement 10 years $550,000

High Pressure Relief Valve Replacement 5 years $25,000

Flow Meter Replacement 5 years $35,000

Asbestos Removal/Abatement and Associated Repairs 5 years $1,500,000

HVAC Upgrades 10 years $250,000

Backup power system to service whole station 3 years $600,000

Facility Improvements Not Possible N/A

Total $5,710,000
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2.1.4 Long Term Viability

Given the number and extent of work required for the High Service Pump Station, it is important to not just
look at each component individually but also the overall impact, feasibility and risk.

· The estimated work required would be over 50% of the value of the station. Given this level of
required expenditure it is necessary to look at the reality of what that investment will provide:

· The building structure would still be over 60 years old and would be considered end of life.
· Operational inefficiencies and risks inherent to the station layout will remain. Future work will

continue to be difficult and costly, and the existing risk of piping bottlenecks will still exist.

· The amount and type of work needed will require a significant, and potentially unmanageable,
amount of downtime or interruption for the station. The type of work identified would likely take
several months and involve a number of interruptions to the stations operation. Electrical work may
only require short shutdowns or be manageable through staged implementation, but extensive pipe
and valve replacements will require long shutdowns of the station that can probably not be
managed in the system, or will pose a significant amount of risk and operational issues.

· Due to the extensive nature of some of the work and the high degree of risk around issues
involved, there is a significant amount of uncertainty in the work which raises the risk that the work
may incur additional expense or become unfeasible altogether.  Significant risks include:

· Presence of asbestos in the station. The extents include wall, floor and pipe wrap materials.
Extensive renovations and work in the facility will likely disturb some of this material and require
additional management.

· Ability to isolate and control the system. There is a lot of concern around operation of valves in
the facility and the ability to isolate components of the station.  Given past experience and
current issues with reservoir isolation, this is considered a high impact, high probability risk.
The impacts would be additional costs for bypass or management, additional/unplanned
downtime for the station, or requirement for suspension of work during construction.

2.1.5 Alternative: New Pump Station

As an alternative to repairing components of the station, construction of a new station would avoid many of
the problems inherent to rehabilitation of the existing station while offering the potential for additional
opportunities and benefits going forward. A ball park estimate for a new lift station would be in the
range of $8 million to $11 million.  This includes approximately 15% for engineering services.

Problems that would be avoided include:
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· Operation of the existing station would not have to be interrupted. The existing station would remain
in operation until the new station was ready to take over.

· Construction risk would be minimized as it would not be reliant on the operation of questionable
infrastructure for isolation.

· Budgetary risks would be better known and controllable. The construction of new infrastructure
poses fewer challenges, constraints and unknowns than the retrofitting of an existing facility.  The
risk of needing large change orders to manage field changes is lower, making the budget
potentially easier to manage and maintain.

· Schedule risks would also be better known and controllable for the same reasons.

Additional benefits inherent to a new pump station would include:

· The cost of future maintenance will be reduced.
· The City will have an entirely new structure as opposed to a retrofitted 60 year old structure.

Although the building envelope is in fair condition it is reasonable to assume that a new
structure would better meet current code and have an extended life span in comparison.

· Existing issues with the facility layout including difficulty in maintenance and equipment
accessibility and bottlenecks in the piping and valve network would be eliminated, which is not
a possibility in the retrofitting of a new station.

· The ability to build in capacity for growth and/or expansion. A new facility could either be sized to
allow for additional future infrastructure or designed to allow the easy addition of future modular
construction for lower cost.

· Increased health and safety of employees and reliability for the public.

2.1.6 Recommendation for High Service Pump Station

A significant amount of work is required at the High Street Pumping Station in both the short and long term
in order to manage risk and operational issues at the facility.  The following table highlights the pros and
cons of rehabilitation versus new construction.

Alternative Capital
Cost

Cost
Risk

Schedule
Risk

Operating
Cost

Operating
Risk/Ease

Station
Interruption

Station
Longevity Growth

Rehabilitation + - - - - - - -
New Facility - + + + + + + +

Based on these considerations it is recommended that the City construct a new facility to replace the
existing pump station, with this work prioritised to begin design in early 2018.
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2.2 SOUTH HILL RESERVOIR AND PUMP STATION – CONSTRUCTED 1976

Condition Score: 2.5 (Poor) Risk Score: 4.7 (Moderate)

The South Hill Reservoir has a storage capacity of 9 ML, and includes two distribution pumps in the pump
station. The pump selection sequence is controlled by the HSR PLC system via telephone communication
network. This pump station assists the main water distribution system by boosting the pressure to the South
Hill area when demands reach a specified set point in pressure. In the event of telephone communication
failure, the PLC system will operate in an independent mode to enable or disable pump selections. In the
event of a high-pressure condition, a mechanical relief valve at HSR will maintain the pressure at a
specified limit. This reservoir is filled from the North East Reservoir.

The PLC and SCADA system is aging and should be considered for replacement.

Generally, the building and equipment are in reasonable condition with no major condition issues noted.

2.2.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations – Pump Station

· Reservoir level control could overflow into the building in an upset condition
· Reservoir level control is open to atmosphere, potential location for contamination
· Valves should be operated bi-annually
· Steel pipe support loose at top
· Pipe support on potable water discharge pipe needs to be anchored
· Replace weather stripping on doors
· PLC and SCADA system is past its life expectancy
· Use of VFD Pumps to optimise efficiency and operation

Group Condition
Score Average

Component
Risk Average

Electrical 2.6 5.1
Mechanical 2.7 5.0
Structural 1.9 3.7
Grand Total 2.5 4.7

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

Electrical Mechanical Structural

Average of
condition_score

Average of
Compont Risk
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Table 2-3
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – South Hill Pump Station

Work Timing Cost

Install Proper Level Control 1 year $15,000

Close open Reservoir Level Control 1 year $500

Reattach Pipe Support 1 year $500

Upgrade PLC and SCADA System 1 year $80,000

Replace Weather Stripping 3 years $500

Review Pumping Design and Operation 3 years $10,000

Install VFD 3 years $150,000

Total $256,500

2.2.2 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Reservoir

This is a summary of the issues, concerns and observations that were noted during a reservoir cleaning
and condition inspection completed on October 16, 2017. Refer to the technical memo dated November 23,
2017 and cleaning report for more detailed information.

· Repair below grade interior wall caulking
· Repair base slab caulking
· Repair pipe strap anchors and grout
· Roof slab removal of failed coating

In addition to issues identified during the inspection, the inlet supply line suffered a significant leak in 2017
during draining and cleaning activities. Investigation revealed that the inlet pipe was suffering from
significant corrosion and pitting. The leaking section of pipe was replaced but it was observed that the
adjacent pipe was also in very poor condition. It is recommended that this pipe be replaced or relined in
2018.
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Table 2-4
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – South Hill Reservoir

Work Timing Cost

Below Grade Walls caulking 3 years $4,000

Base Slab caulking 3 years $8,000

Base Slab pipe strap anchors - grout 1 year $3,000

Roof Slab – removal of failed coating 1 year $30,000

Repair/Replace Inlet Pipe 1 year $25,000

Total $70,000

2.2.3 Issues, Concerns and Observations – Long Term

Assuming the short term work identified is undertaken, visual inspection would indicate that the station is
generally suitable for use over the next 10 to 20 years. However, it is noted that the general age of the
station is cause to consider that some of its mechanical and electrical components may be approaching
their end of life and will require eventual replacement. In order to better identify and understand potential
risks and condition, mid to long term investigations involving more detailed condition assessment should be
conducted.

Also, given the overall age of the station, an allowance has been made for the replacement of mechanical
components, such as valves, that may require replacement within the next ten years.

Table 2-5
Work List and Cost Estimate for Long Term Operation – South Hill Reservoir and Pump Station

Work Time Frame Cost

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Station Pipe Network 3 years $10,000

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Pump Components 5 years $5,000

Backup Power to service whole station 5 years $300,000

Replacement of miscellaneous mechanical components 10 years $250,000

Total $565,000

2.2.4 Long Term Viability

There are a number of repairs required to maintain the station in a stable condition including PLC
replacement, level control, removal of reservoir roof coating, and repair of inlet pipe.  This work should be
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able to be completed in an orderly and manageable way and support a cost effective methodology to
extend the life of the station and reservoir.

2.3 NORTH EAST RESERVOIR AND PUMP STATION – CONSTRUCTED 1981

Condition Score: 2.3 (Fair) Risk Score: 4.8 (Moderate)

Group
Condition
Score Average

Component
Risk Average

Structural 1.7 3.5
Electrical 2.3 4.2
Mechanical 2.5 5.6
Grand Total 2.3 4.8

The NER has a storage capacity of 11 ML and includes three pumps.  The NER services one pressure
zone and is used to supply the SHR.

In an emergency, this pump station has the flow capacity to supply the City’s entire water distribution
system, with pressure conditions in the system partly dependent on the set-up of the supply and feeder
infrastructure at the time.

The reservoir is filled by the main supply line from the BPWTP.  The Control and Block Fill valves are
controlled remotely by the BPWTP or locally at the station (electric switch or manual override).

The PLC and SCADA system is aging and should be considered for replacement.

Generally, the building and equipment are in reasonable condition with no major condition issues noted.
There are a number of piping and valve components that were noted as potentially requiring maintenance
due to their general age.  Space in the pump station is somewhat tight with little room for future expansion if
required.

Operational issues with mixing in the reservoir have been noted. There are likely cost effective solutions
available, but recommendation will be pending reservoir condition inspection and observations.

2.3.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations – Pump Station

· Concrete repair required from the beam to wall connection in the lower level
· Bend radius on monorail is too tight
· PLC and SCADA system is past its life expectancy

0.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0

Average of
condition_score

Average of
Compont Risk
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Table 2-6
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – North East Pump Station

Work Cost

Concrete Repair $10,000

Upgrade PLC and SCADA System $95,000

Total $105,000

2.3.2 Issues, Concerns and Observations - Reservoir

This is a summary of the issues, concerns and observations that were noted during a reservoir cleaning
and condition inspection completed on October 4, 2017.  Refer to the technical memo dated October 27,
2017 and cleaning report for more detailed information.

· Repair below grade interior wall caulking
· Repair base slab caulking
· Repair pipe strap anchors and grout
· Roof slab removal of failed coating

It has also been noted that due to the shape of the reservoir and the placement of the reservoir inlet and
outlet lines, the reservoir can suffer from poor mixing and short circuiting.  A preliminary look at the issue
indicated that installation of an alternate inlet pipe configuration directing the water to promote mixing and
turnover would be feasible.

Table 2-7
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – North East Reservoir

Work Cost

Below Grade Walls caulking $4,000

Base Slab caulking $8,000

Repair column – sack-rubbed $65,000

Repair roof slab $80,000

Reservoir mixing (Study and construction) $60,000

Total $217,000

2.3.3 Issues, Concerns and Observations – Long Term

Assuming the short term work identified is undertaken, visual inspection would indicate that the station is
generally suitable for use over the next 10 to 20 years. However, it is noted that the general age of the
station is cause to consider that some of its mechanical and electrical components may be approaching
their end of life and will require eventual replacement. In order to better identify and understand potential
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risks and condition, mid to long term investigations involving more detailed condition assessment should be
conducted.

Also, given the overall age of the station, an allowance has been made for the replacement of mechanical
components, such as valves, that may require replacement within the next ten years.

In addition, the stations existing power supply does not provide power for the whole station.  Given the
space constraints in the station, a larger emergency power system may require a separate building.

Table 2-8
Work List and Cost Estimate for Long Term Operation – North East Reservoir and Pump Station

Work Time Frame Cost

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Station Pipe Network 3 years $10,000

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Pump Components 5 years $5,000

Backup Power to service whole station 5 years $300,000

Replacement of miscellaneous mechanical components 10 years $250,000

Total $565,000

2.3.4 Long Term Viability

There are a number of repairs required to maintain the station in a stable condition including PLC
replacement and backup power.  This work should be able to be completed in an orderly and manageable
way and support a cost effective methodology to extend the life of the station and reservoir.

A final consideration for the station is long term demand.  There is not much room within the station for
expansion which might impact servicing of large volumes to new areas of development.
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3 Wastewater Facilities
All 14 wastewater pumping and lift stations have been reviewed. Generally, these facilities will continue to
function and provide the intended service.  The purpose of the condition assessment was to assess the
condition and remaining life of the asset and provide guidance of required upgrades.

The Valley View Center wastewater pump station is not currently owned by the City and was not included
as part of the assessments.  The wastewater treatment plant and lagoon were not included in the condition
assessments.

3.1 CRESCENT VIEW WASTEWATER PUMP STATION – CONSTRUCTED 1961

Condition Score: 1.8 (Good) Risk Score: 3.5 (Low)

The Crescent View wastewater pumping station collects wastewater and septage from a nearby septic truck
dump location and pumps the wastewater to the grit building at the City wastewater treatment plant and
ultimately the lagoon.

This facility was constructed in 1961 and has seen an upgrade of several of the main duty pumps, motors
and related electrical components.  Along with the upgrades to the pumps maintenance components such
as hoist and monorails have been installed to aid in the replacement of pumps.

This station requires some minor repairs to the floor and ceiling tiles but is otherwise in reasonable shape.

There are some minor to moderate OH&S issues regarding grates, supports, sensors, and exterior tripping
hazards.

The PLC and SCADA system is aging and should be considered for replacement.
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3.1.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Operator concerns – frequent replacement of pumps and motors due to excessive grit entering the
station

· PLC and SCADA system is past its life expectancy
· Confirm H2S/LEL sensor in basement works
· Structural concern regarding cracking masonry block near external ladder
· Cleanout floor drains and replace grates
· Replace exterior curb and hatch around sump manhole
· Replace damaged floor tile
· Replace grating on steel access platforms for valves and flow metre (bearing bars spanning wrong

direction)
· Anchor support post on steel access platforms for valves and flow metre
· Replace ceiling tiles in staff washroom
· Repair and replace perimeter fence
· Clean the collector sewer trunk
· Repair hole in concrete sidewalk - tripping hazard
· Double door weather stripping and door sweeps to access lower level

Table 3-1 identifies work that is urgent in nature and poses a major operational risk to the station, or is an
OH&S/safety issue. It is recommended that this work be undertaken as soon as possible.

Table 3-1
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Crescent View Wastewater Pump Station

Work Cost

Upgrade PLC and SCADA System $175,000

Weather Stripping and Door Sweeps $300

Repair Concrete Sidewalk $500

Replace H2S/LEL Sensor $8,000

Repair Cracking Masonry Block Near External Ladder $3,000

Total $186,800

3.1.2 Issues, Concerns and Observations – Long Term

Assuming the short term work identified is undertaken, visual inspection would indicate that the station is
generally suitable for use over the next 10 to 20 years.

A significant operation issue is the excessive wear and tear on the station pumps and motors, requiring
replacement in as little as three years in some cases. This would seem to be largely due to large amounts
of grit getting into the pumps and causing wear and damage.
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A solution to this is outside of the scope of the station repairs or upgrades, but would include a dumping/grit
removal facility of some sort. Depending on the requirements and parameters such as location, building,
and type of cleaning and treatment, a potential dumping facility encompasses a broad range of potential
cost. It is therefore recommended that a conceptual study be undertaken to look at the variety of options
available, both in terms of services provided and design options to meet service goals. Levels of service
criteria will be established as part of the City’s asset management project which will help to inform this work.
Approximate cost of the study would be $55,000.

In addition, the station experiences significant surcharging events during rainstorm events that occasionally
flood the grinder room.  It may be possible to manage some of this inflow at its source which would reduce
the demand on the existing system. Should this not prove feasible additional capacity may be required, and
there is not much room in the station for expansion.  A storm cross connection study and survey would
typically be handled under the linear infrastructure system to determine if excessive wet weather flow can
be managed.

Finally, due to the amount of grit seen in the station, additional pipe testing would identify whether the lines
in the station have been subject to scouring and accelerated degradation.  It is recommended that lines in
the station undergo material testing.  Lines outside the station would probably be better handled with linear
infrastructure.

Table 3-2
Work List and Cost Estimate for Long Term Operation – South Hill Reservoir and Pump Station

Work Time Frame Cost

Grit Removal Facility Study 1 year $55,000

Grit Removal Facility Construction 3-5 years TBD

Material Thickness and Integrity Testing: Piping 3 years $10,000

Repair Perimeter Fencing 5 years $15,000

Total $265,000
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3.2 7TH AND HIGH STREET – CONSTRUCTED 1966

This wastewater lift station is located in the middle of a main road in a cast in place chamber below grade.
Traffic control is required to access the chamber below grade.  The control and operator panel are located
on the sidewalk adjacent to the lift station.  This wastewater lift station has duplex pumping.  The control
system has been upgraded in 2001.

3.2.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Potable water service connection with backflow preventer should be decommissioned back to the
potable watermain.

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
· Install FRP grating over the intermediate floor access for surface inspection of the pumps.  This will

allow safer entry by the Operators when required.
· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion.
· Lift lugs embedded into cast in place concrete are not labeled with a capacity rating.  One set of

lugs appears to not have sufficient edge distance in the concrete.
· Access ladder is corroded and should be replaced.
· Wiring terminations/splices exposed to atmosphere. Should be enclosed in junction box.

Table 3-3
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – 7th and High Street

Work Cost

Abandon Water Service Connection $5,000

Ladder $5,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Grating $5,000

Cleaning $3,000

Fan Replacement $500

Remove Abandoned Electrical, Fix Junction Boxes $4,000

Total $22,500
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3.3 VICTORIA – CONSTRUCTED 2001

Condition Score: 2.4 (Fair) Risk Score: 4.8 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located in the middle of a Normandy Drive in a cast in place chamber below
grade.  Traffic control is required to access the chamber below grade. The wastewater lift station is a cast in
place chamber with an access provided through a manhole access frame and cover.   The control and
operator panel are located on the sidewalk adjacent to the lift station.  This wastewater lift station has only a
single pump.

3.3.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
· Install FRP grating over the intermediate floor access for surface inspection of the pumps.  This will

allow safer entry by the Operators when required.
· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
· Infiltration through crack and precast manhole joints
· Current thrust restraint should be replaced with mechanical restraint
· Reinstall hoop for the float
· The control panel has shifted putting tension on the power cable for the fan. The cable tension

should be rectified immediately. The control panel is aging and should be replaced.
· Unknown if the exhaust fan is rated for hazardous environment
· Note: this station should be combined into a duplex station with the Normandy Pump Station
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Table 3-4
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Victoria

3.4 NORMANDY – CONSTRUCTED 1986

Condition Score: 2.4 (Fair) Risk Score: 4.8 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located in the middle of Normandy Drive in a cast in place chamber below
grade.  Traffic control is required to access the chamber below grade. The wastewater lift station is a cast in
place chamber with an access provided through a manhole access frame and cover.   The control and
operator panel are located on the sidewalk adjacent to the lift station.  This wastewater lift station has only a
single pump.

3.4.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
· Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when

required.  This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.  The hatch cover is in the lift station, but
has been removed.

· Lift lugs embedded into cast in place concrete are not labeled with a capacity rating.
· Install steel cap plates on HSS control panel supports.
· Note: this station should be combined into a duplex station with the Victoria Pump Station.

Work Cost

FRP Intermediate Floor grating $5,000

Cleaning $3,000

Fan Replacement $500

Reinstall Hoop $300

Adjust Fan Electrical Cable (lengthen) $500

Infiltration Sealing $5,000

Total $14,300
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Table 3-5
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Normandy

Work Cost

FRP Intermediate Floor Grating $5,000

Cleaning $3,000

Fan Replacement $500

Install Steel Cap $150

Total $8,650

Note: The cost to combine Normandy and Victoria would be $450,000. This would be offset by the cost of
upgrades required for each station, as well as the ongoing operating and maintenance costs of two stations
instead of one.

3.5 SLATERS – CONSTRUCTED 1960

Condition Score: 3.1 (Very Poor) Risk Score: 4.5 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent residences and south of Grandview Street West.  The
manhole access frame and cover was covered with overburden.  The 1200 mm diameter pre-cast manhole
with an intermediate floor requires the installation of FRP grating over the existing missing hatch. The
control and operator panel are located adjacent to the lift station.  This wastewater lift station has only a
single pump.

The station is in generally poor condition but only services one residence.

3.5.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
· Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when

required.  This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.
· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion.
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· Lighting and exhaust fan requires replacement.
· Weather proof outlet should be replaced with explosion proof receptacle.
· Main electrical panel has significant corrosion and should be replaced.

Table 3-6
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Slaters

Work Cost

FRP Intermediate Floor Grating $5,000

Cleaning $3,000

Install Fan $2,500

Replace Weather Proof Outlet $1,000

Replace Main Electrical Panel $3,000

Total $14,500

3.6 CHURCHILL – CONSTRUCTED 1959

Condition Score: 2.6 (Poor) Risk Score: 4.4 (Moderate)

Churchill Park wastewater lift station located on the northeast corner of Wellesley and Winston Street and
consists of a wet pit, dry pit and a building to enclose the mechanical and electrical equipment.  This lift
station has a grinder and two long shaft wastewater pumps.

3.6.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Pump station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
· Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when

required.  This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.
· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion.
· Lighting and exhaust fan requires replacement.
· Suspected asbestos in the ceiling.
· Require junction box covers.
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· Exterior hand rail does not meet code requirements.
· Trees should be removed from powerline and around station.
· Replace backflow preventer on potable water service.
· Station requires painting.
· The electrical equipment is near the end of its lifecycle and should be replaced.

Table 3-7
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Churchill

Work Cost

FRP Intermediate Floor Grating $5,000

Cleaning $3,000

Replacement of Backflow Preventer $1,500

Total $9,500

3.7 RIVER DRIVE – CONSTRUCTED 1966

Condition Score: 3.1 (Very Poor) Risk Score: 4.7 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent to Park Drive in the Wakamow Valley.  This area has the
potential to flood in wet years.  The wastewater lift station is a cast in place chamber with an access
provided through a manhole access frame and cover.  The control and operator panel are located on a
power pole adjacent to the lift station.  This wastewater lift station has only a single pump.  The pump has
been replaced in 1993.  The level control floats and station light have been replaced since the original
installation.

3.7.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually.
· Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when

required.  This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.
· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion.
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· Lighting requires replacement
· Access ladder is beyond service life and is unsafe to use
· Station exhaust fan is beyond service life
· Potable water service connection with backflow preventer should be decommissioned back to the

potable watermain
· Install float hoops
· The power/control panel is past its life expectancy and should be replaced

Table 3-8
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – River Drive

Work Cost

Ladder $5,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Hatch $5,000

Cleaning $3,000

Fan Replacement $500

Power/Control Panel Replacement $20,000

Potable Water Service Backflow and Decommissioning $5,000

Total $38,500

3.8 KIWANIS SPEED OVAL – CONSTRUCTED 1977

Condition Score: 2.8 (Poor) Risk: 4.3 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent to a facility building near the Kiwanis speed oval in the
Wakamow Valley.  This area has the potential to flood in wet years.  The wastewater lift station is a cast in
place chamber with an access provided through a manhole access frame and cover.  The control and
operator panel are located on the adjacent building near the lift station.  This wastewater lift station has only
a single pump.  Since this area has a high volume of public foot traffic a gentle grade raise around the
access hatch is required.
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3.8.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
· Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when

required.  This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.  The hatch cover is in the lift station, but
has been removed.

· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
· Access ladder is beyond service life and is unsafe to use
· Lighting and exhaust fan requires replacement
· A grade raise and grade ring should be installed to reduce storm water from entering the life

station.
· Install float hoops
· Junction boxes inside wet well are significantly corroded
· Control panel has exceeded its life cycle and should be replaced

Table 3-9
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Kiwanis Speed Oval

Work Cost

Ladder $5,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Hatch $5,000

Cleaning $3,000

Grade Ring and Grade Raise $1,500

Replace Lighting $500

Replace Corroded Electrical in Wet Well $4,000

Total $19,000
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3.9 2ND AVE SUBWAY – CONSTRUCTED 1966

Condition Score: 2.9 (Poor) Risk: 4.7 (Moderate)

2nd Ave subway is a storm water lift station located on the southeast side of the CP Railway tracks that
pumps storm water from the road under the CP Railway track to an outfall into the Moose Jaw River.  This
lift station consists of an engine driven vertical turbine pump, electrical vertical turbine pump inside a
masonry block building and a submersible pump in the wet well.

3.9.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
· Replace exterior lighting with vandal-resistant type
· Lift lugs screwed into plywood are not labeled with a capacity rating
· Roof insulation and ceiling should be replaced
· The power and control panels are past life expectancy and should be replaced

Table 3-10
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – 2nd Ave Subway

Work Cost

Cleaning $3,000

Replace Exterior Light $400

Total $3,400
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3.10 PAR 3 – CONSTRUCTED 1991

Condition Score: 3.0 (Very Poor) Risk Score: 5.2 (High)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent to 13th Ave NE and Manitoba Expressway.  The wastewater
lift station is cast in place with a pre-cast cone to a standard frame and cover. The control and operator
panel are located on a steel framed structure adjacent to the lift station.  This wastewater lift station has
only a single pump.

3.10.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
· Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when

required.  This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.  The hatch cover is in the lift station, but
has been removed.

· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
· Potable water service connection with backflow preventer should be decommissioned back to the

potable watermain
· Lift lugs embedded into cast in place concrete are not labeled with a capacity rating

Table 3-11
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Par 3

Work Cost

Cleaning $3,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Hatch $5,000

Remove Potable Water $5,000

Total $13,000
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3.11 BUTLER – CONSTRUCTED 1965

Condition Score: 2.6 (Poor) Risk: 4.5 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located adjacent to Athabasca Street East and Butler Ave.  The wastewater lift
station is cast in place with a pre-cast cone to a standard frame and cover. The control and operator panel
are located on a steel framed structure adjacent to the lift station.  This wastewater lift station has only a
single pump.

3.11.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
· Potable water service connection with backflow preventer should be decommissioned back to the

potable watermain
· Replace junction box cover. Replace light fixture
· Install exhaust fan
· Install FRP grating over the access area for the pumps to allow safer entry by the Operators when

required.  This will still allow a visual of the wet well below.  The hatch cover is in the lift station, but
has been removed.

· The electrical equipment appears in good condition

Table 3-12
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Butler

Work Cost

Cleaning $3,000

Remove Potable Water $5,000

FRP Intermediate Floor Hatch $5,000

Install Exhaust Fan $500

Replace Junction Box Cover and Light $750

Total $14,250
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3.12 RIDDELL – CONSTRUCTED 2005

Condition Score: 2.9 (Score) Risk Score: 4.7 (Moderate)

This wastewater lift station is located near Riddell Lane.  The wastewater lift station is cast in place with a
pre-cast cone to a standard frame and cover. The control and operator panel are located on a steel framed
structure adjacent to the lift station.  This wastewater lift station has duplex pumping and controlled by a
Flygt control panel that is in good condition.  This facility has the safety grating and solid access covers
over each of the submersible pumps/motors.

3.12.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
· Valves, piping and various other components have significant corrosion
· A Lifting bracket with lifting lugs is anchored to the concrete and has signs of corrosion.  There are

missing anchors that should be installed.  The lifting bracket is not labeled with a capacity rating.
· The fluorescent light does not have its vapour tight cover installed.
· The electrical junction box cover is not installed leaving exposed wiring connections
· Upgrade ventilation fan

Table 3-13
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Riddell

Work Cost

Cleaning $3,000

Reinstall Anchor Lugs $1,500

Install Fluorescent Light Cover $300

Reinstall Junction Box Cover $100

Upgrade Ventilation Fan $5,000

Total $9,900
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3.13 IRON BRIDGE – CONSTRUCTED 2012

Condition Score: 1.4 (Good) Risk: 2.1 (Low)

This wastewater lift station is located in Iron Bridge Estates. The wastewater lift station is cast in place with
a pre-cast cone with lockable access hatches and safety grating and pump/motor removal system at the
surface. The control and operator panel are located on a steel framed structure adjacent to the lift station.
This wastewater lift station has duplex pumping and controlled by a Flygt control panel that is in good
condition.  This facility has an intermediate grating platform over each of the submersible pumps/motors.

3.13.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
· Valves, piping and various other components have minor corrosion
· Ventilation fan not working

Table 3-14
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – Iron Bridge

Work Cost

Cleaning $3,000

Upgrade Ventilation Fan $5,000

Total $8,000
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3.14 11TH AND HIGH STREET TRUNK – CONSTRUCTED 2007

Condition Score: 1.3 (Good) Risk: 2.2 (Low)

The 11th and High Street Trunk wastewater lift station consists of a pre-cast manhole chamber with a
building that would include a future back up generator.  The building is divided in half with the one side that
provides access to the submersible pumps and the other for the electrical, controls and future generator.
This lift station also includes an odour control system and a Muffin Monster.  This site has a security fence
installed around the perimeter. This wastewater lift station has duplex pumping that is in good condition.
This facility was designed and constructed to service a local abattoir that is not currently in operation.

3.14.1 Issues, Concerns and Observations

· Lift station should be pumped down and grit and debris removed annually
· Backflow preventer needs to be replaced and recalibrated
· Roll up doors have an improper seal
· Create smaller inspection hatch within the large access hatch
· Replace gasket on Pump #2 discharge pumping

Table 3-15
Cost Estimates Immediate Works – 11th and High Street Trunk

Work Cost

Cleaning $3,000

Replace Gasket on Pump #2 Discharge Pumping $7,500

Install Smaller Inspection Hatch $5,000

Total $15,500
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4 Next Steps
The next steps should include looking at functionality of service station areas. There are likely stations that
can be optimized or combined to realize efficiencies and savings.

In addition, Par 3 and Butler should be considered for eventual replacement at an approximate cost of
$250,000 to $300,000 each.

5 Summary of Cost Estimates Immediate Works
Table 5-1

Summary of Cost Estimates Immediate Works

Location Cost

High Service Reservoir and Pump Station $444,500

South Hill Reservoir and Pump Station $95,500

North East Reservoir and Pump Station $105,000

Crescent View Wastewater Pump Station $186+,800

7th and High Street $22,500

Victoria1 $14,300

Normandy1 $8,650

Slaters1 $14,500

Churchill $9,500

River Drive1 $38,500

Kiwanis Speed Oval1 $19,000

2nd Ave Subway2 $3,400

Par 31 $13,000

Butler1 $14,250

Riddell $9,900

Iron Bridge $8,000

11th and High Street Trunk $15,500

Total $1,004,550

Note 1: Sanitary Lift Stations with Only Single Pump
Note 2: Storm Lift Station
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The City of Moose Jaw (City) has commissioned Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd. (AE) to complete a condition
assessment of components of its wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) and septage receiving station. The four focus
areas of the assignment are:
· Grit removal system;

· Curtains in the Biolac® ponds;
· Grit removal building; and

· Septage receiving station.

The objectives of the condition assessment for each focus area are to assess the condition of each component and
identify options and associated costs for repairs or upgrades to improve operational performance and reliability.

This report compiles the findings of the condition assessment as it relates to the septage receiving station. Refer to the
accompanying reports ‘City of Moose Jaw Biolac Pond Curtain Assessment’, ‘City of Moose Jaw Grit Removal System
(Classifier) Assessment’ and ‘City of Moose Jaw Grit Building Assessment’ for findings related to the other focus areas
of the assignment.

1.1 Background
Liquid waste haulers discharge septage at a receiving station consisting of an open top, funnel shaped pit located
approximately 100 m upstream of the City’s Crescent View Pump Station. The septage is discharged into an adjacent
900 mm diameter concrete gravity sewer main where it mixes with domestic wastewater from the City’s piped
collection system and is conveyed to the Crescent View Pump Station from where it is pumped to the WWTP for
treatment.

In an effort to control deleterious material being dumped at the septage site, the City fenced and locked the facility
and only commercial haulers with accounts were provided keys for access. Although this has been partially successful,
the locked facility is not conducive to providing service to the general public. The location of the septage dump site
just upstream of the Crescent View Pump Station results in high levels of grit entering the pump station. This is a
potential cause or aggravating factor of wear on the pumps and impellers, resulting in frequent pump replacement at
the station as identified in a section about the Crescent View Pump Station in the ‘Vertical Assets Condition
Assessment’ completed by Associated Engineering in October 2017. Additional issues with the septage station include
no method of monitoring deliveries, potential of hydrocarbons or other toxic loads being dumped, occasional spills,
potential for heavy grit loads to be dumped and the requirement for manual cleaning of the grating resulting in
increased maintenance costs.
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1.2 Summary of Scope for Condition Assessment of Septage Receiving Station
The scope of work for the septage receiving station condition assessment includes the following:

· An assessment of the operational effectiveness and condition of the existing septage receiving station, based
on a visual inspection completed from ground surface.

· Identification of repairs and/or upgrades to the existing septage receiving station and estimated costs for the
repairs/upgrades.

· An assessment of alternative locations for a septage receiving station.

· An assessment of alternative process options for a new septage receiving station and development of
conceptual level costs for each alternative.

2 EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE
2.1 Existing Septage Receiving Station
Based on as-built drawings provided by the City and our site visit on April 15, 2019, it appears that the existing
septage receiving station consists of a conical steel hopper installed below grade (Photo 1), which feeds directly to an
in-line manhole on an existing 900 mm concrete gravity sanitary main. This configuration is prone to overflowing out
of the manhole during periods of peak flows such as wet weather events and has been noted by operations staff to
have spilled over into the adjacent river a few times in recent years. To prevent large solids from entering the
manhole, there is coarse grating at the bottom of the hopper, which sometimes collects enough solids to block flow,
and must be manually cleaned. The steel hopper is beginning to show signs of wear and corrosion. Security at the
existing site includes a fence and pad lock (Photo 2). Only authorized haulers were given a key for access to the
facility.

Photo 1
Existing Septage Receiving Station
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Photo 2
Existing Fence Enclosing Septage Receiving Station

Waste received at the existing station is discharged directly to the City’s sanitary collection system without treatment
or solids removal. The lack of solids removal is believed to contribute to wear on the pumps at the downstream
Crescent View Pump Station which has required a high frequency of pump replacement at this pump station.

The City of Moose Jaw’s Septage Disposal Policy indicates that there is a source control procedure in place. The
person or company which uses the facility must first submit test results of the contents of any septage before
dumping. The current agreement with haulers operates on an ‘honor system’ without a means of tracking hauler
activity and recording the volume and type of material discharged by each hauler. Without being able to track hauler
activity, it is difficult for the City to confirm compliance with the Disposal Policy and there is a risk that prohibited
materials may be introduced into the downstream treatment system without being detected.

The City of Moose Jaw’s Water Works Bylaw No. 5152 and ‘Septage Disposal Policy’ considers the following to be
prohibited waste:
· Any substance designated as a hazardous substance.

· Sewage waste having a content of BOD greater than 2500 ppm or suspended solids greater than 1500 ppm.

· Used or discarded Oil.
· Petroleum or petroleum-contaminated waste.

· Gasoline or other combustible liquids.

· Radioactive substances.

· Contaminated medical waste.
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2.2 Infrastructure Downstream of Septage Receiving Station
Raw wastewater is pumped from the Crescent View Pump Station to the WWTP. The WWTP consists of several
components including 6 mm screening, grit removal, blower houses, aerated Biolac treatment ponds, secondary
clarifiers, ultra violet disinfection, sludge waste ponds, effluent storage ponds and an effluent irrigation system.

Construction of the WWTP was completed in 2009; however, a number of components from the previous treatment
system were retained and/or modified in an effort to reduce capital costs. For instance, the headworks were modified
by adding a 6 mm mechanical bar screen, Blower House 6 was modified so the existing blowers could be repurposed
to provide aeration to Biolac treatment ponds, two primary treatment cells were converted to waste ponds, and the
clarifiers have been covered to better withstand winter conditions.

The treated wastewater from Moose Jaw is reused through an effluent irrigation system or is discharged to the Moose
Jaw River. In order to obtain the water quality required for effluent irrigation or discharge, all of the City of Moose
Jaw’s wastewater is treated at the WWTP located Southeast of the City limits.

2.3 Issues with Existing Septage Receiving Station
We have identified the following issues with the existing septage receiving station:

· History of overflowing the receiving station when the gravity system is surcharged. This has resulted in
discharge to the nearby river. There is no secondary containment system to intercept overflows.

· Lack of means to track use of the facility. The current facility is not set up to record the number of loads per
day and the type of material being dumped. Tracking use of the facility by implementing an automated
entry/exit system would provide the City with valuable data that could be used to estimate the volume of
septage that is discharged and provide a basis for invoicing haulers, potentially generating additional revenue
for the City.

· Lack of means to detect prohibited loads. Composite samplers and/or online monitoring of the material
dumped would better equip the City to detect prohibited loads and enforce its Septage Disposal Policy.

· Lack of treatment to protect downstream infrastructure including the Crescent View Pump Station. Screening
and grit removal at the septage receiving station would reduce the volume of solids sent to the Crescent View
Pump Station, reducing the stress on the pumps and other equipment.

· Lack of flow equalization. Absence of flow equalization exposes the downstream treatment process to the risk
of shock loads of concentrated waste which can upset the process. It is understood that the current Biolac
system does not utilize flow equalization due to longer hydraulic retention times and a more robust biomass.
However, domestic septage is typically more concentrated than piped domestic wastewater, and until a fully
effective source control program in place, hauled waste may contain toxic materials in addition to high
strength domestic waste. Risk of damage increases when accepting septage without a way to intercept a
potentially harmful load. A large, concentrated load of oil or hydrocarbons, for example, poses a risk to any
biological wastewater treatment process.
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3 OPTIONS FOR UPGRADING EXISTING SEPTAGE RECEIVING 
STATION

Based on the configuration of the existing station and unknown condition of the receiving station below grade (which
could not be inspected), options for modifying the existing facility to include sampling, online monitoring, treatment
(solids removal) and flow equalization are not considered feasible and would require the design of a new receiving
station. However, upgrades could be implemented to improve hauler access and tracking, site security and overflows.
Presented below are options for upgrading the existing septage receiving station.

3.1 High-Level Alarm
A high-level alarm would alert a driver when it is unsafe to dump. The system would monitor the level in the 900 mm
concrete gravity main upstream of the station and detect when sewage flows reach a level where there is an increased
risk of overflow. A beacon would be mounted on the surface to alert the operator that it is unsafe to continue to
dump. The estimated cost to install a high-level alarm on the existing Septage Receiving Station is approximately
$20,000.

3.2 Automated Entry & Billing
Automatic gate entry can be coordinated with magnetic proximity swipe cards, fobs, radio frequency identification
(RFID) chips or PIN pads so that each truck is identified prior to gate entry. Software at each gate can be implemented
to track and cross reference the truck ID number with the date and time of the off-loading event and capacity of the
tank. Information gathered by the software can be used for billing purposes. A PIN pad, RFID chip or card reader can
allow exit from the facility. Data gathered at the septage receiving station could be communicated to the City SCADA
system by means of a radio signal. Estimated cost to upgrade existing site to include automated entry and billing is
$70,000.

3.3 Site Security
To enhance security at the unmanned site, video surveillance cameras with digital storage capability can be
implemented. Video surveillance can track suspicious behaviour and non-compliance with regulations and hold haulers
accountable to their unloading practices. The estimated cost to upgrade the existing site to include improved site
security is $26,000.

4 SEPTAGE LOADING PROJECTION
4.1 Estimated Current Septage Loads and Volumes
The City provided AE with a billing summary from January 2018 to April 2019 for the existing septage station. The
station operates on an ‘honor system’ where it is the responsibility of the septage hauler to report use of the septage
receiving station. Below is a summary of the number of loads that were reported between January 2018 and April
2019.
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Figure 4-1
Reported Septage Loads

From Figure 4-1, it appears that the number of loads recorded per month ranged from 35 in August 2018 to 111 in
September 2018 with an average of 67 reported loads per month or 2.2 loads per day. The City believes that the
septage receiving station is utilized more often than what is currently reported.1 For preliminary sizing of a new
septage receiving station, we assumed that truck loads are under-reported by a factor of 3. Therefore, we estimate
that 6.6 loads are currently discharged on an average day. We apply a peak day factor of 4.0 for an estimated 26 loads
currently discharged on a peak day. A peak day factor of approximately 4 was observed on a similar project for the
City of Regina. The City should undertake additional investigation to better quantify the number of loads received on
an average and peak day.

Volumes are estimated by multiplying the load projections by 10 m3, the capacity of a typical 3000-gallon septic truck.
Therefore, the current (2019) estimated septage volumes are estimated at 66 m3 average day and 260 m3 peak day.

4.2 Projected Septage Loads and Volumes
Septage loads and volumes are projected to increase as the City grows. For the purposes of this report, we assume a
20-year design horizon with year 1 of operation in 2021 and year 20 in 2040. We project annual growth at 1.2%,
consistent with the ‘City of Moose Jaw High Service Pump Station Predesign Report’ (Associated Engineering, January
2019) which identified a design population of 45,000 in the year 2040. Projecting the load and volume estimates from
2019 to the year 2040 at 1.2% annual growth results in projected 8.3 / 33 loads (average day / peak day) and 83 m3 /
330 m3 (average day / peak day) in 2040.

1 To attempt to get a more accurate estimate of traffic to the facility, Moose Jaw staff conducted a truck count in May
of 2019.  However, it appeared that when truck drivers noticed that their activities were being monitored, traffic of
septage haulers to site decreased.  Unfortunately, this makes estimating actual volume of waste disposed of at the
septage station difficult to quantify, and actual volumes must be estimated.  The City should undertake additional
investigation to better quantify the number of loads received on an average and peak day.
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4.3 Characterization of Septage
Without existing data characterizing the water quality of septage discharged at the receiving station, we adopt the
suggested design values taken from ‘EPA Handbook Septage Treatment and Disposal’ summarized in Table 4-1 for
Moose Jaw. A sampling program should be completed prior to design of a new facility to confirm the characterization
of septage in Moose Jaw. For comparison to typical wastewater quality from a piped collection system, Table 4-1 also
includes values for typical untreated wastewater concentrations from ‘Wastewater Engineering Treatment and Reuse
Third Edition’ by Metcalf and Eddy.

Table 4-1
Suggested Septage Characterization

Constituent

Suggested Design Value (EPA
Handbook Septage Treatment

and Disposal, United States
Environmental Protection

Agency) (mg/L)

Typical Medium
Strength Raw

Domestic
Wastewater

Constituent

BOD5 7000 220 BOD5

Suspended Solids 15,000 220 Suspended Solids

COD 15,000 300 COD

pH 6.0 N/A pH

Phosphorous 250 8 Phosphorous

Sulfide N/A 30 Sulfide

Oil and Grease 8000 100 Oil and Grease

5 ALTERNATIVE LOCATIONS FOR A SEPTAGE RECEIVING 
STATION

The City wishes to investigate potential alternative locations for a septage receiving station.

5.1 Available Sites
Based on communication with the City and AE’s initial assessment, there appears to be two feasible sites for a septage
receiving station. The two locations considered in this report are:
· Site A – the current location upstream of the Crescent View Pump Station.

· Site B – Adjacent to the existing Grit Building.
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Figure 5-1
Available Sites for Future Septage Receiving Station

The City owns sufficient land at both sites to construct a new septage receiving station, and both sites are in close
proximity to existing wastewater infrastructure. Access roads to both sites currently consist of a gravelled surface.
With the likelihood of increased traffic after a new septage facility is constructed, the City may wish to consider road
upgrades, such as a paved road surface. Approximately 0.5 km of road upgrades are required to provide paved access
to Site A from the nearest existing paved road, while approximately 2.8 km of road upgrades are required to provide
paved access to Site B from the nearest existing paved road.

5.2 Non-Economic Evaluation of Sites
To aid in the selection of a site, a weighted scoring table was developed, which assesses several key non-economic
criteria. A numerical weight indicates the importance of a criterion, with a weight of one denoting low importance and
a weight of five denoting high importance. Each site is also scored based on the ability of the site to perform favorably
with respect to the criteria. Our initial input of weights and scores is provided below to assist in determining the most
appropriate site.

Site A

Site B
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Table 5-1
Weighted Scoring Table

Site Site A – Current Location (Upstream
of Crescent View Pump Station)

Site B – New Location (Adjacent to
Existing Grit Building)

Criteria Weight (1-5) Score Weighted Score Score Weighted Score

Impact of
Facility on
Surrounding
Area (sounds,
odours)

3 3 9 4 12

Impact on
Gravity
Collection
System

4 3 12 5 20

Hauler Conflicts
with Traffic 3 3 9 4 12

Risks With
Existing
Underground
Infrastructure

3 3 9 4 12

Accessibility to
Haulers 2 5 10 3 6

Future
Development in
the Area

2 5 10 3 6

Public
Perceptions 2 3 6 4 8

Site Security 3 3 9 3 9

Site Risks /
Contamination 3 2 6 4 12

Potential Impact
on downstream
waste water
processes

5 3 15 4 20

Total Score: 95 - 117

Maximum Possible Score: 150 - 150
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6 ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS FOR SEPTAGE RECEIVING
The City wishes to investigate alternative process options for receiving septage. A new septage receiving station
should consider the following objectives:
· Capability to receive hauled domestic sanitary waste from unconnected homes, institutions, commercial

establishments, and industrial operations.

· Capability to unload tank contents in a relatively short period of time and with minimal waiting.
· Provision for expansion of the station in the future.

· Site layout design that allows trucks to drive in, unload and drive out without having to back up or manoeuvre
to any great extent.

· Provide service suitable for weather and seasonal conditions in Southern Saskatchewan.

· Positively identify each truck that discharges at the site and supply data in a form that is usable for billing and
accounting purposes.

· Capability for data relay and communications to a central office.

· Capability to restrict use to registered haulers and enforce the filling out of a manifest to be submitted to City
of Moose Jaw upon delivery of each load, and compliance with City regulations.

· Provide access to the site through an automatically opened gate, using a magnetic card reader or similar
device that is specific to an individual truck and that is non-transferable. For exiting, require that the trucker
swipes the device a second time to confirm discharge of the truck load and to record the date and time of the
transaction.

· Have the ability to automatically sample any load at any time and positively identify the truck from which the
sample was taken.

· Provide video surveillance for site security, and tracking unusual behaviour or non-compliance with
regulations.

· Provide full time access to the site by haulers. Make the system operable by the haulers without attendance
by City staff.

· Protect the downstream wastewater treatment system from materials that would upset the process.

· Protect the receiving sanitary collection system from plugging due to grit and solids accumulation.
· Protect the adjacent environment including the Moose Jaw River.

· Provide easy access to bins holding solids that may be removed from the septage.

6.1 Process Requirements
The following sections identify components that are necessary for meeting the above objectives. Note that the
process requirements that are identified below are based on receiving material as allowed within the City’s existing
septage disposal policy – this excludes high solid loads such as hydrovac and car wash pits and loads high in fats, oils
and grease (FOG) such as restaurant grease traps.
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6.1.1 Flow Equalization and Pumping

Flow equalization tankage and a pumping facility should be considered for both Sites A and Site B.

For Site A, equalization and pumping would protect the gravity collection system from surcharge during peak flows.
The collection system near Site A is subject to capacity constraints, particularly during wet weather events, and is
prone to overflowing. Equalization tankage at Site A would allow septage to be held until the downstream system can
accept the additional septage flows.

For both Site A and Site B, flow equalization would minimize the risk of toxic shock to the downstream WWTP.
Domestic septage is typically more concentrated than piped domestic wastewater. Without a fully effective source
control program in place, hauled waste may contain toxic materials in addition to high strength domestic waste. If
waste is fed to the treatment plant at the irregular and unpredictable frequency of hauler discharge, the downstream
Biolac system or any potential future treatment process is at increased risk of toxic shock. To balance the flow of the
high strength (and potentially toxic) hauled waste to the wastewater treatment plant, flow equalization will dilute the
contaminated and / or concentrated load by blending it with wastewater from the gravity collection system. If a
particularly hazardous material is identified, it can be diverted from the downstream wastewater process by retaining
the material in the equalization tanks allowing time to intercept the material or handle by other means.

The Water Environment Federation (WEF) Manual of Practice (MOP) No. 24 Septage Handling provides guidelines
and best principles and practices for the treatment and disposal of septage. MOP No. 24 suggests that equalization
storage capacity should equal at least a one-day maximum expected volume of septage to achieve constant hydraulic
and organic loading of downstream treatment processes

Equalization tanks should be aerated to control odour generation and keep solids in suspension.

6.1.2 Screening and Grit Removal

Domestic septage contains concentrations of solids and grit that can damage downstream pumps and valves and settle
out in a gravity sewer collection system, reducing the capacity of the system. Grit removal is recommended at both
sites to protect the downstream equipment including equalization tank pumps and the Crescent View pumps
(at Site A).

6.1.3 Automatic Sampling and Online Monitoring of Wastewater Quality

Experience on past projects suggests that including a means of extracting random samples which can be traced to a
specific hauler decreases the amount of unlawful dumping by holding haulers accountable. Inclusion of sampling
equipment linked with individual truck identification provides a means of enforcing source control measures.
Automatic samplers can be installed to take random samples and positively identify the truck from which the sample
was taken. The septage receiving station should provide a means of storing samples for a period of 24 hours in
refrigerated conditions.
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6.1.4 Automated Billing

An automated billing system can be implemented to invoice haulers. A card reader or radio frequency identification
device at the entrance and exit of the facility would positively identify each truck that discharges at the site. The
identity of each truck would include the truck’s tank capacity and the hauler would be billed based on tank capacity.
Data from the truck identification system would be relayed to a central computer. Software would cross-reference the
data with the truck identification number and provide an invoice and receipt to the hauler.

6.1.4.1 Provision for Campers and One-Off Users

To allow access for recreational vehicles (RVs) and one-off users, the City can consider including a credit card payment
system to the automated billing system described above.  Most suppliers of automated billing equipment are also
capable of providing equipment to accept payment by credit card.

6.1.5 Automatic Gate Entry, Truck Identification and Cross-Referencing Software

Automatic gate entry can be coordinated with magnetic proximity swipe cards, fobs, radio frequency identification
(RFID) chips or PIN pads so that each truck is identified prior to gate entry. Parallel gates can be arranged in a toll
booth configuration to facilitate unimpeded traffic flow. Software at each gate can be implemented to track and cross
reference the truck ID number with the date and time of the off-loading event, capacity of the tank and sample bottle
number if a random sample was taken. Information gathered by the software can be used for billing purposes. A PIN
pad, RFID chip or card reader can allow exit from the facility. Data gathered at the septage receiving station could be
communicated to the City of Moose Jaw wastewater SCADA system by means of a radio or cellular signal.

6.1.6 Site Security

Automated gate entry, truck identification, sampling and billing would allow for the facility to operate without
permanent staff manning the facility. To enhance security at an unmanned site, video surveillance cameras with digital
storage capability can be implemented. Video surveillance can track suspicious behaviour or non-compliance with
regulations and hold haulers accountable to their unloading practices.

6.2 Septage Receiving Options

Two options for a new septage receiving station are listed described below.
· Option 1 – New Septage Receiving Station with Automatic Screening, Grit Removal, Flow Equalization and

Pumping; and
· Option 2 – New Lagoon Based Septage Receiving Station with Manual Solids Removal.
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6.2.1 Option 1 – New Septage Receiving Station with Automated Screening, Grit Removal, Flow
Equalization and Pumping

Option 1 would provide an automated septage receiving station that meets all of the objectives described at the
beginning of this section. Option 1 could be located at either Site A or Site B.

Under Option 1, haulers would enter the site via an automatic gate with truck identification and cross-referencing
software for automated billing. One manhole dump station with an interactive kiosk would allow for one truck to
dump at a time. The waste would flow by gravity into a new processing building for removal of solids. Composite
samplers and analyzers on the gravity lines would provide the capability to extract samples and data that can positively
identify the truck that it was taken from. Solids removal would include 6 mm screening and grit removal in a single unit
capable of processing material from one septage hauler at a time. The screenings and grit would be automatically
conveyed to storage bins for transport to the landfill by City staff. The grit would be cleaned and dewatered with
potential reuse as a construction material.

Effluent from the screening and grit removal unit would flow into aerated equalization tanks before being pumped into
the gravity collection system (Site A) or the influent channel at the WWTP (Site B).

Option 1 would include a building to house the processing equipment.

Design considerations that Moose Jaw should consider for Option 1 include:

· Number of receiving manholes;
· Process redundancy – single process train capable of treating 100% of design flow vs. two process trains each

capable of treating 50% of design flow;

· Odour control – treatment of foul air collected in building and headspace of equalization tanks.

Figure 6-1 presents a basic process flow diagram for Option 1.

Figure 6-1
Option 1 Process Flow Diagram
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The estimated capital cost for Option 1 is $7.0M in 2019 CAD. The capital cost estimate includes:
· Site work including automatic gate entry/exit system with truck identification and cross-referencing software

for automated billing.
· One manhole dump station with an interactive kiosk with spatial provision to add a second manhole and kiosk

in the future.

· Composite samplers and analyzers on the gravity lines to provide the capability to extract samples and data
that can positively identify the truck from which it was taken from.

· A single combined 6 mm screening and grit removal unit capable of processing material from one load dumped
at a time with screenings and grit automatically conveyed to storage bins.

· Two equalization tanks, each with 330 m3 capacity to provide 24 hours peak day storage capacity and pump
station to pump the liquid into the gravity collection system (Site A) or the influent channel at the WWTP (Site
B).

· Building enclosure for process equipment complete with electrical room, blower room and mechanical room;

· Activated carbon odour control system to treat foul air collected from the building and headspace above the
equalization tanks.

· Road upgrades from Site A to the nearest paved road. If the City would like to consider Option 1 at Site B, an
additional 2.3 km of road upgrades are required if paved access to the site is desired.

The capital cost estimate is considered a Class 5 estimate in accordance with AACE International Recommended
Practice No. 56-R 08. Class 5 estimates have an expected accuracy of -30% to +50% and are developed when the
project is at a maturity level of 0% to 2%. As the project progresses and becomes better defined through design, the
expected accuracy of the cost estimate should increase.  A breakdown of the capital cost estimate is included in
Appendix A.

The estimated annual operation and maintenance cost for Option 1 is $165,000. The annual operation and
maintenance cost include costs for labour, electricity and hauling of solids to landfill.

The estimated 20-year lifecycle cost for Option 1 is $8.9M. The 20-year lifecycle cost represents the net present value
of the project and is calculated using a real discount rate of 3%.

Table 6-1
Septage Receiving Station Option 1 – Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages Disadvantages

- Meets all objectives identified at beginning this
section

- Higher capital cost than Option 2

- Automated solids removal less labour intensive
than solids removal in Option 2

-

- Capability to capture and treat foul air -

- Grit is dewatered and cleaned, suitable for
potential re-use as a construction material

-
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6.2.2 Option 2 – New Lagoon Based Septage Receiving Station with Manual Solids Removal

Option 2 would provide a lagoon based septage receiving station that meets the objectives listed at the beginning of
this section. Processing of the material would be less automated than in Option 1 and could only be located at Site B
due to residential and commercial setback restrictions associated with lagoons.

Under Option 2, haulers would enter the site via an automatic gate with truck identification and cross-referencing
software for automated billing. One manhole dump station with an interactive kiosk would allow for one truck to
dump at a time. The waste would flow by gravity into one of two receiving lagoons, each with the capacity to hold up
to 24 hours of peak day loading plus additional capacity for one year of solids accumulation and ice cover in the winter
months. For the purpose of this report, we assume that each lagoon would have approximately four days of peak day
capacity or 1320 m3 at a 1.5 m operating depth with 1.0 m freeboard. The cells would operate in a duty/standby
configuration with the duty cell alternated each year to allow for manual solids removal from the offline cell with
heavy machinery. Once removed from the lagoon, solids would be transferred to a pad for dewatering by gravity and
evaporation, and then hauled to the landfill.

Composite samplers and analyzers on the gravity lines to the lagoon cells would provide the capability to extract
samples and data that can positively identify the truck from which it was taken from.

A control structure or weir in each cell would be used to decant liquid waste from the lagoon into a wet well, which
would then be pumped directly into the existing WWTP headworks system.

An Option 2 facility requires a larger footprint than an Option 1 facility, and would be limited to Site B. The City does
not own enough land to consider an Option 2 facility at Site A. An Option 2 facility would have a lower capital and
lifecycle cost than an Option 1 facility, but O&M would be more onerous and labour intensive as solids need to be
removed manually.

Figure 6-2 presents a basic process flow diagram for Option 2.

Figure 6-2
Option 2 Process Flow Diagram
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The estimated capital cost for Option 2 is $6.3M in 2019 CAD. The capital cost estimate includes:
· Site work including automatic gate entry/exit system with truck identification and cross-referencing software

for automated billing.
· One manhole dump station with an interactive kiosk with spatial provision to add a second manhole and kiosk

in the future.

· Composite samplers and analyzers on the gravity lines would provide the capability to extract samples and
data that can positively identify the truck from which it was taken from.

· Two lagoon cells, each 1320 m3 capacity to provide 24 hours peak day storage capacity plus additional volume
for one year’s solids accumulation and ice cover.

· Drying beds for removed solids.

· Pump station to pump the liquid to headworks of WWTP.

· Building enclosure for sampling equipment and analyzers.
· Road upgrades from Site B to the nearest existing paved road.

The capital cost estimate is considered a Class 5 estimate in accordance with AACE International Recommended
Practice No. 56-R 08. Class 5 estimates have an expected accuracy of -30% to +50% and are developed when the
project is at a maturity level of 0% to 2%. As the project progresses and becomes better defined through design, the
expected accuracy of the cost estimate should increase.  A breakdown of the capital cost estimate is included in
Appendix A.

The estimated annual operation and maintenance cost for Option 2 is $200,000. The annual operation and
maintenance cost include costs for labour, electricity and solids handling.

The estimated 20-year lifecycle cost for Option 2 is $8.9M. The 20-year lifecycle cost represents the net present value
of the project and is calculated using a real discount rate of 3%.

Table 6-2
Septage Receiving Station Option 2 – Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages Disadvantages

- Lower capital cost than Option 1 - Greater land requirement than Option 1

- - Greater setback requirement than Option 1

-
- No capability to capture and treat foul air

(greater odour impact)

-
- Recovered solids will be uncleaned, generate

odours and be difficult to handle.  No potential
for reuse
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS
This report identifies issues with the City of Moose Jaw’s existing septage receiving station including a lack of
secondary containment to intercept overflows, lack of means to track use of the facility and detect prohibited loads
and a lack of treatment and flow equalization to protect downstream infrastructure. Addressing these issues would
allow the City to increase its revenue for providing a septage receiving service, protect the adjacent environment from
spills and protect the downstream Crescent View Pump Station and WWTP from deleterious material.

7.1 Immediate Recommendations
Based on the configuration of the existing station and unknown condition of the receiving station below grade (which
could not be inspected), options for modifying the existing facility to include sampling, online monitoring, treatment
(solids removal) and flow equalization are not considered feasible and would require the design of a new receiving
station. However, upgrades as described in Section 3 could be implemented at the existing station to improve hauler
access and tracking, site security and overflows. The City should consider implementing these measures in the short
term before a new septage receiving station is completed. Improved tracking of the haulers would provide an
opportunity to gather data related to quantity and quality of material being discharged at the facility which will be
useful for designing a new facility.

We also recommend that prior to design of a new receiving station, the City undertake a septage characterization
program to better understand the quantity and quality of the material being discharged. This should include truck
counting and septage sampling to inform the design of a new facility.

7.2 Recommendations for a New Septage Receiving Station
The City should also proceed with planning for a new septage receiving station that will better protect the
downstream infrastructure. Section 6 of this report presents two options for a new septage receiving station. Option 1
presents a facility with automated solids removal that could be located at the site of the existing station (Site A) or at
the headworks of the WWTP (Site B). Option 2 presents a lagoon-based facility with manual removal of solids. Due to
setback requirements from lagoons in Saskatchewan, Option 2 is only feasible at Site B.

Although Option 1 is expected to have a higher capital cost than Option 2, we recommend that the City consider
Option 1 due to its advantages over Option 2 including a smaller footprint, greater control over odours, reduced
impact on developable land around the facility related to setback requirements from lagoons, reduced labour
requirement related to solids disposal and the greater potential for re-use of the washed, dewatered grit.





City of Moose Jaw

CERTIFICATION PAGE

This report presents our findings regarding the City of Moose Jaw
 Septage Receiving Station Condition Assessment.

July 31, 2019

Municipal       09862
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APPENDIX A - COST ESTIMATES





Client: City of Moose Jaw
Project: Septage Receiving Station Condition Assessment

Project#: 2019.4239
Date: 31-Jul-19

Subject: Cost Estimate

Concept: Concept 1 – New septage receiving station with automated
screening, grit removal, flow equalization and pumping

Class 5 Capital Cost Estimate

Item Description Unit Qty. Price Extension
General Requirements
General Requirements LS 1 $520,000 $520,000
Site Work
Site Work LS 1 $530,000 $530,000
Road upgrades from Site A to closest existing paved road km 0.5 $680,000 $340,000
Concrete LS 1 $790,000 $790,000
Masonry LS 1 $150,000 $150,000
Metals LS 1 $60,000 $60,000
Woods and Plastics LS 1 $30,000 $30,000
Thermal and Moisture Protection LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
Doors and Windows LS 1 $20,000 $20,000
Finishes LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
Process Equipment LS 1 $1,230,000 $1,230,000
Special Construction LS 1 $240,000 $240,000
Conveying Systems LS 1 $60,000 $60,000
Building Mechanical LS 1 $540,000 $540,000
Electrical LS 1 $250,000 $250,000

Subtotal (Rounded to nearest $10000) $4,860,000
Engineering (15%, Rounded to nearest $10000) $730,000
Contingency (25%, Rounded to nearest $10000) $1,400,000
Total (Rounded to nearest $10000) $6,990,000



Client: City of Moose Jaw
Project: Septage Receiving Station Condition Assessment

Project#: 2019.4239
Date: 31-Jul-19

Subject: Cost Estimate

Concept: Concept 2 – New lagoon based septage receiving station with
manual solids removal

Class 5 Capital Cost Estimate

Item Description Unit Qty. Price Extension
1 General Requirements

General Requirements LS 1 $400,000 $400,000
2 Site Work

Earthworks LS 1 $350,000 $350,000
Sampling & Analyzing Equipment LS 1 $220,000 $220,000
Structure to House Sampling & Analyzing Equipment LS 1 $500,000 $500,000
Liquid Pumping Equipment, incl. wet well LS 1 $500,000 $500,000
Site Access / Surfacing (Internal to site) LS 1 $100,000 $100,000
Road upgrades from Site B to closest existing paved road km 2.8 $680,000 $1,900,000
Receiving Manhole LS 1 $25,000 $25,000
Gravity Line lm 20 $600 $12,000
Landscaping m² 1000 $40 $40,000
Control Structure LS 2 $30,000 $60,000
Drying Pads LS 1 $150,000 $150,000
Card Readers & Automated Billing LS 1 $70,000 $70,000
Site Security LS 1 $26,000 $26,000
Perimeter Fence lm 220 $110 $24,000

Subtotal (Rounded to nearest $10000) $4,380,000
Engineering (15%, Rounded to nearest $10000) $660,000
Contingency (25%, Rounded to nearest $10000) $1,260,000
Total (Rounded to nearest $10000) $6,300,000
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The City of Moose Jaw (the City) has commissioned Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd. (AE) to complete a condition 

assessment of components of its Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) and Septage Receiving Station. The four focus 

areas of the assignment are:  

• Grit removal system; 

• Curtains in the Biolac® ponds; 

• Grit removal building; and 

• Septage receiving Station. 

 

The objectives of the condition assessment for each focus area are to assess the condition of each component and 

identify options and associated costs for repairs or upgrades to improve operational performance and reliability. 

 

This report compiles the findings of the condition assessment as it relates to the grit removal system. Refer to the 

accompanying reports ‘City of Moose Jaw Biolac Pond Curtain Assessment’ (Associated Engineering, June 2019), ‘City 

of Moose Jaw Septage Receiving Station Assessment’ (Associated Engineering, June 2019) and ‘City of Moose Jaw 

Grit Building Assessment’ (Associated Engineering, June 2019) for findings related to the other focus areas of the 

assignment. 

 

The City of Moose Jaw’s Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) is located approximately 1 km southeast of the City of 

Moose Jaw. Major process upgrade and capacity expansion was completed to the original aerated lagoon system in 

2009. The current treatment processes used at the WWTP include a screening and grit removal system, two Biolac® 

process trains including one bioreactor cell and one secondary clarifier for each train, ultraviolet (UV) disinfection and 

effluent storage cells for irrigation. The facility was designed to treat the City’s wastewater load which includes 

effluent from the XL Beef Packers plant. Shortly after the new system was commissioned, the plant closed loading 

from the XL plant, which formed a significant portion of the design load, stopped. This significantly reduced the flow 

rate to the WWTP and only one Biolac® Train is in operation. 

 

2 EXISTING HEADWORKS 

The headworks at the WWTP consist of a self-cleaning guard screen, aerated grit chamber with the associated air 

blowers and grit removal conveyor associated classifier system. The combined sanitary and industrial wastewater from 

the City is collected at the Crescent View Lift Station and pumped via a force main to the influent channel at the 

headworks. Raw sewage is screened and de-gritted in the headworks building. Large coarse materials are screened by 

a self-cleaning moving media channel screen and discharged to a screening compactor. Compacted screenings are 

discharged into a waste trailer and disposed of at the City’s landfill. 

 

Screened wastewater flows by gravity to the aerated grit chamber, where helical flow pattern is induced in the 

chamber. Heavier grit particles settle to the bottom, while the lighter particles remain suspended and flow over the 

weir and are discharged into the bioreactor flow splitting chamber. Settled particles are removed to a waste pit by a 

screw conveyor. Settled grit is then pumped into a grit classifier and dewatering system. Liquid classifier effluent is 

discharged back into the head of the grit removal chamber. The dewatered grit is discharged to the same waste trailer 

as the screenings. 
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Two 7.5 hp blowers are configured as a duty standby operation mode to supply air to the grit removal chamber at a 

constant flow rate. 

 

Two utility pumps and two jockey pumps are used to supply domestic and process water in the grit building. A hydro-

pneumatic tank maintains pressure to the building when the demand is significantly less than pumping capacity. 

 

 

Figure 2-1 
Grit Removal System 

 

A process flow diagram for the headworks is shown in Figure 2-1. Detailed equipment information is included in the 

inventory assessment sheets included as Appendix A. Pictures of the existing process equipment are included in 

Appendix B. 

 

The rated capacity for the headworks is listed in Table 2-1 in comparison to the average day and maximum day flow 

rate. The average day flow is the calculated base on the available average day sewage flow record from the City’s 

Crescent View Sewage Pumping Station (SPS). The maximum daily flow is the average day flow maximum for a given 

year from January 2001 to June 2019. 
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Table 2-1 
Headwork System Capacity Summary 

Headwork rated capacity 
(screen and Grit system) 

Average daily flow 
Maximum daily flow 

(May-03-2013) 

45,000 m3/day 14,540 m3/day 40,200 m3/day 

 

3 ISSUES IDENTIFIED AT THE GRIT REMOVAL SYSTEM 

A site visit was conducted on April 15, 2019 by Associated Engineering representatives. The purpose of the site visit 

was to become familiar with the site and to provide an inventory and physical condition assessment of the headworks 

in the Grit building at the WWTP. During the site visit, the City staff confirmed there are no concerns in regard to 

treatment performance of the headworks. However, a number of mechanical issues were noted with the existing 

infrastructure which are summarized below: 

 

Process Equipment at Grit Building (Headworks): 

• Two plant utility pumps and two jockey pumps and associated steel flange, piping and valves exhibit significant 

corrosion thought to be a result of poor ventilation in the room. 

• The condition of the conveyor in the grit chamber is unknown as it is fully submerged and is not visible for 

inspection. However, it is part of the original installation in the early 1980s and should be near the end of its 

service life. 

• The motor and gear for the grit screw conveyor in the grit chamber are corroded and in need of replacement. 

• All process piping and valves for the grit pumping system in the basement are heavily corroded, also though to be 

due to poor ventilation and is in need of replacement. 

• Two grit pumps and motors were installed in 2009 and are in good service condition. 

• The grit classifier/dewatering system is original from the early 80s and near the end of its service life. 

 

The screening system and associated compactor, air blowers and air piping are in good condition and replacement is 

not required at this time. 

 

4 RECOMMENDED UPGRADE 

The manufacturer for the existing grit pumping and grit classifier system confirmed the installed technology is still 

used for grit removal today and a quote was provided for the equipment replacement. The footprint for the new 

system is similar to the existing system and should fit into the site with minor piping modifications. The cost for the 

equipment replacement discussed above is summarized in Table-4-1. Although the grit pumps are in good condition, 

the cost for replacement is also included in the same table for reference. A 30% contingency is included for any 

unknowns encountered during the renovation for the old facility. 
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Table 4-1 
Equipment Replacement Costs 

Item  
Year 

Constructed 
Typical 

Service Life 
Condition 

Estimated 
Service Life 
Remaining 

Estimated Cost for 
Replacement 

Utility pumps and 
Piping 

2012 10 years Poor <2 years $50,000 

Grit Classifier/ 
Dewatering System 

Original (1984) 20 years Poor <3 years $110,000 

Grit Pumps 2009 20 years Good <10 years $100,000 

Screw Conveyor in 
Grit Tank 

Original (1984) 15 years Not known <3 years $60,000 

Process Piping/ 
Valves in the Grit 
Pump Room 

1984 to current 20 years Poor <2 years $50,000 

Contingency (30%)     $111,000 

Total:     $481,000 

 

5 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the information provided in the above sections, we recommend that the City replace all process equipment 

items listed in the Table 4-1. We observed that some pumps and process piping are heavily corroded due presumably 

to poor ventilation. Therefore, the City should consider upgrading the HVAC system in the grit building as well. The 

detailed assessment for the HVAC system and associated replacement cost are described in a separate report “City of 

Moose Jaw, Grit Building Assessment”, dated June 2019. 
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APPENDIX A – INVENTORY DATA SHEETS 
 

 

 

 





City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grid Building

Equipment tag # QP-125A

Equipment Name Sump Pump #1

Motor CAT No. # 8410365

Motor Model # 3085.181

Pump Model Flygt C 3085 MT

Pump Serial No. # N/A

Pump Capacity

Year of installation original

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 3 HP

Condition N/A

Maintenance Schedule

Remaining Life

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments Motor information from the site replaced 5

years ago, original pump information from the

O&M, pump tag rusted and can’t read

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grid Building

Equipment tag # QP-125B

Equipment Name Sump Pump #1

Motor CAT No. # 8410369

Motor Model # 3085.181

Pump Model Flygt C 3085 MT

Pump Serial No. # N/A

Pump Capacity

Year of installation original

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 3 HP

Condition N/A

Maintenance Schedule

Remaining Life

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments Motor information from the site replaced 5

years ago, original pump information from the

O&M, pump tag rusted and can’t read

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grid Building

Equipment tag # VP-130A

Equipment Name Jockey Pump #1

Motor CAT No. # 160480

Motor Model # C145T34FK24A

Pump Model Bell & Gossett 80L BF 1.5x1.5x7B

Pump Serial No. # 709097

Pump Capacity 1.8 L/s at 31 meter TDH

Year of installation original

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 3 HP

Condition Rusted

Maintenance Schedule

Remaining Life 1~2 years

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments Motor information from the site replaced 5

years ago, original pump information from the

O&M, pump tag rusted and can’t read

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grid Building

Equipment tag # VP-130B

Equipment Name Jockey Pump #2

Motor CAT No. # 1019224440

Motor Model # WEG W22

Pump Model Bell & Gossett 80L BF 1.5x1.5x7B

Pump Serial No. # 709097

Pump Capacity 1.8 L/s at 31 meter TDH

Year of installation original

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 3 HP

Condition Rusted

Maintenance Schedule

Remaining Life 1~2 years

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments Motor information from the site replaced 5

years ago, original pump information from the

O&M, pump tag rusted and can’t read

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grid Building

Equipment tag # VP-131A

Equipment Name Utility Water Pump #1

Motor CAT No. #  Baldor Reliance JMM3711T-5

Motor Model # 37J786R214H1

Pump Model Bell & Gossett Series 80 2.5x 2.5 x 7

Pump Serial No. # N/A

Pump capacity 12 L/s at 36.6 m TDH

Year of installation original

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 10 HP

Condition Rusted

Maintenance Schedule

Remaining Life 1~2 years

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments Motor information from the site replaced 5

years ago, original pump information from the

O&M, pump tag rusted and can’t read

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grid Building

Equipment tag # VP-131B

Equipment Name Utility Water Pump #2

Motor Series No. # H3612157

Motor Model # H2165

Pump Model Bell & Gossett Series 80 2-1/2x 2-1/2 x 7

Pump Serial No. # N/A

Pump capacity 12 L/s at 36.6 m TDH

Year of installation original

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 10 HP

Condition Rusted

Maintenance Schedule

Remaining Life 1~2 years

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments Motor and pump information from the O&M, 
pump and motor tag rusted and can’t read

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grid Building

Equipment tag # AB-120-A

Equipment Name Air Blower #1

Blower Package Aerzen 

Motor Model # Toshiba Y75FTSG21A-P

Blower Model GM 4S

Blower Series # 892275

Year of installation 2008

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 7.5 HP

Condition Good

Maintenance Schedule Refer to O&M manual

Remaining Life more than 10 years

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grid Building

Equipment tag # AB-120-B

Equipment Name Air Blower #2

Blower Package Aerzen 

Motor Model # Toshiba Y75FTSG21A-P

Blower Model GM 4S

Blower Series # 892278

Year of installation 2008

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 7.5 HP

Design Capacity 0.069 m3/s at 0.4 bar (discharge pressure)

Condition Good

Maintenance Schedule Refer to O&M

Remaining Life 10 to 15 years

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grit Building

Equipment tag # XP-122A

Equipment Name Grit Pump #1

Motor Series No. # Westinghouse HS 8

Motor Model # 284T

Pump Model WEMCO 4x4x13 Model "C" Pump

Pump Serial No. # 240E-9052

Pump capacity 16 L/s at 28.9 m TDH

Year of installation 2009

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 15 HP

Condition acceptable

Maintenance Schedule

Remaining Life

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments Motor and pump information from the O&M, 
pump and motor tag rusted and can’t read

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grit Building

Equipment tag # XP-122B

Equipment Name Grit Pump #2

Motor Series No. # WestingHouse HS 8

Motor Model # 284T

Pump Model WEMCO  4x4x13 Model "C" 

Pump Serial No. # 240E-9052

Pump capacity 16 L/s at 28.9 m TDH

Year of installation 2009

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 15 HP

Condition acceptable

Maintenance Schedule

Remaining Life

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments Motor and pump information from the O&M, 
pump and motor tag rusted and can’t read

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grit Building

Equipment tag # SK-121A

Equipment Name Gird Screw Conveyor

Conveyor Model # WEMCO 12" Spiral Assembly

Motor Series No. #

Motor Model #

Year of installation Orginal

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 5

Condition Not accessable

Maintenance Schedule

Remaining Life

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments Motor and pump information from the O&M, 
pump and motor tag rusted and can’t read

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Inventory Identifier Field Notes

Date of Inspection 15-Apr-19

Location/Facility Grit Building

Equipment tag # GD-123 and GA-123

Equipment Name Grid Classifier and Dewatering System

Model # WEMCO 12S 1000C

Serial No. # 230E-5051

Motor Model Brook Crompton Frame 56T 1425203

Motor Serial T348736

Year of installation original

Voltage 575V/ 3P

Horsepower 0.5 HP

Condition acceptable

Maintenance Schedule refer to O&M

Remaining Life 2~3 years

Replacement Schedule

Risk

Cost

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering



City of Moose Jaw WWTP

Condition Assessment Inventory

Comments

Name of Inspector:                                        Associated Engineering
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The City of Moose Jaw has commissioned Associated Engineering to complete a condition assessment of components of
its wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) and septage receiving station. The four focus areas of the assignment are:
· Grit removal system;

· Curtains in the Biolac® ponds;

· Grit removal building; and

· Septage receiving Station.

The objectives of the condition assessment for each focus area are to assess the condition of each component and
identify options and associated costs for repairs or upgrades to improve operational performance and reliability.

This report compiles the findings of the condition assessment as it relates to the grit removal building. Refer to the
accompanying reports ‘City of Moose Jaw Biolac Pond Curtain Assessment’ (Associated Engineering, July 2019), ‘City of
Moose Jaw Grit Removal System (Classifier) Assessment’ (Associated Engineering, July 2019) and ‘City of Moose Jaw
Septage Receiving Station Assessment’ (Associated Engineering, July 2019) for findings related to the other focus areas
of the assignment.

1.1 Background
The treated waste water from Moose Jaw is reused through an effluent irrigation system or is discharged to the Moose
Jaw River. In order to obtain the water quality required for effluent irrigation or discharge, all of the City of Moose Jaw’s
waste water is treated at the WWTP located south east of the City limits.

Domestic waste water from the City of Moose Jaw is collected and transferred to the Moose Jaw WWTP via the
Crescent View Pump Station. The WWTP consists of several stages including the grit removal system, blower houses,
the aerated Biolac treatment ponds, clarifiers, ultra violet disinfection system, operations building as well as waste
ponds, storage ponds and effluent irrigation system. The grit removal system separates the solids from the primary
influent from the Crescent View Pump Station. The bar screen removes the larger solids and the classifier removes the
fine particles. Following the classifier, the influent carries on to the Biolac treatment ponds prior to clarification and UV
disinfection. Finally, the treated effluent is discharged for use in irrigation, or directly to the Moose Jaw River.

Construction of the WWTP was completed in 2009; however, a number of components from the previous treatment
system were retained and/or modified in an effort to reduce capital costs. For instance, the grit removal system was
modified by adding a mechanical bar screen, modification to Blower House 6 was made so the existing blowers could be
repurposed to provide aeration to Biolac treatment ponds, and two primary treatment cells were converted to waste
ponds.

The life expectancy of waste water treatment equipment is typically 15 to 20 years. Although the components added in
the 2009 construction have been in operation for less than ten years, the grit removal system and the aeration blowers
have been in operation for over 30 years. Much of the grit removal system including the pumps, piping and classifier are
corroded. The blowers are believed to be operating very inefficiently. Curtains in each of the two Biolac ponds are not
performing as intended as the curtains are damaged and no longer anchored to the bottom of the pond.
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1.2 Summary of Scope for Condition Assessment of Grit Building
This report will outline the condition of the grit building, located at the North West corner of the WWTP site. A site visit
was conducted on April 15, 2019, where AE representatives met with City of Moose Jaw operations staff and
completed a visual inspection of the building. AE gathered an inventory of all easily accessible equipment and structural
components, and completed an assessment with respect to condition, maintenance schedule, and estimated remaining
service life. The building assessment was considered from the perspective of three discipline components; Structural,
Building Mechanical, and Electrical; the findings of each discipline are summarized under their respective sections.
Process related items in the headworks for the grit classifier system can be found in the accompanying report title ‘City
of Moose Jaw Grit Removal System (Classifier) Assessment’ (Associated Engineering, July 2019). Costs to upgrade
and/or replace equipment and to repair the structure, along with estimated timelines of repair and/or replacement, can
be found in Section 5 – “Summary of Costs”. A detailed description and reasoning behind the summary costs as well as
recommendations can be found in Section 6 – “Recommendations”.

For purposes of the report, each of the rooms will be referenced with the following names:

Figure 1-1
Isometric view of Grit Building
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Figure 1-2
Isometric View of Grit Building

2 STRUCTURAL 
2.1 Base Slab
· The Base slab appears to be in good condition with only minor cracking noted.

2.2 Below Grade Walls
· Generally below grade walls are constructed of cast in place concrete and are in good condition.
· Evidence of water ingress was noted in a few locations along the South side of the building in the blower room

and stairwell, as well as in the pump room.
· An interior drainage system appears to have been built to address water ingress, which consists of small

diameter pipes which penetrate through the foundation walls, collect water on the exterior of the building and
drain to a collection point within the blower room. Most water ingress appears to be localized at the exterior
wall penetrations of this drainage system.

2.3 Main Floor Slab
· Slab is constructed of cast in place concrete and finished with epoxy paint. Generally, the floors appear to be in

good condition but paint surface showing signs of wear, especially at doorways.
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· Some floor drains were noted to be missing strainers, which allows for potential clogging of drain pipes and is a
tripping hazard.

2.4 Above Grade Walls
· Walls are constructed of core filled concrete masonry units (block), which are painted on the interior and have

brick and metal cladding on the exterior. Exterior brick façade and louvers appear to be in good condition, but a
small separation was noted beneath the bottom course of brick which should be grouted to prevent insect
access and water infiltration.

· Metal cladding appears to have some minor hail damage but is otherwise in good condition.

· Some diagonal cracking of the block wall was observed in four locations. Two instances of cracking were
observed near the MCC on the South wall of the mechanical / electrical room, one instance on the North wall of
the mechanical / electrical room near the ductwork, and one instance East of the overhead door on the South
wall of the grit cart room.

2.5 Windows and Doors
· In general, door hardware including door sweeps, weather stripping, and astragals are in poor condition and / or

missing, and an air gap can be seen in some locations around the perimeter of the doors. Some door kick plates
are worn and bent. All doors would benefit from a new coat of paint.

· Above the door into the grit screen room, some wall insulation was exposed to atmosphere. This should be
finished with flashing so that the insulation isn’t exposed.

2.6 Roof
· The roof can be accessed by ladder mounted to the exterior of the building, on the South side of the grit screen

room.
· The natural gas line mounted on the roof appears to be resting on roof parapet and should be adjusted, as this

creates potential for galvanic corrosion.

· The gravel ballast on the roof of the grit cart room appears to be disturbed and substrate is visible. Ballast
material seems to be accumulated on the West edge of the roof.

· Further investigation may be required into the condition of the existing roofing system.

· The roof of the grit screening room appears to still be in excellent condition, except for some minor rust
showing through the painted guard rails.

2.7 Miscellaneous Items
· Building is situated on a localized high point and the surrounding land is graded away from the site. However,

grading around the building perimeter is relatively flat and the asphalt surface is in very poor condition, and is
uneven and cracking. This is a potential aggravating factor of water ingress observed on the below grade walls.

· Some corrosion was noted on the elevated steel platform in the grit cart room. Further investigation is required
to determine extent of corrosion.

· The elevated steel platform in the grit cart room does not have a kick plate around the perimeter of the
platform. A kickplate is required to meet OH&S regulations.
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· Interior ladder in pump room does not meet OH&S regulations for fall protection and requires fall protection to
use, and therefore must be locked out when not in use.

· Overhead lifting monorails do not appear to be labelled with a maximum rated load. Also, the monorail in the
pump room is not equipped with proper end stops – currently a set of locking pliers are fulfilling this function.

· Wall penetrations for electrical wires in the mechanical / electrical room appear to be sealed with spray foam.
These penetrations should be sealed with a fire rated sealant.

· Access hatch into pump room is deformed, and water is ponding on top, creating potential for accelerated
corrosion.

· A small portion of hand rail around the exterior grit chamber was noted to be broken.

3 MECHANICAL 
3.1 System Description
3.1.1 Heating

The main source of heating in the grit building is a single Teledyne HQ 1266 boiler rated for an output of 300 kW
(1,000,000 BTU/hr). A set of two lead/lag pumps circulate hot water through the boiler to the hot water to hot glycol
heat exchanger for the make up air unit (MAU) in the blower room and unit heaters in the grit room, blower room, and
grit pump room. Hot water heating is used only within the original construction of the building. The grit screen room
addition not connected to the boiler system. The grit screen room uses two - 3 kW (10,000 BTU/hr), electric, explosion-
proof unit heaters for heating. The boiler/mechanical room is primarily kept warm by heat radiating from the boiler and
hydronic piping with an electric unit heater for back-up heat.

In addition to the heating system described, there are two other hydronic systems within the building that serve the
ventilation system. Heat exchanger connection are installed for the main MAU. The heat exchanger transfers heat from
the boiler hot water system to a glycol loop. Two pumps circulate the glycol through the MAU tempering coil and heat
exchanger. The separate glycol system ensures that fluid will not freeze in the MAU tempering coil.

The other hydronic system is a run-around loop for ventilation heat recovery. A coil in the exhaust air stream transfers
heat to a glycol loop. A single pump circulates the glycol between the exhaust coil and a second tempering coil in the
MAU. This hydronic system reduces the load requirement of the main tempering coil and boiler system. It can also
transfer heat in the opposite direction in summer to cool the ventilation air.

The hydronic systems are further detailed in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1
Hydronic System Schematic

3.1.2 Ventilation

The MAU providing ventilation for the original building is a Mark Hot 20-203 with a total capacity of 3070 L/s
(6500 CFM). It supplies air to the grit screen room, grit pump room, blower room, and stairwell and is located in the
blower room. Air is tempered by the unit as described in the previous section.

The exhaust vents within the original construction are all ducted to an exhaust fan located in boiler/mechanical room.
This blower has an assumed capacity of 3070 L/s (6500 CFM), based on the provided drawings. The exhaust air passes
through a run-around coil described in the previous section before exiting the building.

An indirect-fired MAU is installed to serve the grit screen room addition. This unit is an Engineered Air DJE20/0 with a
capacity of 590 L/s (1250 CFM).  It is roof mounted with good access.

Exhaust air from the grit room addition is discharged by a Loren Cook 16A11DA wall propeller fan, with a capacity of
590 L/s (1250 CFM).

Ventilation is designed to run continuously throughout the building. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 provide a detailed schematic of
the ventilation systems.
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Figure 3-2
Grit Screen Room Ventilation Schematic

Figure 3-3
Grit Building Ventilation Schematic

3.1.3 Controls

The boiler and hydronic circulation pumps are controlled by a Tekmar 261 boiler controller. It controls the boiler
operation and the boiler circulation pump sequencing. The options for the boiler and the pump control can be modified
according to pre-programed options on the controller.
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All the space heating units are controlled by local dedicated thermostats. For the hydronic unit heaters, the thermostats
control the fans for on/off operation, and there appeared to be no control valves connected to the thermostats;
therefore, continuous flow through the coils is assumed.

The Mark Hot MAU and associated hydronic circulation pumps, including those for the run-around coil, are controlled by
a DDC operator.

The screen room ventilation is unit controlled by a manufacturer supplied controller on the MAU with a remote control
panel in the grit handling room.

3.2 Observations
3.2.1 Boilers and Hydronic System

The main hydronic system components generally appear to be in good condition, with some corrosion on and around the
boiler. No corrosion was noticed within the boiler itself; however, a full inspection of the boiler internals was not
performed. The insulation around some of the piping has been damaged or removed and should be replaced. The boiler
is believed to be original to the building, installed in or around 1984, and is nearing or has reached the end of its
expected service life.

The MAU glycol loop appears to be functioning properly and in good condition. However, full inspection of the heat
exchanger requires disassembly. Depending on maintenance history, the heat exchanger could require significant
maintenance or even replacement.

The run-around heat recovery system is not functioning as the heat recovery pump has failed and not yet been repaired
or replaced. In other installations of this type, the exhaust coil is prone to leaking and if the hydronic fluid is in poor
condition, system blockages are possible.

3.2.2 Ventilation

With the exception of the run-around heat recovery system, the main ventilation system appears to be operating and in
satisfactory condition. However, maintenance staff have reported insufficient ventilation in the grit room.  Additionally,
the main MAU and exhaust fan are at the end of their expected service life, and according to the operator, the MAU is
not currently delivering its rated air flow.

The screen room MAU and exhaust fan are in good condition and, if maintained, should be operable for another ten
years. Electric heat tape is attached to the intake screen of the MAU. Based on feedback from the operator, the MAU
trips off in cold weather, and the heat tape was added to the air intake to combat frost buildup in the winter.

Listed in the table below are the current and required ventilation rates for each room according to NFPA 820. Currently
all the rooms are adequately ventilated, according to the design flow rates. The current flow rates are from the drawing
of the 2011 addition and are assumed to be correct.
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Table 3-1
Current and Required Ventilation Rates

Volume Req Flow
Rate

Req Flow
Rate

Design Flow
Rate

Location m3 m3/hr l/s l/s

Grit Cart Room 376 4510 1250 1322

Grit Pump Room 147 883 250 378

Blower Room 300 3600 1000 1276

Stairwell 172 0 0 142

Grit Screen 131 1567 450 590

Mechanical Room 178 0 0 0

The operator has stated that they do not feel any air coming from the supply grilles in the grit screen room. This could be
due to a blockage in the ventilation ducts or the coils plugging. Maintenance and/or professional balancing may be
required.

The exhaust ductwork from the building runs through the boiler/mechanical room, which means that hazardous and
corrosive air from the grit removal process has the potential to enter the boiler room. Potentially corrosive air could
come in contact with the equipment, if it escapes from the exhaust ducting. This is a real possibility on the discharge of
the exhaust fan, where the air will be a higher pressure relative to the boiler room.

3.2.3 HVAC Instrumentation and Controls

The control system is made up of many individual components that do not communicate with one another, such as the
individual unit heater thermostats. The DDC system for the main ventilation is at the end of its service life and is not a
very maintainable or robust control system. A PLC could be used to facilitate control of the system as a whole, as well as
provide remote alarming during times when the building is unoccupied, or even while it is occupied for added level of
personnel protection.

3.3 Options
As most of the mechanical equipment is nearing the end of its service life and replacement and upgrading of the system
will be necessary. Two options are presented as follows:

Replace in Kind
In this first option, there are no major changes to the system. The boiler is replaced with new modulating, condensing
boiler modules to match the existing capacity. Multiple boilers are used to allow redundancy and greater turn-down. All
the hydronic pumps are replaced in kind. The heat exchanger for the make-up air unit coil is reconditioned with cleaning
and replacing tubes as required. Unit heaters are replaced, as are control valves.
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The existing Mark Hot MAU is replaced with a new hydronic unit of the same capacity and in the same location. The
existing run-around coils and associated pump, piping, and accessories are removed, so the new MAU has only one
tempering coil. The existing exhaust fan and all ductwork remain. The supply and exhaust systems are rebalanced to
ensure adequate airflow into the grit room.

The existing equipment in the screening room remains. The MAU for the screening room is serviced.

Simplification of Hydronic System
In this option the existing boilers and pumps are removed, and pumps and new modulating, condensing boilers are
installed with a capacity to match the heating requirements only. The unit heaters are replaced and the electric unit
heaters in the screen room are replaced with hydronic units. The heat exchanger and associated pumps, piping, and
valves are removed. All other control valves are replaced and control valves are added to the unit heaters.

The existing Mark Hot MAU is replaced with a similarly sized, gas fired MAU located outside the building. The new MAU
connects to the existing intake ductwork. The existing run-around coil, pump, and piping are removed. If possible, the
new MAU is installed on the roof of the grit room or stairwell to allow the option of heat recovery from the exhaust air
using a heat pipe or plate exchanger. The existing exhaust fan is removed, and a new exhaust fan is installed on the roof
at the top of the existing duct chase or incorporated into the new MAU for heat recovery.

The existing MAU for the screening room remains but will be serviced.

4 ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTATION
4.1 Electrical
4.1.1 Major Equipment

The main components of the electrical system are the Motor Control Center (MCC), SaskPower service entrance and
grounding.

The SaskPower service entrance, ground grid and main breaker section of the MCC are original equipment. The rest of
the MCC including all the motor starters were upgraded in 2008. Typically, all this equipment will have a 30-year
lifecycle.
· The main breaker and metering compartment of the MCC are at the end of their lifecycle and should be

replaced. City staff indicated that the City has a spare main breaker in the event the existing one fails.

· The new portion of the MCC is a Schneider Model 6. This brand of MCC is common across water/wastewater
works throughout Saskatchewan and still has local and current support. The MCC appeared in acceptable,
working condition.

· The power service is 600V, 3 phase, 400A underground service by SaskPower. Point of delivery is a service
splitter mounted on the southeast wall. No issues were noted with the service entrance.

· The grounding system consists of 3 electrodes in a triangle shape, spaced approximately 3m apart. Inspection of
the ground wells showed the ground conductors still connected to all three electrodes and in good quality. The
portion of the grounding conductor underground could not be inspected.
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4.1.2 Wiring methods

The wiring method used throughout the grit building is primarily EMT, with rigid galvanized steel used in hazardous
areas.

Typically, EMT will not be used in this application as it is susceptible to corrosion. However, in most areas the EMT
conduit has been painted. It was observed that the conduit is generally in good condition with no areas having significant
corrosion issues.

4.1.3 Lighting

The lighting throughout the grit building is a mixture of fluorescent, high pressure sodium (HPS) and LED lights. The
table below describes the different type of lighting in each room, along with a visual assessment of lighting levels.

Room Light Type Age Lighting Levels

Mechanical/Electrical Fluorescent Original Adequate

Grit Cart HPS/Fluorescent Original/2008 Poor

Grit Screen Fluorescent 2008 Adequate

Stairwell Fluorescent Original Poor

Pump Room HPS Original Poor

Blower room HPS Original Poor

Exterior LED <5 years Adequate

Emergency Halogen 5-10 years Limited

There are many rooms in the grit building with original HPS fixtures, or a combination of HPS and fluorescent lights. In
general, these rooms are poorly lit and the mixture of lighting types provides different colour temperature of light
further contributing to poor light conditions.

New LED wall pack fixtures have been installed on the exterior of the building and are in good condition.

The emergency lights are in working condition; however, if work is being done to upgrade the rest of the lighting,
additional emergency lights should be added to meet current requirements of the national building code.

4.2 Instrumentation
4.2.1 PLC/HMI

The grit building automation system consists of an Allen-Bradley SLC-500 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), an
Allen-Bradley PanelView Plus Human Machine Interface (HMI) and various instruments throughout the facility. The PLC
network is connected to the main WWTP building via Ethernet over a fiber optic cable.

The control panel (SCP-002) that houses the PLC and HMI is clean and in good condition. The PLC and HMI both appear
to be operating properly, and there were no reports of any issues by the operators. The HMI screen is still fully
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functional with no burnt-out pixels. This HMI is not a touch version so there is a mousepad which is in working
condition.

The PLC and HMI were both installed in 2011. Typical lifespan of a PLC system is approximately 15 years, and for an
HMI approximately 5-7 years.

According to the Allen-Bradley/Rockwell automation website the current PLC (1747-L553) installed is in the “Active
Mature” stage which is describes as: “Product is fully supported, but a newer product or family exists. Gain value by
migrating.” At this time there is no date announced for when this PLC will be discontinued so it should be supported for
a minimum of three years.

The HMI (2711P-K15C4A1) is listed as “Discontinued” stage, which is described as: “New product no longer
manufactured or procured. Repair/exchange services may be available.” In the event this HMI fails, the City will not be
able to install an identical model, however there are new models of the same size that provide the same functionality. If
a new model is required, in addition to hardware costs there will be software/programming costs as the HMI program
will need to be upgraded to work on the new model. The PLC system at the grit building is also connected to the main
City Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system at the WWTP. This allows operators to view and control
the grit building remotely and provides redundancy in the event the HMI fails.

4.2.2 Instruments

The following table lists the instruments installed throughout the grit building.

Instrument
Tag Description Type Age Condition

LDIT-100 Screen IS-100 Differential Level
Transmitter Ultrasonic ~10 years Acceptable

LIT-123 Screenings Grit Trailer Level Transmitter Ultrasonic ~3 years Acceptable

LIT-125 Sump Pit Level Transmitter Ultrasonic >15 years Acceptable

AIT-140 Screen Room H2S Detector Gas detector ~10 years Acceptable

AIT-141 Screen Room LEL Detector Gas detector ~10 years Acceptable

AIT-142 Grit Pump Room H2S Detector Gas detector ~10 years Acceptable

AIT-143 Grit Pump Room LEL Detector Gas detector ~10 years Acceptable

AIT-144 Grit Dewatering Room H2S Detector Gas detector ~10 years Acceptable

AIT-145 Grit Dewatering Room LEL Detector Gas detector ~10 years Acceptable

AIT-146 Grit Dewatering Room NOx Detector Gas detector ~10 years Acceptable

AIT-147 Grit Dewatering Room CO Detector Gas detector ~10 years Acceptable

PSL-120 Air Blowers Low Pressure Switches Mercoid >15 years Acceptable

PSH-120 Air Blowers High Pressure Switches Mercoid >15 years Acceptable

LSH-125 Sump Pit High Level Switch Float switch >15 years Undetermined
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Instrument
Tag Description Type Age Condition

PSL-132 Utility Water Low Pressure Switch Electronic < 5 years Acceptable

PSL-133 Utility Water High Pressure Switch Mercoid >15 years Acceptable

PSHH-133 Utility Water High High Pressure Switch Mercoid >15 years Acceptable

Operations staff did not report any problems with any of the instrumentation, which suggests all instrumentation listed
in the table is operational. There is an air flow meter on the air line which feeds the grit removal chamber. It appears to
be non-functional and not in use.

Other observations:
· Gas detectors should be calibrated once per year to maintain accuracy.

· Ultrasonic level transmitters may be nearing the end of their life cycle. It is advised to keep a spare on hand for
critical instruments.

· The mercoid pressure switches on the water lines are nearing the end of their lifecycles. They should be
replaced or have spares on hand in case of failure.

· The sump pump high level float switch should be actuated to test its operation.

5 SUMMARY OF COSTS
5.1 Structural

Table 5-1
Cost Estimate – Structural

Item
# Item

Recommended
Repair Time

(years)
Unit Qty. Unit Cost Extension

Low end of
expected

accuracy range
(-20%)

(2019 CAD)

High end of
expected

accuracy range
(+50%)

(2019 CAD)

1 Replace Door
Hardware < 1 ea 6 $400 $2,400 $1,920 $3,600

2

Detailed
Assessment of
3 Existing
Monorails

< 1 LS 1 $4,000 $4,000 $3,200 $6,000

3

Monitoring of
Block Wall
Diagonal
Cracking

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

4 Repair broken
hand rail < 1 LS 1 $600 $600 $480 $900
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Item
# Item

Recommended
Repair Time

(years)
Unit Qty. Unit Cost Extension

Low end of
expected

accuracy range
(-20%)

(2019 CAD)

High end of
expected

accuracy range
(+50%)

(2019 CAD)

5 Renew Asphalt
Surface 1-2 m² 311 $150 $32,000 $25,600 $48,000

6

Wall
penetration
sealants in
mechanical
room

< 1 LS 1 $300 $300 $240 $450

7

Grout lowest
brick joint -
Building
Exterior

1-2 LS 1 $1,000 $1,000 $800 $1,500

8A Repair Gravel
Ballast on Roof < 1 LS 1 $1,200 $1,200 $960 $1,800

8B

Replace Roof -
Gravel
Ballasted
EPDM

> 5 m² 140 $70 $9,800 $7,840 $14,700

9 Repair Natural
Gas Service 3-5 LS 1 $800 $800 $640 $1,200

10

Install Kick
Plate on
elevated
Platform in
Grit Cart Room

1-2 LS 1 $3,000 $3,000 $2,400 $4,500

11

Repair
Corrosion on
Elevated
Platform in
Grit Cart Room

< 1 LS 1 $500-
$3,000

$500-
$3,000 $400-$2,400 $800-$4,500

12

Repaint
Interior Floors
& Walls where
required

3-5 m² 350 $20 $7,000 $5,600 $10,500

Note: Item numbers correspond to numbered recommendations in Section 6.1 – Recommendations (Structural). See
Section 6.1 for a detailed description of the estimated costs.
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5.2 Mechanical
A description of the costs associated with both of the mechanical upgrade options is below.

Boiler system upgrades:
Option 1 consists of removing and replacing the existing boiler with five new modular boilers, replacing applicable
piping, new pumps, and new valves/accessories.

Option 2 consists of removing the existing boiler and replacing it with three new modular boilers, replacing applicable
piping, new pumps, and new valves/accessories. There is some cost saving in this section as there are two fewer boilers
required, and smaller pumps.

Ventilation system upgrades:
In option 1, the Mark Hot MAU is replaced in kind, and the current heat recovery system pump is replaced.

In option 2, the Mark Hot MAU is replaced with a more efficient gas fired MAU, similar to the one that is in operation in
the grit screen room. If there is a desire or need to add heat recovery to the new MAU, the cost of the MAU itself would
increase by approximately three times; however, the payback period for the increase could be on the order of five years.
The increased cost of this section relative to option one is due to increased duct work required. However, there should
be cost savings in operation and maintenance relative to option 1.

Table 5-2
Cost Estimate Summary – Mechanical Options 1 and 2

Item Year
Constructed

Typical
Service

Life
Condition

Option 1 Option 2

Estimated
Replacement
Cost

-20% +50%
Estimated
Replacement
Cost

-20% +50%

Hydronic
Systems

Boiler 1984 25 Poor $65,000 $52,000  $97,500  $39,200 $31,400 $58,800

Circulation
Pumps 1984 15 Fair $9,600 $7,700 $14,400 $6,600 $5,300 $9,900

Recovery
Pump 1984 15 Poor $3,400 $2,700 $5,100 N/A N/A N/A

Coil Pumps 1984 15 Fair

Run-Around
Coil 1984 20 Poor

Heat
Exchanger 1984 25 Unknown

Unit
Heaters 1984 20 Fair

Valves 1984 15 Fair

Piping 1984 35 Fair $4,000 $3,200 $6,000 $4,000 $3,200 $6,000
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Item Year
Constructed

Typical
Service
Life

Condition

Option 1 Option 2

Estimated
Replacement
Cost

-20% +50%
Estimated
Replacement
Cost

-20% +50%

Controls –
Replace
with PLC
System

1984 15 Poor $50,000 $40,000 $75,000 $50,000 $40,000 $75,000

Demolition  - - - $12,500 $10,000 $18,800 $25,000 $20,000 $37,500

Air
Handling
System

Mark Hot
MAU 1984 20 Fair $38,000 $30,500 $57,000 $38,000 $30,400 $57,000

Main
Exhaust Fan 1984 20 Good

Dampers 1984 20 Fair

Ducting 1984 30 Fair-
Good $21,600 $17,300 $32,400 $65,000 $52,000 $97,500

Engineered
Air MAU 2011 20 Good N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Screening
Room Fan 2011 15 Good

Demolition - - - $12,500 $10,000 $18,800 $25,000 $20,000 $37,500

SUB TOTAL $216,600 $173,400 $325,000 $252,800 $202,300 $379,200

Contingency
(20%) $43,300 $34,700 $65,000 $50,200 $40,500 $75,800

TOTAL $259,900 $208,100 $390,000 $303,000 $242,800 $455,000
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5.3 Electrical/Instrumentation

Table 5-3
Cost Estimate Summary – Electrical/Instrumentation

Item Year
Constructed

Typical
Service

Life
Condition

Estimated
Remaining
Service Life

Estimated
Capital

Replacement
Cost (2019

CAD)

Low end
of

expected
accuracy

range
(-20%)
(2019
CAD)

High end
of

expected
accuracy

range
(+50%)
(2019
CAD)

Main
Breaker and
Service
Entrance

1984 30 poor end of life $25,000 $20,000 $37,500

Motor
Control
Center

2009 30 good 20 $210,000 $168,000 $315,000

Ground Grid 1984 15 unknown end of life $2,500 $2,000 $4,000

Lighting 1984-2009 30 poor-good end of life $30,000 $24,000 $45,000

PLC 2009 15 good 5 $80,000 $64,000 $120,000

HMI 2009 7 good end of life $15,000 $12,000 $22,500

LDIT-100 -
Screen IS-
100
Differential
Level
Transmitter

2009 15 good 5 $3,000 $2,500 $4,500

LIT-123 -
Screenings
Grit Trailer
Level
Transmitter

2016 15 good 12 $3,000 $2,500 $4,500

LIT-125 -
Sump Pit
Level
Transmitter

unknown 15 unknown unknown $3,000 $2,500 $4,500

AIT-140 -
Screen Room
H2S
Detector

2009 20 good 10 $4,000 $3,200 $6,000
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Item Year
Constructed

Typical
Service

Life
Condition

Estimated
Remaining
Service Life

Estimated
Capital

Replacement
Cost (2019

CAD)

Low end
of

expected
accuracy

range
(-20%)
(2019
CAD)

High end
of

expected
accuracy

range
(+50%)
(2019
CAD)

AIT-141 -
Screen Room
LEL Detector

2009 20 good 10 $4,000 $3,200 $6,000

AIT-142 -
Grit Pump
Room H2S
Detector

2009 20 good 10 $4,000 $3,200 $6,000

AIT-143 -
Grit Pump
Room LEL
Detector

2009 20 good 10 $4,000 $3,200 $6,000

AIT-144 -
Grit
Dewatering
Room H2S
Detector

2009 20 good 10 $4,000 $3,200 $6,000

AIT-145 -
Grit
Dewatering
Room LEL
Detector

2009 20 good 10 $4,000 $3,200 $6,000

AIT-146 -
Grit
Dewatering
Room NOx
Detector

2009 20 good 10 $4,000 $3,200 $6,000

AIT-147 -
Grit
Dewatering
Room CO
Detector

2009 20 good 10 $3,500 $2,800 $7,000

PSL-120 -
Air Blowers
Low
Pressure
Switches

1984 15 acceptable end of life $1,500 $1,500 $2,500

PSH-120 -
Air Blowers
High

1984 15 acceptable end of life $1,500 $1,500 $2,500
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Item Year
Constructed

Typical
Service

Life
Condition

Estimated
Remaining
Service Life

Estimated
Capital

Replacement
Cost (2019

CAD)

Low end
of

expected
accuracy

range
(-20%)
(2019
CAD)

High end
of

expected
accuracy

range
(+50%)
(2019
CAD)

Pressure
Switches

LSH-125 -
Sump Pit
High Level
Switch

unknown 15 unknown end of life $500 $500 $1,000

PSL-132 -
Utility Water
Low
Pressure
Switch

1984 15 acceptable end of life $1,500 $1,500 $2,500

PSL-133 -
Utility Water
High
Pressure
Switch

2015 15 good 10 $1,500 $1,500 $2,500

PSHH-133 -
Utility Water
High High
Pressure
Switch

1984 15 acceptable end of life $1,500 $1,500 $2,500
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Structural
Below presents a list of recommendations to address the findings of the visual inspection of structural elements of the
grit building.  Overall, the building appears to be in generally good condition from a structural perspective. Most of the
recommendations presented focus on general maintenance and safety. The numbered recommendations correspond to
the table found in Section 5.1 – Summary of Costs - Structural. For additional context, photos of structural elements
referenced in the report can be found in Appendix B – Grit Building Structural Assessment Photos.

1. Replace door hardware for all exterior doors, including sweeps, weather stripping, and astragals. Exterior doors
would also benefit from a fresh coat of paint. Install flashing above the grit screen room door to cover the exposed
insulation.

2. Confirm and label maximum rated load on monorail lifting system. OH&S regulations require monorails to be
labelled, serialized and inspected annually. Condition and rated capacity of monorails can change over time; a
structural engineer can assess each of the existing monorails and calculate the current rated capacity of a monorail.
It is also recommended to install proper end stops on monorail in pump room.

3. Monitor the existing cracks in the block walls to determine if the size or extent of cracks gets worse over time. It is
recommended that the client document the cracking with photographs and measurements of the extent and depth
of cracking annually. If the condition deteriorates, further action may be required, and this documentation will be
valuable in determining the cause of cracking and the associated repair procedure. Remedial work to address
diagonal cracking is not required at this time.

4. Repair broken hand rail around the grit chamber.
5. Renew asphalt surface around the building perimeter. Work would include confirming required grades for positive

drainage around the building perimeter, removal of existing asphalt, subgrade prep, geotextile, compacted base and
a new asphalt surface.

6. Upgrade sealants at wall penetrations in the Mechanical / Electrical room to fire rated sealants.

7. Re-Grout the brick joint beneath the lower course of brick on the exterior wall of the original building.

8. Roof has been in service since construction of original building and is likely near the end of service life. Consider
renewing / upgrading roofing system within the next several years, an ideal solution would be to upgrade to EPDM
to match the roofing system of the recent building addition. In the short term, engage a roofing contractor to repair
gravel ballast on the roof of the grit cart room, and further investigate the condition of roofing components.

9. Repair gas service. Required work includes adding a new support bracket for the gas meter, sealing wall penetrations
into building, and adjusting supports on roof so that service is not in contact with the cladding of the parapet.

10. Install kick plate around the perimeter elevated platform in the grit cart room, as required by OH&S.
11. Investigate extent of corrosion on elevated steel platform in grit cart room. Depending on extent of corrosion, a

solution may range from sanding and a new coat of paint, to replacement of structural members.

12. Re-Paint floors in pump room, blower boom, grit cart room, stairwell, and mechanical / electrical room, as well as
touch up of walls as required.
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6.2 Mechanical
The second upgrade option of simplifying the hydronic system is recommended. This option reduces maintenance
requirements by reducing the amount of hydronic loops and equipment. It also results in a more reliable system with
fewer components that can fail and cause disruptions in service.

6.2.1 Boilers and Hydronic System

The existing boiler is nearing or has reached the end of its service life and should be replaced with new boilers sized to
match the building heating load only. The boiler is inefficient compared to boilers currently available and may require
excessive maintenance in order to function reliably. Replacing the existing boiler with more robust and energy efficient
condensing boilers with a manufacturer supplied controller is recommended. Replacing the single boiler with a minimum
of two smaller capacity boilers allows for finer control of the system, and better redundancy. With new condensing
boilers, a primary/secondary loop system should be installed so boilers can maintain constant flow while the unit heaters
turn on and off. This includes a primary loop pump for each boiler, and duty/standby circulation pumps to feed the unit
heaters. Adding pressure independent control valves to the unit heater piping is recommended to provide better
temperature control.

6.2.2 Ventilation

The Mark Hot MAU in the blower room is nearing the end of its expected service life. It is recommended that it be
replaced with a new gas fired MAU that is installed outside the building. A gas-fired unit is recommended to simplify the
hydronic system and reduce required maintenance to yearly service and changing filters only. A hydronic unit requires
regular coil cleaning, glycol maintenance and a separate glycol loop. The supply and exhaust ductwork needs to be
modified to accommodate this change. This change reduces the chance of pipes freezing within the hydronic system and
simplify the boiler replacement and hydronic system.

Removing the main exhaust fan and adding an exhaust fan to the roof is recommended. This removes the exhaust
ductwork and equipment from the mechanical room, increasing safety and minimizing risk of corrosion.

There are two potential locations for the new MAU. The first is outside the building, near the current supply intake. New
ducting from the MAU would tie into the ductwork through the exiting intake and minimize the amount of change
required to the supply ductwork. The second location is MAU on the roof, assuming that the structure could support it.
With the MAU and exhaust fan both on the roof, there is an opportunity for heat recovery in the new MAU using a heat
pipe. The heat pipe would be more reliable and more efficient than the existing run-around coil.

6.2.3 HVAC Instrumentation and Controls

To better control the system, PLC control is recommended. The PLC would control the circulation pumps unit heaters,
and exhaust fan and enable the boiler and MAUs. Aside from enabling the MAUs with the PLC, the control of the MAU
operation would depend on the type of unit, hydronic or gas fired. A hydronic MAU would be controlled by the PLC,
while a gas fired MAU would be unit controlled. The reason for this is that we do not recommend the control of a
natural gas burner be performed by anything other than the manufacturer supplied controller.

6.3 Electrical
The main breaker, ground grid and service entrance are original equipment and at the end of their lifecycle. The main
breaker should be replaced during a planned upgrade to prevent failure and unexpected system downtime. During this
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upgrade it would also be a good time to install a new ground grid. The rest of the MCC was installed in 2009 and is in
generally working condition and has remaining service life, so no upgrades are recommended at this time.

It is recommended that lighting be upgraded. A proper lighting design with fixture placement and light level calculation
should be performed and new fixtures should be installed resulting in lighting levels to achieve recommendations as per
IESNA Lighting Handbook (Illuminating Engineering Society of North America) should be installed.

6.4 Instrumentation
The PLC and HMI are in working condition at the time of the assessment. Based on a typical lifecycle of the PLC an
upgrade should be budgeted for in approximately five years. The HMI is nearing the end of its lifecycle. If it fails while in
operation it may take several weeks to source a new HMI and contract a programmer to upgrade the program to be
compatible with a current model. However, since the main SCADA system at the WWTP provides redundancy, the grit
building can still be operated if the HMI fails. Therefore, the existing HMI can be left in place until failure to maximize its
life cycle. The City should confirm they have an electronic copy of the program in their archives in case the current
program can not be retrieved from the HMI when it fails. This will reduce effort and costs during the upgrade.

Instrumentation installed during the 2008 grit building upgrades generally seem to be in good working condition.
Instruments should be calibrated periodically in accordance with manufacturer recommendation to maintain accuracy.

There is some instrumentation that precedes the 2008 upgrade. This instrumentation appears to be in working
condition, but the service life has been reached. It is recommended to replace this instrumentation with new, or at
minimum have spare instruments on hand for critical equipment so that downtime is minimized during a failure.

Instruments that should be planned for upgrade now are:
· LIT-125 Sump Pit Level Transmitter

· PSL-133 Utility Water High Pressure Switch

· PSHH-133 Utility Water High High Pressure Switch

The sump pit high level float should be actuated manually to confirm operation and condition and replaced if found
insufficient.
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APPENDIX A - DRAWINGS
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APPENDIX B - GRIT BUILDING STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT PHOTOS





Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

1 of 10

South Building Elevation. Diagonal Cracking near MCC in Mechanical / Electrical
Room.

Diagonal Cracking near MCC in Mechanical / Electrical
Room.

Mechanical / Electrical Room - Exterior Door.



Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

2 of 10

Mechanical / Electrical Room - Main Floor Slab. Mechanical / Electrical Room - Interior Wall Penetrations.

Exterior Brick Facade and Louvers - Typical Condition. Power Service, Asphalt Condition Near Power Conduit.



Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

3 of 10

Gas Service on East exterior Wall of Mechanical / Electrical
Room.

Exterior Grit Tank - Broken Guard Rail.

Exterior Door - Mechanical / Electrical Room - Kick Plate. Exterior Door - Access to Stairwell.



Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

4 of 10

Grit Screen Room - Overhead Door. Metal Cladding above Overhead Door.

Roof Access - North Wall of Grit Screen Room. Exterior Door - Grit Screen Room.



Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

5 of 10

Exposed insulation above Grit Screen Room Door. North Exterior Door - Grit Screen Room.

Small Separation Beneath Bottom Course of Brick. Grit Screen Room Roof & Guard Rail.



Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

6 of 10

Grit Cart Room Room - Accumulated Gravel Ballast. Grit Cart Room Roof Parapet - Gas Service.

Grit Cart Room Roof - Disturbed Gravel Ballast. Stairwell - Peeling Paint.



Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

7 of 10

Stairwell. Stairwell adjacent to Blower Room - Evidence of Water
Ingress.

Blower Room - Evidence of Water Ingress. Blower Room - Minor Cracking and Evidence of Water
Ingress.



Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

8 of 10

Blower Room - Minor Cracking. Pump Room Monorail.

Pump Room - Ladder (Out of Service). Mezzanine and Roof Deck - Grit Cart Room.



Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

9 of 10

Grit Cart Room - Monorail. North Exterior Door - Grit Cart Room.

Grit Cart Room - Elevated Platform - Minor Steel Corrosion Access Hatch between Grit Cart Room & Blower Room.



Moose Jaw WWTP - Grit Building - Structural Assessment Photos

10 of 10

East Elevation of Building & Asphalt Surface. Grit Chamber.

Pump Room Access Hatch.
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1. Executive Summary 

AECOM undertook an assessment of the operation of the City of Moose Jaw’s (City) fifteen (15) lift stations within 

their wastewater collection system to develop an optimized strategy for the future upgrading, replacement or 

abandonment. Further to this work, AECOM undertook an assessment of the Crescent View Lift Stations 

component to identify the condition, risk and replacement schedule of these items to help the City understand the 

financial needs for continued operation of the facility and developed conceptual options for upgrading and 

replacement. 

 

The City currently operates fifteen (15) lift stations within their wastewater collection system, where one of the lift 

stations is actually a storm water underpass station the discharges to the wastewater system under low flow 

events. Within the system, there exists lift stations that: 

 

• Require upgrading due to insufficient capacity to handle the 5 year design event, as is stipulated in the City 

of Regina guidelines for wastewater lift stations, which the City has adopted as their own guideline. 

• Have the potential to be abandoned and replaced by a gravity sewer discharging to another nearby lift 

station. 

• Replaced with a smaller lift station to reflect a reduced service area. 

 

AECOM has identified the stations outline above and developed conceptual alternatives and Class D (-20% + 30%) 

cost estimates for short and long term capital spending, and anticipated maintenance costs. Where the station 

upgrades are not a requirement to meet capacity issues, pay back periods are estimated for the City’s 

consideration. A summary of AECOM recommended lift station optimization strategy is provided in the table 

following this summary. 

 

In addition to the recommendation from the optimization study, AECOM also reviewed the existing operation of the 

Crescent View Lift Station. As a part of this review, AECOM undertook an assessment of the condition, risk, 

replacement schedule, service life and replacement costs for the electrical, building mechanical and process 

mechanical components of the Crescent View Lift Station. With this information AECOM developed a financial plan 

for short, medium and long term spending, assuming a 25 year life cycle, required for continued operation of the 

Crescent View Lift Station as follows: 

 

• Short term (less than 5 years): $1.97M 

• Medium term (5 -10 years): $940k 

• Long term (10-25 years):$3.24M 

 

AECOM also developed an upgrade and replacement alternatives for the City in the event capacity upgrades are 

required to meet their Environment Licence requirements. A summary of the repair, upgrade and replacement 

alternatives, key issues for consideration are provided as follows: 

 

• Repair/upgrade station for continued operation as is for the assumed 25 year life cycle. 

o Cost estimate including 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration: $6.1M 

o Key issues: 

 Assumes the City is not required to upgrade its capacity to meet the 5 year design event, 

which is the stipulated guideline by the SWSA and CoR. 

 Any modifications to the buildings electrical will require a significant effort to bring the 

systems to code. 
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 Does not include any structural upgrades required for the facility. 

• Upgrade the facility to meet existing capacity requirements as is for the assumed 25 year life cycle. 

o Cost estimate including 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration: $8.7M 

o Key issues: 

 Upgrades to the facility for the installation of new pumps and associated appurtenances 

will be required to maintain existing system operation to accommodate flows. 

 The risk during the upgrade may be too high to allow for this option to move forward. 

 Does not include any structural upgrades required for the facility. 

• Replace the lift station to meet existing capacity requirements. 

o Cost estimate including 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration: $13.5M 

o Key issues: 

 May require upgrading in the future to accommodate 60,000 population flows. 

• Replace the lift station to meet future capacity requirements. 

o Cost estimate including 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration: $15.3M 

o Key issues: 

 Allows for future expansion to the 60,000 population but may be a risk that this flow is 

never realized. 

 

For options relating to capacity upgrades, the City should ensure the Wastewater Treatment Plant can 

accommodate the flows, or plan for capacity upgrades at the Wastewater Treatment Plant before considering 

upgrades or replacement at the existing Crescent View Lift Station facility 
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Lift Station Issue Solution Capital Cost Payback Period 

Crescent View • Insufficient submergence at intake 

• Insufficient capacity to meet SWSA and 

CoR guidelines 

• Confirm environmental licencing requirements for 

capacity 

• If capacity is not required to increase, install weir 

chamber to achieve minimum submergence 

requirements 

• If capacity is required, build new lift station 

expandable for future growth 

• Where capacity is 

not required for 

environmental 

licencing: $210k 

• Where capacity 

increase is 

required: $13.5M 

• Less than 1 year for weir chamber to improve 

submergence requirements to improve pump 

life 

• 41 years for new lift station expandable for 

future conditions. However, the pay back period 

may not be applicable as the capacity 

requirements may be mandated per the City’s 

environmental licence. 

7th Avenue and High 

Street 

• Insufficient capacity to service the 

collection area 

• Install new pumps to meet capacity requirements in 

accordance with SWSA and CoR guidelines 

• $262k • Not applicable as upgrade is required for 

capacity issues 

Victoria and Normandy • Potential to be serviced by gravity • Abandon the Victoria Lift Station, and connect by 

gravity to the Normandy Lift Station 

• $284k • 27 years 

Valley View and Churchill • Potential to combine both stations into a 

single smaller station 

• Reduced service area from original 

• Abandon the existing Churchill Lift Station, and 

convey by gravity to the Valley View Lift Station site 

• Abandon the Valley View Lift Station, and replace 

with a small manhole style lift station better suited for 

the service area 

• $1.5M • 19 years 

Kiwanis and River • Potential to abandon stations and be 

serviced by gravity 

• Leave as is as pay back period does not justify 

modifications. 

• Not applicable • Not applicable 

2nd Avenue and Subway • Insufficient capacity to meet CoR 

drainage requirements for underpass 

roadway 

• New lift station facility • $13M • Not applicable as upgrade is required for 

capacity issues 

Par 3 and Butler • Insufficient capacity due to extraneous 

inflows 

• Potential to abandon stations by gravity 

• Undertake an inflow and infiltration study to determine 

required upgrades for the facilities 

• Upgrade/replace facilities based on outcome of study 

• Abandoning stations is not an attractive alternative 

based on pay back period 

• $875k for the full 

replacement Par 3 

and upgrades to 

Butler 

• Not applicable as upgrade is required for 

capacity issues 

Riddell • Potential to abandon stations and be 

serviced by gravity 

• Leave as is as pay back period does not justify 

modifications. 

• Not applicable • Not applicable 
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2. Introduction 

AECOM undertook a review of the City of Moose Jaw’s (the City) fifteen (15) lift stations in the context of collection 

system wide operation and identified an optimized strategy for upgrades and/or abandonments. AECOM also 

undertook a detailed assessment of the existing operation of the Crescent View Lift Station and developed a 

replacement schedule for the existing operation of the facility and conceptual options for upgrading and replacing 

the facility.  

 

The City currently owns fourteen (14) lift stations and operates a fifteenth (15) lift station. The fifteenth (15) lift 

station is the Valley View Lift Station is not currently owned by the City, but short term plans are for the City to take 

ownership of this facility. As part of this project, which AECOM undertook a condition assessment1 consistent with 

the previously completed Vertical Asset Report2. 

 

As a part of the optimization study of the City’s lift stations, AECOM undertook the review of the operation of each 

lift station within the City’s collection system using the City’s InfoWorks ICM hydraulic model. AECOM also 

reviewed general performance of the pumps within the lift station to assess normal operation: 

 

• Normal lift station (pump) operation to accommodate dry weather flow (DWF) and wet weather flow (WWF). 

• Operations on the pump curve. 

• Net positive suction head (NPSH) and submergence. 

 

With the review of the lift stations within the City’s collection system, AECOM identified lift stations that require 

upgrading or that could be abandoned. A conceptual Class D cost estimate (-20% + 30%) was prepared for the 

proposed upgrades and/or abandonments, and associated estimates on operational cost and pay back periods also 

provided. 

 

Building upon the work completed during the optimization study, AECOM undertook a further assessment of the 

Crescent View Lift Station. A detailed condition assessment on the existing lift station electrical, building 

mechanical and process mechanical components were made to assess the component replacement schedule. The 

work associated with this was considered as the repair work to continue functioning the Crescent View Lift Station 

as is. AECOM also undertook a review of upgrading or replacing the Crescent View Lift Station, with considerations 

for typical standards as prescribed in the Saskatchewan Water Security Agency and the City of Regina guidelines 

for wastewater lift stations. 

 

AECOM developed a Class D cost estimate for the repair, upgrade and replacement options for the Crescent View 

Lift Station. 

  

 
1 (AECOM, 2020) 
2 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
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3. Existing Information 

The following information was provided by the City as background information for the project: 

 

• Vertical Asset Report completed by AE Engineering, 20193 

• Utility Master Plan (UMP) completed by ISL Engineering,4 2016 

• Record drawings for the following lift stations: 

o Crescent View 

o 7th Avenue and High Street 

o Normandy Lift Station 

o Slater Lift Station 

o Churchill Lift Station 

o River Drive Lift Station 

o Kiwanis Lift Station 

o 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station 

o Par 3 Lift Station 

o Butler Lift Station 

o Riddell Lift Station 

o Iron Bridge Lift Station 

o Valley View Lift Station 

• InfoWorks ICM Model last updated in January of 2019 

• GIS information provided by the City: 

o 2014 LiDAR data 

o Right of Way 

o Assessment Parcels 

o Wastewater System 

o Road Centerlines 

o Aerial Imagery 

 

It was noted that the following record drawings were not obtained, and assumptions were made for the purposes of 

this study based on the site investigation and similar lift stations: 

 

• Victoria Lift Station 

• 11th Avenue and High Street Lift Station 

 

Additionally, operation and maintenance (O&M) manuals were not available for the lift stations, as such pump 

curves as installed and tested were not available. AECOM reached out to the pump manufacturers to obtain pump 

curves based on name plate information, however, in some circumstances, AECOM’s review indicates the pump 

curves may not be representative of what is actually in place. Where stations appeared to have pumps that were  

not well suited for the application, AECOM deferred to the City’s operator commentary relating to pump 

performance. 

 

 
3 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
4 (ISL Engineering, April 2016) 
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4. Hydraulic Modelling 

AECOM undertook a hydraulic review of the City’s collection system to determine an optimum solution for the lift 

stations within the system. AECOM reviewed the InfoWorks ICM model in version 8.5, which was last updated in 

January of 2019, and confirmed general model flows and updated any discrepancies in catchment area and pump 

operation.  

4.1 Model Review 

AECOM undertook a review of the City’s InfoWorks ICM model for suitability of use for the optimization study.  

 

The City’s InfoWorks ICM model was developed during the UMP project, and as such AECOM reviewed the results 

from the current version of the model against the results shown in the UMP report. AECOM reviewed the surface 

and basement flooding results, as well that hydraulic grade lines (HGLs) provided in the UMP report (Appendix A). 

 

Our review indicates that in general the surface flooding is similar to that shown in the UMP. However, some of the 

HGLs in the wastewater sewer profiles do not match. After further investigation, the City advised that since the 

delivery of the model as part of the UMP, the model had been updated to reflect inflow and infiltration (I&I) 

improvements and additional flow monitoring.  

 

As the intent of this study is to review the optimization of the City’s Lift Station network, AECOM reviewed the 

catchment area as provided in the InfoWorks model and identified catchment areas that may be missing with the 

City. With feedback form the City, the hydraulic model was updated as shown in Figure 4-1. 

 

With the added catchment area, AECOM reviewed the flows to achieve lift station in the InfoWorks hydraulic model 

and compared these to the general values using City of Regina wastewater design parameters. While there are 

small difference in values, the flow generation in the InfoWorks ICM model generally appeared suitable for use for 

this study. 

 

AECOM also undertook the review of the lift stations themselves for the following: 

 

• Pump arrangement, number of pumps, and forcemain connection in the model against the record drawings. 

• Pump curves in the model against the curves obtained from the manufacturers. 

 

The arrangement of the pumps, number of pumps and forcemain connections were generally consistent between 

the InfoWorks ICM model and the record drawings, except for the Crescent View Lift Station. The forcemain in the 

Crescent View Lift Station appeared to discharge into lagoons as annotated in the model. However, during the 

modelling and subsequent discussions with the City, the forcemain discharges to the grit facility at the City’s 

wastewater treatment facility. Consequently, AECOM updated the InfoWorks ICM hydraulic model reflective of 

record drawings. 

 

The review of the pump curves indicated some dissimilarities but were generally in agreement. As tested pump 

curves were not available, and the pump curves obtained were from the manufacturers, no changes to the model 

were made. 
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Figure 4-1 - InfoWorks Model Catchment Update 
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4.2 Lift Station Hydraulics 

A hydraulic review was conducted for each of the lift stations to assess the adequacy of the pumps to achieve the 

required level of service for dry weather flow (DWF) and wet weather flow (WWF). Other operational considerations 

such as operation on the pump curve and suction issues, such as net positive suction head (NPSH) and minimum 

submergence were also reviewed. 

 

In accordance with the Utility Master Plan5, the City’s level of service is the 5 year design event, and therefore the 5 

year Huff design event was used to assess the lift stations ability to accommodate the WWF. For the 2nd Avenue 

and Subway Lift Station a design standard 100-Year Chicago storm was used, in accordance with the Utility Master 

Plan6, as this lift station is primarily a component of the major network of the land drainage system. 

 

To assess the hydraulic operation of the pumps in each lift station, the following methodology was employed: 

 

• A system curve was developed and overlain on the pump curve to estimate the duty point and approximate 

the typical operation of the station during dry weather flows. 

• The system curves were developed using the information in the record drawings and InfoWorks ICM model 

provided by the City 

• Friction, minor loss parameters were assumed as follows: 

o Friction Losses were determined using the Hazen-Williams equation assuming a roughness 

coefficient based on the forcemain material identified in the InfoWorks ICM model, or in the record 

drawings. The roughness values were selected to reflect pipe age and associated increase in 

roughness. The values used were: 

 120 for PVC, Asbestos Cement, and Steel forcemains. 

 100 for Cast Iron and Vitrified Clay Tile forcemains 

o Minor Losses and their respective values, obtained from Water Resources Engineering7 included: 

 Projecting Inlet – 1.0 

 Square Edged Inlet – 0.5 

 Bellmouthed Inlet – 0.04 

 90 degree bend – 0.3 

 Check Valve – 2.5 

 Gate Valve – 0.14 

 Plug Valve – 10 

 Tee (flow through side inlet to run) – 1.8 

 Tee (flow through run) – 0.6 

 22.5 degree bends – 0.4 

 Exit loss – 1.0 

 Contraction/Expansion – Geometry Specific 

• Pump curves were obtained as follows: 

o Flygt pump curves were provided by Xylem, the parent company of Flygt, based on photographs of 

name plates obtained during site investigations. 

o Morris pump curve was provided by the City 

o ITT A-C pump curve were unable to be located 

o Chicago pump curves were provided by the City 

 
5 (ISL Engineering, April 2016) 
6 (ISL Engineering, April 2016) 
7 (Mays, 2010) 
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o Johnston pump curve was obtained from an archive of old pump curves created by the United 

State Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service, National Water and 

Climate Centre. 

• The Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) available was determined and compared to the NPSH required for 

the duty point as identified from the pump performance curves to assess whether cavitation might be an 

issue.  

• A review of minimum submergence was completed as operating with inadequate submergence can lead to 

the formation of vortices or cavitation. Depending on their strength, vortices can cause issues with normal 

pump operation, including but not necessarily limited to reduced pump performance, increased wear, and 

increased likelihood of cavitation causing damage to the impellers. 

o The review was based on Hydraulic Institute Standards for pumps in a wet well/dry-well 

configuration was also completed and compared to minimum operating depths as determined using 

information from record drawings and the InfoWorks ICM model.  

o For the Flygt submersible pumps located in the stations wet well, manufacturer provided 

recommendations for minimum submergence were used instead of Hydraulic Institute Standards. 

4.2.1 Crescent View 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Crescent View Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The total capacity of the pumps has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events, but the 

firm capacity does not.  

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the average and off-peak flows while two 

pumps are required to convey peak dry weather flows. 

• The pumps appear to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pumps appear to have insufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

 

The Crescent View Lift Station is the City’s main lift station and conveys all flows from the City’s wastewater system 

to their treatment facility. The lift station is located at the east end of Manitoba Street E, next to the Moose Jaw 

River, and as shown in Figure 4-20.  

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the Crescent View Lift Station wet well consists of with two 

channels that convey wastewater from the 900 mm diameter sewer to the pumps, and a third channel with a 910 

mm diameter overflow pipe that will shed untreated flow to the Moose Jaw River if water levels in the wet well 

exceed 532.49 m, or 1.58 m above the pump channel floor of 530.91 m, and 0.76 m above the minimum operating 

elevation, identified by City staff as 2.7 ft (0.82 m) above the channel floor. 

 

Based on the installed slope of 0.15%, this outfall could provide up to 700 L/s of relief under pipe-full, gravity flow 

conditions with a free discharge; water levels in the Moose Jaw River may reduce this capacity. A flap gate in the 

discharge channel in the station, shown in record drawing 6044-41, should protect the lift station and upstream 

wastewater sewer from flood water backing-up during high river levels. 

 

There are five main pumps in the Crescent View Lift Station, including: three 119 kW Flygt pumps, one 93kW 

Morris Type 8 NC pump, and one 93 kW ITT A-C pump. The three Flygt pumps are equipped with variable speed 

drives and the Morris pump has an adjustable speed magnetic drive, allowing for adjustment of the discharge rate, 

while the ITT A-C pump has a fixed speed motor. 

 

There is approximately 2400 m of dual forcemains between the lift station and the grit screening building at the 

wastewater treatment facility, consistent of parallel 600 mm and 750 mm diameter forcemains. For the purposes of 

our review, it has been assumed that both forcemains are in operation.  
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4.2.1.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events. All pump curves were available other than the ITT A-C pump curves, but the 

following information was available from the name plate and is believed to represent the original best efficiency 

point (BEP) of the pump: 

 

Flowrate = 3000 GPM (~190 L/s) 

Head = 1285 ft (believed to be 128.5 ft, or 39.2 m. Otherwise, more than 1000 hp would be 

required to run the pump) 

RPM = 1615 

 

However, as the motor running the ITT A-C pump has a nominal speed of 1775 rpm (greater than the nameplate 
rating), an associated adjustment in flow and head was made. Using pump affinity, the BEP for 1775 rpm becomes 
approximately 47.3 m and 209 L/s.  
 
In the absence of the pump curve, it is assumed that the ITT A-C pump would operate at the flowrate described 
above when running on its own and in combination with other pumps. In reality, the single pump discharge would 
reduce as other pumps are brought online due to increases in total dynamic head requirements, but since the 
shape of the ITT A-C pump curve is unknown a constant flowrate has been assumed. 

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the four pumps for which 

performance curves were available should operate on their respective pump curves when running at full speed. 

Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 show the duty points for the Flygt 3231 and Morris Pumps, respectively, when operating 

individually. As stated above, it has been assumed that pump affinity laws apply, and the ITT A-C Pump will 

operate at the head and discharge identified.  

 

 
Figure 4-2 - Flygt 3231 Pump Curve (red) with 

Crescent View LS System Curve (blue) 

 
Figure 4-3 - Morris Pump Curve (red) with Crescent 

View LS System Curve (blue) 

 

These two models of pumps have individual duty point discharges of 205 L/s and 180 L/s for the Flygt and Morris 

Pumps, respectively. The relative similarity of the duty points of the pumps, including the ITT A-C pump, suggest 
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the order and combination of the operation of the pumps should not significantly change the overall lift station 

capacity (i.e. any twos pumps in operation would provide similar station capacity). 

 

The duty points of the system, assuming the pumps are operating at full speed, is 205 L/s for one Flygt pump, 400 

L/s for two Flygt pumps, 560 L/s for three Flygt pumps, and 680 L/s for four pumps (three Flygt pumps and the 

Morris pump) as shown in Figure 4-4. 

 

 
Figure 4-4 - Crescent View LS Duty Points for Multiple Pumps in Operation 

 

The pump and system curves for all five pumps has not been plotted, given that the ITT A-C pump curve was not 

found. The flowrate for all five pumps was estimated by adding the duty point calculated above for the ITT A-C 

pump to the duty point for the remaining four to be approximately 890 l/s. However, this is an overestimation of 

actual flows as the pump capacity for the ITT A-C pump would be reduced due the increase in total dynamic head 

(TDH) when all pumps are running. 

 

The average DWF (ADWF) and peak DWF (PDWF) to the Crescent View Lift Station, as provided in the InfoWorks 

ICM model, are approximately 200 L/s and 250 L/s, respectively. As such, the lift station would be expected to 

normally operate with 1-2 pumps during DWF conditions.  

 

The peak WWF (PWWF) for the 5 year Huff design event from the InfoWorks ICM model is 815 L/s. This value 

appears to be within the estimated 890 l/s total capacity (all pumps running) of the Crescent View Lift Station. While 

the estimated value is likely greater than actual, based on the shape of the other pump curves, it is likely that the 

total capacity of the Crescent View Lift Station can accommodate the PWWF. 
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However, indications from City Staff during the February 4, 2020 meeting with AECOM are that the pumps are 

often not run at full speed in order to limit cavitation. Doing so would reduce the capacity of the station, our review 

suggests that the Crescent View Lift Station may have difficulty keeping up with the required flow even at its total 

capacity. This is supported by anecdotal evidence provided by the station operators.  

 

Furthermore, based on the Saskatchewan Water Security Agency (SWSA) Sewage Works Design Standard8 and 

the City of Regina (CoR) Wastewater Lift Station Design Manual9 the firm capacity of the lift station (largest pump 

out of service) should meet the design conditions. As the firm capacity of the Crescent View Lift Station is estimated 

at 680 l/s, which is less than the design event of 815 l/s, the lift station does not meet typical design guidelines. 

 

Figure 4-20 shows the HGL at firm capacity with and without the 900 mm overflow. Without the overflow, the 

upstream collection system’s HGL is near 1 m to ground elevation, which would likely be a flooding risk. However, 

with the outfall in place, the HGL remains just at the pipe obvert, which does not pose a significant risk to flooding in 

the collection system. Nonetheless, this would result in approximately 120 l/s being discharge to the Moose Jaw 

River, and therefore the firm capacity condition does not meet the conveyance requirements set out in the SWSA or 

CoR design guidelines. 

 

It should be considered, however, that the 2011 record drawings for the WWTP capacity indicate a peak capacity of 

520 l/s, which may suggest that beyond that capacity any pumping from the Crescent View Lift Station by-passes 

the facility. Current operations or future upgrades to the WWTP are unknown to AECOM at this time, but it is 

suggested that the Crescent View Lift Station flows match the WWTP to the capacity required per the City’s 

environmental licencing. 

 

It is further noted that in the event wastewater flows in the collection system exceed the lift station’s pumping 

capacity, there may be up to 700 l/s of emergency relief into the Moose Jaw River to protect the collection system 

from flooding. 

 

4.2.1.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Crescent View Lift Station where 

operational issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 9.3 m. 

• The NPSH requirements of the Flygt pumps based on the duty points are 6.9 m. 

o This provides a margin of safety of approximately 2.4 m, or 1.34x the required NPSH. 

• The NPSH requirements of the Morris pumps based on the duty points are 4.9 m. 

o This provides a margin of safety of approximately 4.4 m, or 1.9x the required NPSH. 

• NPSH requirements of the ITT A-C pump are unknown. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the Crescent View LS. 

 
8 (Saskatchewan Water Securities Agency, 2012) 
9 (City of Regina, 2016) 
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4.2.1.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence may be an issue for the Crescent View LS. 

 

For the range of flows the pumps are expected to convey and the varying intake bell diameters on the pumps, the 

Hydraulic Institute Standards recommend minimum submergence over the intake between 0.95 m – 1.35 m. 

 

Our review of the submergence over the pump intake when the wet well is near the minimum operating level of 

531.73 m (0.82 m above the channel floor) as indicated by City Staff is approximately 0.64 m. This is approximately 

0.3 to 0.7 m below minimum submergence requirements.  

 

It is further noted that in the Stage 2 Upgrade Drawings in 2011 the minimum operating level is suggested at 

532.03 m, which would increase the current submergence of the intakes by 0.3 m above current minimum 

operation.  

 

As operators have identified pump wear and cavitation as an issue in the station, it may be that increasing the 

operating level would reduce the wear on the pumps due to cavitation. However, the increase in station operation is 

limited by the overflow at 532.49 m and increasing the minimum operating level may reduce the Crescent View Lift 

Station operational range beyond what is manageable and/or acceptable to the operators. 

 

As such, it is suggested that levels be maintained at a higher level during normal operation and decreased in 

anticipated of increased flows (i.e. wet weather events) to manage pump sequencing if possible. 

4.2.2 7th Avenue and High Street 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station, and determined 

the following: 

 

• The total capacity of the pumps appears to be at or below the required capacity to accommodate the WWF 

design event. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pumps appear to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pumps likely have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

  

The 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station is located beneath High Street W and 7th Avenue NW, and as shown in 

Figure 4-21. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station consists of cast in 

place, underground chamber, with two 7.5 kW Flygt pumps that operate in a lead-lag cycle. There is approximately 

22 m of forcemain between the pump and the discharge manhole. 

 

4.2.2.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the 7th Avenue and High 

Street Lift Station system should operate on the pump curve and has a pumping rate at a duty point of 

approximately 32 L/s as shown in Figure 4-5. It is noted that the pump curve was obtained from the manufacturer, 
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and therefore may not be completely reflective of actual pump operation. However, given the pump operation 

appears to be consistent with operator commentary on the lift station operation, it is sufficient for our review. 

 

The ADWF and PDWF to the 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station, as provided in the InfoWorks model, are 

approximately 18 L/s and 21 L/s respectively. As such, the lift station would normally be expected to operate with 

one of the two pumps during DWF conditions and has sufficient firm capacity. 

 

The PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event from the InfoWorks ICM model is approximately 40 L/s. This value is 

greater than the capacity of the LS with both pumps operating in parallel, the total capacity of the LS, of 

approximately 35 l/s suggesting the pumps may not be adequately sized. 

 

As shown in Figure 4-21, the HGL upstream of the 7th Avenue Lift Station appears to be approximately 1 m below 

grade, suggesting there is some level of basement flooding risk in this area. This is further corroborated by findings 

from the UMP, showing basement flooding risk along 7th Avenue Northwest and Ominica Street West. 

 

However, as they City has not indicated basement flooding issues in the area, it may be that the pumps may be of 

sufficient capacity to accommodate the design event. It would be prudent to further investigate the inflows and 

undertake a pump test at this station to confirm performance. 

 

Nonetheless, according to the CoR and SWSA design manual, where a lift station has two pumps, the pumps shall 

be equally sized and each capable of independently pumping the design flow rate. Consequently, this 7th Avenue 

and High Street Lift Station should have two pumps capable of conveying 40 l/s per pump.  

 

 
Figure 4-5 - 7th Ave and High St LS Pump and System Curves 

 

4.2.2.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Crescent View Lift Station where 

operational issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 
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Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 9.6 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 5.5 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 4.1 m, or 1.75x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the 7th Avenue and High Street LS. 

 

4.2.2.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence is likely sufficient for the 7th Avenue and High Street LS. 

 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3127 pump which are installed at the 7th Avenue and High 

Street LS, show the minimum recommended submergence of the pump to be 0.22 m. Assuming the pump intake 

was installed in accordance with the manufacturer recommendation of 0.105 m above floor, the minimum operating 

level in the station should be 0.325 m above chamber floor. 

 

A review of the record drawings suggests the low level float is approximately 0.3 m, which might be lower than the 

recommended minimum submergence.  

 
However, as the City has not indicated any issues with the 7th and High Street Lift Station relating to cavitation or 
excessive wear, this may not be a concern. Should there be a need to adjust the levels, there should be sufficient 
operational range in the upstream collection system to make the required adjustments as the incoming sewer 
inverts are approximately 1.8 above the floor elevation. 

4.2.3 Victoria 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Victoria Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The capacity of the pump has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pump appears to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

 

The Victoria Lift Station conveys flows from Normandy Drive and Admiral Crescent, between Bingham Road and 

approximately 1430 Normandy Drive to a discharge manhole that leads to the Normandy Lift Station. The lift station 

is located in the middle of Normandy Drive, approximately 200 m west of Marquis Avenue, as shown in Figure 4-22. 

 

Based on information obtained from the Vertical Asset Report and, the Victoria Lift Station consists of cast in place, 

underground chamber, with a single 1.8 kW Flygt pump. There is approximately 16 m of forcemain between the lift 

station and the discharge manhole.  

 

The City of Regina Lift Station Design guidelines state that a minimum of two pumps are required per lift station. 

While the station does not meet these guidelines, the Saskatchewan Water Security Agency (SWSA) Sewage 
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Works Design Standards suggests for very small pumping stations a single pump is sufficient, provided a second 

pump or stand by is available, and therefore it is assumed that the City of Moose Jaw has stand-by equipment. 

 

4.2.3.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the assumed internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Victoria Lift 

Station system should operate on the pump curve obtained from the manufacturer and has a pumping rate at its 

duty point of approximately 20 L/s as shown in Figure 4-6. The pump curve obtained and the system curve cross at 

near the BEP of the pump, and therefore suggests the pumps are well suite for the application.  

 

The ADWF and PDWF to the Victoria Lift Station, as provided in the InfoWorks model, are approximately 0.2 L/s 

and 0.26 L/s respectively. This value is well below the capacity of the single pump, suggesting a single pump likely 

cycles (turn on and off) fairly regularly under normal DWF operation. 

 

The PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event from the InfoWorks ICM model is approximately 1.8 L/s, which is well 

within the 20 l/s capacity of the pumps. This similarly suggests the pump would cycle on and off during the design 

event.  

 

A review of the HGL in Figure 4-22 confirms that the current Victoria Lift Station is sufficient to accommodate the 

design flows. 

 

 
Figure 4-6 - Victoria LS Pump and System Curves 
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4.2.3.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Victoria Lift Station where operational 

issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NsPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 10.1 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 4.1 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 6.1 m, or 2.52x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the Victoria Lift Station. 

 

4.2.3.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence should not be an issue for the Victoria LS. 
 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3085 pump which are installed at the Victoria LS, show the 

minimum recommended submergence of the pump to be 0.185 m. Assuming the pump intake was installed in 

accordance with the manufacturer recommendation of 0.115 m above floor, the minimum operating level in the 

station should be 0.3 m above chamber floor. 

 

Record drawings were not available for the Victoria Lift Station, however, the InfoWorks model provides a chamber 
floor elevation of 559.58 m. This is approximately 1 m below the incoming sewer invert, which should leave 
sufficient operational range to accommodate the minimum submergence requirements. 

4.2.4 Normandy 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Normandy Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The capacity of the pump has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pump appears to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

 

The Normandy Lift Station conveys flows from the Victoria LS and homes along Normandy Drive from 1430 

Normand Drive to Marquis Avenue to trunk sewer at the intersection of Normandy Drive and Marquis Avenue. The 

lift station is located along Normandy Drive, approximately in line with a cross walk between 1401 and 1325 

Normandy Drive, and as shown in Figure 4-23 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the Normandy Lift Station consists of a cast in place, 

underground chamber, with a single 2.2 kW Flygt pump. There is approximately 103 m of forcemain between the lift 

station and the discharge manhole. 

 

The City of Regina Lift Station Design guidelines state that a minimum of two pumps are required per lift station. 

While the station does not meet these guidelines, the SWSA Sewage Works Design Standards suggests for very 
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small pumping stations a single pump is sufficient, and therefore it is assumed that the City of Moose Jaw has 

stand-by equipment. 

 

4.2.4.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Normandy Lift Station 

system should operate on the pump curve obtained and has a pumping rate at its duty point of approximately 

15 L/s as shown in Figure 4-7. The pump curve obtained, and system curve do not cross at the BEP, however, as 

the pump curve was obtained from the manufacturer, it may be that the actual pump operates nearer to the BEP. 

For the purposes of this review, AECOM assumes the pumps operate as shown in Figure 4-6. 

 

The ADWF and PDWF to the Normandy Lift Station, as provided in the InfoWorks model, are approximately 0.2 L/s 

and 4 L/s respectively. The peak values are heavily influenced by the proximity of the Victoria LS. Without the 

Victoria LS, the PDWF would be 0.35 L/s. This value is well below the capacity of the single pump, suggesting a 

single pump likely cycles (turn on and off) fairly regularly under normal DWF operation. 

 

The PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event from the InfoWorks ICM model is approximately 5 L/s, which is also 

heavily influenced by the Victoria LS. Without the influence of the Victoria LS, the PWWF would only be 1.8 L/s. 

This similarly suggests the pump would cycle on and off during the design event. 

 

A review of the HGL in Figure 4-23 confirms that the current Normandy Lift Station is sufficient to accommodate the 

design flows. 

 

 
Figure 4-7 - Normandy LS Pump and System Curves 
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4.2.4.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Normandy Lift Station where operational 

issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NsPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 10.1 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 4.0 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 6.1 m, or 2.54x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the Normandy Lift Station. 

 

4.2.4.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence should not be an issue for the Normandy LS. 
 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3085 pump which are installed at the Normandy LS, show the 

minimum recommended submergence of the pump to be 0.185 m. Assuming the pump intake was installed in 

accordance with the manufacturer recommendation of 0.115 m above floor, the minimum operating level in the 

station should be 0.3 m above chamber floor. 

 

Record drawings indicate the low level float is approximately 0.3 m above chamber flow, suggesting submergence 

is not likely an issue at the Normandy LS. If submergence issues are encountered, there appears to be 

approximately 1.5 m between chamber floor and lowest incoming sewer invert, where the low level float could be 

elevated with limited impacts to pump operations. 

4.2.5 Slater 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Slater Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The pump curve obtained from the manufacturer does not appear to be reflective of the system, and 

therefore, review was generally limited to operator commentary and InfoWorks ICM model results. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

 

The Slater Lift Station conveys flow for a single, low-lying property into the adjacent wastewater sewer. The lift 

station is located at 231 Grandview St W, and as shown in Figure 4-24. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the Slater Lift Station consists of a combination pre-cast and 

cast in place, underground chamber, with a 1.6 kW Flygt pump. There is an estimated 36 m of forcemain between 

the lift station and the discharge manhole. 

 

The City of Regina Lift Station Design guidelines state that a minimum of two pumps are required per lift station. 

While the station does not meet these guidelines, the SWSA Sewage Works Design Standards suggests for very 

small pumping stations a single pump is sufficient, provided a second pump or stand by is available, and therefore 

it is assumed that the City of Moose Jaw has stand-by equipment. 
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4.2.5.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

The pump curves obtained from the manufacturer for Slater Lift Station does not appear to be reflective of the 

system hydraulics, and therefore a review of pump performance was not undertaken. However, as the pump 

services a single property and it appears there are no issues relating to performance or excessive wear, it is 

assumed the pump operations appropriately for its intended function.  

 

The pump curve obtained, and the system curve are provided in Figure 4-8, where it is shown that system curve 

has much greater TDH requirements than the pump curve obtained. This is consistent with the pump data in the 

InfoWorks ICM model. 

 

The flows provided in the InfoWorks ICM model are fairly small, which suggest the City would not have much 

issues with minor upgrading of the station in the future if issues are encountered to service the single residence: 

 

• ADWF and PDWF are both less than 0.1 L/s as it only serves a single residence. 

• PWWF for the 5 year Huff design is approximately 0.3 L/s. 

 

Figure 4-8 - Slater LS Pump and System Curves 

 

4.2.5.2 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence should be adequate for the Slater LS. 
 
Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3085 pump show the minimum recommended submergence 
of the pump to be 0.185 m. Assuming the pump was installed 0.115 m above the chamber floor, the minimum 
operating level should be 0.3 m above the chamber floor. 
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As the record drawings show approximately 1.8 m between chamber floor and lowest incoming sewer invert, it is 
not anticipated that submergence is an issue at the Slater LS. 

4.2.6 Churchill 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Churchill Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The firm capacity of the pumps has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events and are 

likely oversized for the service area. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow, but similar to the WWF event are 

likely oversized for the service area. 

• The pumps appear to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

  

The Churchill Lift Station conveys flows from the residential development in the river valley roughly bound by the 

Snowbirds Expressway, Wilton Ave, and Bank St to the Valley View Lift Station. The lift station is located on the 

northeast corner of the intersection of Winston Street and Wellesley Avenue, and as shown in shown in Figure 

4-25. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the Churchill Lift Station consists of a wet well feeding two 

Chicago pumps in the stations dry well that operate one at a time, switching weekly, based on photographs taken 

by AECOM during a site investigation. There is approximately 195 m of forcemain between the lift station and the 

discharge manhole. 

 

4.2.6.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Churchill Lift Station 

system should operate on the pump curve and has a pumping rate at its duty point of approximately 17 L/s per 

pump as shown in Figure 4-9. As the pump curve obtained and the system curve cross near the BEP, it appears 

the pump is well suited for the system hydraulics. 

 

The flows to the Churchill Lift Station, as provided in the InfoWorks ICM model are as follows: 

 

• ADWF: 0.2 l/s 

• PDWF: 0.3 l/s 

• PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event: 1.2 l/s 

 

As these flows are all well below the 17 l/s capacity of the single pump, it is anticipated that the pumps are oversize 

for the service area. This would be expected as a large amount of the original service area was abandoned as part 

of a flooding subsidy program. 

 

A review of the HGL in Figure 4-25 confirms that the current Churchill Lift Station can accommodate the design 

flows. 
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Figure 4-9 - Churchill LS Pump and System Curves 

 

4.2.6.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Churchill Lift Station where operational 

issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NsPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 10.6 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 2.4 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 8.2 m, or 4.42x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the Churchill Lift Station. 

 

4.2.6.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence should be adequate for the Churchill LS. 

 

For the range of flows the pumps are expected to convey and the intake pipe diameter, Hydraulic Institute 

Standards recommend minimum submergence over the intake of 0.45 m. The record drawings show the pump 

intake was installed 0.3 m above the chamber floor, suggesting minimum operation of the pumps should be 

approximately 0.75 m. 
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As the record drawings show the pump stop elevation is 0.76 m (2.5 ft), the minimum requirements are met, and 

submergence should not be an issue for these pumps. Furthermore, the InfoWorks model shows the lowest 

incoming sewer at approximately 236.6 m, which would suggest approximately 4.8 m of operating room if minimum 

submergence is deemed an issue in the future.  

4.2.7 River Drive 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the River Drive Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The capacity of the pump has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pump curve obtained does not appear to be representative of the system hydraulics. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

  

The River Drive Lift Station conveys flows from the City’s River Park neighbourhood and the Kiwanis Lift Station to 

the wastewater trunk sewer on River Drive, north of Home Street E. The lift station is located on Park Drive, near 

the extension of River Drive/Coteau Street E from Rothesay Park, and as shown in Figure 4-26. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the River Drive Lift Station consists of a cast in place, 

underground chamber, with a single 2.2 kW Flygt pump. There is approximately 337 m of forcemain between the lift 

station and the discharge manhole.  

 

The City of Regina Lift Station Design guidelines state that a minimum of two pumps are required per lift station. 

While the station does not meet these guidelines, the SWSA Sewage Works Design Standards suggests for very 

small pumping stations a single pump is sufficient, provided a second pump or stand by is available, and therefore 

it is assumed that the City of Moose Jaw has stand-by equipment. 

 

4.2.7.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the River Drive Lift Station 

does not operate well on the pump curve. However, as original pump curves are not available, it is assumed that 

the pumps are operating at approximately 7.5 L/s as shown in Figure 4-10.  

 

The ADWF and PDWF to the River Drive Lift Station, as provided in the InfoWorks model, are approximately 0.24 

L/s and 6 L/s respectively. The peak values are heavily influenced by the proximity of the Kiwanis LS. Without the 

Kiwanis LS, the PDWF would be approximately 0.3 L/s. These values are well below the estimate 7.5 l/s capacity of 

the pumps, suggesting the pumps likely cycle on and off to accommodate the flows. 

 

The PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event from the InfoWorks ICM model is approximately 6 L/s, which is also 

heavily influenced by the Kiwanis LS. Without the influence of the Kiwanis LS, the PWWF would only be 0.7 L/s. 

The values appear to consistent with our estimate capacity of 7.5 l/s for a single pump, suggesting the LS is able to 

accommodate the service area. 

 

A review of the HGL in Figure 4-26 confirms that the current River Lift Station is sufficient to accommodate the 

design flows. 
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Figure 4-10 - River Drive LS Pump and System Curves 

 

4.2.7.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the River Drive Lift Station where operational 

issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NsPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 10.4 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 4.5 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 5.9 m, or 2.30x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the River Drive Station. 

 

4.2.7.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence should be adequate for the River Drive LS. 

 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3085 pump show the minimum recommended submergence 

of the pump to be 0.185 m. Assuming the pump has been installed with the intake 0.115 m above the chamber floor 

in accordance with the manufacturer’s isometric installation drawings, the minimum operating level above chamber 

floors is approximately 0.3 m. 
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As the record drawings indicate the low float to be approximately 0.3 m above chamber floor, it is anticipated that 

the River Drive LS meets minimum submergence requirements. Furthermore, if submergence issues are observed, 

there appears to approximately 1.75 m between the chamber floor and lowest incoming sewer invert.  

4.2.8 Kiwanis 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Kiwanis Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The capacity of the pump has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pump curve obtained does not appear to represent the system hydraulics. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

  

The Kiwanis Lift Station conveys flows from the Kiwanis River Park facilities building and adjacent campground to 

the River Drive Lift Station. The lift station is located to the northwest of the facilities building, and as shown in 

shown in Figure 4-27. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the Kiwanis Lift Station consists of a cast in place, 

underground chamber, with a single 1.8 kW Flygt pump. There is approximately 377 m of forcemain between the lift 

station and the discharge manhole. 

 

The City of Regina Lift Station Design guidelines state that a minimum of two pumps are required per lift station. 

While the station does not meet these guidelines, the SWSA Sewage Works Design Standards suggests for very 

small pumping stations a single pump is sufficient, provided a second pump or stand by is available, therefore, it is 

assumed that the City of Moose Jaw has stand-by equipment. 

 

4.2.8.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Kiwanis Lift Station 

system should operate on the pump curve and has a pumping rate at its duty point of approximately 8 L/s as shown 

in Figure 4-11. It is noted that the pump curves obtained from the manufacturers and the system curve do not cross 

at the BEP. However, for the purposes of this study it was assumed the pumps operate around at around 8 l/s. 

 

The ADWF and PDWF to the Kiwanis Lift Station, as provided in the InfoWorks model, are approximately 0.08 L/s 

and 0.11 L/s respectively. These values are well below the capacity of the single pump, and therefore the pumps 

likely cycle to accommodate the DWF during normal operations. 

 

The PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event from the InfoWorks ICM model is approximately 0.2 L/s. This value is 

well similarly well below the 8 l/s capacity of the pumps, which suggests the pumps would similarly cycle during 

WWF events. 

 

A review of the HGL in Figure 4-27 confirms that the current Kiwanis Station is sufficient to accommodate the 

design flows. 
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Figure 4-11 - Kiwanis LS Pump and System Curves 

 

4.2.8.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Kiwanis Lift Station where operational 

issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 11.2 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 4.5 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 6.7 m, or 2.49x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the Kiwanis Station. 

 

4.2.8.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence should be adequate for the Kiwanis LS. 

 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3085 pump, show the minimum recommended submergence 

of the pump to be 0.185 m. Assuming the pump has been installed with the intake 0.115 m above the chamber floor 

in accordance with the manufacturer’s isometric installation drawings, the minimum operating level is 0.3 m above 

the chamber floor. 
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As the record drawings indicate the low float to be approximately 0.3 m above chamber floor, it is anticipated that 

the Kiwanis LS meets minimum submergence requirements. Furthermore, if submergence issues are observed, 

there appears to approximately 1.0 m between the chamber floor and lowest incoming sewer invert. 

4.2.9 2nd Avenue and Subway 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station, and determined the 

following: 

 

• The firm and total capacity of the pumps has insufficient capacity to accommodate the design rainfall event. 

• The LDS outfall piping is undersized to accommodate the WWF design event. 

• The pumps do not appear to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pumps appear to have insufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

•   

The 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station is a land drainage lift station that pumps runoff out of the 2nd Avenue 

underpass beneath the CP rail lines. The lift station is located south of the rail crossing between 2nd Avenue and 

Plaxton’s Lake, an artificial lake created by a dam on the Moose Jaw River, and as shown in shown in Figure 4-28. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station consists of an 

underground chamber for the wet well with a superstructure above it to enclose the pump motors and electrical 

equipment.  

 

The lift station has a total of 3 pumps: 

 

• One 3.7 kW Flygt pump is the first to engage and discharges directly to the wastewater sewer north of the 

rail line. 

• Two 7.5 kW Johnston 8PS pumps engage at higher wet well levels and discharge through the LDS directly 

to Plaxton’s Lake. 

 

There is approximately 81 m of 100 mm forcemain between the Flygt pump and the discharge manhole. An 

additional 234 m of 150 mm diameter gravity sewer connects the pump station discharge to the WWS on Manitoba 

Street East. During times of continuous operation, the downstream 150 mm diameter sewer cannot keep up with 

the pump discharge via gravity flow and becomes surcharged and acts as an extension of the forcemain.  

 

The Johnston pumps discharge to a concrete chamber attached to the pump station. This chamber has a 70 m 

long, 450 mm diameter gravity outfall installed at an approximate 0.4% slope. The full-pipe, gravity-flow capacity of 

this outfall is approximately 190 L/s, assuming free outfall conditions. 

 

4.2.9.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the design rainfall event.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, all pumps in the 2nd 

Avenue and Subway Lift Station system should operate on their respective pump curves within the design 

operating range of the wet well as identified in the record drawings by the start, stop, and alarm levels.  
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The Flygt pump would be expected to have a pumping rate at its duty point of approximately 15 to 17 L/s 

depending on levels in the downstream WWS; the system curve shown Figure 4-12 shows the duty point when the 

WWS is at low levels. 

 

The Johnston pumps would operate at approximately 105 L/s each. The City was unable to provide AECOM with 

pump curves for the Johnston pumps, but AECOM obtained a set of curves for the same type of pump from the 

USDA that have been assumed to be representative for the purposes of this review, shown in Figure 4-13. 

 

 
Figure 4-12 - 2nd Ave and Subway LS Flygt Pumps and System Curves 
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Figure 4-13 - 2nd Ave and Subway LS Johnston Pump and System Curves 

 

The peak runoff to the lift station for the 100 year Chicago design storm, as provided by the InfoWorks ICM model, 

is 1,880 L/s. This value is beyond the approximate lift station capacity of 230 L/s as well as the capacity of the LDS 

outfall. This indicates that the station is undersized to meet the design event. 

 

A review of the HGL in Figure 4-28 shows flooding in the underpass occurs for the 100 year design event. There is 

also an indication of potential flooding due to the downstream boundary affects in the WWS on Manitoba Street. 

The levels in this sewer appear to be quite high, and therefore the flooding shown in the model may be a 

downstream system issue. Should flooding be realized, the City should consider sealing the manholes or controlling 

the pumps based on downstream levels. 

 

An analysis to determine whether the number and spacing of existing inlets is adequate to keep surface ponding at 

or below reasonable levels is not within the scope of this review and has not been conducted. It has been assumed 

that inflows to the LDS are not restricted by inlet capacity. 

 

4.2.9.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station where 

operational issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• Johnston Pump 

o The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 10.3 m. 

o The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 7.5 m. 

o This provides a margin of safety of approximately 3.0 m, or 1.41x the required NPSH. 
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• Flygt Pumps 

o The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 10.1 m. 

o The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 7.0 m. 

o This provides a margin of safety of approximately 3.1 m, or 1.45x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station. 

 

4.2.9.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence may be an issue for the 2nd Avenue Subway LS. 

 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the similar sized Flygt pumps show the minimum recommended 

submergence of the pump to be approximately 0.185-0.22 m. The record drawings indicate the intake was installed 

approximately 0.15 m above the chamber floor, and therefore the minimum operating level should be approximately 

0.37 m. 

 

The record drawings indicated the pump stop for the Flygt pump is 75 mm below the footing, which is assumed to 

be the top of the base slab, and therefore the minimum operating level is estimated at 150 mm. It is uncertain at 

this time if the operating range remains at this level as submergence issues have been identified. However, as the 

pumps would only operate intermittently and that the sump pump is likely intended to limit start/stops of the larger 

Johnson pumps, it may be acceptable to the City to operate the pumps at these levels.  

 

The pump curves for the Johnston pump found by AECOM state that the minimum submergence required over the 

bell to prevent vortexes is 0.53 m (21 “). Based on the record drawings, the pump intake is approximately 0.08 m 

(3”) above the top of the footing, and the minimum operating level is 0.43 m (17”) above the top of the footing. 

Therefore, only approximately 0.36 (14”)of submergence is provided at the minimum operating level. As such, there 

may be inadequate submergence on the Johnston pumps are operating near their minimum levels. 

 

Should the City experience issues related to the lack of submergence, there is likely an ability to increase the stop 

elevations to increase submergence as the current operating range is 1.35 m. 

4.2.10 Par 3 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Par 3 Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The capacity of the pump appears to have sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events, 

however further review for sources of inflow should be completed based on City operator commentary. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pump curves obtained to do not appear to reflect the system hydraulics. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

 

The Par 3 Lift Station conveys wastewater flows from the Deer Ridge Golf Course to the wastewater sewer on 

Ominica Street E. The lift station is located in the golf course parking lot, near the driveway to the Manitoba 

Expressway and as shown in Figure 4-29. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the Par 3 Lift Station consists of a cast in place, underground 

chamber, with a single 2.4 kW Flygt pump. There is approximately 150 m of forcemain between the lift station and 

the discharge manhole.  
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The City of Regina Lift Station Design guidelines state that a minimum of two pumps are required per lift station. 

While the station does not meet these guidelines, the Saskatchewan Water Security Agency (SWSA) Sewage 

Works Design Standards suggests for very small pumping stations a single pump is sufficient, provided a second 

pump or stand by is available, therefore, it is assumed that the City of Moose Jaw has stand-by equipment. 

 

4.2.10.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Par 3 Lift Station 

system operates on the pump curve obtained and has a pumping rate at its duty point of approximately 12 L/s, as 

shown in Figure 4-14. The pump curve obtained, and the system curve do not intersect at the BEP, however, for 

the purposes of this report is it assumed the pumps operate as shown in Figure 4-14. 

 

The flows as provided in the InfoWorks ICM are as follows: 

 

• ADWF: 0.04 l/s 

• PDWF: 0.06 l/s 

• PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event:  0.06 l/s 

 

The flows anticipated to the Par 3 Lift Station are well below the 12 l/s capacity of the pump, and therefore it is 

anticipated that the pumps cycle on and off to accommodate normal flows. It is noted that the InfoWorks ICM model 

suggests the PWWF and PDWF are identical, where it is likely that PWWF is not properly represented in the model.  

 

The City has identified that the February 4, 2020 meeting with AECOM to run for long periods of time, on occasion. 

This suggests that there may be either an underrepresentation of flow in the model, and/or there is additional 

unmodelled source. If the Par 3 Lift Station is eventually replaced or upgraded, it is recommended that further study 

of the actual experienced flows be conducted so that the pump can be adequately sized.  

 

A review of the HGL as provided in Figure 4-29 suggests the current pump configuration at the Par 3 Lift Station is 

sufficient to accommodate the service area. 
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Figure 4-14 - Par 3 LS Pump and System Curves 

4.2.10.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Par 3 Lift Station where operational issues 

due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 9.7 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 5.8 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 3.9 m, or 1.68x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the Par 3 Lift Station. 

 

4.2.10.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence might be inadequate for the Par 3 LS. 

 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3085 pump, the model installed at this station, show the 

minimum recommended submergence of the pump to be 0.185 m. Assuming the pump has been installed with its 

intake 0.115 m above the chamber floor, the minimum operating level should be 0.3 m above the chamber floor. 

 

The record drawings suggest the low level float is approximately 0.3 m above the chamber floor and therefore 

minimum submergence requirements are met. 
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4.2.11 Butler 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Butler Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The capacity of the pump has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pump does not appear to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The NPSH requirement to limit cavitation risk is not anticipated to be an issue based on similar installations 

in the City. 

• The pump appears to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

 

The Butler Lift Station conveys flows from industrial lots along Athabasca St E between 13th Ave NE and 

Corstophine Ave to the wastewater sewer on Athabasca St E, west of 13th Ave NE. The lift station is located where 

Athabasca St E joins with the Manitoba Expressway, and as shown in Figure 4-30. 

 

The Butler Lift Station consists of a cast in place, underground chamber, with a single 5.6 kW Flygt pump. There is 

approximately 571 m of forcemain between the lift station and the discharge manhole. 

 

The City of Regina Lift Station Design guidelines state that a minimum of two pumps are required per lift station. 

While the station does not meet these guidelines, the Saskatchewan Water Security Agency (SWSA) Sewage 

Works Design Standards suggests for very small pumping stations a single pump is sufficient, provided a second 

pump or stand by is available, therefore it is assumed that the City of Moose Jaw has stand-by equipment. 

 

4.2.11.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Butler Lift Station 

system should operate on the pump curve and has a pumping rate at its duty point of approximately 8.5 L/s, as 

shown in Figure 4-15. The pump curve obtained, and the system curve do not intersect at the BEP, however, for 

the purposes of this report is it assumed the pumps operate as shown in Figure 4-15. 

 

The ADWF and PDWF to the Butler Lift Station, as provided in the InfoWorks model, are approximately 0.62 L/s 

and 0.75 L/s respectively. These values are well within the capacity of the LS, suggesting the pump would cycle 

during normal DWF operation. 

 

The PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event from the InfoWorks ICM model is approximately 8.5 L/s. This value is 

approximately the same capacity of the LS, suggesting the pump is adequately sized for meeting the PWWF design 

event. 

 

During the February 4, 2020 meeting between the City and AECOM it was identified that the Butler Lift Station has 

been observed by City staff to run in excess of 18 hours at a time during DWF. This suggests a flow source that is 

not captured by the model or performance issues with the pump. 

 

As the City has indicated prolonged run times at Butler, and the modelled PWWF event is the approximate capacity 

of the pump, it is suggested that further review of in-flows and pump capacity be undertaken to determine if a pump 

upgrade is required. 
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A review of the HGL as shown in Figure 4-30 suggests that the Butler Lift Station has sufficient capacity to 

accommodate the service area. However, based on the City’s commentary, the service area or the pump curve 

obtained may not be adequately representative of actual conditions. 

 

 
Figure 4-15 - Butler LS Pump and System Curves 

4.2.11.2 NPSH 

The NPSH requirement of the pump is not defined on the manufacturer’s performance curves based on the duty 

point described above. However, based on the other Flygt N pump NPSH requirements, it is not anticipated that 

NPSH will be an issue in this installation. 

 

4.2.11.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence may be an issue for the Butler LS. 

 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3127 pump, the model installed in this station, show the 

minimum recommended submergence of the pump to be 0.22 m. Assuming the pump has been installed with the 

intake 0.105 m above the chamber floor in accordance with the manufacturer’s isometric installation drawings, the 

minimum operating level should be 0.325 m above the chamber floor. 

 

Based on the record drawings, the low level float is near the minimum submergence level and it is anticipated that 

submergence is not an issue. However, should the City encounter submergence issues, there is approximately 1.6 

m between the chamber floor and the lowest incoming sewer, and as such should be sufficient operational room to 

increase the minimum operating level. 
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4.2.12 Riddell 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Riddell Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The firm capacity of the pumps has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pumps appear to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

 

The Riddell Lift Station conveys flows from the commercial development along Diefenbaker Drive to wastewater 

sewer at the intersection of Chester Road and McKenzie Lane. The lift station is located in a field between Chester 

Road and Diefenbaker Drive, and as shown in Figure 4-31. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the Riddell Lift Station consists of a cast in place, 

underground chamber, with two 1.8 kW Flygt pumps that operate in a lead-lag cycle. There is approximately 4 m of 

forcemain between the pump and where it discharges into a gravity sewer. 

 

4.2.12.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Riddell Lift Station 

system should operate on the pump curve and has a pumping rate at its duty point of approximately 17 L/s per 

pump as shown in Figure 4-16. 

 

The flows as provide in the InfoWorks ICM Model are as follows: 

 

• ADWF: 0.92 l/s 

• PDWF: 1.26 l/s 

• PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event: 4.55 l/s 

 

The estimated flow values to the Riddell Lift Station are within the 17 l/s capacity of a single pump, and it is 

anticipated that the pumps cycle during normal operations. 

 

Our review of the HGL shown in Figure 4-31 suggest the Riddell Lift Station is adequate for the service area. 
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Figure 4-16 - Riddell LS Pump and System Curves 

 

4.2.12.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Riddell Lift Station where operational 

issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 10.5 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 4.2 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 6.3 m, or 2.49x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the Riddell Lift Station. 

 

4.2.12.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence should be adequate for the Riddell LS. 

 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3085 pump, the model installed at this station, show the 

minimum recommended submergence of the pump to be 0.185 m. Assuming the pump has been installed with the 

intake 0.115 m above the chamber floor in accordance with the manufacturer’s isometric installation drawings, the 

minimum operating level should be 0.3 m above the chamber floor. 
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The record drawings suggest the low level float elevation meets the minimum submergence requirements. Should 

the City have issues related to submergence there is approximately 1.6 m between the chamber floor and the 

lowest incoming sewer invert, and therefore should have sufficient operating range to increase the minimum 

operating levels if required. 

4.2.13 Iron Bridge 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Iron Bridge Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The firm capacity of the pumps has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design event. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pump curves obtained do not appear to well reflect the system hydraulics. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

  

The Iron Bridge Lift Station conveys flows from the residential development along Iron Bridge Drive to the 

wastewater trunk sewer on Simcoe Street, across Thatcher Drive. The lift station is located at the eastern limits of 

the Iron Bridge development, north of Iron Bridge Drive, and as shown in Figure 4-32. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the Iron Bridge Lift Station consists of a pre-cast, 

underground chamber, with two 1.8 kW Flygt pumps that operate in an alternating lead-lag cycle. There is 

approximately 140 m of forcemain between the pump and where it discharges into a gravity manhole.  

 

4.2.13.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Iron Bridge Lift Station 

system should operate on the pump curve obtained and has a pumping rate at its duty point of approximately 6 L/s 

for a single pump, as shown in Figure 4-17. It is noted that the pump curve obtained and the system curve do not 

intersect at the BEP, however, for the purposes of this study it is assumed the pump operates at the duty point as 

shown in Figure 4-17. 

 

The anticipated flows to the Iron Bridge Lift Station as provided in the InfoWorks model is as follows: 

 

• ADWF: 0.39 l/s 

• PDWF: 0.45 l/s 

• PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event: 2.2 l/s 

 

The flows to the Iron Bridge Lift Station are within the capacity of a single pump, and it is anticipated that the pumps 

cycle during normal operations. 

 

The HGL shown in Figure 4-32 suggest the Iron Bridge LS can accommodate the service area. 
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Figure 4-17 - Iron Bridge LS Pump and System Curves 

 

4.2.13.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Iron Bridge Lift Station where operational 

issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 10.1 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 3.2 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 6.9 m, or 3.17x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the Iron Bridge Lift Station. 

 

4.2.13.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence should be adequate for the Iron Bridge LS. 

 

Isometric drawings provided by Xylem for the Flygt N3085 pump show the minimum recommended submergence 

of the pump to be 0.185 m. Assuming pump has been installed with the intake 0.115 m above the chamber floor in 

accordance with the manufacturer’s isometric installation drawings, the minimum operating level should be 0.m 

above the chamber floor. 
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As show in the record drawings, the pump stop level is 0.4 m, therefore submergence issues are not anticipated to 

be an issue at the Iron Bridge LS. 

4.2.14 11th Avenue and High Street 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the 11th Avenue and High Street Lift Station, and determined 

the following: 

 

• The firm capacity of the pumps has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design events. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pumps appear to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• A review of minimum submergence could not be conducted. 

 

The 11th Avenue and High Street Lift Station conveys wastewater flow from industrial developments along High 

Street W, west of 9th Avenue NW as well as on Stadacona St W, west of 18th Ave NW to the trunk sewer at the 

intersection of 3rd Ave NW and Manitoba St W. According to the Vertical Asset Report this lift station was originally 

designed for a local abattoir that is not currently in operation. The lift station is located north of High Street W 

between 11th Ave NW and 12th Ave NW, and as shown in Figure 4-33 

 

Using information from the Vertical Asset Report and collected by AECOM during site investigations, the 11th 

Avenue and High Street Lift Station consists of a wet well feeding two, 26 kW Flygt pumps that operate in a lead-

lag cycle. There is approximately 2070 m of forcemain between the lift station and the discharge manhole. 

 

4.2.14.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the assumed internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Valley View 

Lift Station system should operate on the pump curve near it’s BEP, and has a pumping rate at its duty point of 

approximately 140 L/s assuming only one pump is running, as shown in Figure 4-18. 

 

The anticipated flows as provided in the InfoWorks ICM model are as follows: 

 

• ADWF: 1.6 l/s 

• PDWF: 2.0 l/s 

• PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event: 16 l/s 

 

The flows to the 11th Avenue and High Street are well below the 140 l/s capacity of a single pump, and it is 

anticipated the pumps cycle frequently for the incoming flows. However, as the City has not indicated issues with 

excessive wear with these pumps due to frequent cycling, it may be that the InfoWorks model does not well 

represent the actual inflows. 

 

Should the City encounter excessive wear at the 11th Avenue and High Street Lift Station, a review of inflows and 

pump cycling should be undertaken. 

 

Our review of the HGL as shown in Figure 4-33 appears to be sufficient to accommodate the service area. 
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Figure 4-18 - 11th Ave and High St LS Pump and System Curves 

 

4.2.14.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the 11th Avenue and High Street Lift Station 

where operational issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 8.6 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 4.5 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 4.1 m, or 1.90x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the 11th Avenue and High Street Lift Station. 

 

4.2.14.3 Submergence 

A review of intake submergence could not be conducted for the 11th Avenue and High Street LS because record 

drawings were not available. 
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4.2.15 Valley View 

AECOM undertook the hydraulic operational review of the Valley View Lift Station, and determined the following: 

 

• The firm capacity of the pumps has sufficient capacity to accommodate the WWF design event. 

• Under normal DWF operation, a single pump can accommodate the flow. 

• The pumps appear to be well suited to the system hydraulics. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient NPSH to limit cavitation risk. 

• The pumps appear to have sufficient submergence to limit cavitation and vortexing risk. 

  

The Valley View Lift Station conveys flows from the Churchill Lift Station and residential development along 

Wellesley St west of Grant Street to the wastewater sewer at the intersection of Grandview Street W and Main 

Street S. The lift station is located south of Wellesley Street, east of the Snowbirds Highway, and as shown in 

shown in Figure 4-34. 

 

As shown in the record drawings provided by the City, the Valley View Lift Station consists of a wet well feeding 

three, 14.9 kW Flygt pumps in the stations dry well. There is approximately 350 m of forcemain between the lift 

station and the discharge manhole. 

 

4.2.15.1 Pump Performance 

AECOM reviewed the pump performance by reviewing the system and pump curves and comparing the operating 

points to the DWF and WWF events.  

 

Based on the internal piping configuration, forcemain length, and static lift requirements, the Valley View Lift Station 

system should operate on the pump curve near the BEP, and has a pumping rate at its duty point of approximately 

35 L/s assuming only one pump is running and 48 L/s firm capacity (two pumps running), as shown in Figure 4-19.  

 

The inflows as provided in the InfoWorks ICM model are as follows: 

 

• ADWF: 0.23 l/s 

• PDWF: 2 l/s 

• PWWF for the 5 year Huff design event: 3.5 l/s 

 

While the peak values are heavily influenced by the proximity of the Churchill LS, they are well below within the firm 

capacity of the LS and suggest the pumps are oversized for the service area. As indicated in the review of the 

Churchill LS, this is expected as a large amount of the original service area was abandoned as part of a flooding 

subsidy program. 

 

It is anticipated that the pumps cycle frequently during normal pump operation. 

 
Our review of the HGL as shown in Figure 4-34 suggests the Valley View Lift Station can accommodate the service 
area. 
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Figure 4-19 - Valley View LS Pump and System Curves 

4.2.15.2 NPSH 

AECOM’s review indicates that there is sufficient NPSH available at the Valley View Lift Station where operational 

issues due to insufficient NPSH should not occur. 

 

Hydraulic Institute Guidelines for NPSH margin ratio, outlined in ANSI/HI 9.6.1 (2017), recommend that the NPSH 

margin ratio be at least 1.3x for cast iron impellors and 1.2x for stainless steel impellors in wastewater pumping 

stations: 

 

• The NPSH available at the minimum wet well operating level is approximately 8.1 m. 

• The NPSH requirements based on the duty points are 3.3 m. 

• This provides a margin of safety of approximately 5.3 m, or 2.61x the required NPSH. 

 

The values provided above exceed both guidelines so issues resulting from insufficient NPSH is not expected to be 

an issue for the Valley View Lift Station. 

 

4.2.15.3 Submergence 

A cursory review indicates that intake submergence should be adequate for the Valley View LS. 

 

For the range of flows the pumps are expected to convey, Hydraulic Institute Standards recommend minimum 

submergence over the intake of 0.57 m. Assuming the pump intakes have been installed 0.2 m above the chamber 

floor in accordance with the record drawings, the minimum operating level should be 0.77 m above the chamber 

floor. 
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Based on the record drawings, the low water level (L.W.L.) exceeds 0.87 m, and therefore submergence is not 

expected to be an issue for the Valley View LS. 
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Figure 4-20 - Crescent View HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-21 - 7th and High HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-22 - Victoria Existing HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-23 - Normandy Existing HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-24 - Slater HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-25 - Churchill Existing HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-26 - River Drive Existing HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-27 - Kiwanis Existing HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-28 - 2nd Street and Subway HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-29 - Par 3 Existing HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-30 - Butler Existing HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-31 - Riddell Existing HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-32 - Iron Bridge HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-33 - 11th and High HGL Profile 
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Figure 4-34 - Valley View HGL Profile 
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5. Lift Station Optimization 

Each of the fifteen lift stations within the scope of this study has been reviewed to identify: 

 

• If upgrades to the pumps are required. 

• If opportunities exist to abandon the lift station. 

 

Where work is identified, conceptual level cost estimates have been provided to assist in capital planning. 

Conceptual level operation and maintenance (O&M) costs have also been estimated for each station. These 

estimates include: 

 

• Operating Costs 

o Electrical costs to operate the pump(s), including the fixed costs of providing a service to the lift 

station. 

o Annual energy usage has been estimated based on dry weather flow volumes and assumes power 

consumption and flow rates for the best operating point of each respective pump. 

• Maintenance Costs 

o Cleaning. 

 Where the City of Moose Jaw has indicated a cleaning frequency, that value has been 

used 

 Otherwise, it was assumed that a station would be cleaned once per year. If stations are 

cleaned more frequently than assumed, the maintenance costs will increase and the cases 

for abandonment, where possible, become stronger. 

o An estimation of maintenance costs on process equipment. 

 This value was based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the pump(s). 

o Heating and maintenance costs associated with the presence of a superstructure, where 

applicable. 

5.1 Crescent View  

AECOM’s review of the system using the hydraulic model and review of the Vertical Asset Condition Assessment 

Report indicates this station may require upgrading or replacing to meet both level of service and improve pump 

performance. 

 

Based on the SWSA10 and CoR Lift Station Design Manual11requirements, the lift station should be designed such 

that the firm capacity (largest pump out of service) can accommodate the maximum sewage or design flow. As the 

design event per the UMP12 document for the City’s wastewater system is a 5 year WWF event, the current 

Crescent View Lift Station does not meet that standard. 

 

However, given the Crescent View Lift Station pumps to the City’s Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP), 

consideration to the WWTP’s hydraulic and treatment plan capacity should be considered. Based on 2011 record 

drawing information provided by the City, the peak capacity of the WWTP is approximately 520 l/s. As such, 

upgrading the Crescent View Lift Station to meet the conveyance capacity standards (per the SWSA and CoR 

 
10 (Saskatchewan Water Securities Agency, 2012) 
11 (City of Regina, 2016) 
12 (ISL Engineering, April 2016) 
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guidelines) should occur once the WWTP is able to accommodate such flows. Under current conditions, the 

Crescent View Lift Station can handle the conveyance capacity using its total capacity, or overflow to the river via a 

900 mm overflow. 

 

In addition, as a part of the replacement options, consideration to the long term 60,000 development scenario may 

impact the City’s decision process for the Crescent View Lift Station. While the review of future development 

conditions was not included as part of the scope of work, AECOM did undertake a cursory review of the maximum 

additional flows that are anticipated at Crescent View Lift Station at the 60,000 population scenario as part of the 

replacement option. 

5.1.1  Upgrades 

AECOM has reviewed two options for upgrades: 

 

1. Upgrading the station for current operational issues, while maintaining the same capacity. 

2. Upgrading capacity to meet the SWSA and CoR design guidelines for firm capacity. 

 

5.1.1.1 Option 1 - Maintaining Same Capacity 

Option 1 is a review of upgrades to the existing Crescent View Lift Station facility to improve performance of the 

pumps and lessen the wear on the impellers caused by submergence. This option does not increase the pumping 

capacity at the existing facility and may be considered if increasing the facility is not mandated or may occur in the 

future concurrent to potential upgrades at to WWTP. 

 

Our review indicates that minimum submergence requirements of the intakes may not be met under normal 

operating circumstances, which may result in the cavitation of the pumps. This appears to be corroborated by 

anecdotal evidence provided by the operators in that there is excessive wear on the pumps, which they believe is 

(partly) caused by cavitation. The other source of excessive wear identified by the City is a nearby dumping site 

which increases the solid loads on the impeller; a review of alternative grit facilities has been included in other 

studies and is not within the scope of this project. 

 

Increasing minimum operating (water) level by approximately 0.7 m should provide enough additional submergence 

to limit cavitation. This increase beyond the 0.82 m current minimum operating level would increase the lowest 

operation level to 532.43 m (1.52 m above the pump channel floor). This is approximately 60 mm below the 900 

mm overflow channel, and therefore modification to this overflow would be required to ensure sanitary sewer 

overflows (SSOs) do not occur. 

 

Our review of the HGL indicates there is a limited increase in risk to basement flooding caused by increase the 

levels at the Crescent View Lift Station as suggested above. LiDAR data provided by the City indicates that the 

river level at the outfall is approximately 533.37 m, which is already 0.88 m above the overflow level. As the 

overflow is fitted with a flap gate, overflows would not occur until the wet well is above this level. Reliance on the 

hydrostatic head of the Moose Jaw River to keep the collection system from overflowing however is not a 

recommended option. Therefore, modifications to the outfall should occur if this option is implemented. 

 

To increase the operational range of the pumps, installing a weir chamber on the overflow pipe outside of the 

station may be a viable option. Installation of a weir chamber would allow for the wet well to operate at levels above 

the current overflow level without permitting spillage to the Moose Jaw River. The weir crest elevation would be set 

at an elevation the protects system flooding and/or station flooding in the event of a pump failure. 
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A 2100 mm diameter chamber could be constructed over the existing outfall, which would allow for the free-

discharge gravity flow capacity of the outfall to pass with approximately 0.3 m of head above the weir. A flap gate 

on the new chamber would provide additional protection to the station and upstream wastewater sewer and allow 

for the station’s internal flap to be removed. 

 

In addition to the increase in operating levels to improve pump performance, the Hydraulic Institute Standards also 

recommend the installation of anti-vortex vanes, cones, and baffles for pump intakes and wet wells, and are 

specifically called for in trench-type wet wells for solids-bearing liquids, as is the case for Crescent View Lift Station. 

None of these measures were noted in the record drawings, so it is assumed that they are not present. The 

Hydraulic Institute recommendations are as follows: 

 

• Bell-type pump inlets shall be placed D/2 above the floor, except the last pump in the channel shall be 

placed D/4 above the floor, where D is the intake pipe diameter. 

• Fin-type floor splitters aligned with the flow direction (long dimension) of the trench are recommended, and 

where installed must be centered beneath the suction bell for all but the last pump in the trench. The last 

pump in the trench should have a floor cone installed beneath the bell. 

• An anti-rotation baffle should be installed in the centre of the far wall of the trench and should extend 

towards the last pump intake as close as practicable. 

 

5.1.1.2 Option 2 - Increase Capacity 

In accordance with the SWSA and CoR guidelines for wastewater lift stations, the Crescent View Lift Station should 

have sufficient capacity when the largest pump is out of service (firm capacity) to accommodate the 5 year design 

event. 

 

Consequently, the system curve for the four (4) pumps operating to meet the 820 l/s 5 year design event would 

require each pump to deliver 205 l/s at 51 m of TDH.  A potential replacement pump was identified to increase the 

capacity of the station using the same base model Flygt NT 3231 as the currently installed pumps, but with a larger 

motor and impellor; the Flygt NT 3231/745 3~ 480 with 440 mm impellor. 

 

Operational changes would be required to accommodate the newer pumps as well. While a single pump could be 

capable of conveying the full PDWF at its maximum speed, it is not advisable as the duty point may increase the 

NPSH unacceptably for the current station configuration. Each pump would need to have a maximum flowrate set 

to limit the discharge on each intake to keep the NPSH at acceptable levels. 

 

The power delivered from motors would increase to 170 kW from the existing 119 kW and 93 kW motors, which 

would result in an increase in physical size of the pump and motor assembly. Based on dimensional drawings 

obtained from the Xylem website for Flygt pump model CT 3231/665 (the existing pumps) compared to Flygt pump 

model NT 3231/745, the height of the motors would increase by 0.12 m and the mounting layout should be almost 

identical. It is assumed that the existing mounting blocks for the existing Flygt pumps could be reused with little to 

no modification and that there is sufficient headspace to accommodate the increase in height; this should be 

reviewed in more detail if the option is implemented. It also appears as though the there is room around the existing 

Morris and ITT A-C pumps to accommodate their replacement with the new larger pumps. 

 

Preliminarily, the NT 3231/745 pump appears to be within the capacity of the existing lifting beams. The weight of 

the pump is 3700 lb compared to the 4000 lb beam capacity, but depending on the specific pump, motor, and 

configuration selected in detailed design the overhead cranes and lifting beams may require upgrading to handle 

the increased overall weight. 
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The larger motors would also increase the power requirements of the pumps when operating at full speed which 

means that upgrades to the stations electrical are also likely required. A more detailed review of the upgrade 

requirements is provided in Section 6. 

5.1.2 Replacement 

5.1.2.1 Option 1 – Meeting Existing Capacity Requirements 

A new lift station could be constructed that would meet the existing design flow with the following parameters: 

 

• Number of pumps: Four (4). 

• Design Standard Pump Model: Flygt NT 3231/765 3~ 480 with 460 mm diameter impellor and 170 kW 

motor. 

• Firm Capacity: 822 L/s @ 52 m TDH. 

 

Note, this pump is a larger version of pump suggested in Upgrade – Option 2 and is suggested to bring the total 

number of pumps in the station down from five to four. By requiring fewer pumps the overall cost can be reduced by 

reducing this size of the substructure.  

 

The layout of the station could comprise a sub structure with a dry well housing the pumps and two equally sized 

wet wells that can be isolated from each other as well as from the incoming wastewater flow, or a similar trench 

style wet well could be implemented. These options should be reviewed with the City regarding their preference for 

lift station style. A superstructure would be provided containing the electrical and controls room, a generator to 

provide back-up power in the event of a power failure, and other amenities such as restrooms and storage or office 

space. 

 

5.1.2.2 Option 2 – Expandable to Accommodate Future Capacity Requirements 

A new lift station could be constructed with an increased initial footprint such that it would permit future expansion 

to accommodate future capacity requirements. The electrical, mechanical, and process equipment installed during 

construction would be the same as for the Option 1 Replacement since the new station would only need to meet 

the existing demand and upgrades would only be performed if and when demand warrants it. 

 

In accordance with the Utility Master Plan13, future flows to the wastewater treatment facility will be split between 

Crescent View and a new station in the approximate area of 13th Avenue NE and Oxford Street. PWWF to Crescent 

View under these future conditions was simulated as 780 L/s, which is less than the current design flow. However, 

since it is unknown when the second station will be in service, the WWF contribution to that station has been added 

to Crescent View to estimate the peak inflows the station would see. Using the Utility master plan value of 0.36 

L/s/ha the additional WWF is 314 L/s. As such, the future lift station may need to be able to accommodate aa 5 

year design PWWF of 1,100 L/s. 

5.1.3 Cost Estimate 

AECOM has provided cost estimates for the upgrading and replacement options as tabulated in Table 4-1, included 

in the cost estimates are: 

 

• Upgrades/replacement and associated capital costs 

 
13 (ISL Engineering, April 2016) 
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• Existing operational and maintenance costs, which includes: 

o One (1) cleaning annually (assumed), 

o Annual power costs for operating the pumps, 

o Assumed maintenance costs for the process equipment of 4% of the capital costs of the pumps 

which has been estimated as $645,000 ($129,000 each), and 

o Building heating and maintenance costs. 

o Assumes a pump replacement cost of 3 years per discussion with operators. 

o Assumes pump impellors are replaced annually, per discussion with operators. 

• Operational and maintenance costs as result of the upgrades/replacement. 

o Remediation of submergence and cavitation is assumed to eliminate the annual impellor and 

triennial pump replacement and reduces the estimation of maintenance costs for the process 

equipment to 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the pump. 

• The costs for immediate work as provided in the Vertical Asset Condition Report14 

• Short term (5 year) and long term (25 year) budget 

o We also included the costs for long term requirements for future development flow conditions for 

the City’s reference, for all options other than Replacement - Option 2, this is the cost of a new lift 

station. 

• 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration has not been included but should be considered for 

overall planning. 

 

Table 5-1 - Crescent View Lift Station - Conceptual Estimate 

Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M 

Costs 

Immediate 

Costs 

(VAR15) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Existing Lift 

Station 

 $175,000 $450,000 $186,800 $2,611,800 $22,000,000 

Upgrade Lift 

Station – 

Option 1 

Increase operating levels 

of wet well and install 

pump intake treatments. 

Optionally, install weir 

chamber on outfall pipe 

to maintain operating 

range. 

$20,000 

($140,000 

with a weir 

chamber) 

$225,000 $186,800 $1,331,800 

($1,451,800 

with a weir 

chamber) 

$16,100,000 

($16,220,000 

with a weir 

chamber) 

Upgrade Lift 

Station – 

Option 2 

Increase size of pumps, 

resulting in equipment 

replacement 

Install intake treatments. 

$1,000,000  

(only for 

pumps and 

intake 

treatments) 

$225,000 $186,800 $2,311,800 $17,500,000  

Replace Lift 

Station – 

Option 1 

New pump station for 

existing conditions 

$9,000,000 $210,000 0 

 

$10,050,000 $25,000,000  

Replace Lift 

Station – 

Option 2 

New pump station 

planned for future 

conditions 

$10,200,000 $210,000 0 

 

$11,250,000 $15,450,000 

Recommended 

Option Cash 

Flow 

• Upgrade Crescent 

View LS capacity and 

performance for the 

short to medium term 

$1,175,000 $225,000 $186.800 $2,486,800 $17,200,000 

 
14 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
15 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
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Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M 

Costs 

Immediate 

Costs 

(VAR15) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

• Replace Crescent 

View Lift Station in the 

long term with a facility 

physically sized to fit the 

pumps required to 

accommodate future 

flows. 

 

The Crescent View Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Good” in the Vertical Asset Report, 

suggesting its design life remains beyond a five (5) year threshold. Given the station is beyond the end of its design 

life, but remains in good condition, it can be assumed that it will continue to operate for an extended period of time. 

It should be noted that asset deterioration is not linear and tends to decrease (worsen) exponentially near the end 

of its design life.  

 

The payback period for Upgrade – Option 1 is less than one year through a reduction in ongoing maintenance 

expenses if the inadequate submergence was a significant factor contributing to the wear of the pumps. 

 

The payback period for Upgrade – Option 2 is approximately 5 years through a reduction in ongoing maintenance 

expenses if the inadequate submergence was a significant factor contributing to the wear of the pumps.  

 

The payback period for Replace – Option 1 is approximately 36 years, based on the immediate cost savings and 

decreasing the ongoing maintenance costs of the facility associated with frequent pump replacement. 

 

The payback period for Replace – Option 2 is approximately 41 years, based on the immediate cost savings and 

decreasing the ongoing maintenance costs of the facility associated with frequent pump replacement. 

 

Please note that this estimate is based on collection system requirements for the Crescent View Lift Station. A 

more detailed review of the lift station operation itself is provided Section 6.1. 

5.1.4 Recommendation 

Based on our review of the collection system and short and long term costs, we recommend the following relating 

to the Crescent View Lift Station, as reflected in Table 5-1: 

 

• Increase the submergence on the pump intakes and install intake treatments as per Hydraulic Institute 

Standards. 

• If the capacity of the WWTP is increased in the short to medium term, upgrade the pumps to enable the 

station to provide firm capacity for the design event and continue to operate the station until signs of 

significant deterioration are observed requiring maintenance costs to increase above normal annual costs. 

• Construct a new pumping station, physically sized to fit pumps required for future flows, but with pumps 

sized for existing flows. 

5.2 7th Avenue and High Street 

Our review indicates that the 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station requires upgrading or replacement from a 

collection system / hydraulic performance perspective. The topographical constraints of the area confirm that the 7th 

Avenue and High Street is required, and therefore abandoning the station is not an option. 
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The review of future development in the area serviced by the 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station was not 

completed as it is outside the scope of the project. 

5.2.1 Upgrade 

The 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station requires two pumps capable of conveying the design flow rate of 

approximately 40 L/s to be in agreement with the CoR and SWSA design manual. Upgrading the pumps may 

require upgrading the internal components and controls as well. It has been assumed the condition of the chamber 

is suitable for reuse. Costs may be less if the internal components can be reused. An assessment of the adequacy 

of the internal components is outside the scope of this study. 

5.2.2 Cost Estimate 

AECOM has provided cost estimates for the upgrade option for the 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station as 

tabulated in Table 5-2, included in the cost estimates are: 

 

• Current operation and maintenance costs have been estimated at approximately $14,200 per year and 

includes the following: 

o Four (4) cleanings annually (based on City indication that this lift station is cleaned quarterly). 

o Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

o An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the pumps 

of $26,000, or $13,000 per pump.  

• Following upgrades to the station, the operating and maintenance costs are expected to remain 

unchanged. 

• The costs for immediate work as provided in the Vertical Asset Condition Report16 

• Short term (5 year) and long term (25 year) budget 

o The long term budget assumes the cost for full replacement of the lift station, which may or may not 

be realized depending on maintenance and future deterioration 

• 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration has not been included but should be considered for 

overall planning. 

 

Table 5-2 - 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station - Conceptual Estimate 

Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M 

Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs 

(VAR17) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Existing 7th 

Avenue and 

High Street Lift 

Station 

 Not 

Applicable 

(NA) 

$14,200 $22,500 $93,500 $377,500 

($790,000 

if the 

station is 

replaced) 

Upgrade  $175,000 $14,200 $22,500 $268,500 $552,500 

($965,000 

if the 

station is 

replaced) 

 
16 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
17 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
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Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M 

Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs 

(VAR17) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Recommended 

Option Cash 

Flow 

• Upgrade in the short 

term to provide the firm 

capacity required for the 

design event.  

• Continue to operate, 

repair, replacing or 

upgrading as required 

for its design life. 

$175,000 $14,200 $22,500 $268,500 $965,000 

 

It is noted that the 7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station was not given an overall condition score in the Vertical 

Asset Report. As such, the internal components may be beyond the assumed design life of 25 years, based on the 

construction date of the lift station, and may be in need of replacement in the short to medium term. The remaining 

service life of the pumps is expected to be 10 years based on when the pumps were last known to be replaced and 

an assumed design life of 25 years. 

 

We have included a conceptual estimate full the replacement of the 7th Avenue and High Street of approximately 

$410,000 for use as life cycle estimates. However, it may be that the structure and other components may be 

reused and therefore some cost savings may exist, which should be reviewed at the time of rehabilitation or 

replacement. 

5.2.3 Recommendation 

Based on our review of the collection system and short and long term costs, we recommend that the station be 

upgraded in the short term to provide the firm capacity required for the design event. Then, continue to operate the 

7th Avenue and High Street Lift Station as is, repair, replacing or upgrading as required for its design life. 

5.3 Victoria and Normandy 

Our review of the collection system and hydraulic performance indicates that the Victoria and Normandy Lift 

Stations do not require upgrading, however, there does exist the opportunity to combine these two lift stations or 

abandon them altogether. 

 

The review of future development in the area serviced by the Victoria and Normandy Lift Stations was not 

completed as it is outside the scope of the project. 

5.3.1 Option 1 – Abandon Victoria Lift Station 

The Victoria Lift Station may be abandoned by installing a gravity sewer connection to the nearby Normandy Lift 

Station, assuming that the WWS inverts and distances from the InfoWorks model are reflective of actual conditions. 

A map showing the location, catchment area, and incoming flow hydrograph and HGL profile for a 5 year Huff event 

in the upstream and downstream sewers from the existing lift station location under the proposed abandonment are 

shown in Figure 4-22. 

 

The new gravity line would consist of a 250 mm diameter pipe installed at a slope of 0.253%, depending on 

available clearances to other existing underground utilities. The existing gravity line between 1401 and 1430 
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Normandy Drive could either be left in place or abandoned. If abandoned, the wastewater service connections to 

the affected properties would need to be re-connected to the new, deeper, gravity line. 

 

The new pipe would enter the chamber of the Normandy Lift Station just below the intermediate platform. The 

existing chamber of the Victoria Lift Station could be left in place, with the sump filled to the pipe inflow/outflow 

elevations with cement stabilized flowable fill. All process, electronic, and controls equipment, including the above 

ground enclosure, would be removed. An assessment of salvage value or suitability for reuse has not been 

conducted as part of this review and it has been assumed that the equipment would be disposed. 

 

The option of abandoning the Normandy LS in favor of maintaining the Victoria LS was not evaluated in detail for 

the following reasons: 

 

• The gravity sewer between the stations would be the same length and require the same new service 

connections, but then a new forcemain would also be needed to go from Victoria to the receiving sewer, 

increasing the total amount of new pipe required. 

• The Vertical Asset Report identifies significant corrosion of the internal components for the Victoria LS but 

not for the Normandy LS, and the Normandy LS is identified in the report as requiring less immediate work 

to be done and at a lower cost. 

5.3.2 Option 2 – Abandon Normandy and Victoria Lift Stations 

Following the abandonment of the Victoria LS, there is an opportunity to abandon the Normandy LS as well, and 

service the entire contributing area with gravity sewers. A new gravity line could be installed connecting the 

Normandy LS chamber with the gravity sewer on Simcoe Street to the south. A map showing the location, 

catchment area, and incoming flow hydrograph and HGL profile for a 5 year Huff event in the pipes leading up to 

and away from the existing lift stations for the proposed abandonment are shown in Figure 4-23. 

 

The new gravity sewer would cross through a crosswalk between 1401 and 1325 Normandy Drive, then a 

greenway and beneath a rail line. Due to the depth of the channels adjacent to the rail line, it is likely that fill will be 

required to provide adequate cover on the pipe. Regrading of the channels and/or use of culverts to maintain 

overland flow capacity will likely be required but have not been determined at this time. A similar crossing exists to 

the east, at 11th Avenue NW. 

 

The new pipe would be 250 mm diameter, with an average installed slope of 0.4%. However, it is proposed that the 

pipe would be installed at a slope of 0.253% from Simcoe Street north, beneath the greenway, with a higher slope 

through the cross walk. This would help to provide the maximum amount of cover for the WWS. Due to the low 

flows generated by the catchment area, it is not recommended to install an inverted siphon beneath the rail line as 

velocities would be insufficient to be self-cleansing. A crossing agreement with CP would also need to be obtained. 

 

As with the abandonment of the Victoria LS, the existing chamber of the Normandy LS could be left in place, with 

the sump filled to the pipe inflow/outflow elevations with cement stabilized flowable fill. Likewise, the existing 

forcemain from the Normandy LS to the WWS at the intersection of Normandy Drive and Marquis Avenue would be 

abandoned with cement stabilized flowable fill. All process, electronic, and controls equipment, including the above 

ground enclosure, would be removed. An assessment of salvage value or suitability for reuse has not been 

conducted as part of this analysis and it has been assumed that the equipment would be disposed. 

5.3.3 Cost Estimate 

AECOM has provided cost estimates for the abandonment options for the Victoria and Normandy Lift Stations as 

tabulated in Table 5-3, included in the cost estimates are: 
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• Abandonment and associated capital costs 

• Existing operational and maintenance costs, which includes 

o Victoria Lift Station 

 Two (2) cleanings annually (assumed, based on City indication that the nearby Normandy 

Lift Station is cleaned this frequently). 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the 

pump of $5,000.  

o Normandy Lift Station 

 Two (2) cleanings annually (based on City indication that the Normandy Lift Station is 

cleaned this frequently). 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the 

pump of $5,000. 

• Operational and maintenance costs as result of the abandonments 

• The costs for immediate work as provided in the Vertical Asset Condition Report18 

• Short term (5 year) and long term (25 year) budget 

o The long term budget assumes the cost for full replacement of the lift station, which may or may not 

be realized depending on maintenance and future deterioration 

• 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration has not been included but should be considered for 

overall planning. 

 

Table 5-3 - Victoria and Normandy Lift Stations - Conceptual Estimate 

Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs (VAR19) 

5 Year Budget 25 year Budget 

Existing Victoria Lift 

Station 

 Not 

Applicable 

(NA) 

$6,600 $14,300 $47,300 $179,300 

($450,000 if the station 

needs to be replaced) 

Existing Normandy Lift 

Station 

 NA $6,600 $8,650 $41,650 $173,650 ($450,000 if 

the station needs to be 

replaced) 

Existing Stations Cost 

Combined 

 NA $13,200 $22,950 $88,950 $352,950 ($900,000 if 

both stations need to 

be replaced) 

Option 1 – Abandon 

Victoria Lift Station 

• 130 m of 250 diameter WWS. 

• New manholes on the new 

WWS. 

• Reconnecting services. 

• Filling the base of the existing 

Victoria LS with grout up to the 

incoming and outgoing pipe 

inverts. 

• Removal and disposal of 

internal and electrical 

components. 

$190,000 NA NA NA NA 

 
18 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
19 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
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Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs (VAR19) 

5 Year Budget 25 year Budget 

Option 2 – Abandon 

Victoria and Normandy 

Lift Stations 

• All work associated with the 

abandonment of the Victoria LS 

identified in Option 1. 

• Filling the base of the existing 

Normandy LS with grout up to the 

incoming and outgoing pipe 

inverts. 

• Removal and disposal of internal 

and electrical components. 

• 320 m of 250 WWS through the 

parkway, of which 100 m would be 

a rail crossing. 

• A provision for 1400 m3 of 

imported fill and 60 m of 600 

diameter culverts to provide 

adequate cover while maintaining 

hydraulic connectivity of the 

existing drainage channel. A 

hydraulic analysis has not been 

conducted to determine whether 

this would be adequate. 

$850,000 NA NA NA NA 

Recommended Option 

Cash Flow 

• Operate Victoria Lift Station for 

the short term. 

• Abandon Victoria Lift Station in 

the long term. 

• Continue operating Normandy 

Lift Station as is. 

$190,000 $6,600 $22,950 $88,950 $500,000 (assume no 

Victoria O&M Costs 

beyond 5 Years, 

Normandy requires 

replacement) 

 

The Victoria Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Fair” in the Vertical Asset Report, suggesting its 

design life remains beyond a five (5) year threshold. Given the station is nearing the end of its design life, but 

remains in fair condition, it can be assumed that it will operate for an extended period of time beyond the end of its 

design life. It should be noted that asset deterioration is not linear and tends to decrease (worsen) exponentially 

near the end of its design life. 

 

Should the City encounter significant deterioration in the future, the anticipated replacement cost for the station is 

approximately $270,000, which is greater than the capital cost of abandoning the station and connecting it to the 

Normandy Lift Station. Otherwise, with the ongoing operation and maintenance and immediate cost savings, 

abandoning the Victoria LS has a payback period of approximately 27 years. 

 

The Normandy Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Fair” in the Vertical Asset Report, suggesting its 

design life remains beyond a five (5) year threshold. Given the station is beyond the end of its design life, but 

remains in fair condition, it can be assumed that it will continue to operate for an extended period of time. It should 

be noted that asset deterioration is not linear and tends to decrease (worsen) exponentially near the end of its 

design life. 

 

Should the City encounter significant deterioration in the future, the anticipated replacement cost for the Normandy 

LS is approximately $270,000, which is less than the incremental capital cost of abandoning the station and 

connecting it to the gravity sewer on Simcoe Street. Otherwise, with the ongoing operation and maintenance and 
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immediate cost savings, abandoning both the Victoria and Normandy Lift Stations has a payback period of 

approximately 63 years. 

5.3.4 Recommendation 

Our review of the collection system and short and long term costs, we recommend the following relating to the 

Victoria and Normandy Lift Stations, as reflected in Table 5-3: 

 

• Continue to operate the Victoria Lift Station until signs of significant deterioration are observed requiring 

maintenance costs to increase above normal annual costs. 

• When the Victoria Lift Station requires major upgrading or replacement, costs, abandon the Victoria Lift 

Station and connect by gravity to the Normandy Lift Station. 

• Continue to operate the Normandy Lift Station as is, repair, replacing or upgrading as required for its 

design life. 

5.4 Churchill and Valley View 

Our review of the collection system and hydraulic performance indicates that the Churchill and Valley View Lift 

Stations do not require upgrading, however, there does exist opportunities to combine these two lift stations. 

 

The review of future development in the area serviced by the Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations was not 

completed as it is outside the scope of the project. 

 

5.4.1 Option 1 – Replace Both Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations 

In addition to the cost for a new lift station, the existing lift stations would need to be abandoned. It has been 

assumed that the existing sub structures could be demolished to 2 m below grade and the remainder left in place, 

to be filled with granular material. All process, electronic, and controls equipment, including the above ground 

enclosure, would be removed. An assessment of salvage value or suitability for reuse has not been conducted as 

part of this analysis and it has been assumed that the equipment would be disposed. 

 

Both existing lift stations currently have superstructures that add unnecessary ongoing maintenance costs. The 

electrical and controls can be placed in a weatherproof aboveground cabinet as is done at the other MH-style lift 

stations. 

 

5.4.2 Option 2 – Combine Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations 

Flow from the Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations may be combined through a series of abandonments and 

replacements, assuming the WWS inverts, distances, and flowrates from the InfoWorks ICM model are reflective of 

actual conditions. Depending on resource and capital availability, it is envisioned that either a staged approach to 

combining the lift stations could be taken, or the works could be completed all at once. 
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5.4.2.1 Staged Approach – Abandon Churchill Lift Station with Gravity Connection to Valley View Lift 
Station 

As a first stage, it may be possible to abandon the Churchill Lift Station and replace it with a new gravity sewer 

connection to the existing Valley View Lift Station. It is recommended that if this option is implemented that the 

detailed design specifically include provisions for the eventual abandonment of the Valley View Lift Station to aid in 

keeping future costs down. A map showing the location, catchment area, and incoming flow hydrograph and HGL 

profile for a 5 year Huff event in the pipes leading up to and away from the existing lift station location under the 

proposed abandonment are shown in Figure 5-3. 

 

The new gravity line would consist of 250 mm diameter pipe installed at a slope of 0.253%. Depending on available 

clearances to other existing underground utilities, the existing gravity line between 36 and 8 Wellesley Street could 

either be left in place or abandoned. If abandoned, the wastewater service connections to the affected properties 

would need to be re-connected to the new, deeper, gravity line.  

 

The new pipe would enter the wet well of the Valley View Lift Station near the bottom of the chamber. At this level, 

it is expected that the new gravity line would always be surcharged back to the original Churchill Lift Station location 

due to the operating range of the pumps in Valley View.  

 

It has been assumed that the existing sub structure of the Churchill Lift Station would be demolished as described 

above. 

 

The existing pumps at Valley View appear to have enough capacity to accommodate the inflows from the Churchill 

LS; only one pump of the three existing is required, although the magnitude of flow coming from the Ministry of 

Highways facility to the south is unknown and not currently modelled. However, if the structure is to be maintained 

and used for the foreseeable future, then the immediate works identified in the Valley View Lift Station Condition 

Assessment Report20 will need to be completed. Any additional work required to bring the station up to code over 

and above the immediate works has been excluded from the cost estimate as it is out of scope of the project but 

represent costs and tasks that must be incurred to continue using the lift station. 

 

A cursory review was conducted to determine whether the Valley View Lift Station could be abandoned first in 

favour of maintaining the Churchill Lift Station instead. This option was disqualified as the incoming WWS from the 

Ministry of Highways facility and Valley View Centre complex is too deep to permit extending a gravity connection 

to the Churchill Lift Station. 

 

5.4.2.2 Final Configuration – Combine Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations into New Lift Station 

Following or in combination with the abandonment of the Churchill Lift Station, the existing Valley View Lift Station 

could be abandoned and replaced with an appropriately sized MH-style station that would service the entire area. It 

is anticipated this new lift station would be located near the existing Valley View station to reduce the need for new 

forcemain piping. The new gravity sewer from the abandoned Churchill LS would be required as described above. 

5.4.3 Cost Estimate 

AECOM has provided cost estimates for the abandonment options for the Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations as 

tabulated in Table 4-5, included in the cost estimates are: 

 

• Abandonment and associated capital costs 

 
20 (AECOM, 2020) 
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• Existing operational and maintenance costs, which includes 

o Churchill Lift Station 

 Two (2) cleanings annually (based on indication from the City that this station is cleaned 

annually in the spring and fall) 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement costs of the 

pumps of $10,000, or $5,000 per pump 

 An estimation of heating and maintenance costs associated with the presence of a 

superstructure 

o Valley View Lift Station 

 One (1) cleaning annually (assumed) 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement costs of the 

pumps of $75,000, or $25,000 per pump 

 An estimation of heating and maintenance costs associated with the presence of a 

superstructure. 

• Operational and maintenance costs for replacement lift stations and as result of the abandonments, which 

includes 

o Churchill Lift Station 

 One (1) annual cleaning (assumed) 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement costs of the 

pumps of $10,000, or $5,000 per pump 

o Valley View Lift Station / Combining the Valley View and Churchill Lift Stations 

 One (1) annual cleaning (assumed) 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement costs of the 

pumps of $26,000, or $13,000 per pump 

• The costs for immediate work as provided in the Vertical Asset Condition Report21 for the Churchill Lift 

Station 

• The costs for immediate work as provided in the Valley View Lift Station Condition Assessment Report22 for 

the Valley View Lift Station 

• Short term (5 year) and long term (25 year) budget 

o The long term budget assumes the cost for full replacement of the lift station, which may or may not 

be realized depending on maintenance and future deterioration 

• 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration has not been included but should be considered for 

overall planning. 

 

 
21 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
22 (AECOM, 2020) 
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Table 5-4 - Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations - Conceptual Estimate 

Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital Cost O&M Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs 

5 Year Budget 25 year 

Budget 

Existing Churchill 

Lift Station 

• Replacement LS to be new MH-

style station with two pumps with 

motors less than or equal to 7.5 

kW each and a 2400 mm diameter 

chamber. 

• Existing station to be abandoned, 

including: 

o one week for a crew of three 

labourers to remove all the 

internal components,  

o an allowance for the removal 

of the roof (if it does contain 

asbestos),  

o one week for an excavator 

and dump truck to demolish 

the structure, and  

o 130 m3 of granular fill. 

Not Applicable 

(NA) 

$14,000 

($4,000 

when 

replaced with 

MH-style LS) 

$9,500 $79,500 $834,000 

(assuming LS 

replaced at end 

of the 25 year 

period) 

 

$634,000 

(assuming LS 

replaced after 5 

years) 

Existing Valley View 

Lift Station 

• Replacement LS to be new MH-

style station with two pumps with 

motors less than or equal to 7.5 

kW each and a 2400 mm diameter 

chamber 

• Existing station to be abandoned, 

including: 

o one week for a crew of three 

labourers to remove all the 

internal components,  

o one week for an excavator 

and dump truck to demolish 

the structure, and  

o 470 m3 of granular fill. 

NA $24,000 

($4,500 

when 

replaced with 

MH-style LS) 

$57,500 $177,500 $747,500 

(assuming LS 

replaced after 5 

years) 

 

$1,137,500 

(assuming LS 

replaced at end 

of the 25 year 

period) 

Option 1 – Keep Lift 

Stations at both 

Existing Locations  

 

(Existing Stations 

Cost Combined) 

• Replacement LS to be new MH-

style station with two pumps with 

motors less than or equal to 7.5 

kW each and a 2400 mm diameter 

chamber. 

• Existing stations to be 

abandoned. 

NA $38,000 

($8,500 

when 

replaced with 

MH-style LS) 

$67,000 $257,000 $1,381,500 

(assuming both 

LS replaced 

after 5 years) 

 

 $1,971,500 

(assuming both 

LS replaced at 

end of period 
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Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital Cost O&M Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs 

5 Year Budget 25 year 

Budget 

Option 2 – Staged 

Approach – 

Abandon Churchill 

LS with gravity 

connection to Valley 

View LS 

• 350 m of new 250 WWS. 

• New manholes along the new 

WWS. 

• Reconnection of wastewater 

services to the new WWS. 

• Decommissioning and demolition 

of the existing Churchill LS. 

• Immediate upgrades for the 

Valley View LS. 

$550,000 $24,000 

($4,500 

when 

replaced with 

MH-style LS) 

$57,500 $727,500 $1,297,500 

(assuming 

Valley View is 

replaced after 5 

years) 

 

$1,687,500 

(assuming 

Valley View is 

replaced at the 

end of the 25 

year period) 

Recommended 

Option Cash Flow  

 

Option 2 – 

Immediately 

Combine Churchill 

and Valley View Lift 

Stations into new 

Lift Station 

• 350 m of new 250 WWS. 

• New manholes on the new 

WWS. 

• Reconnection of wastewater 

services to the new WWS. 

• Decommissioning and demolition 

of the Churchill LS. 

• Decommissioning and demolition 

of the Valley View LS. 

• A new MH-style station with two 

pumps with motors less than or 

equal to 7.5 kW each and a 2400 

mm diameter chamber. 

$1,030,000 $4,500 NA $1,052,500 $1,142,500 

 

The Churchill Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Poor” in the Vertical Asset Report, suggesting its 

design life is within a five (5) year threshold. Given the station is beyond its assumed design life of 25 years, the 

internal components and piping are likely in need of replacement in the short to medium term. It should be noted 

that asset deterioration is not linear and tends to accelerate exponentially (deteriorate more quickly) near the end of 

its design life. 

 

The anticipated replacement cost for the Churchill LS is approximately $475,000, which is less than the capital cost 

of abandoning the station and connecting it to the Valley View LS. With the ongoing operation and maintenance 

and immediate cost savings, replacing the existing Churchill LS with a new MH-style facility has a payback period 

of approximately 47 years compared to continuing to use the existing station. Otherwise, abandoning the Churchill 

LS with a gravity connection to the Valley View LS has a payback period compared to continuing to use the existing 

station of approximately 43 years as a result of a greater reduction in operation and maintenance expenses more 

than offsetting the increased capital cost. 

 

The Valley View Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Fair” in the Valley View Lift Station Condition 

Assessment Report, suggesting its design life remains beyond a five (5) year threshold. Given the station is beyond 

the assumed 25 year design life, but remains in fair condition, it can be assumed that it will operate for an extended 

period of time. It should be noted that asset deterioration is not linear and tends to accelerate exponentially 

(deteriorate more quickly) near the end of its design life. 

 

The anticipated replacement cost for the Valley View LS is approximately $480,000. With the ongoing operation 

and maintenance and immediate cost savings, replacing the existing Valley View LS with a new MH-style facility 

has a payback period of 22 years compared to continuing to use the existing station. 
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The anticipated cost to abandon both the existing Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations and combine them into a 

single new MH-style lift station is $1,030,000, which is greater than the capital cost to replace each of the stations 

independently. Otherwise, with the ongoing operation and maintenance and immediate cost savings, combining the 

Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations into a single location has a payback period of 19 years when compared 

against replacing each station independently. 

5.4.4 Recommendation 

Based on our review of the collection system and short and long term costs, we recommend the following relating 

to the Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations, as reflected in Table 5-4: 

 

• Replace both the Churchill and Valley View Lift Stations with a new MH-style lift station in the near future. 

There are significant long term cost savings that can be realized by eliminating one of the lift stations and 

replacing the other with a simpler structure. 

 

Otherwise, if capital constraints do not permit abandoning both stations simultaneously. 

• Continue to operate the Churchill Lift Station until signs of significant deterioration are observed requiring 

maintenance costs to increase above normal annual costs 

• When the Churchill Lift Station requires major upgrading or replacement, abandon the Churchill Lift Station 

and connect by gravity to the Valley View Lift Station 

• Continue to Operate the Valley View Lift Station until signs of significant deterioration are observed 

requiring maintenance costs to increase above normal annual costs 

• When the Valley View Lift Station required major upgrading or replacement, abandon the existing structure 

and construct a new MH-style lift station. 

 

5.5 River Drive and Kiwanis 

Our review of the collection system and hydraulic performance indicates that the River Drive and Kiwanis Lift 

Stations do not require upgrading, however there does exist the opportunity to combine these two lift stations or 

abandon them altogether. 

 

The review of future development in the area serviced by the River Drive and Kiwanis Lift Stations was not 

completed as it is outside the scope of the project. 

5.5.1 Option 1 – Abandon Kiwanis Lift Station 

The forcemain from the Kiwanis LS to where it discharges into the River Drive LS in the InfoWorks model provided 

by the City shows a constant downhill slope. If this is the case, and there is no inverted siphon crossing beneath the 

river, it may be possible to abandon the Kiwanis Lift Station. A map showing the location, catchment area, and 

incoming flow hydrograph and HGL profile for a 5 year Huff event in the pipes leading up to and away from the 

existing lift station location for the proposed abandonment are shown in Figure 5-5. 

 

The existing forcemain is only approximately 100 mm in diameter. Given this and the length of the forcemain (~377 

m), it is not advisable to simply remove the process equipment and connect the wastewater service to the 

forcemain. A pipe that small and long is more likely to have maintenance issues such as clogging.  
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If the Kiwanis LS is abandoned, it is recommended that the existing forcemain be paralleled by a 250 mm diameter 

pipe installed at a minimum slope of 0.253%. The new pipe would connect to the River Drive LS at a lower 

elevation as a result but should still be more than 1.2 m above the sump floor. 

 

Since a new river crossing would be constructed as part of this solution, approval from the Department of Fisheries 

and Oceans would be required. It is likely that the works would fall under the classification of “Minor Works” and 

therefore not require authorization from Transport Canada under the Canadian Navigable Waters Act, though this 

should be confirmed during the detailed design phase. 

 

The existing Kiwanis LS chamber could be left in place, with the sump filled to the pipe inflow/outflow elevations 

with cement stabilized flowable fill. All process, electronic, and controls equipment, including the above ground 

enclosure, would be removed. An assessment of salvage value or suitability for reuse has not been conducted as 

part of this analysis and it has been assumed that the equipment would be disposed. 

 

5.5.2 Option 2 – Abandon River Drive and Kiwanis Lift Station 

It may be possible to abandon both the River Drive LS and the Kiwanis LS, replacing them with a new gravity sewer 

that connects to the wastewater trunk sewer west to River Drive. A map showing the location, catchment area, and 

incoming flow hydrograph and HGL profile for a 5 year Huff event in the pipes leading up to and away from the 

existing lift station locations under the proposed abandonment are shown in Figure 5-4. 

 

The solution is contingent on favorably shallow river depths (currently unknown) that would eliminate the need for 

inverted siphon crossings. In the event that inverted siphons are required, it is recommended that a purely gravity 

flow solution not be pursued at these locations due to concerns with deposition of solids and inadequate self-

cleansing velocities. 

 

If river depths permit, a new 375 mm diameter gravity sewer could be installed along the existing horizontal 

alignment between the River and Kiwanis Lift Stations, then north to the wastewater trunk sewer west of River 

Drive. The installed slope of the new sewer would be 0.147%. 

 

Since two new river crossings would be constructed as part of this solution, approvals from the Department of 

Fisheries and Oceans would be required. It is likely that the works would fall under the classification of “Minor 

Works” and therefore not require authorization from Transport Canada under the Canadian Navigable Waters Act, 

though this should be confirmed during the detailed design phase. 

 

The existing chamber of the River Drive Lift Station could be left in place, with the sump filled to the pipe 

inflow/outflow elevations with cement stabilized flowable fill. The Kiwanis LS would not be reused and would need 

to be abandoned in place or removed. All process, electronic, and controls equipment, including the above ground 

enclosures, for each LS would be removed. An assessment of salvage value or suitability for reuse has not been 

conducted as part of this analysis and it has been assumed that the equipment would be disposed. 

5.5.3 Cost Estimate 

AECOM has provided cost estimates for the abandonment options for the River Drive and Kiwanis Lift Stations as 

tabulated in Table 4-6, included in the cost estimates are: 

 

• Abandonment and associated capital costs 

• Existing operational and maintenance costs, which includes 

o River Drive Lift Station 
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 One (1) cleaning each annually (assumed). 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the 

pump of $5,000. 

o Kiwanis Lift Station 

 One (1) cleaning each annually (assumed). 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the 

pump of $5,000. 

• Operational and maintenance costs as result of the abandonments 

• The costs for immediate work as provided in the Vertical Asset Condition Report23 

• Short term (5 year) and long term (25 year) budget 

o The long term budget assumes the cost for full replacement of the lift station, which may or may not 

be realized depending on maintenance and future deterioration 

• 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration has not been included but should be considered for 

overall planning. 

 

Table 5-5 - River Drive and Kiwanis Lift Stations - Conceptual Estimate 

Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M 

Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs 

(VAR24) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Existing 

Kiwanis Lift 

Station 

 Not 

Applicable 

(NA) 

$3,600 $19,000 $37,000 

($310,000 if 

the station 

needs to be 

replaced)  

$380,000 

(includes 

one full 

replacement 

of the 

station) 

Existing River 

Drive Lift 

Station 

 NA $3,600 $38,500 $288,000 

(assumes 

immediate 

replacement, 

saving the 

immediate 

costs from 

the VAR) 

$360,000 

(includes 

one full 

replacement 

of the 

station and 

excludes 

immediate 

costs from 

VAR) 

Existing 

Stations Cost 

Combined 

 NA $7,200 $57,500 $325,000 

($598,000 if 

Kiwanis LS 

replaced) 

$740,000 

 
23 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
24 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
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Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M 

Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs 

(VAR24) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Option 1 – 

Abandon 

Kiwanis Lift 

Station 

• Filling the base of the 

existing Kiwanis LS with 

grout up to the incoming 

and outgoing pipe 

inverts. 

• Removal and disposal 

of internal and electrical 

components. 

• 370 m of 250 WWS, of 

which approximately 150 

m would be a river 

crossing. 

• New manholes along 

the new WWS. 

$720,000 NA NA NA NA 

Option 2 – 

Abandon River 

Drive and 

Kiwanis Lift 

Stations 

• Filling the base of the 

existing River Drive LS 

with grout up to the 

incoming and outgoing 

pipe inverts 

• Abandoning the 

Kiwanis LS chamber and 

reconnecting the service 

to the new gravity sewer. 

• Removal and disposal 

of internal and electrical 

components for both lift 

stations 

• 645 m of 375 WWS, of 

which approximately 275 

m would be river 

crossings. 

• New manholes along 

the new WWS 

$1,400,000 NA NA NA NA 

Recommended 

Option Cash 

Flow 

• Replace River Drive 

LS immediately 

• Replace Kiwanis LS in 

the short term 

$270,000 $7,200 $19,000 $598,000 $740,000 

 

The Kiwanis Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Poor” in the Vertical Asset Report, suggesting its 

design life is within a five (5) year threshold. Given the station is beyond its assumed design life of 25 years, the 

internal components and piping are likely in need of replacement in the short to medium term. However, the 

remaining service life of the pumps is expected to be 23 years based on when the pumps were last known to be 

replaced, and an assumed design life of 25 years. It should be noted that asset deterioration is not linear and tends 

to accelerate exponentially (deteriorate more quickly) near the end of its design life. 

 

Should the City encounter significant deterioration in the future, the anticipated replacement cost for the station is 

approximately $270,000, which is less than the capital cost of abandoning the station and connecting it to the River 

Drive Lift Station. Otherwise, with the ongoing operation and maintenance and immediate cost savings, abandoning 
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the Kiwanis LS has a payback period of approximately 195 years. If the ongoing cost savings of constructing a new 

lift station at the end of each 25 year design life is considered, then the payback period reduces to approximately 

45 years.  

 

The River Drive Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Very Poor” in the Vertical Asset Report, 

suggesting that it is at the end of its design life and likely in need of replacement in the immediate term. However, 

the remaining service life of the pumps is expected to be 16 years based on when the pumps were last known to be 

replaced and an assumed design life of 25 years.  

 

The anticipated replacement cost for the River Drive Lift Station is approximately $270,000, which when combined 

with the anticipated replacement cost for the Kiwanis Lift Station is less than the capital cost of abandoning these 

stations. Otherwise, with the ongoing operation and maintenance and immediate cost savings, abandoning the 

River Drive and Kiwanis Lift Stations has a payback period of 187 years. If the ongoing cost savings of constructing 

two new lift stations at the end of each 25 year design life is considered, then the payback period reduces to 

approximately 37 years. 

5.5.4 Recommendation 

Based on our review of the collection system and short and long term costs, we recommend the following relating 

to the Kiwanis and River Drive Lift Stations, as reflected in Table 5-5:  

 

• Replace or repair the River Drive LS in the immediate term to continue operation of the station as is. 

o We have included a cost for full replacement of the station, which may be in excess of what is 

required depending on the condition of internal components 

• Complete the immediate works for the Kiwanis LS as outlined in the Vertical Asset Report. 

• Continue to operate the Kiwanis Lift Station until signs of significant deterioration are observed requiring 

maintenance costs to increase above normal annual costs, plan for replacement or repairs within the next 

five (5) years. 

 

Based on the expected payback periods, this recommendation applies regardless of whether the depth of the 

Moose Jaw River is found to permit installation of gravity drainage without an inverted siphon crossing. 

5.6 2nd Avenue and Subway 

AECOM’s review of the system using the hydraulic model and review of the Vertical Asset Condition Assessment 

Report indicates this station requires upgrading or replacing to meet both level of service and improve pump 

performance. The topographical constraints of the area confirm that the 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station is 

required, and therefore abandoning the station is not an option. 

 

Based on the SWSA25 and CoR Lift Station Design Manual26 requirements, the lift station should be designed such 

that the firm capacity (largest pump out of service) can accommodate the maximum design flow. As the design 

event under per the UMP27 document for the City’s land drainage system is a 100 year WWF event, the current 2nd 

Avenue and Subway Lift Station does not meet that standard. 

 

 
25 (Saskatchewan Water Securities Agency, 2012) 
26 (City of Regina, 2016) 
27 (ISL Engineering, April 2016) 
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It should be noted that this review and subsequent recommendations were unable to use pump curves provided by 

the City to analyze pump performance and obtained best estimates of the applicable curves from other sources, 

which may not accurately reflect the actual performance of the pumps. 

5.6.1 Upgrade 

Based on the size of the existing wet well and the magnitude of the firm capacity requirement, it does not appear as 

though the 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station can be upgraded to meet both the City’s need and design 

requirements. The existing substructure is likely too small to fit the number and/or size of pumps required while 

meeting Hydraulic Institute Standards for wet well design. 

5.6.2 Replacement 

To meet the required level of service with the firm capacity of the station replacement is required. The layout of the 

station would comprise a rectangular sub structure with a wet well housing the pumps. Each pump would be 

provided with its own intake channel to pre-condition the flow, but all runoff would enter the same chamber.  

 

The proposed new station would have three (3) duty pumps, each capable of pumping 940 L/s, half of the design 

flowrate. A sump pump could be provided to maintain the current configuration where low magnitude events and 

dry weather infiltration are pumped into the wastewater sewer rather than the land drainage sewer. 

 

A superstructure would be provided containing the electrical and controls room, a generator to provide back-up 

power in the event of a power failure and could include other amenities such as storage or office space. 

 

In addition to construction of a new station, the existing 450 mm diameter LDS outfall would also need replacement. 

Approximately 70 m of 1200 mm diameter pipe would be required, installed at a slope of at least 0.25%. 

 

Construction of a new, larger lift station would increase the O&M costs for this location because the superstructure 

would be larger, requiring more maintenance and more energy to heat, in addition to the larger pumps costing more 

thus increasing their estimated annual maintenance. Since, on average, the station would be pumping the same 

volume of flow, annual operating costs for the pumps are not expected to change materially. 

5.6.3 Cost Estimate 

AECOM has provided cost estimates for the replacement of the 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station as tabulated in 

Table 4-6, included in the cost estimates are: 

 

• Abandonment and associated capital costs 

• Existing operational and maintenance costs, which includes 

o One (1) cleanings annually (assumed). 

o Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

o Assumed maintenance costs for the process equipment of 4% of the capital costs of the pumps 

which has been estimated as $115,000 ($55,000 for replacing the Johnson pumps with a similar 

sized Flygt model and $5,000 for replacing the Flygt pump), and 

o An estimation of heating and maintenance costs associated with the presence of a superstructure. 

• Operational and maintenance costs as result of the replacement, which includes: 

o One (1) cleanings annually (assumed). 

o Annual power costs for operating the pump. 
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o Assumed maintenance costs for the process equipment of 4% of the capital costs of the pumps 

which has been estimated as $530,000 ($175,000 for each duty pump, and $5,000 the sump 

pump) 

o An estimation of heating and maintenance costs associated with the presence of a superstructure. 

• The costs for immediate work as provided in the Vertical Asset Condition Report28 

• Short term (5 year) and long term (25 year) budget 

• 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration has not been included but should be considered for 

overall planning. 

 

Table 5-6 - 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station - Conceptual Estimate 

Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M 

Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs 

(VAR29) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Existing 2nd Avenue and 

Subway Lift Station 

 NA $12,600 $3,400 $66,400 $318,400 

Replacement 2nd Avenue 

and Subway Lift Station 

 $8,700,000 $46,000 NA $8,930,000 $9,850,000 

 

The existing 2nd Avenue and Subway Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Poor” in the Vertical Asset 

Condition Assessment Report, suggesting that its design life is within five (5) years. The structure, internal 

components, main duty pumps, and piping are beyond the assumed 25 year design life based on the construction 

date of the lift station and are likely in need of replacement in the short to medium term. It should be noted that 

asset deterioration is not linear and tends to accelerate exponentially (deteriorate more quickly) near the end of its 

design life. 

5.6.4 Recommendation 

Based on our review of the collection system and applicable design standards, we recommend that the 2nd Avenue 

and Subway Lift Station be replaced with a new facility capable of meeting the design requirements. 

5.7 Par 3 and Butler 

Our review of the collection system and hydraulic performance, and review of the Vertical Asset Report, indicates 

that the Par 3 and Butler Lift Stations may requiring upgrading or replacing to meet both level of service and 

improve pump performance. Alternately, there are opportunities to abandon these lift stations, either independently 

or together. 

 

Based on the SWSA30 and CoR Lift Station Design Manual31 requirements, the lift station should be designed such 

that there is a minimum of two equally sized pumps and the firm capacity (largest pump out of service) can 

accommodate the maximum sewage or design flow. As each of these lift stations currently has only one pump 

installed, they do not meet that standard. 

 

However, for the Par 3 Lift Station, allowance is made in the CoR Lift Station Design Manual32  for very small 

pumping stations (with design flows less than 4 L/s) stating that a single pump is sufficient, provided a second 

 
28 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
29 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
30 (Saskatchewan Water Securities Agency, 2012) 
31 (City of Regina, 2016) 
32 (City of Regina, 2016) 
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pump or stand-by is available; we assume that the City of Moose Jaw has stand-by equipment. Design flows for the 

Butler Lift Station exceed 4 L/s and therefore the same allowance cannot be made. 

 

The review of future development in the area serviced by the Par 3 and Butler Lift Stations was not completed as it 

is outside the scope of the project. 

5.7.1 Upgrades 

The options for upgrading the Par 3 and Butler Lift Stations are intended to increase the pumping capacity due 

accommodate the in flows AECOM has provided options for upgrading each of the Par 3 and Butler Lift Stations to 

improve the performance of the existing stations.  

 

The upgrades to the Par 3 and Butler Lift Stations are consistent with the SWSA guidelines where for small stations 

only one pump is required and that a second pump or other means of stand-by pumping are available to the City. It 

has been assumed that the internal piping would also be replaced at this time, since the Vertical Asset report 

identified significant corrosion. Costs may be less if the internal components can be reused. An assessment of the 

adequacy of the internal components is out of our scope. 

 

However, our review of the pump performance using the InfoWorks ICM model and obtained pump curves indicates 

that the Par 3 and Butler Lift Stations should be functioning acceptably. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that 

both these stations will sometimes run continuously for many hours at a time. This suggests that there is a source 

that has not been accounted for by the model or the pump is not performing as it should.  

 

Prior to upgrading the stations, the performance of the pumps should be verified. This could be achieved by 

observing the discharge manhole while the pump is in operation. A drawdown test of the lift stations could be 

conducted to get a more accurate assessment of the flows and determine if the issue, if present, is due to the pump 

or the forcemain. 

 

If the pump performance is not suspected, investigation into the unknown sources should be conducted to 

determine if the flow contribution is from a wastewater service, or extraneous inflow. A televised inspection of the 

WWS could identify if there are any continuously high inflows or damaged pipe segments that would permit higher 

rates of infiltration when ground conditions are right. Excess infiltration could be remedied by replacement of 

specific pipe segments or installation of a cured-in-place-pipe liner. 

 

A new, larger pump may be warranted if the existing pump is performing as it should and the source of the 

unaccounted for flows is not controllable by other means.  

5.7.2 Abandonment 

5.7.2.1 Option 1 – Abandon Par 3 Lift Station 

The Par 3 Lift Station may be abandoned with a gravity connection directly to the Crescent View Lift Station. A map 

showing the location, catchment area, and incoming flow hydrograph and HGL profile for a 5 year Huff event in the 

pipes leading up to and away from the existing lift station location for the proposed abandonment are shown in 

Figure 5-6. 

 

The proposed gravity sewer alignment would cross through the golf course, and as such, would require an 

easement and cooperation of the property owner. For the purposes of this analysis, it has been assumed that the 

owner is cooperative and there are no additional costs associated with securing the easement agreement. There is 
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insufficient grade to abandon the Par 3 LS with gravity flow to the trunk on 11th Avenue NE which is why the 

alignment for a gravity drain must be through the golf course. 

 

It is envisioned that approximately 550 m of 250 mm diameter gravity sewer would be installed through the golf 

course, parallel to the river at an average slope of 0.4%. Due to the low modelled flows from the clubhouse an 

alignment beneath the Moose Jaw River is not desirable, as there would be insufficient velocities for the inverted 

siphon river crossing to be self-cleansing.  

 

The existing chamber of the lift station could be left in place, with the sump filled to the pipe inflow/outflow 

elevations with cement stabilized flowable fill. All process, electronic, and controls equipment, including the above 

ground enclosure, would be removed. An assessment of salvage value or suitability for reuse has not been 

conducted as part of this analysis and it has been assumed that the equipment would be disposed. 

 

5.7.2.2 Option 2 – Abandon Butler Lift Station 

The Butler Lift Station may be abandoned with a gravity sewer that runs down the Manitoba Expressway and 

connects to the wastewater trunk sewer at 11th Avenue NE. A map showing the location, catchment area, and 

incoming flow hydrograph and HGL profile for a 5 year Huff event in the pipes leading up to and away from the 

existing lift station location for the proposed abandonment are shown in Figure 5-7. 

 

Challenges associated with installing a gravity sewer along this alignment include the presence of many trees lining 

both ditches and the median of the Manitoba Expressway, and the classification of the road as an 

arterial/expressway may make it difficult to temporarily close lanes for installation and/or maintenance. 

 

A 300 mm diameter pipe could be installed at 0.2% from the Butler LS to the wastewater sewer at 11th Avenue NE. 

The existing chamber could be left in place, with the sump filled to the pipe inflow/outflow elevations with cement 

stabilized flowable fill. All process, electronic, and controls equipment, including the above ground enclosure, would 

be removed. An assessment of salvage value or suitability for reuse has not been conducted as part of this analysis 

and it has been assumed that the equipment would be disposed. 

 

5.7.2.3 Option 3 – Abandon Par 3 and Butler Lift Stations 

It may be possible to abandon the Butler Lift Station in combination with the Par 3 Lift Station with a gravity sewer 

that runs down the Manitoba Expressway to 13th Avenue NE, then through the golf course property to the Crescent 

View LS. Challenges associated with installing a gravity sewer for either LS in isolation, as outlined in Sections 

5.7.2.1 and 5.7.2.2, are also applicable along this alignment. A map showing the location, catchment area, and 

incoming flow hydrograph and HGL profile for a 5 year Huff event in the pipes leading up to and away from the 

existing lift station locations for the proposed abandonment are shown in Figure 5-8. 

 

A 300 mm diameter pipe could be installed at 0.2% from the Butler LS to 13th Avenue NE, then at an average slope 

of 0.4% through the golf course. A segment of new 250 mm diameter pipe would connect the existing Par 3 Lift 

Station to the new 300 mm pipe. 

 

Both existing chambers could be left in place, with the sumps filled to the pipe inflow/outflow elevations with cement 

stabilized flowable fill. All process, electronic, and controls equipment, including the above ground enclosure, would 

be removed. An assessment of salvage value or suitability for reuse has not been conducted as part of this analysis 

and it has been assumed that the equipment would be disposed. 
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5.7.3 Cost Estimate 

AECOM has provided cost estimates for the upgrade and abandonment options for the Par 3 and Butler Lift 

Stations as tabulated in Table 5-7, included in the cost estimates are: 

 

• Abandonment and associated capital costs 

• Existing operational and maintenance costs, which includes 

o Par 3 Lift Station 

 One (1) cleaning annually (assumed). 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the 

pump of $5,000.  

o Butler Lift Station 

 One (1) cleaning annually (assumed). 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the 

pump of $13,000. 

• Operational and maintenance costs as a result of the station upgrades, which includes 

o Par 3 Lift Station 

 One (1) cleaning annually (assumed). 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the 

pump of $5,000.  

o Butler Lift Station 

 One (1) cleaning annually (assumed). 

 Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

 An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the 

pumps of $26,000, or $13,000 per pump. 

• Operational and maintenance costs as result of the abandonments 

• The costs for immediate work as provided in the Vertical Asset Condition Report33 

• Short term (5 year) and long term (25 year) budget 

o The long term budget assumes the cost for full replacement of the lift station, which may or may not 

be realized depending on maintenance and future deterioration 

• 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration has not been included but should be considered for 

overall planning. 

 

Table 5-7 - Par 3 and Butler Lift Stations - Conceptual Estimate 

Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs (VAR34) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Existing Par 3 Lift 

Station 

 Not 

Applicable 

(NA) 

$3,600 $13,000 $31,000 $103,000 

($520,000 if 

the station 

needs to be 

replaced)  

 
33 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
34 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
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Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs (VAR34) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Existing Butler Lift 

Station 

 NA $4,000 $14,250 $34,250 $114,250 

($525,000 if 

the station 

needs to be 

replaced) 

Existing Stations Costs 

Combined 

 NA $7,600 $27,250 $65,250 $217,250 

($1,045,000 if 

both stations 

need to be 

replaced) 

Upgrade – Par 3 Lift 

Station 

• Replacement of pump 

• Replacement of internal 

components 

• Replacement of control panel 

 

$175,000 $3,600 $13,000 $206,000 $278,000 

($695,000 if 

the station 

needs to be 

replaced) 

Upgrade – Butler Lift 

Station 

• Replacement of pump 

• Replacement of internal 

components 

• Replacement of control panel 

 

$175,000 $4,500 $14,250 $209,250 $289,250 

($700,000 if 

the station 

needs to be 

replaced) 

Abandon - Option 1 - 

Par 3 Lift Station Alone 

• 550 m of new 250 diameter 

WWS 

• New manholes along the new 

WWS 

• Filling the base of the existing 

Par 3 LS with grout up to the 

incoming and outgoing pipe inverts 

• Removal and disposal of internal 

and electrical components 

 

$620,000 NA  NA NA NA 

Abandon - Option 2 –

Butler Lift Station Alone 

• 1060 m of new 300 diameter 

WWS 

• New manholes along the new 

WWS 

• Filling the base of the existing 

Butler LS with grout up to the 

incoming and outgoing pipe inverts 

• Removal and disposal of internal 

and electrical components 

 

$1,220,000 NA NA NA NA 
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Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs (VAR34) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Abandon - Option 3 – 

Co-Abandon Par 3 and 

Butler Lift Stations 

• 1166 m of new 300 diameter 

WWS 

• 70 m of new 250 diameter WWS 

• New manholes along the new 

WWS 

• Filling the base of the existing 

Butler LS and Par Lift Stations with 

grout up to the incoming and 

outgoing pipe inverts 

• Removal and disposal of internal 

and electrical components for both 

stations 

 

$1,430,000 NA NA NA NA 

Recommended Option 

Cash Flow 

• Replace the Par 3 LS in the 

immediate term, without 

undertaking the immediate works 

outlined in the Vertical Asset 

Report 

• Upgrade the Butler LS to provide 

adequate firm capacity using 

pumps that are suitable for the 

operating conditions. 

 

$585,000 $8,100 $14,250 $639,750 $801,750 

($1,211,750 if 

Butler LS 

requires 

replacement) 

 

The Par 3 Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Very Poor” in the Vertical Asset Report, suggesting it 

is likely at the end of its design life and in need of replacement in the immediate term. The internal components and 

piping are beyond the assumed 25 year design life based on the construction date of the lift station.  

 

The anticipated replacement cost for the station is approximately $410,000, which is less than the capital cost of 

abandoning the station and connecting it to the Crescent View Lift Station. Otherwise, with ongoing operation and 

maintenance and immediate cost savings of not needing to replace the station, abandoning the Par 3 LS has a 

payback period of approximately 59 years.  

 

The Butler Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Poor” in the Vertical Asset Report, suggesting its 

design life is within a five (5) year threshold. Given the station is beyond the assumed 25 year design life based on 

the construction date the internal components and piping are likely in need of replacement in the short to medium 

term. The remaining service life of the pumps is expected to be 22 years based on when the pumps were last 

known to be replaced, and an assumed design life of 25 years. It should be noted that asset deterioration is not 

linear and tends to accelerate exponentially (deteriorate more quickly) near the end of its design life. 

 

The anticipated replacement cost for the station is approximately $410,000, which is less than the capital cost of 

abandoning the station with a gravity connection to the wastewater sewer at 11th Avenue NE. Otherwise, with 

ongoing operation and maintenance and immediate cost savings of not replacing the station in the next five years, 

abandoning the Butler LS has a payback period of approximately 203 years. 

 

If both lift stations need to be replaced immediately, the capital cost would be approximately $820,000, or $410,000 

per station, after which point, the combined operational and maintenance costs would end. With these 

considerations, the payback period of co-abandoning both stations are approximately 80 years.  
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5.7.4 Recommendation 

Based on our review of the collection system and short and long term costs, we recommend the following relating 

to the Par 3 and Butler Lift Stations, as reflected in Table 4-7: 

 

• Undertake a flow test and flow monitoring at the Par 3 and Butler Lift Station to identify upgrade 

requirements 

• Replace or repair the Par 3 LS in the immediate term to continue operation as is. 

o We have included a cost for full replacement of the station, which may be in excess of what is 

required depending on the condition of internal components 

• Upgrade the Butler LS pumps as required based on the flow tests and monitoring 

5.8 Riddell 

Our review of the collection system and hydraulic performance indicates that the Riddell Lift Station does not 

require upgrading, however, there does exist the opportunity to abandon it. 

 

The review of future development in the area serviced by the Riddell Lift Station or along the proposed 

abandonment route was not completed as it is outside the scope of the project. 

5.8.1 Abandon Riddell Lift Station 

The Riddell Lift Station may be abandoned by installing a new gravity sewer down Diefenbaker Drive / 9th Avenue 

NE. A map showing the location, catchment area, and incoming flow hydrograph and HGL profile for a 5 year Huff 

event in the pipes beneath Thatcher Drive for the proposed abandonment are shown in Figure 5-9. 

 

A 200 mm diameter pipe could be installed at a grade of 0.53% and connect to the existing 200 mm WWS on 9th 

Avenue NE at approximately Oasis Street. In addition to the new pipe on 9th Avenue NE, the 200 WWS on Oxford 

Street, between 9th Ave NE and 7th Avenue NE would need to be upgraded to the equivalent of a 300 mm diameter 

pipe to alleviate modelled flooding on Oxford Street, east of 9th Avenue NE. 

 

The existing chamber could either be removed or abandoned in place. All process, electronic, and controls 

equipment, including the above ground enclosure, would be removed. An assessment of salvage value or suitability 

for reuse has not been conducted as part of this analysis and it has been assumed that the equipment would be 

disposed. 

5.8.2 Cost Estimate 

AECOM has provided cost estimates for the abandonment option for the Riddell Lift Station as tabulated in Table 

5-8, included in the cost estimates are: 

 

• Abandonment and associated capital costs. 

• Existing operational and maintenance costs, which includes: 

o One (1) cleaning annually (assumed). 

o Annual power costs for operating the pump. 

o An estimation of maintenance costs based on 4% of the assumed replacement cost of the pump of 

$10,000, or $5,000 per pump.  

• Operational and maintenance costs as result of the abandonments. 
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• The costs for immediate work as provided in the Vertical Asset Condition Report35. 

• Short term (5 year) and long term (25 year) budget. 

o The long term budget assumes the cost for full replacement of the lift station, which may or may not 

be realized depending on maintenance and future deterioration. 

• 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration has not been included but should be considered for 

overall planning. 

 

Table 5-8 - Riddell Lift Stations - Conceptual Estimate 

Option Upgrades/Replacement 

Description 

Capital 

Cost 

O&M 

Costs 

Annually 

Immediate 

Costs 

(VAR36) 

5 Year 

Budget 

25 year 

Budget 

Existing 

Riddell Lift 

Station 

 Not 

Applicable 

(NA) 

$4,000 $9,900 $29,900 

($440,000 

if the 

station 

needs to 

be 

replaced) 

$520,000 

(includes 

one full 

replacement 

of the 

station) 

Abandon 

Riddell Lift 

Station 

• 1125 m of new 250 mm 

diameter WWS along 

Diefenbaker Drive / 9th 

Avenue NE. 

• New manholes on the 

new WWS. 

• Decommissioning the 

existing Riddell Lift 

Station. 

• 400 m of 300 mm 

diameter WWS along 

Oxford Street to upgrade 

the capacity of the 

existing receiving sewer. 

$2,100,000 NA  NA NA NA 

Recommended 

Option Cash 

Flow 

• Operate Riddell Lift 

Station for the immediate 

term. 

• Replace Riddell Lift 

Station in the short to 

medium term. 

NA $4,000 $9,900 $440,000 $520,000 

 

The Riddell Lift Station was given an overall condition score of “Poor” in the Vertical Asset Report, suggesting its 

design life is within a 5 year threshold. Given the station is only a little more than midway through its design life, but 

is already in poor condition, it can be assumed that the station is deteriorating at an accelerated rate and may need 

to be replaced in the near to medium term. It should be noted that asset deterioration is not linear and tends to 

accelerate exponentially (deteriorate more quickly) near the end of its design life. 

 

Should the City encounter significant deterioration in the future, the anticipated replacement cost for the station is 

approximately $410,000, which is less than the capital cost of abandoning the station and connecting it to the 

gravity sewer on 9th Avenue NE. Otherwise, with the ongoing operation and maintenance and immediate cost 

 
35 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
36 (Associated Engineering, 2019) 
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savings, abandoning the Riddell LS has a payback period of approximately 523 years. If the ongoing cost savings 

of constructing a new lift station at the end of each 25 year design life is considered, then the payback period 

reduces to approximately 105 years. 

 

Given the large area of undeveloped land west of 9th Avenue NE, the incremental cost of abandoning the Riddell 

Lift Station could be reduced if the project were combined with the installation of a new wastewater trunk sewer 

servicing those lands. The associated costs, size and alignment of this new trunk, in addition to any necessary 

downstream upgrades required to accommodate the increased flow, have not been determined as it is outside the 

scope of this analysis. 

 

5.8.3 Recommendation 

Based on our review of the collection system and short and long term costs, we recommend the following related to 

the Riddell Lift Station, as reflected in Table 5-8: 

 

• Continue to operate the Riddell Lift Station until signs of significant deterioration are observed requiring 

maintenance costs to increase above normal annual costs 

• Replace or repair the Riddell Lift Station when it requires major upgrading or replacement costs, plan for 

replacement within five (5) years 

o We have included a cost for full replacement of the station, which may be in excess of what is 

required depending on the condition of internal components 

• Consider the impact of additional flows from the properties serviced by Riddell Lift Station when planning 

servicing for potential future developments on the lands west of 9th Ave NE. 
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Figure 5-1 - Victoria Abandonment HGL 
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Figure 5-2 - Victoria and Normandy Co-Abandonment HGL 
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Figure 5-3 - Churchill Abandonment HGL 
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Figure 5-4 - River Drive and Kiwanis Co-Abandonment HGL 
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Figure 5-5 - Kiwanis Abandonment HGL 
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Figure 5-6 - Par 3 Abandonment HGL 
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Figure 5-7 - Butler Abandonment HGL 
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Figure 5-8 - Butler and Par 3 Co-Abandonment HGL 
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Figure 5-9 - Riddell Abandonment HGL
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6. Crescent View Lift Station 

6.1 Operational Condition Assessment 

The operational condition assessment was completed as part of the scope of work for the City of Moose Jaw Lift 

Station Optimization Study and Concept Project. The purpose of this condition assessment was to assess the 

operational condition and remaining useful life of the components and equipment within the Crescent View Lift 

Station. 

 

The assessment includes an inventory of the building mechanical, process mechanical and electrical components, 

risk assessment, replacement schedule(s) as well as all costs necessary for upgrades. 

 

The approach utilized to produce this condition assessment included: 

 
• Data collection and inventory list. 

o Review of information provided by the City, such as the 2018 Vertical Condition Assessment 

Report and any record drawings for the lift station. 

o Develop an asset inventory list for building mechanical process mechanical and electrical 

components. 

• Undertake a field investigation of the Crescent View Lift Station 

o Assess physical and working condition of components. 

o Identify any operation issues from operators. 

o Record serial numbers. 

• Identify component risk 

o Assess condition and consequence of failure. 

• Assessment of remaining life and replacement schedule 

o Review of equipment age and comparison to anticipated design life. 

o Assessment of condition relating to remaining useful service life. 

• Financial Plan 

o Identify costs for component replacement, repair and/or upgraded based on component risk and 

remaining service life. 

6.1.1 Data Collection and Inventory List 

The City provided structural, building process, electrical and building mechanical record drawings, as well as some 

general operational issues for the Crescent View Lift Station. The information provided was used in the preparation 

for the field investigation/site visit and development of the inventory list. 

 

Crescent View Station Description 

 

The Crescent View LS is a dry-well lift station first constructed in the 1960’s, with major upgrades carried out in 

1991 and consists of a building with a pump room and a separate chamber. The LS’s pumps, valves and 

flowmeters are in the pump room also referred to as the Dry Well, while the separate chamber is utilized as a 

wastewater receiving well also referred to as Wet Well. The wet and dry well structures are both attached but 

separated by a concrete wall. 
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The building consists of three (3) floors:  

 

• A main floor with most of the electrical components including control panels, motor control center (MCC) 

and transfer switches, as well as mechanical equipment such as a hot water storage tank, low pressure 

boiler (for heating building), and HVAC equipment including fan and louver system, and other components 

such as a hoist and monorail system, lockout/tagout station with warning labels, combustible gas monitor 

etc. Additional rooms on the main floor include offices, a locker room, a generator room (with overhead 

door access) and lavatory.  

• An intermediate/mezzanine floor that consists of process components including a seal water tank equipped 

with a level float and an air compressor with pump. There is a washer and dryer equipment and a hand 

wash station. This floor also provides walkway access to flowmeters and valves installed on the discharge 

side of the sewage pumps for maintenance and/or operation. 

• A bottom floor that has both the dry and wet wells separated by a wall. The dry well consists of 5 pumps 

and motors, there are three (3) variable speed pumps (pumps 2 ,3 & 4), a constant speed pump (pump 1) 

and a magnetic drive pump (pump 5). The wet well consists of grinders and two (2) sewage channels that 

feed the pumps, mechanical components including supply fans and exhaust system and electrical 

components including explosion proof junction boxes, lighting fixtures. 

 

Access to both the main building and wet well are separated. There are exhaust and supply ducts that go through 

each floor for ventilation and an emergency back up power generator located within the generator room.  

 

6.1.1.1 Inventory 

The asset inventory was compiled to provide a comprehensive list of the assets within the Crescent View Lift 

Station and is provided in Appendix B. The City Public Works staff provided some documentation for many of the 

process, electrical and mechanical data through on-site records and historical knowledge. The AECOM project 

team utilized this information as a starting point and further developed the asset inventory by adding information 

collected during site visits and through a review of record drawings. 

 

The asset inventory was divided into the following asset types: 

 

• Process Mechanical including pumps, pipes, fittings and valves etc. 

• Building Mechanical including fans, boilers, heating, venting and air conditioning (HVAC) systems etc. 

• Electrical and Instrumentation: MCC’s, PLCs, generator, transfer switches and variable frequency drives 

(VFDs) etc. 

 

Other attributes included in the inventory are as follows: 

 

• Location 

• Asset Type 

• Equipment, broken down by the following categories 

o Group 

o Primary 

o Component 

• Description 

• Manufacturer 

• Model Number 

• Serial Number 

• Installation Year 
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Also included are the condition, criticality, risk and estimated replacements costs value that will be discussed in the 

following sections. 

6.1.2 Investigation 

The site visits consisted of a visual inspection and documentation of the electrical, building mechanical and building 

process components. The visits were conducted in September 2019 and February 2020. The following items were 

not conducted during the inspection:  

 

• confined space entry into the wet-well; 

• extensive monitoring or vibration analysis of lift station pumps; and 

• testing of the back-up generator and transfer switches. 

 

The overall condition of the components were assessed and are provided in Appendix C, with further discussion in 

Section 6.1.3. 

 

A brief overview of our findings based on the site investigation is provided in the sections below. 

 

6.1.2.1 Electrical 

Electrical, instrumentation and control (E&IC) installation were inspected at Crescent View Lift Station on site visit. 

E&IC equipment inventory list is prepared and listed in Appendix B. 

 

Major equipment per room as listed below: 

 

Generator Room 

The room where generator is installed was designed as a truck bay as per record drawings. It is housing a diesel 

generator, main switchboard , harmonic filter panel , stepdown distribution transformer, panel boards and some wall 

mount starter. Main switchboard has main breaker section, auto transfer switch (ATS) and central distribution panel 

(CDP). 

 

Lighting fixtures are fluorescent type. There is also emergency battery unit with two heads. Cable are carried via 

cable tray in the room. 

 

Observations and Deficiencies: 

Generator and main electrical service switchboard is installed in the truck bay. A dedicated generator room with 

proper ventilation is ideal to install generator and non-authorized person entry shall be limited to the room. Main 

switchboard including switching devices is in the common area with potential arch flash risk in the generator room.  

 

Protection coordination, short circuit and arc flash study needs to be done to make sure: 

 

• Equipment short circuit withstanding/interrupting ratings are proper. 

• Protection coordination works well between the breakers/fuses to prevent nuisance tripping and shutting 

down the operation in the lift station. 

• Arch flash levels are calculated and affixed to the electrical equipment and Operator is informed about 

required PPE. 
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There is a passive harmonic filter for Pump-3 installed in the MCC on the dry well. In addition to that, the active 

harmonic filter is installed in the generator room. Instead of two different harmonic mitigation techniques, it is 

preferable to have one active harmonic filter with current sensors on the downstream of the auto transfer switch. 

 

Generator room walls fire rating is not known. Fire stoppers are missing for cable passing from generator room to 

the dry well. 

 

CO sensor is installed on the wall in the generator room. There is alarm strobe/horn in the generator room for 

general alarm. 

 

Dry Well 

The dry well has three level including main level, mezzanine and lower level.  

 

VFD starters for Pump-2, 3 & 4 are installed in the new Square D MCC on the main level. The older MCC that 

houses PLC control panel, starters for Pump-1, Pump-5, Grinders, sump pump and HVAC equipment is installed on 

the main floor. 

 

Lighting fixtures are fluorescent type. There are also emergency remote lights in the room on main level. 

 

Mezzanine has one remote flowmeter for each pump discharge header mounted on the handrails. Lighting fixtures 

are fluorescent type. There are also emergency battery unit in the room. 

 

There is an alarm strobe/horn in the mezzanine. 

 

Pumps are installed in the lower level. Lighting fixtures are fluorescent type and there are some missing bulbs. 

 

Observations and Deficiencies: 

Normally electrical items need to be in the dedicated electrical room and non-authorized person entry shall be 

prohibited. MCC’s including switching devices is in the common area with potential arch flash risk on the main level. 

Protection coordination, short circuit and arc flash study needs to be done to make sure: 

 

• Equipment short circuit withstanding/interrupting ratings are proper. 

• Protection coordination works well between the breakers/fuses to prevent nuisance tripping and shutting 

down the operation in the lift station. 

• Arch flash levels are calculated and affixed to the electrical equipment and Operator is informed about 

required PPE. 

 

Older MCC is still in use but it is end of its expected life span and spare parts of the starters are obsolete. 

 

Main PLC panel is installed in the old MCC with 480V starters. It is not preferred low voltage control systems and 

power equipment installed together.  

 

PLC panel has new PLC racks that were installed recently. Old PLC rack, and items that are not in use, needs to 

be removed from the panel. Level transmitters and old communication items in the panel need to be replaced. All 

indicators on the PLC Panel need to be replaced with an HMI for Operator monitoring and control of the operation 

in the building. 

 

VFD starters for Pump-2,3 & 4 are discontinued, and end of service is 2025. 
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As per electrical code, dry well is classified as Category 1 location and electrical, instrumentation and control 

equipment shall be installed in rooms or sections of the building that are not Category 1 location where applicable.  

 

Any electrical upgrades to this lift station will likely result in having to bring this facility up to current codes and will 

result in extensive building system upgrades. 

 

Wet Well 

Wet well is classified as a hazardous area. Wet well is separated from dry well and has separate entrance.  

 

All electrical, instrumentation and control items are explosion proof in the wet well. There are local control station 

for grinders. 

 

Observations and Deficiencies: 

It seems electrical, instrumentation and control installation are end of the expected lifespan and need to be 

replaced. 

 

Level transducers in the wet well is connected to the level transmitters in the PLC Panel. Wet well level control 

operation is not tested on site and verified but wet well flood is reported.  It is preferable to replace transducers in 

the wet well. 

 

6.1.2.2 Building Mechanical 

Heating, Ventilation and Air conditioning (HVAC) and plumbing system and associated equipment were inspected 

during the Crescent View Lift Station site visit. Existing drawings dated 1961 and 1990 were reviewed to find if 

those are in accordance with the current equipment location, system operation and design. All HVAC and plumbing 

inventories are listed in Appendix B. 

 

Building heating, cooling and ventilation system is mostly provided with a hydronic system consisting of a boiler, hot 

water storage tank, heat exchanger, pumps, associated equipment and an air handling unit. Gas is connected to 

the space heating system’s natural gas fired auxiliary boiler, air handling unit and unit heater. 

Main Floor 

• Main floor consists of office room, lab room, locker room and washroom. Main Floor major hydronic system 

equipment consists of a low-pressure boiler, hot water storage tank, condenser receiver, expansion tank 

and a heat exchanger. 

• Main floor heating, cooling and ventilating is achieved through an air handling unit (6700 cfm) installed on 

the roof. Air distributed through a ductwork discharges at the Main level through five diffusers (each 1116 

cfm).   

• One evaporative cooler (2025 cfm) and an exhaust fan (2025 cfm) are used for ventilation and cooling in 

the office room, locker room, lab room and washroom area. A wall fin convector is used for heating in the 

office room and one in the lunchroom. 

o An evaporative cooler (2025 cfm) supplies air through four ceiling diffusers to office room (462 

cfm), lab room (532 cfm), washroom (372 cfm) and locker room (340 cfm) and lunchroom (297 

cfm).  

o An exhaust fan (2025 cfm) exhausts air through four grilles from toilet (462 cfm), lab room (532 

cfm), washroom (374 cfm), locker room (340 cfm) and lunchroom (297 cfm) 
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• One supply fan (SF-1) is located on the south wall with an intake louver and an outside weather hood. 

There is an exhaust louver/damper on the north wall of the Main floor. It was not confirmed during the site 

visit if those are functional and if the fan is interlocked with the damper. 

• One exhaust fan (3000 cfm) on the roof of the Main floor exhausts air from mezzanine level to outside. 

• Two evaporative coolers each 4500 cfm, shown in the 1961 drawings are no longer located in the Main 

floor. Exact locations, operations or the reason of eliminations could not be verified during the site visit.  

• Plumbing fixtures located in various rooms are listed in the inventory list.  

Mezzanine level 

• One exhaust fan (3000 cfm) installed on the roof of the Main floor exhausts air from the Mezzanine level 

through four grilles. 

• A compressor provides the plant air is in the Mezzanine level. 

• There are washer, sink and a drain in the Mezzanine level. 

Wet Well 

• Wet well room heating/ ventilating is provided with an air handling unit installed at the entrance of the Wet 

well room at the stairwell area. Total capacity of the unit is assumed to be 3000 cfm. The unit was not 

inspected due to inaccessibility.  

• Lift Station staff informed that there are two exhaust fans for the Wet well area, but the exact locations 

cannot be confirmed. 1961 drawing shows one 2 speed- exhaust fan (EF-2) installed in the generator room 

is supposed to exhaust air from the Wet well area.  Other fan location and the size cannot be confirmed.  

• There is one channel exhaust ventilator at the outside of the lift station and one exhaust fan is in the sump.  

Generator room 

• Generator room heating, cooling and ventilation is achieved through two projection unit heaters (hydronic), 

one separated combustion gas unit heater and supply / exhaust louvers.  

• Truck Bay area is equipped with an air supply unit (6700 cfm) mounted on the ceiling with an air intake 

from outside on the roof of the Truck bay area. 

• There are water supply pipes and valves in the Truck bay area for an outdoor filling station. 

Observations and Deficiencies: 

• There are signs of corrosion in the piping to and from the low-pressure boiler, hot water storage tanks, 

valves and condensate receiver tank in the Main level. 

• 1961 drawing shows two evaporative coolers, each 4500 cfm capacity are located in the Main Level with 

two supply grilles installed on the ceiling. Neither the locations nor the exact operations of the evaporative 

coolers are found/ verified during the site visit.  

• 1961 drawing shows, air handling unit at the Wet well entrance supplies air to the Wet well room through 

four grilles (each 750 cfm). Actual installation shows only one supply grille discharges air to the Wet well 

room. This ductwork needs a repair. 

• The wet well room and wet well needs to maintain a differential pressure 25 Pa negative under all 

operating condition, which could not be verified during the site visit. The wet well exhaust fan on roof of 

Main building shows some signs of aging. 

• Wet well room has domestic hot and cold water supply where water pipes are with no or damaged 

insulations. 

• Generator room has floor drain/ trench drain which are not permitted as per CSA B139-15 7.4.4. 

1961 drawing shows a duct going down to a sump underneath the south side of the Generator room. This 

location needs further investigation. 
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• Section 7.11.1 of NFPA-110 states that the room in which an emergency generator is located should not be 

used for other purposes that are not directly related to the emergency power generation.  

• A further investigation is needed to see if there is any control of provision to limit the temperature of the 

stored fuel from exceeding the maximum temperature as required by CSA B139 code. 

• A wall thimble is missing which is required at the generator exhaust flue pipe as per the code. 

• Control and interlock of exhaust fan on the north wall (EF-1) and an exhaust louver/damper on the south 

wall of the Generator room are not confirmed. 

• Generator room supply louver damper actuator is not found.  

• It is not clear if a duct coming out of the sump on south wall of Generator room as shown in the 1961 

drawing is connected to the ductwork leading to the exhaust fan EF-2 or not.  

• Lift Station HVAC system may be controlled through BAS (Building Management System), its existing 

condition or issues (if there is any) were not reported during the site visit. 

 

6.1.2.3 Process Mechanical 

The Crescent View Lift Station is a dry-well/wet-well centrifugal pump type flooded suction lift station. The citywide 

wastewater collection system is conveyed to this station and then pumped to a grit building prior to the City’s 

wastewater treatment plant.  

 

Wastewater enters the lift station through a 900 mm diameter trunk collector sewer into the wet well and is directed 

by gate valves to a comminutor/grinder for solid size reduction, followed by a bar screen to further remove large 

loads.  

 

Two channels within the wet well divert flows to wastewater pumps located in the dry-well. Atop the wet well is an 

accessible grinder room where valves, comminutors/grinders and bar screens can be serviced/cleaned/replaced. 

 

The dry well consists of five (5) centrifugal sewage pumps with associated piping and appurtenances including 

isolation valves, check valves (back flow preventer), flow meters etc. Discussions with the City’s operators suggest 

that typical operation consists of: 

 

• Two pumps are in operation during the winter; 

• Three pumps in operation during the summer periods; and 

• Four to five pumps during heavy rainfall periods. 

 

Each pump discharges into a 600 mm diameter forcemain header, which then connects to approximately 2.4 km of 

750 and 600 mm forcemain ultimately discharging to the grit building. 

 

In the dry well is a sixth centrifugal pump and disintegrator (Sulzer Pump) utilized for emergency operation. It 

recirculates wastewater from the wet well, downstream of the grinder/bar screen and upstream of control gates, 

and back into the 900 mm collector upstream of the grinders/screen. This pump is equipped with an isolation gate 

valve and a check valve. 

 

The dry well also consists of a seal water system to provide constant potable water supply to Pump No.1 and Pump 

No.5 pump packing. 

  

General observations and the following deficiencies were identified within the lift station: 

• Dry Well - The Seal Water supply system used to provide this service must remain functional for continuous 

operation of the pumps. Other observations of this system include:   

o Corroded isolation (ball) valves; and  

o Leakage at the backflow preventer installed as part of the seal water system. 
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• Dry Well – Pumps and motors appear to be in good condition, however piping appurtenances such as 

flanges, bolts and nuts appear to be in fair condition with moderate deterioration; 

• Dry Well – The backflow preventer/check valves on the discharge piping appeared to have corroding bolts 

and nuts. 

• Dry Well – Leaking was observed at the packing on the check valve for Pump #3. 

• Dry Well - The backflow preventer/check valve(s) did not appear to have any inspection tagging. 

• Dry Well – Piping and pump spare parts were observed including wear ring, gaskets etc. 

• Dry Well – Isolation valves on suction and discharge ends of pump seem to be in good condition, however 

connection appurtenances such as flanges, bolts and nuts appear to be in fair condition with moderate 

deterioration; 

• Dry Well – Some debris could be seen at floor drains. These floor drains are connected to the sump 

manhole. 

• Dry Well – Suction and Discharge piping and fittings appear to be in good condition with minimal 

deterioration/rusting. 

• Wet Well – The bar screens within the wet well showed significant accumulation of rags. There didn’t 

appear to be any system in place for ease of cleaning and/or maintenance. 

• Wet well – The existing gas detection system has not been recently calibrated and/or tested.  

• Sump Pump – Significant deterioration observed at sump pump assembly within sump manhole, with rusts 

observed on some of the process piping. 

 

The following items were discussed with operation staff during the site visit: 

 

• The City indicated there are significant grit issues in the collection system and identified that the septage 

dump facility that feeds into the collection system may be misused for grit, rock dumping etc. Some effects 

of grit on the sewage pumps include shortened life of packing and/or mechanical seals, as well as leakages 

at stuffing box etc.  

• The City indicated that pump impellers and volutes are having to be replaced frequently with impellers 

being replaced at least once a year. 

• The City indicated cavitation issues at the wastewater pumps, usually occurring with pumps operating at 

higher speed rates; 

• The City indicated the wet well has experienced flooding issues during wet weather flow periods; and 

• There was no provision of a well documented operation/maintenance (O & M) manuals at the lift station. 

6.1.3 Component Risk 

AECOM undertook a review of the risk for each electrical and mechanical component in the Crescent View Lift 

Station.  

 

Risk is typically developed by multiplying the likelihood of failure (LoF) by the consequence of failure (CoF). For the 

review of the Crescent View Lift Station, the LoF was based on the condition rating, and the CoF is based on the 

criticality of the asset for system function. 

 

The condition and criticality ratings were assigned values from 1 to 5, as described in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2, 

respectively. Consequently, the range of the risk is score is from 1 to 25, and is rated as low, medium, high and 

very high as shown in Figure 4-1. 

 

The condition, criticality and risk of each component is sorted from high to low and provided in Appendix B, 

Appendix C and Appendix D, respectively. An overview of the condition, criticality and risk of the components is 

provided in the following sections. 
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6.1.3.1 Electrical 

The following Codes and Regulations were used as a reference guide in completion of the conditional assessment 

of the electrical, instrumentation and control components in the lift station: 

 

• Canadian Electrical Code, C22.1-18 

• SaskPower Electrical Code 2018 Saskatchewan Interpretations 

• NFPA 820 

 

The following electrical, instrumentation and control components of the lift station were identified and investigated: 

 

• Main switchgear 

• Generator 

• Motor control centers 

• PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) Panel 

• Starters 

• Level transmitters 

• Panel boards 

• Transformers 

• Lighting 

• Receptacles 

• Wiring 

Condition Summary 

Condition level of the electrical, instrumentation and control components were identified by using the criteria 

established in Table 5-1.  

 

Most of these components were observed to be in good to moderate condition levels with ratings of 2 and 3 

respectively. Some components showed minor signs of deterioration, while those given a rating of 3, although still 

functional, were considered as exceeding their expected service life or in some cases, obsolete. 

 

MCC fed from switchboard, housing starters for Pump-1 and 5, HVAC equipment, wet well grinders etc. on the 

main floor. The MCC was observed to be in poor condition levels with ratings of 4. 

  

Main Plant PLC panel is in the old MCC. It houses PLC modules, UPS, communication equipment and two level 

transmitters. PLC in the panel was updated and it was observed to be in good condition. Panel has obsolete and 

not used items including PLC racks, communication equipment. that were observed to be in poor condition levels 

with ratings of 4.  

  

Grinder local control stations, E-Stops, lights, receptacles in the wet well were observed to be in poor condition 

levels with ratings of 4.  

 

A table showing the condition rating score for each component identified is provided and ranked in Appendix C. 

Criticality Summary 

Critical components were identified by using the criteria established in Table 6-2. 

 

Components identified as High Criticality include old MCC, PLC Panel in the dry well, control station, lighting and 

receptacle in the wet well. 
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Any potential failure to components with a criticality rating of 4 represents a high risk to the operations of the lift 

station. A ranking table showing the criticality rating scores for each component identified is provided in Appendix D 

Risk Summary 

Based on the condition and criticality summary provided above, the following components had the highest risk 

scores and need to be fixed soon: 

 

• Old MCC and level transmitters in the dry well and E&IC installation in wet well. The calculated risk score 

for these components is 16.  

 

Based on the condition and criticality summary provided above, the following are deemed high risk items and will 

require a repair or replacement to be scheduled: 

 

• PLC Panel in the old MCC. The calculated risk score for PLC Panel is 12. 

 

Other components with a risk score lower than 12 should be monitored with respective maintenance schedules 

adhered to.  Risk scores can be found in Appendix E.  

 

6.1.3.2 Building Mechanical 

Condition Summary 

Most of these components were observed to be in good to moderate condition levels with ratings of 2 and 3 

respectively. Some components showed minor signs of deterioration, while those given a rating of 3, although still 

functional, were considered as exceeding their expected service life or in some cases, obsolete. 

 

The condensate receiver and piping show poor condition and was given a condition rating of 4 and is identified as 

one requiring a system repair, replacement and/or salvaging.  

 

A table showing the condition rating score for each component identified is provided and ranked in Appendix C. 

Criticality Summary 

Critical components were identified by using the criteria established in Table 6-2- Criticality Rating Scale. Ratings 

varied from 1 - No Criticality to 4 – High Criticality. Components identified as High Criticality include boiler, hot 

water storage tank, heat exchanger, fire extinguisher, all piping & fittings related. 

 

Any potential failure to components with a criticality rating of 4 represents a high risk to the operations of the lift 

station. A ranking table showing the criticality rating scores for each component identified is provided in Appendix 

D. 

Risk Summary 

Based on the condition and criticality summary provided above, the following components had the highest risk 

scores and will require a repair or replacement to be scheduled: condensate receiver pump, piping & fittings, hot 

water storage tank, hydronic heater in generator room and ductwork in the wet well room.  

 

The calculated risk score for these components is 12. 
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Other components with a risk score lower than 12 should be monitored with respective maintenance schedules 

adhered to.  Risk scores can be found in Appendix E.  

 

6.1.3.3 Process Mechanical 

The following process mechanical components of the lift station were identified and investigated: 

 

• Pumps and Motors; 

• Piping, Fittings and Valves, inclusive of isolation, flow control and air release; 

• Seal Water System; 

• Comminutors/Grinders; 

• Bar Screens; and 

• Hose Reel Stations 

Condition Summary 

Most of these components were observed to be in good to moderate condition levels with ratings of 2 and 3 

respectively. Some components showed minor signs of deterioration, while those given a rating of 3, although still 

functional, were considered as exceeding their expected service life or in some cases, obsolete. 

 

The seal water system was given a condition rating of 3 and is identified as one requiring a system repair, 

replacement and/or salvaging, as there was a leakage observed at its backflow preventer, associated isolation ball 

valves showed deterioration and the temporary support for the potable water supply piping to tank needs to be 

replaced.  

 

The comminutors and bar screen were also observed to be in moderate to poor condition with debris accumulation 

seen on bar screen and no cleaning system in place. There was also no service tag observed on comminutors, but 

the equipment supplier confirmed the comminutors were last serviced in 2014. 

 

A table showing the condition rating score for each component identified is provided and ranked in Appendix C. 

Criticality Summary 

Critical components were identified by using the criteria established in Table 6-2 - Criticality Rating Scale. Ratings 

varied from 1 - No Criticality to 4 – High Criticality. Components identified as High Criticality include all pumps & 

associated motors, all piping & fittings including trunk collector, forcemain, pump suction & discharge, check 

valves/backflow preventers and seal water system components. 

 

Any potential failure to components with a criticality rating of 4 represents a high risk to the operations of the lift 

station. A ranking table showing the criticality rating scores for each component identified is provided in Appendix 

E. 

Risk Summary 

Based on the condition and criticality summary provided above, the following components are identified as having 

high risk scores, and should be considered for short term repair or replacement: 

 

• Pumps and Motors 

o Pump No. 1. 

o Recirculating (Sulzer) pump with disintegrator. 

• Piping & Fittings 
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o All suction and discharge piping within Dry Well. 

o Isolation gate valves within Wet Well. 

• Seal Water system 

 

The calculated risk score for these components is 12. 

 

Other components with a risk score lower than 12 should be monitored with respective maintenance schedules 

adhered to.  Risk scores can be found in Appendix E.  

 

Table 6-1 - Condition Rating Scale 

Condition 
Rating 

Condition  
Level 

Description 

1 Excellent 
• Sound modern equipment 
• Operable and well maintained 
• Meets code requirements 

2 Good • Same as 1 but showing some minor signs of deterioration. Routing refurbishment 
and maintenance required 

3 Moderate 

• Asset is operationally sound, but physical observations of significant deterioration 
Mechanical, electrical and instrumentation components function adequately but 
with some inefficiencies or minor failures 
Equipment functional but obsolete 

• Minor code violation, limited safety risk 

4 Poor 

• Mechanical, electrical and instrumentation components operational but require 
significant maintenance to remain operational 

• Deterioration has a significant effect on performance of asset  
• Minor to major code violation, safety risk 

5 Failure 
• Serious condition problems having a detrimental effect on the performance of the 

component 
• Major code violation, safety risk 

 
 

Table 6-2 - Criticality Rating Scale 

Criticality 

Rating 

Criticality 

Level 
Consequence of Component Failure 

1 No Criticality 

Public Safety Minimal risk 

Worker Safety Minimal risk 

Other Equipment Minimal risk 

Repair/Replace Easily repaired or replaced if failed 

Lift Station Operation Minimal risk 

2 Low Criticality 

Public Safety Minimal risk 

Worker Safety Minimal risk 

Other Equipment Some risk to other minor equipment 

Replaceable Easily replaced or replaced if failed 

Lift Station Operation Some risk to minor station operations 
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Criticality 

Rating 

Criticality 

Level 
Consequence of Component Failure 

3 
Moderate 

Criticality 

Public Safety Controllable risk 

Worker Safety Controllable risk 

Repair/Replace Moderate complexity to repair or replace 

Other Equipment Some risk to other minor to medium important equipment 

Lift Station Operation Some risk to minor to medium level station operations 

4 
High 

Criticality 

Public Safety Possible risk 

Worker Safety Risk of minor injury 

Other Equipment Some risk to equipment of significant importance in station 

Repair/Replace Complex to repair and/or long lead time to order replacement. 

Lift Station Operation Risk to normal station operation 

5 

Extremely 

High 

Criticality 

Public Safety Significant risk 

Worker Safety Risk of major injury or death 

Other Equipment Causing failure of significant equipment in station 

Repair/Replace Not possible to repair and/or long lead time to order replacement. 

Lift Station Operation Causing failure of lift station operation 

 

 

Figure 6-1 - Risk Scores 
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6.1.4 Remaining Life and Replacement Schedule 

AECOM has developed a short, medium and long term replacement schedule by considering the condition and 

criticality scores along with the age. AECOM had assumed for a design life for the electrical, building mechanical 

and process mechanical components of 25 years. The replacement schedule is provided in the following sections 

for the electrical, building mechanical and process mechanical components, and sorted as follows: 

 

• Short Term Replacement – Next 5 years 

o Any component that has a condition of 4 or worse should be expected to be replaced in the short 

term 

o Any component that is less than 5 years old and had a condition of 3 or worse should be planned 

for replacement in the short term 

• Medium Term Replacement – 5 to 10 years 

o All components that are beyond 25 years should be expected to be replaced in the medium term, 

regardless of condition, as deterioration is not necessarily linear tends to drop off considerably near 

the end of the components service life. 

o Any component that is between 5 and 10 years old and has a condition of 3 should be planned for 

replacement 

• Long Term Replacement – 10 to 25 years 

o All remaining components should be anticipated for replacement in the long term 

 

Components will deteriorate at different rates and not necessarily linear over time, and some components may 

operate well beyond the 25 year design life. As such, the City should re-evaluate the replacement schedule at 

minimum on a 5 year basis based on condition at that time. 

 

The short, medium and long term replacement schedules provided in the sections below were further sorted based 

on component risk to help the City prioritize spending on a given year. 

 

6.1.4.1 Electrical 

For the electrical systems in the Crescent View Lift Station, it is anticipated that the majority of the work will be 

completed in the short or medium term as any work on the station will likely resulting in bringing the facility up to 

current codes. 

 

We have broken up the replacement in terms of short term replacement, inclusive of code upgrades, and medium 

and long term upgrades required for the City to meet code requirements. 

Short Term Replacement 

The short term replacement schedule and associated costs are provided in Table 6-3. 

 

Code Upgrades 

Any electrical upgrades to this lift station will likely result in having to bring this facility up to current codes and will 

result in extensive building system upgrades. The upgrades are provided in Table 6-3. A summary of the upgrades 

is as follows: 

 

Ventilation Upgrade: 

 

As per Canadian Electrical Code and NFPA 820 area classification in the building as listed below: 
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• Wet Well: Zone 1 with no ventilation. or Zone 2 with Continuous ventilation @12ach. 

• Wet Well Room: Zone 2 (adjacent to Zone 1 location) and Category 1 with intermittent ventilation. 

• Dry Well: Category 1 with no ventilation and ordinary location with adequate heating and adequate 

continuous positive pressure ventilation. 

• Ventilation Upgrade in Dry Well: 

o It is not known if the recent ventilation meets with Code requirement and provide adequate positive 

pressure ventilation to make the dry well as an ordinary location. Dry well is considered Category 1 

location as per electrical code and as per electrical code, electrical, instrumentation and control 

equipment shall be installed in rooms or sections of the building that are not Category 1 location 

where applicable. 

o In Crescent View Lift Station, MCC’s are located in the dry well which is considered Category 1 

rated. To upgrade it and bring it to code requirement either dedicated electrical room or proper 

ventilation shall be provided. A dedicated electrical room is not an option due to limited space in the 

existing building. However, ventilation upgrade is required to make dry well as an ordinary location 

to meet with code requirements.  Dry well can be converted to ordinary area with adequate heating 

and adequate continuous positive pressure ventilation to meet electrical code requirements. 

• Ventilation Upgrade in Wet Well: 

o Ventilation details are not known for wet well. There are starters for channel exhaust fan, wet well 

supply fan-1 and wet well supply fan-2 in the old MCC in the dry well main level.  Wet well supply 

fan-1 is operated on hand position only. Wet well supply fan-2 is on auto position.  

o Room classification is based on ventilation type and ventilation in the wet well can be either 

continuous or intermittent. It is a common practice to have all items in the wet well explosion proof 

since room classification is relaying on ventilation and if ventilation fails everything will need to be 

de-energized otherwise.  

o Electrical, instrumentation & control installation shall be explosion proof Zone 1 rated in the wet 

well and Zone 2 rated in the wet well room if intermittent ventilation used in wet well.  

Short Term Replacement 

Old MCC in the dry well is in very poor condition and shall be replaced.  PLC panel in the old MCC needs to be 

replaced with new one.  Obsolete items such as level transmitters, old communication equipment and modems 

shall be replaced. All indicators on the existing PLC panel needs to be replaced with HMI for operating and control. 

In conjunction with level transmitter replacement, level transducers in the wet well need to be replaced.  

 

Short term replacement items as follows: 

 

• Equipment Upgrade: 

o Older MCC is still in use but it is end of its expected life span and spare parts of the starters are 

obsolete. 

o PLC panel has new PLC racks that were installed recently. Old PLC rack, and items that are not in 

use, needs to be removed from the panel. An HMI needs to be provided for Operator monitoring 

and control of the operation in the Lift Station. Level transmitters and old communication items in 

the panel need to be replaced. 

o New LED interior/exterior lighting need to be installed. 

o New emergency batteries, remote heads and exit lights need to be installed.  

o New alarm strobe/horns need to be installed. 

o A dedicated generator room is required with fire rated walls and door. Fire stoppers needs to 

provide where cable pass trough fire rated floor/wall.  

• Protection Coordination, Short Circuit and Arc Flash Study: 

o Main switchboard is located in the generator room. MCC’s including starters and switching devices 

with potential arch flash risk are located in the main level with common areas such as office, 
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washroom, locker room and lunchroom. Protection coordination, short circuit and arc flash study 

needs to be done to make sure: 

 Equipment short circuit withstanding/interrupting ratings are proper 

 Protection coordination works well between the breakers/fuses to prevent nuisance tripping 

and shutting down the operation in the lift station 

 Arch flash levels are calculated and affixed to the electrical equipment and Operator is 

informed about required PPE. If arc flash levels are higher than acceptable level, remedies 

needs to be provided to reduce it. 

• Equipment and Wiring Tagging: 

o Upgrade existing equipment and wiring tagging. A logical  tagging scheme shall be provided. 

Labels needs to be affixed on the equipment and properly sized. Wiring tagging shall be done for 

all power and control wiring at both ends.  Label may include name and description of equipment, 

voltage etc. 

• Megger Testing: 

o Megger testing needs to be provided to incoming service cables, pump power cables and main 

feeder cables from CDP to make sure the insulations of the existing cables are acceptable. 

 

Table 6-3 - Short Term Replacement 

Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement Cost 

Main Level Dry Well MCC 

MCC that houses 

starter for Pump-1 

&5, HVAC, grinder 

etc. 

1991 4 4 16 $225,000.00 

Wet Well Wet Well 
Level 

Transducer 

Siemens Wet Well 

level transducers 

and wiring 

1991 4 4 16 $12,000.00 

Main Level Dry Well 
Level 

Transmitters 

Siemens 

Multirange level 

transmitter 

1991 4 4 16 $7,500.00 

Wet Well  Wet Well 

Lighting, 

Receptacle, 

local control 

stations, e-

stops , wiring 

Explosion proof 

electrical items 

and associated 

wiring 

1991 4 4 16 $50,000,00 

Main Level Dry Well 
PLC Control 

Panel 

Replacement of 

panel components 

that are obsolete, 

and new 

communication 

equipment and 

HMI replacement 

1991 4 3 12 $105,000,00 

Overall Lift 

Station  

Generator 

Room, Dry 

Well, Wet 

Well 

Power 

System Study 

Protection 

Coordination, 

Short Circuit and 

Arc Flash Study 

-  5 5 $20,000,00 

Overall Lift 

Station 
 Megger Test 

Testing power 

cables insulation 

conditions 

    $20,000,00 
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Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement Cost 

Overall Lift 

Station 
 

Equipment 

and Wiring 

Tagging 

Equipment and 

Wiring Tagging 
    $20,000,00 

Overall Lift 

Station 

Generator 

Room and 

Dry Well 

Lighting and 

receptacles 

Interior/exterior, 

emergency, exit 
1991 3 3 9 $50,000,00 

TOTAL $509,500.00 

 
 

Medium Term Replacement 

The medium term replacement schedule and associated costs are provided in Table 6-4. 

 
Table 6-4 - Medium Term Replacement 

Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement 

Cost 

Main Level Dry Well MCC 
MCC for Pump-2,3 

and 4 VFD’d 
2007 3 2 6 $300,000.00 

Generator 

Room 

Generator 

Room 

Harmonic 

Filter 
Harmonic Filter  2007 2 1 2 $75,000.00 

         

TOTAL $375,000.00 

 
 

Long Term Replacement: 

The long term replacement schedule and associated costs are provided in Table 6-5. 

 

Table 6-5 - Long Term Replacement Needs 

Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement 

Cost 

Generator 

Room 

Generator 

Room 
Switchboard 

Main service 

switchboard 
2007 2 1 2 $180,000.00 

Generator 

Room 

Generator 

Room 
Generator Diesel Generator  2007 2 1 2 $300,000,00 

Generator 

Room 

Generator 

Room 

Miscellaneous 

Starters, 

panel boards, 

and step 

down 

transformer 

Miscellaneous 

Starters, panel 

boards, and step 

down transformer 

2007 2 2 4 $100,000,00 

TOTAL $580,000.00 
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6.1.4.2 Building Mechanical 

Short Term Replacement  

A total of 12 components were identified for short term replacement, for a total value of $ 96,000. Additional 

commentary regarding code upgrades is also included as a part of this section but is not included in the short term 

component replacement cost. 

 

Table 6-6 presents a summary of the assets to be replaced in the short term. The table is sorted to show the 

components with the highest Risk Score at the top end of the table.  

 

Code Upgrades 

Generator Room 

The Truck bay area constructed in 1961 may not be meant for installing generator. By the time an emergency 

generator was installed, a code advancement may have taken place which changes many aspects of the codes 

governing the system as it was installed: 

 

• Generator room cannot not have a drain as per CSA B 139 

• A duct going down to a sump underneath the generator room on the south wall as shown in existing old 

drawing needs to be reviewed. 

• Section 7.11.1 of NFPA-110 states that the room in which emergency generator is located should not 

be used for other purposes that are not directly related to the emergency power generation.  

• It is unclear if the combustion air louver is interlocked with the generator so that combustion air is 

provided in the room and confirmed to be operational before the diesel engine can start as required by 

section 4.1.5, 4.4.1.1 and 4.4.1.5 of the code. 

• A further investigation is needed to see if there is any control of provision to limit the temperature of the 

stored fuel from exceeding the maximum temperature as required by CSA B139 code. 

• A wall thimble is missing which is required at the generator exhaust flue pipe as per the code. 

• It is not clear if a duct coming out of the sump on south wall of Generator room as shown in the 1961 

drawing is connected to the ductwork leading to the exhaust fan EF-2 or not.  

• The generator room should be dedicated for power generation service and should be separated from 

the remainder of the building with a fire separation wall. A more detail code analysis will be needed 

thorough investigation of the system operation. 

 

Dry /Wet Well 

According to Ventilation Guidelines for Sewage Works Design (2008), issued by the Saskatchewan Ministry of 

Environment, minimum air change rates are recommended to provide adequate ventilation in the Wet Well 

Chamber. These are: continuous ventilation 12 ACH (air changes per hour) and 30 ACH for intermittent ventilation. 

According to the Guidelines, positive pressure ventilation is preferred, but ventilation must avoid dispensing 

contaminants throughout other parts of the pumping station. The prescriptive air change rates based on hazard 

classification are provided by National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 820-Standard for Fire Protection in 

Wastewater Treatment and Collection Facilities. 

 

According to NFPA 820 standard, the Wet Well and above grade structure (Wet Well Room) should be 

continuously ventilated at 12 ACH to achieve a hazard area Class 1 Division 2 rating. Ventilation at anything less 

than 12 ACH results in Class 1 Division 1 rating for all mechanical and electrical equipment for the space.  All 

electrical equipment in the space would have to be rated for use in the classification assigned to that space. But 

due to the absence of shop drawings of wet well air handler, exhaust fans and O&M manual, it is not clear if the 

area has adequate ventilation and required pressurization as per code. 
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According to NFPA 820 standard for Fire Protection in Wastewater Treatment and Collection Facilities and Ministry 

of Environment’s documentation: all ventilated spaces should be served by both supply and exhaust fans. 

 

If Dry well ventilation rate is less than 6 ACH, then the area needs to be designated as classified. Dry well 

ventilation rate and the pressurization could not be confirmed due to the lack of related equipment technical 

information. A further investigation of the ventilation system in the Wet well area is needed with an upgrade. 

 

Table 6-6 - Short Term Replacement Needs  

 

Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk 

Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement Cost 

Upper 

Level 
Main Level 

Hot water 

storage tank 

Hot water 

storage tank 
2000 3 4 12 $7,500.00 

Upper 

Level 
Main Level 

Condensate 

Receiver 
47 Gal 1991 4 4 16 $6,000.00 

Upper 

Level 
Main level 

Hydronic 

valves, 

accessories 

 2001 4 4 16 $15,000.00 

Lower 

Level 
Wet Well Ductwork Stainless steel 2000 3 4 12 $9,000.00 

Lower 

Level 
Wet Well 

Water Piping, 

Fittings and 

Valves 

Water Piping, 

Fittings and 

Valves 

2000 3 4 12 $10,500 

Lower 

Level 
Wet Well 

Condensate 

Piping, 

Fittings and 

Valves 

Condensate 

Piping, Fittings 

and Valves 

2000 3 4 12 $10,500 

Generator 

rm 

Generator 

rm 
Thimble Wall thimble 2000 3 4 12 $5,000.00 

Truck Bay 
Generator 

rm 
Exhaust fan 

3160 cfm, 3/4 

hp, 440/3/60 , 2 

speed 

2000 3 4 12 $3,000.00 

Generator 

rm 

Generator 

rm 
Unit heater 

Projection 

vertical unit 

heater 

2000 4 4 16 $4,500.00 

Truck Bay 
Generator 

rm 

Piping and 

Valves 

Piping and 

Valves- 

Hydronic 

2007 3 4 12 $7,500.00 

Mezzanine 

Level 
Dry Well Compressor Reciprocating 2000 3 4 12 15,000.00 

Mezzanine 

Level 
Dry Well 

Condensate 

return pump 
 2000 3 4 12 $2,500.00 

         

TOTAL $96,000.00 
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Medium Term Replacement 

A total of 16 components were identified for medium term replacement, for a total value of replacement $ 193,200.  

 

Table 6-7 - Medium Term Replacement Needs 

Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement 

Cost 

Main Level Main Level 
Low Pressure 

Boiler 
15 psig 2000 3 4 12 $45,000 

Main Level Main Level 
Heat 

Exchanger 
Heat Exchanger 2000 3 4 12 $7,500 

Main Level Main Level 
Condensate 

Pump 
Condensate Pump 2000 2 4 8 $2,250 

Main Level 
Main Level-

office 

Wall Fin 

Convector 

Wall Fin 

Convector 
2000 3 4 12 $3,000 

Main Level 
Main Level- 

lab 

Roof 

Exhauster 
2025 cfm 2000 3 4 12 $4,500 

Main Level 
Washroom 

roof 

Evaporative 

Cooler 
2025 cfm 2000 3 4 12 $9,000 

Main Level  
Locker rm 

roof 
Air supply unit 6700 cfm 2000 3 4 12 $15,000 

Main Level  
Lunch rm 

roof 
Exhauster 3000 cfm 2000 3 4 12 $4,500 

Main Level Lunch rm 
Wall Fin 

convector 
Panel heater 2000 3 4 12 $3,000 

Main Level Wash rm Water heater 47 Gal 2000 3 4 12 $4,500 

Mezzanine 

Level 
Dry well Washer Washer 2000 3 4 12 $3,000 

Mezzanine 

Level 
Dry well Sink Sink 2000 3 4 12 $450 

Lower Level Wet Well 
Air Supply 

unit 
3000 cfm 

 
3 4 12 $21,000 

Lower Level Wet Well 

Condensate 

Piping and 

insulation 

 
2000 3 4 12 $10,500 

Main Level Main Level HVAC Control  2000 3 4 12 $45,000 

Truck Bay Generator rm 
Air Handling 

Unit 
Trane 2000 3 3 9 $15,000 

        $193,200 

 

Long Term Replacement 

All remaining components not specified for short term or medium term replacement will be scheduled for long term 

replacement as provided in Table 6-8. 
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Table 6-8 - Long Term Replacement Needs 

Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement 

Cost 

Generator 

rm 
Generator rm 

Outdoor / 

indoor fuel 

tank 

1200 Gal / 200 Gal 2007 2 4 8 $ 78,000 

Generator 

rm 
Generator rm 

Silencer, 

expansion 

joints 

Exhaust system 2007 2 4 8 $10,000 

Generator 

rm 
Generator rm 

Fuel Piping, 

fitting and 

accessories, 

tank gauge 

 2007 2 4 8 $12,000 

Generator 

rm 
Generator rm Unit heater 

Separated 

combustion 
2000 2 4 8 $3,750 

Generator 

rm 
Generator rm Louver / Grille Supply / Exhaust 2002 2-3 3-4 6-9 $15,450 

Generator 

rm 
Generator rm Duct work  2007 3 3 9 $15,000 

Generator 

rm 
Generator rm 

Drain, 45 gal 

drum, pump 

Plumbing and 

accessories 
2007 3 3 9 $18,000 

Generator 

rm 

Generator 

rm-North wall 
Exhaust Fan 

Duct mounted,  

EF-1 
2000 3 3 9 $750 

Main Level Main Level 

Louver, 

damper, grille, 

diffusers 

Supply / Return 2000-2007 2-3 3-4 6-9 $11,900 

Main Level Main Level 
Gas meter, 

regulator 
Honeywell / Fisher 2007 2 3 6 $3,000 

Main Level Main Level Supply Fan  SF-1 2007 2 3 6 $4,500 

Main Level Main Level 
Air Handling 

unit  
Engr Air 2007 2 4 8 $22,500 

Main Level Main Level 
Evaporative 

cooler  
4500 cfm 2007 3 3 9 $4,500 

Main Level Main Level Fume Hood 64” 2007 3 3 9 $3,000 

Lunch Rm Main Level Heater Wall Fin Convector 2007 3 3 9 $3,000 

Lunch Rm Main Level Ductwork Exhaust 2007 3 3 9 $7,500 

Locker / 

Wash rm 
Main Level Grille Supply / Return 2007 3 3 9 $900 

Locker / 

Wash rm 
Main Level Plumbing 

Water closet, 

urinal, drain, 

cleanout 

2007 3 3 9 $4,875 

Mezzanine 

Level 
Dry well 

Air 

compressor 

gauge 

Pressure gauge 2007 3 3 9 $1,500 

Mezzanine 

Level 
Dry well Grille Supply / return 2000 3 3 9 $600 

Mezzanine 

Level 
Dry well Plumbing drains 2000 3 3 9 $758 

Lower Level Wet Well Plumbing Accessories 2007 3 3 9 $25,050 
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Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement 

Cost 

Main Level Main Level 
Fire 

Extinguishers 
Fire Extinguishers 2019 3 3 9 $750 

         

 Total $247,283 

 

6.1.4.3 Process Mechanical 

Short Term Replacement  

A total of 10 components were identified for short term replacement, along with an additional for $140,000 for a weir 

chamber as described in Section 5.1 or a total value of $711,225.  

 

Table 6-9 presents a summary of the assets to be replaced in the short term. The table is sorted to show the 

components with the highest Risk Score at the top end of the table.  

 

Table 6-9 - Short Term Replacement Needs (Process Mechanical) 

Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement 

Cost 

Lower Level Dry Well 
Wastewater 

Pump 

Pump No.1 - 3000 

gpm @ 128.5ft, 

1615 RPM 

1991 4 4 16 $129,000.00 

Lower Level Dry Well Piping 

Pump No. 1 –350 

mm Suction and 

300 mm Discharge 

1961 3 4 12 $30,750.00 

Lower Level Dry Well 

Wastewater 

Pump / 

Disintegrator 

Sulzer 

Pump/Disintegrator 

+ Motor 

1991 3 4 12 $40,000.00 

Lower Level Dry Well 

Seal Water 

Supply 

System 

Required for Pump 

No.1 & No.2 Seals 
- 3 4 12 $12,825.00 

Lower Level Wet Well 

Isolation 

(Gate) 

Valve(s) 

7 – Gate Valves 1961 3 4 12 $236,250.00 

Lower Level Wet Well Bar Screen(s) 2- Bar Screens 1991 3 3 9 $30,000.00 

Lower Level Dry Well 
Flow Control 

Valve 

Check Valve/Back 

flow preventer 
1961 3 3 9 $10,500.00 

Lower Level Dry Well 

Isolation 

(Gate)  

Valve(s) 

For Pumps No.3 

and No.5 - 300 mm 

Diameter 

1991 3 3 9 $67,500.00 

Lower Level Wet Well 
Hose Reel 

Station 

Hose Reel - 1 Unit 

with pressure 

gauge 

1961 4 1 4 $4,950.00 

Lower Level Dry Well 
Hose Reel 

Station 

Hose Reel - 2 

Units with pressure 

gauge 

1961 4 1 4 $9,450.00 
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Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement 

Cost 

TOTAL $571,225.00 

 

Medium Term Replacement 

The suction and discharge piping associated with Pump No.3 and Pump No.5 were identified as components 

requiring replacement in the next 5 to 10 years. Piping was installed in 1991, with an ESL of 40 years and has been 

given a condition rating of 3. 

 

The total cost for replacement is $61,500.00. 

 

Table 6-10 - Medium Term Replacement Needs 

Area Location 

Equipment 

Type - 

Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk Score  

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement 

Cost 

Lower Level Dry Well Piping 

Pump No.3 & No.5 

– 350 mm Suction 

and 300 mm 

Discharge 

1991 3 4 12 $61,500.00 

 

Long Term Replacement 

 

All remaining components not specified for short term or medium-term replacement will be scheduled for long term 

replacement. 

 

Table 6-11 - Long Term Replacement 

 

Area Location 
Equipment 

Type - Primary 

Component 

Description 

Installation 

Year 

2020 

Condition 

Rating 

2020 

Criticality 

Rating 

Risk 

Score 

(1 to 25 

scale) 

Replacement 

Cost 

Lower Level Dry Well 
Dresser 

Couplings 
Pumps 1 - 300 mm 

diameter 
1961 2 3 6 $15,000.00 

Lower Level Dry Well Flowmeter 
300 diameter – Pumps 

No.1 to No.5 
Varies 2 2 4 $135,000.00 

Lower Level Dry Well Piping 
Forcemain - 900 mm 

diameter - Reinforced 
Concrete 

1961 2 4 8 $90,000.00 

Lower Level Dry Well Pumps + Motor Pumps No.1 to No.5 Varies 2 4 8 $645,000.00 

Lower Level Wet Well Grinder Two (2) Grinder Sewage 2014 2 4 8 $184,800.00 

Lower Level Wet Well Hoist + Crane N/A 1991 2 1 2 $39,000.00 

Mezzanine 
Level 

Dry Well 
Flow Control -

Gate Valve 
Pumps No. 1 to No. 5 

Gate Valves 
Varies 2 3 6 $168,750.00 
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6.1.5 Financial Plan 

A financial plan is provided based on the replacement schedule developed in the previous section. 

 

The replacement costs were assigned to each asset based on historical cost data, from budget quotations from 

equipment suppliers and/or other similar projects in Saskatchewan. The costs are estimated to include both 

equipment and installation costs. 

 

The above costs were added together to provide the City with a total cost. 

 

6.2 Repair, Upgrade and Replacement Alternatives 

AECOM reviewed the options for repairing, upgrading and replacing the Crescent View Lift Station in terms of 

overall operation in the collection system, building on recommendations from the optimization study in Section 5.1. 

 

A summary of the cost estimates for the repair, upgrade and replacement alternatives are as follows: 

 

• Repair/maintain facility as is over 25 year design life: $6.1M 

• Upgrade facility: $5.2M 

• Replace facility 

o Sized for existing conditions: $13.5M 

o Expandable for future conditions: $15.3M 

6.2.1 Repair 

The repair option is ultimately what is required to continue to run the Crescent View Lift Station as is and is 

consequently summarized in Section 6.1. This option assumes the City’s environmental licence does not mandate 

the increase in conveyance capacity to the WWTP in accordance with SWSA and CoR guidelines. 

 

Mezzanine 
Level 

Dry Well 
Flow Control – 
Check Valve 

Pumps No. 1 to No. 5 
Check Valves 

Varies 2 4 8 $52,500.00 

Mezzanine 
Level 

Dry Well 
Air Release 

Valve 
Pumps No. 1 to No. 5 

Air Release Valves 
Varies 2 3 6 $2,625.00 

Mezzanine 
Level 

Dry Well 
Seal Water 

System 
Tank, Pump & Pressure 

Gauges 
Varies 2 3 6 $6,450.00 

TOTAL $1,339,125.00 

Period Electrical Building 
Mechanical 

Process 
Mechanical 

30% 
Contingency 

15% Engineer 
and Admin 

Total 

Short Term – Next 5 
years 

$509,500 $96,000 $711,225 $395,017.50  $256,761.38  $1,968,504  

Medium Term – 5 
to10 years 

$375,000 $193,200 $61,500 $188,910.00  $122,791.50  $941,402  

Long Term – 10-25 
years 

$580,000 $247,283 $1,339,125 $649,922.40  $422,449.56  $3,238,780  

Total $1,464,500 $536,486 $2,111,850 $1,233,850.80  $802,003.02  $6,148,690  
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Of note is the significant amount of upgrades that would be required to meet code requirements once any of the 

electrical systems are modified. 

 

It is estimated that to continue operation as is for the Crescent View Lift for an additional 25 year life cycle, the City 

could expect to spend nearly $6.1M. It is noted that this does not include any structural work that may be required 

over its lifespan. 

6.2.2 Upgrade 

An upgrade to the facility may be required to meet the SWSA and CoR guidelines for wastewater lift station 

capacity, where the firm capacity (largest pump out of service) must meet the 5 year WWF design event. 

 

As indicated in Section 5.1, there may be an option to replace the existing pumps with new pumps capable of 

providing an 820 l/s firm capacity within the existing Crescent View Lift Station. The new pumps would be specified 

as follows: 

 

• Five (5) new pumps capable of delivering 208 l/s at 51.3 m of TDH. 

• Each pump shall be able to operate at approximately 275 l/s at 44.5 m of TDH for DWF operations. 

• Pump motor is estimated at 180 kW. 

• Variable frequency drives to slow motor speed to match incoming flows (as is currently operated). 

o Due to the limited NPSH requirements, each pump may be required to have a maximum flow 

setting such that cavitation does not occur. 

• A weir chamber to meet minimum submergence requirements. 

 

The upgrades to the facility would also require the components repairs/upgrades as identified in Section 6.1, 

however additional upgrade to compensate for electrical upgrades have been added. Inclusive of these costs are 

the those for: 

 

• New SaskPower entrance 

• New switchgear 

• New generator 

• New harmonic filters 

• New starts for pumps  

• New MCC  

• New PLC panel 

• Other misc electrical 

• Dedicated generator and electrical room 

 

Our review indicates the process piping do not require upgrading, as the pipeline velocities remain low enough to 

minimum hydraulic loss impacts. However, the pipeline velocity of 2.2 m/s does slightly exceed the 1.8 m/s 

maximum suction velocity identified in the CoR requirements. We have not included an estimate for increasing the 

pipeline size as: 

 

• It is assumed the pipeline velocity size may be accepted as it is an existing facility and a not a new facility 

• Upsizing the pipeline would require significant modification to the inlet channels, which would have to be 

completed in staged sequences and plugging of the chamber. If the suction line does require upsizing, the 

operation of completing such work would risk flooding of the station or loss of capacity during WWF events. 

 

An estimate of costs for the upgrading option is as follows: 

 

• Pump and process upgrades: $1M 
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• Electrical upgrades, including all replacement work: $1.8 M 

• New generator and electrical rooms: $1M 

• Replacement work as identified in Section 6.1.5 

o Mechanical short, medium and long term component replacement work: $536k 

o Process short, medium and long term replacement work: $1.7M 

 Estimate reflective of Section 6.1.5 less $645k for pumps 

• Total estimated cost for upgrading the facility is: $8.7M 

o This includes 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration costs 

 

It should be further noted that the above estimate does not include costs caused by the complexity of staging or 

reflect the City’s risk for upgrading the facility while maintaining normal service. Similar to the discussion regarding 

the suction pipeline modifications, the overall upgrading of the existing Crescent View Lift Station facility would also 

have to accommodate current operations while: 

 

• Pumps are switched out 

• New MCC and associated electrical work is installed 

• New generator room and associated electrical work 

• Controls and connection to SCADA 

• Staged commissioning 

 

Similarly, the estimates provided do not include any structural work that may be required to the facility. 

6.2.3 Replacement 

The City may want to replace the existing Crescent View Lift Station due to complexities with upgrading the existing 

facility to meet the SWSA and CoR firm capacity requirements, and also for long term consideration to allow for 

further upgrading to meet the 60,000 population loading. 

 

A new lift station to accommodate the flow conditions in accordance with the SWSA and CoR requirements is 

assumed to include the following: 

 

• Dry well for pumps, piping HVAC 

• Wet well, could be split or a trench well 

• Dedicated electrical room 

• Dedicated generator room 

• MCC with pump VFDs 

• HVAC system in accordance with NFPA 820 

• Other design requirements in accordance with SWSA and CoR lift station guidelines 

 

As identified in Section 5.1.2, AECOM developed a conceptual estimate for accommodating current flows, as well 

building a lift station with the physical (space) requirements for accommodating upgrades to meet 60,000 

population flows. 

 

• New lift station for current conditions: $13.5M 

o Includes 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration 

• New lift station expandable for 60,000 population $15.3M 

o Includes 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration 
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

AECOM undertook a review of the hydraulic operation of the fifteen (15) lift stations currently operated by the City 

to identify an optimized strategy for upgrades, replacements and/or abandonments. In addition to an overall 

optimization strategy for the City’s Lift Station system, AECOM also undertook a detailed assessment of the 

operation of the Crescent View Lift Station, reviewing the condition and operation of electrical, building mechanical 

and process mechanical components. 

 

AECOM developed an optimized upgrading, replacement and abandonment strategy by review the respective lift 

station operation with the City’s wastewater collection system using the City’s InfoWorks ICM Model. A summary 

and associated recommendations of the stations identified for upgrading, replacement and abandonment is 

provided in Table 7-1, inclusive of a summary of costs. Included in the capital cost estimates are 30% contingency 

and 15% engineering/administration costs. 

 

In addition to the review of the system wide performance, AECOM also reviewed the pump operation to identify any 

operational issues that may cause station underperformance, or excessive wear as follows: 

 

• Using pump curves obtained by the manufacturer, reviews of the system hydraulics related to the BEP 

were undertaken 

o It was noted that may curves did not appear to reflect system hydraulics, and therefore the 

assessment of normal operation could not be made. In such cases, general commentary from the 

City’s operation staff was considered to assess whether the source information was incorrect, or if 

the station actually has operational issues 

• Reviews of the NPSH requirements for excessive wear due to cavitation was completed 

o Based on the information available to AECOM and Operator commentary, no NPSH issues were 

identified as a part of our review  

• Minimum submergence requirements 

o As the City did not have the normal operational ranges available for each station, AECOM 

reviewed the record drawings and identified the minimum submergence requirements for each 

pump should the City have cavitation or vortexing issues as a result of insufficient submergence 

over the pump intake  

 

AECOM also undertook a detailed assessment of the electrical, building mechanical and process mechanical 

components at the Crescent View Lift Station to identify condition, risk and associated replacement schedule 

associated with continued operation of the facility. With this assessment, and the work completed as part of the 

Optimization Study, AECOM developed four (4) alternatives with associated cost estimates for the future operation 

of the Crescent View Lift Station: 

 

• Repair/upgrade station for continued operation as is. 

o Cost estimate including 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration: $6.1M 

o Key issues: 

 Assumes the City is not required to upgrade its firm capacity to meet the 5 year WWF 

event, which is the stipulated guideline by the SWSA and CoR 

 Any modifications to the buildings electrical will require a significant effort to bring the 

systems to code 

 Does not include any structural upgrades to the facility 

• Upgrade the facility to meet the firm capacity requirements 
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o Cost estimate including 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration: $8.7M 

o Key issues 

 Upgrades to the facility for the installation of new pumps and associated appurtenances 

will be required to maintain existing system operation to accommodate flows 

 The risk during the upgrade may be too high to allow for this option to move forward 

 Does not include any structural upgrades other than the addition of dedicated generator 

and electrical rooms 

• Replace the lift station to meet existing flow requirements 

o Cost estimate including 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration: $13.5M 

o Key issues 

 May require upgrading in the future to accommodate 60,000 population flows 

• Replace the lift station to meet future capacity requirements 

o Cost estimate including 30% contingency and 15% engineering/administration: $15.3M 

o Key issues 

 Allows for future expansion to the 60,000 population, but may be a risk that this flow is 

never realized 

 

For the future plans related to the Crescent View Lift Station, the City should confirm what their licencing 

requirements are for treatment to determine if capacity upgrades are required. If capacity upgrades are required, 

the City should ensure the WWTP facility can accommodate the flows, or plan for capacity upgrades at the WWTP 

before considering upgrades or replacement at the existing Crescent View Lift Station facility. 

 

Table 7-1 - Optimization Class D Cost Estimates 

Lift Station Issue Solution Capital Cost Payback Period 

Crescent View • Insufficient submergence 

at intake 

• Insufficient capacity to 

meet SWSA and CoR 

guidelines 

• Confirm environmental licencing 

requirements for capacity 

• If capacity is not required to increase, 

install weir chamber to achieve 

minimum submergence requirements 

• If capacity is required, build new lift 

station expandable for future growth 

• Where 

capacity is not 

required for 

environmental 

licencing: 

$210k 

• Where 

capacity 

increase is 

required: 

$13.5M 

• Less than 1 year for weir 

chamber to improve 

submergence requirements 

to improve pump life 

• 41 years for new lift 

station expandable for 

future conditions. However, 

the pay back period may 

not be applicable as the 

capacity requirements may 

be mandated per the City’s 

environmental licence. 

7th Avenue and High 

Street 

• Insufficient capacity to 

service the collection area 

• Install new pumps to meet capacity 

requirements in accordance with SWSA 

and CoR guidelines 

• $262k • Not applicable as 

upgrade is required for 

capacity issues 

Victoria and Normandy • Potential to be serviced 

by gravity 

• Abandon the Victoria Lift Station, and 

connect by gravity to the Normandy Lift 

Station 

• $284k • 27 years 

Valley View and Churchill • Potential to combine both 

stations into a single 

smaller station 

• Reduced service area 

from original 

• Abandon the existing Churchill Lift 

Station, and convey by gravity to the 

Valley View Lift Station site 

• Abandon the Valley View Lift Station, 

and replace with a small manhole style 

lift station better suited for the service 

area 

• $1.5M • 19 years 
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Lift Station Issue Solution Capital Cost Payback Period 

Kiwanis and River • Potential to abandon 

stations and be serviced by 

gravity 

• Leave as is as pay back period does 

not justify modifications. 

• Not 

applicable 

• Not applicable 

2nd Avenue and Subway • Insufficient capacity to 

meet CoR drainage 

requirements for 

underpass roadway 

• New lift station facility • $13M • Not applicable as 

upgrade is required for 

capacity issues 

Par 3 and Butler • Insufficient capacity due 

to extraneous inflows 

• Potential to abandon 

stations by gravity 

• Undertake an inflow and infiltration 

study to determine required upgrades 

for the facilities 

• Upgrade/replace facilities based on 

outcome of study 

• Abandoning stations is not an 

attractive alternative based on pay back 

period 

• $875k for the 

full 

replacement 

Par 3 and 

upgrades to 

Butler 

• Not applicable as 

upgrade is required for 

capacity issues 

Riddell • Potential to abandon 

stations and be serviced by 

gravity 

• Leave as is as pay back period does 

not justify modifications. 

• Not 

applicable 

• Not applicable 
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Area Location Asset Type Equipment Type Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Type - Secondary Asset Description Equipment Tag Phase-Voltage (V) Current (A)
Short Circuit
Rating (kA)

Manufacturer Model Number Serial Number
Installation

Year

Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear
Main electrical service switchboard  housing
Main Breaker, Central Distribution Panel and
Auto Transfer Switch

_ 3 ph - 277/480 1600 65 Square D Serviceline QED 22650523-001 2007

Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Main Breaker Main Breaker  & Micrologic 6.0 A Trip Unit _ 3 ph - 480 1600 100 Square D Masterpact NW 231524680101
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Central Distribution Panel Breakers panel for 480V distribution _ 3 ph - 277/480 1600 65 Square D 22650523-001
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Auto Transfer Switch Auto Transfer Switch _ 3 ph - 480 1600 65 Cummins OTPCF J060978868 2007
Generator Room E&IC Generator Skid Mount Diesel Generator Diesel Generator - 750 kW _ 3 ph - 480 1127.7 Cummins DFHA-5780188 A070007931 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Filter Panel Active Harmonic Filter Pump-3 Wall Mount Active Harmonic Filter _ 3 ph - 480 100 Schneider AccuSine - PCS100D5N1 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter Center Core Allen Bradley 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter Fume Hood Allen Bradley 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter 2-Speed Starter 2-Speed Starter F-1 Square D 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter F-2 Square D 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter Pump Room Supply Fan Allen Bradley 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Transformer Transformer 480/120-208V Transformer 3 ph - 480-120/208 Square D 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panel Panel C 3 ph - 120/208 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panel - 24 cct Panel PPC 3 ph - 120/208 100 Eaton PRL1a 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 277/480 V Distribution Panel _ 3 ph - 277/480 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panel Disconnect Panel Disconnect Enclosed Thermal  Magnetic Breaker Panel Disconnect 3 ph - 480 30 14 Eaton EHD 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe _ 1 ph - 120V 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Strobe Light Strobe Light Strobe Light _ 1 ph - 120V 2007

Generator Room Gen Room E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent - 2 Bulb _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Generator Room Gen Room -West Wall E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Battery with two head lights _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Generator Room Generator Room E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991

Exterior Wall North, South, East E&IC Lighting Lighting Exterior Light Fixture _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Exterior Wall South E&IC Strobe Light Strobe Light Alarm Strobe _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Exterior Wall North E&IC Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center
MCC Line Up  housing  starters,feeder breakers
and PLC Control Panel. MCC conponents are
below.

_ 3ph - 480V Canadian Controllers 1991

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Main Breaker Main Breaker _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Tie Breaker Tie Breaker _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starters Pump-1 & Pump-5 Starters _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Power Factor Correction Unit Power Factor Correction Unit _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Wet Well Supply Fan Starter _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starters Grinders Starters _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Feeder Breaker Boiler Feeder Breaker _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Transformer - 45 kVA 480/120-208V Transformer - 45 kVA _ 3 ph - 480-120/208 N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panelboard Panel-A 3 ph-120/208V N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Seal Water Pump Starter _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Sump Pump Starter _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Channel Exhaust Fan Starter _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Truck Bay Air Handling Unit Starter _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Rad Fan Starter _ N/A
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Pail Room Exhaust Fan Starter Pail Room Exhaust Fan Starter _ N/A

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel
PLC Control Panel integral to MCC (Panel
components are below)

Control Panel 1 ph - 120V

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC
Control Panel Control Panel PLC and IO Cards AB 1756 Control Logix Series PLC and IO Cards

_
Allen Bradley 1756 ControlLogix 2019

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel UPS Uninterruptible Power Suppy _ 1 ph - 120V 1991
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel DC Power Supplies and Diode ModuleDC Power Supply _ Phoenix Contact 2019
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel Ethernet Switch Ethernet Switch _ Allen Bradley Sitratix 2000 2019
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel Level Transmitters _ Siemens Multiranger 1991

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel
Old IO Rack, Communication Equipment,
Modems,etc.

_ 1991

Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center MCC Line Up  houses  starters _ 3ph - 480V 600 50 Square D Model 6 25982634-004 2011
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-2 VFD Starters Pump No 2 3ph - 480V 200 hp Schneider Altivar 61 -ATV61HC13N4 2011
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-3 VFD Starters Pump 3 3ph - 480V 200 hp Schneider Altivar 61 -ATV61HC13N4 2011
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-4 VFD Starters Pump No 4 3ph - 480V 200 hp Schneider Altivar 61 -ATV61HC13N4 2011
Dry well Main Level E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Remote Head Light _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Dry well Main Level E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Dry well Main Level E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991

Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Alarm Strobe/Horn Alarm strobe/horn _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump1 Discharge Flowmeter _ 1 ph - 120V Rosemount
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump2 Discharge Flowmeter _ 1 ph - 120V Rosemount 8705  + 8712E 2011
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump3 Discharge Flowmeter _ 1 ph - 120V Rosemount
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump4 Discharge Flowmeter _ 1 ph - 120V Rosemount 8705  + 8712E 2011



Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump5 Discharge Flowmeter _ 1 ph - 120V Rosemount
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Battery with two head lights _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Dry Well Lower Level E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Lighting Lighting Explosionproof Light Fixture _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991
Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Explosion Proof Single Receptacle _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Local Control Station Grinder-1 Local Control Station
Explosionproof Forward-Off-Reward Control
Station

_ 1 ph - 120V N/A
1991

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Emergency Stop Grinder-1 Emergency Stop Explosionproof Emergency Stop _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Local Control Station Grinder-2 Local Control Station
Explosionproof Forward-Off-Reward Control
Station

_ 1 ph - 120V N/A
1991

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Emergency Stop Grinder-2 Emergency Stop Explosionproof Emergency Stop _ 1 ph - 120V N/A 1991

Wet Well Wet Well E&IC Level Transducer
Level Transducer wired to transmitter in the PLC
Control Panel

- Siemens
1991

Dry Well Main Level E&IC Security Panel Security Panel _ 1 ph - 120V ADT Focus 6 2007
Building External Sump On South E&IC Junction Box Sump Pump Junction Box Sump Pump Junction Pump _ 1991

Short Term Upgrade - Power Study
Short Term Upgrade - Megger Test
Short Term Upgrade - Equipment Tagging



Area Location Asset Type Equipment Type Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Type - Secondary Asset Description Manufacturer Model Number Serial Number Installation Year
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Generator Generator Emergency Generator diesel generator, 750 kW Cummins DFHA-5780188 A070007931 2007
Generator Room Generator Room -indoor Building Mechanical Indoor Day Tank Day Tank Day Tank 200 gal Tramont UTRS-200 65879 2007
Generator Room Generator Room -outdoor Building Mechanical Outdoor Fuel Tank Diesel Tank Day Tank 4550 L Advanced AG & Industrial Ltd 16322 2007
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Silencer, thimble and expansion jointsSilencer, thimble and expansion jointsSilencer, thimble and expansion joints 2007
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories 2007
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Automatic Tank Gauge Fuel Tank Gauge Fuel Tank Gauge Automatic Fuel Tank Gauge Veeder Root TLS-300C 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - Ceiling Building Mechanical Unit Heater- separed combustion Unit Heater Unit Heater 405 EDR, 1/8 HP, 1725 rpm, 115/1/60, gas Sterling 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - Ceiling Building Mechanical Projection vertical unit heater Unit Heater- hydronic thermostat Trane 2000

Generator Room Gen Room -Eest Wall Building Mechanical Louver Louver Louver Small 24" x 16" Surepleat 2007
Generator Room Gen Room -Eest Wall Building Mechanical Supply Louver Louver Louver Large 48" x 24" Surepleat 2007
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Exhaust Louver Louver Louver Large 48" x 24" Surepleat 2007
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Supply Louver (combustion) Louver with actuator Louver with actuator Small 6" x 6" Surepleat 2007
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Exhaust Louver Louver Louver Small 6" x 6" Surepleat 2007
Generator Room Gen Room -West Wall Building Mechanical supply grille on duct Supply grille Supply grille one 2007
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Duct Work 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall Building Mechanical Fire Protection Extinguishers Extinguishers 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - Floor Plumbing Drain Floor Drain and roof drain Floor Drain and roof drain 2007
Generator Room Gen Room - North wall Building Mechanical Wall Exhaust Fan, EF-1 Exhaust Fan Exhaust Fan      cfm, 1/2 hp, 440/3/60 2000
Generator Room Truck bay -North Wall Building Mechanical louver exhaust exhaust louver exhaust louver 6" x 6" 2000
Generator Room Truck bay - West Wall Building Mechanical 45 gal drum with air chemical pump location not known 2000
Generator Room Truck bay - West Wall Building Mechanical Piping and Valves- Hydronic 2007
Generator Room Truck bay Building Mechanical Air Heating unit Unit, roof intake Air Handling Unit, roof intake Air Handling unit Trane 2007
Generator Room Truck bay Building Mechanical Roof Exhaust Fan Exhaust Fan exhaust shaft up from sump under floor3160 cfm, 3/4 hp, 440/3/60 , 2 speed not known 2000
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Low pressure steam Boiler Low pressure steam Boiler Low pressure steam Boiler, Class 2 Input 2094000 BTU, 15 psig, 250 F hot water Volcano Ltd 4A-50E-G8 2434-S 2000
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Hot water storage tank Hot water storage tank Hot water storage tank 2000
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Condensate receiver and piping Condensate receiver Condensate receiver 40 Gal 2000
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Valves and Accessories Hydronic valves and Accessories 2000
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Heat exchanger Heat exchanger Heat exchanger 2000
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Pump condensate pump condensate pump 1/2 HP Berkeley Motor 2000
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Gas Meter Gas Meter Gas Meter 0-30 psi Honeywell 2007
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Gas Regulator Gas Regulator Gas Regulator Fisher 2007
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical combustion air intake louver louver louver 40" x 24" 2000
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Supply fan SF-1 supply fan supply fan cfm ? 2000

Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical exhaust louver / damper exhaust louver exhaust louver 2000
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical supply grille, qty 6 transfer grille transfer grille 36" x 12", 1116 cfm each 2000
Main floor Main floor Building Mechanical Fire extingusher Fire extingusher Fire extingusher 2000
Main floor Main floor roof Building Mechanical Air Handling unit Air Handling unit 6700 cfm ? Engineered  Air not confirmed not confirmed 2007
Main Level, roof Main Level, roof Building Mechanical Evaporaive cooler evaporaive cooler evaporaive cooler 4500 cfm, 1/2 hp blower, 208 / 1 / 60 location not confirmed 2007
Main Level, ceiling Main Level, ceiling Building Mechanical supply grille grille grille 20" x 18" supply grille and duct upto evaporative coolers on roof
Main Level- office Main Level- office Building Mechanical wall fin convector wall fin convector wall fin convector 8.7 MBH 2000
Main Level- office Main Level- office Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 8" x 21" 462 cfm, 3 way 2007
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical Roof exhauster exhaust fan exhaust fan 24" x 24" upto roof, 2025 cfm, 1/4 sp, 1/4 hp, 120/1/60 2000
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical Fume hood Fume hood Fume hood 64" 2007
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 12" x 18" 532 cfm, 2 way 2007
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical return grille grille grille 16" x 16" 532 cfm 2007
Main Level- washroom roof Main Level- washroom roof Building Mechanical Evaporative cooler 18" x 18" 2025 cfm, 1/4" sp, 1/3 hp blower 120/1/60 2000
Main Level- washroom Main Level- washroom Building Mechanical return grille grille grille 14" x 16" 374 cfm 2007
Main Level- washroom Main Level- washroom Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 9" x 15" 374 cfm, 2 way 2007
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 9" x 15" 340 cfm, 2 way 2007
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical exhaust grille grille grille 9" x 15" 340 cfm, 2 way 2007
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical Air supply unit Air supply unit Air supply unit 6700 cfm, 1 1/2 hp blower, 440 / 3 / 60 2000
Main Level- lunch rm Main Level- lunch rm Building Mechanical wall fin convector wall fin convector wall fin convector 4' long, 7.8 MBH 2007
Main Level- lunch rm, roof Building Mechanical Roof exhauster roof exhauster roof exhauster 3000 cfm, 3/8" sp, 1/8 hp, 440/3/60 2007
Main Level- lunch rm Main Level- lunch rm Building Mechanical duct ductwork ductwork exhaust duct 28" x 14" down 2007
locker room locker room Plumbing clean out clean out clean out 2007
locker room locker room Mechanical supply grille supply grille supply grille 2007
locker room locker room Mechanical return grille exhaust grille exhaust grille 2007
lunch room lunch room Mechanical panel heater panel heater panel heater 2007
wash room wash room Mechanical water heater water heater water heater 47 Gal, 240/1/60 Hydrojet, Bradford WhiteM250S8DS-1NCPP JM17449046 2007
wash room wash room Mechanical water closet water closet water closet 2007
wash room wash room Mechanical urinal urinal urinal 2007
wash room wash room Mechanical exhaust grille exhaust grille exhaust grille 2007
wash room wash room Mechanical supply grille supply grille supply grille 2007
wash room wash room Mechanical drain drain drain 2007
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Air Compressor Air Compressor Air Compressor Reciprocating Webster Air Equipment 750 8294 2007
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Air Compressor Gauge Pressure Gauge 2007
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Condensate return pump Condensate return pump Condensate return pump 1/3 HP, 120/1/60, but shows 5 HP Hyundayipump 2000
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical supply grille supply grille 12" x 34" supply duct dowm from wet well entrancefour, 36" x 18" , 750 cfm each not found



Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Washer Washer Washer 2007
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Sink Sink Sink 2007
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Drain Drain Drain 2007
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical return grille return grille 28" x 14" exhaust duct down from main floortwo, 12" x 12" , 430 cfm and two 18" x 12" 570 cfm each 2000
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical Drains drain drain 2000
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical fire extingusher fire extingusher fire extingusher 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Air handling unit- heating and ventilationAir handling unit 2 supply fans, one duty and one standby3000 cfm (not confirmed) 3/4 hp, 440/3/60 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical exhaust vent exhaust exhaust in sump manhole 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical louver intake louver intake louver 26"x 42" at stairwell entrance 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical ductwork at stairwell ductwork at stairwell ductwork at stairwell 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Gas Piping, Fittings gas Piping, Fittings gas Piping, Fittings 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Water Piping, Fittings and Valves Water Piping, Fittings and Valves Water Piping, Fittings and Valves 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Condensate Piping, Fittings Condensate Piping, Fittings Condensate Piping, Fittings 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Fire extingusher Fire extingusher Fire extingusher 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Plumbing Mop sink hot / cold water hot / cold water 2000
Lower Level Wet Well Plumbing Roof drain leader Roof drain leader Roof drain leader 2000
Channel Wet Well Mechanical exhaust fan Gravity Ventilator Gravity Ventilator 2007
HVAC control Control 2007



Area Location Asset Type Equipment - Group Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Component Description Manufacturer Model Number Serial Number Installation Year
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump 1  - 350 mm Suction 1961
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump No. 3 & 5  - 350 mm Suction 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump No. 2 & 4 - 350 mm Suction 2011
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pumps 1  - 300 mm Discharge 1961
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pumps  No. 3  & 5 - 300 mm Discharge 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pump No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Discharge 2011
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Isolation Valve Gate Pumps 1 - 200 mm Diameter 1961
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Isolation Valve Gate Pump No.3 and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flow Control Valve Gate Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 2011
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Coupling Dresser Coupling Pumps 1  - 300 mm diameter 1961
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Coupling Dresser Coupling Pump No. 3 & 5- 300 mm diameter 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Coupling Dresser Coupling Pump No. 2 & No. 4 - 300 mm diameter 2011
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 1 - 300 mm diameter Rosemount 8705  + 8712E 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pumps 5 - 300 mm diameter Rosemount 8705  + 8712E 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 3- 300 mm diameter Rosemount 8705 + 8712E 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 2 & No. 4 - 300 mm diameter Rosemount 8705 + 8712E 2011
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Hose Reel Station Hose Reel - 2 Units 1961
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Gauge Pressure Gauge Hose Reel - Pressure Gauge Peacock Brothers England 1961
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Isolation Valve Gate Sulzer Pump - 150 mm 1961
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Piping Piping Forcemain - 900 mm diameter - Reinforced Concrete 1961
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Pump Sulzer Pump Emergency Pump + Disintegrator + Motor Sulzer N/A N/A 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centrifugal Pump No.1 - 3000 gpm @ 128.5ft, 1615 RPM A-C Pump Canada PW0-V 30018401 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Motor Motor Vertical Mounted - Fixed Speed Pump No. 1 - 93kW(125HP), 1775 rpm Emerson 642245 N/A 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centrifugal Pump No.2 - 1780rpm FLYGT 3231/665-0931117 N/A 2011
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Motor Motor Vertical Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 2- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm FLYGT 0665.000-0841 N/A 2011
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centrifugal Pump No.3 - 1780rpm FLYGT 3231/665-0931117 N/A 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Motor Motor Vertical Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 3- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm FLYGT 0665.000-0841 N/A 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centrifugal Pump No.4 - 1780rpm FLYGT 3231/665-0931117 N/A 2011
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Motor Motor Vertical Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 4- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm FLYGT 0665.000-0841 N/A 2011
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centrifugal Pump No.5 - Morris Pump/Groundfos 5372900af 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Motor Magnetic Drive 93kw, 125HP Pump No. 5 - 93kW(125HP), 1775 rpm Electric Machinery Company LLC N/A 17421803I 1991
Lower Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Pump Pump Pump Supports All - Concrete Supports N/A N/A N/A 1991
Lower Level Wet Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Isolation Valve Gate Sluice and/or gate valve. N/A N/A N/A 1961
Lower Level Wet Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Hose Reel Hose Reel - 1 Units 1961
Lower Level Wet Well Process Mechanical Motor Motor Grinder Motor - 3.7 Kw(5 HP), 1755 RPM Marathon Electric PB184TGN6575AAL CO287852-02/24-02 2014
Lower Level Wet Well Process Mechanical Grinder Grinder Grinder Sewage JWC Environmental (Sulzer) CNVJS-6125Y-29-182T CL0195620 2014
Lower Level Wet Well Process Mechanical Hoist Hoist Manual 1991
Lower Level Wet Well Process Mechanical Crane Crane 2 Ton Crane 1991
Lower Level Wet Well Process Mechanical Screen Bar Screen 1991
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flow Control Valve Gate Pump 1 - 200 mm Diameter 1961
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flow Control Valve Gate Pump No.3 and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 1991
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flow Control Valve Gate Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 2011
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flow Control Valve Check Pump 1  - 300 mm Diameter 1961
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flow Control Valve Check Pump No.3  and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 1991
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flow Control Valve Check Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 2011
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Air Release Valve Ball Pump 1  - 300 mm Diameter 1961
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Air Release Valve Ball Pump No.3 & 5 - 300 mm Diameter 1991
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Air Release Valve Ball Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 2011
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Flow Control Valve Ball Seal Water Tank Shut Off  Valves Various N/A N/A 2001
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Gauge Pressure Gauge Seal Water Pressure Gauge - WGI Elite 250 WGI - Western Gauge Instrument Elite 250 N/A 2001
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Float Level Float Seal Water Tank Level Float 2001
Mezannine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Pressure Relief Valve Pressure Relief Valve Seal Water Tank PRV - 30 mm CLA-VAL 50-01 N/A 2001
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Piping, Fittings and Valves Piping Piping All Seal Water Tank Piping - Varying Pipe Sizes 2001
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Pump Potable Water Pump Cetrifugal Seal Water Tank Pump - Goulds Pumps 3SVCK4 M0782049 2001
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Process Mechanical Tank Water Tank N/A Seal Water Tank 1961
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Area Location Asset Type Equipment Type Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Type - Secondary Asset Description Condition (1 to 5 scale)

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center
MCC Line Up  housing  starters,feeder breakers
and PLC Control Panel. MCC conponents are
below.

4

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel
PLC Control Panel integral to MCC (Panel
components are below)

4

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel Level Transmitters 4

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel
Old IO Rack, Communication Equipment,
Modems,etc.

4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Lighting Lighting Explosionproof Light Fixture 4
Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Explosion Proof Single Receptacle 4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Local Control Station Grinder-1 Local Control Station
Explosionproof Forward-Off-Reward Control
Station

4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Emergency Stop Grinder-1 Emergency Stop Explosionproof Emergency Stop 4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Local Control Station Grinder-2 Local Control Station
Explosionproof Forward-Off-Reward Control
Station

4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Emergency Stop Grinder-2 Emergency Stop Explosionproof Emergency Stop 4

Wet Well Wet Well E&IC Level Transducer
Level Transducer wired to transmitter in the PLC
Control Panel

4

Building External Sump On South E&IC Junction Box Sump Pump Junction Box Sump Pump Junction Pump 4
Generator Room Gen Room E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent - 2 Bulb 3
Generator Room Gen Room -West Wall E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Battery with two head lights 3
Generator Room Generator Room E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles 3
Exterior Wall North, South, East E&IC Lighting Lighting Exterior Light Fixture 3
Exterior Wall South E&IC Strobe Light Strobe Light Alarm Strobe 3
Exterior Wall North E&IC Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe 3
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel UPS Uninterruptible Power Suppy 3
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-2 VFD Starters 3
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-3 VFD Starters 3
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-4 VFD Starters 3

Dry well Main Level E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Remote Head Light
3

Dry well Main Level E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb 3
Dry well Main Level E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles 3
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Alarm Strobe/Horn Alarm strobe/horn 3

Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Battery with two head lights 3
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb 3
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles 3
Dry Well Lower Level E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb 3

Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear
Main electrical service switchboard  housing
Main Breaker, Central Distribution Panel and
Auto Transfer Switch 2

Generator Room E&IC Generator Skid Mount Diesel Generator Diesel Generator - 750 kW 2
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Filter Panel Active Harmonic Filter Pump-3 Wall Mount Active Harmonic Filter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter 2-Speed Starter 2-Speed Starter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Transformer Transformer 480/120-208V Transformer 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panel 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panel - 24 cct 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 277/480 V Distribution Panel 2



Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panel Disconnect Panel Disconnect Enclosed Thermal  Magnetic Breaker 2

Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe 2
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Strobe Light Strobe Light Strobe Light 2

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC
Control Panel Control Panel PLC and IO Cards AB 1756 Control Logix Series PLC and IO Cards

2

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel DC Power Supplies and Diode Module DC Power Supply 2
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel Ethernet Switch Ethernet Switch 2
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center MCC Line Up  houses  starters 2
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump2 Discharge Flowmeter 2
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump4 Discharge Flowmeter 2

Dry Well Main Level E&IC Security Panel Security Panel
2

Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Main Breaker Main Breaker  & Micrologic 6.0 A Trip Unit
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Central Distribution Panel Breakers panel for 480V distribution
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Auto Transfer Switch Auto Transfer Switch

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Main Breaker Main Breaker

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC
Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Tie Breaker Tie Breaker

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starters Pump-1 & Pump-5 Starters
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Power Factor Correction Unit Power Factor Correction Unit
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Wet Well Supply Fan Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starters Grinders Starters
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Feeder Breaker Boiler Feeder Breaker
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Transformer - 45 kVA 480/120-208V Transformer - 45 kVA
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panelboard
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Seal Water Pump Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Sump Pump Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Channel Exhaust Fan Starter

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC
Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Truck Bay Air Handling Unit Starter

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Rad Fan Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Pail Room Exhaust Fan Starter Pail Room Exhaust Fan Starter

Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump1 Discharge Flowmeter
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump3 Discharge Flowmeter

Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump5 Discharge Flowmeter

Short Term Upgrade - Power Study
Short Term Upgrade - Megger Test
Short Term Upgrade - Equipment Tagging



Area Location Asset Type Equipment Type Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Type - Secondary Asset Description Condition (1 to 5 scale)
Generator Room Gen Room - Ceiling Building Mechanical Projection vertical unit heater Unit Heater- hydronic thermostat 4
Generator Room Truck bay Building Mechanical Roof Exhaust Fan Exhaust Fan exhaust shaft up from sump under floor 3160 cfm, 3/4 hp, 440/3/60 , 2 speed 4
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Condensate receiver and piping Condensate receiver Condensate receiver 40 Gal 4
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Valves and Accessories Hydronic valves and Accessories 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Air Compressor Air Compressor Air Compressor Reciprocating 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Air Compressor Gauge Pressure Gauge 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Condensate return pump Condensate return pump Condensate return pump 1/3 HP, 120/1/60, but shows 5 HP Hyundayipump 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Washer Washer Washer 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Sink Sink Sink 4
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical ductwork at stairwell ductwork at stairwell ductwork at stairwell 4

Generator Room Gen Room -West Wall Building Mechanical supply grille on duct Supply grille Supply grille one 3
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Duct Work 3
Generator Room Gen Room - Floor Plumbing Drain Floor Drain and roof drain Floor Drain and roof drain 3
Generator Room Gen Room - North wall Building Mechanical Wall Exhaust Fan, EF-1 Exhaust Fan Exhaust Fan      cfm, 1/2 hp, 440/3/60 3
Generator Room Truck bay - West Wall Building Mechanical 45 gal drum with air chemical pump location not known 3
Generator Room Truck bay - West Wall Building Mechanical Piping and Valves- Hydronic 3
Generator Room Truck bay Building Mechanical Air Heating unit Unit, roof intake Air Handling Unit, roof intake Air Handling unit 3
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Low pressure steam Boiler Low pressure steam Boiler Low pressure steam Boiler, Class 2 Input 2094000 BTU, 15 psig, 250 F hot water 3
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Hot water storage tank Hot water storage tank Hot water storage tank 3
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Heat exchanger Heat exchanger Heat exchanger 3
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical supply grille, qty 6 transfer grille transfer grille 36" x 12", 1116 cfm each 3
Main floor Main floor Building Mechanical Fire extingusher Fire extingusher Fire extingusher 3
Main Level, roof Main Level, roof Building Mechanical Evaporaive cooler evaporaive cooler evaporaive cooler 4500 cfm, 1/2 hp blower, 208 / 1 / 60 3
Main Level- office Main Level- office Building Mechanical wall fin convector wall fin convector wall fin convector 8.7 MBH 3
Main Level- office Main Level- office Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 8" x 21" 462 cfm, 3 way 3
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical Roof exhauster exhaust fan exhaust fan 24" x 24" upto roof, 2025 cfm, 1/4 sp, 1/4 hp, 120/1/60 3
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical Fume hood Fume hood Fume hood 64" 3
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 12" x 18" 532 cfm, 2 way 3
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical return grille grille grille 16" x 16" 532 cfm 3
Main Level- washroom roof Main Level- washroom roof Building Mechanical Evaporative cooler 18" x 18" 2025 cfm, 1/4" sp, 1/3 hp blower 120/1/60 3
Main Level- washroom Main Level- washroom Building Mechanical return grille grille grille 14" x 16" 374 cfm 3
Main Level- washroom Main Level- washroom Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 9" x 15" 374 cfm, 2 way 3
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 9" x 15" 340 cfm, 2 way 3
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical exhaust grille grille grille 9" x 15" 340 cfm, 2 way 3
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical Air supply unit Air supply unit Air supply unit 6700 cfm, 1 1/2 hp blower, 440 / 3 / 60 3

Main Level- lunch rm Main Level- lunch rm Building Mechanical wall fin convector wall fin convector wall fin convector 4' long, 7.8 MBH 3
Main Level- lunch rm, roof Building Mechanical Roof exhauster roof exhauster roof exhauster 3000 cfm, 3/8" sp, 1/8 hp, 440/3/60 3
Main Level- lunch rm Main Level- lunch rm Building Mechanical duct ductwork ductwork exhaust duct 28" x 14" down 3
locker room locker room Plumbing clean out clean out clean out 3
locker room locker room Mechanical supply grille supply grille supply grille 3
locker room locker room Mechanical return grille exhaust grille exhaust grille 3
lunch room lunch room Mechanical panel heater panel heater panel heater 3
wash room wash room Mechanical water heater water heater water heater 47 Gal, 240/1/60 3
wash room wash room Mechanical water closet water closet water closet 3
wash room wash room Mechanical urinal urinal urinal 3
wash room wash room Mechanical exhaust grille exhaust grille exhaust grille 3
wash room wash room Mechanical supply grille supply grille supply grille 3
wash room wash room Mechanical drain drain drain 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Drain Drain Drain 3
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical return grille return grille 28" x 14" exhaust duct down from main floor two, 12" x 12" , 430 cfm and two 18" x 12" 570 cfm each 3
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical Drains drain drain 3
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical fire extingusher fire extingusher fire extingusher 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Air handling unit- heating and ventilationAir handling unit 2 supply fans, one duty and one standby 3000 cfm (not confirmed) 3/4 hp, 440/3/60 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical exhaust vent exhaust exhaust in sump manhole 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical louver intake louver intake louver 26"x 42" 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Gas Piping, Fittings gas Piping, Fittings gas Piping, Fittings 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Water Piping, Fittings and Valves Water Piping, Fittings and Valves Water Piping, Fittings and Valves 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Condensate Piping, Fittings Condensate Piping, Fittings Condensate Piping, Fittings 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Fire extingusher Fire extingusher Fire extingusher 3
Lower Level Wet Well Plumbing Mop sink hot / cold water hot / cold water 3
Lower Level Wet Well Plumbing Roof drain leader Roof drain leader Roof drain leader 3
Channel Wet Well Mechanical exhaust fan Gravity Ventilator Gravity Ventilator 3
HVAC control Control 3
Generator Room Generator Room -indoor Building Mechanical Indoor Day Tank Day Tank Day Tank 200 gal 2
Generator Room Generator Room -outdoor Building Mechanical Outdoor Fuel Tank Diesel Tank Day Tank 4550 L 2
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Silencer, thimble and expansion jointsSilencer, thimble and expansion joints Silencer, thimble and expansion joints 2
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories 2



Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Automatic Tank Gauge Fuel Tank Gauge Fuel Tank Gauge Automatic Fuel Tank Gauge 2
Generator Room Gen Room - Ceiling Building Mechanical Unit Heater- separed combustion Unit Heater Unit Heater 405 EDR, 1/8 HP, 1725 rpm, 115/1/60, gas 2
Generator Room Gen Room -Eest Wall Building Mechanical Louver Louver Louver Small 24" x 16" 2
Generator Room Gen Room -Eest Wall Building Mechanical Supply Louver Louver Louver Large 48" x 24" 2
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Exhaust Louver Louver Louver Large 48" x 24" 2
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Supply Louver (combustion) Louver with actuator Louver with actuator Small 6" x 6" 2
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Exhaust Louver Louver Louver Small 6" x 6" 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall Building Mechanical Fire Protection Extinguishers Extinguishers 2
Generator Room Truck bay -North Wall Building Mechanical louver exhaust exhaust louver exhaust louver 6" x 6" 2
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Pump condensate pump condensate pump 1/2 HP 2
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Gas Meter Gas Meter Gas Meter 0-30 psi 2
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Gas Regulator Gas Regulator Gas Regulator 2
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical combustion air intake louver louver louver 40" x 24" 2
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Supply fan SF-1 supply fan supply fan cfm ? 2
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical exhaust louver / damper exhaust louver exhaust louver 2
Main floor Main floor roof Building Mechanical Air Handling unit Air Handling unit 6700 cfm ? 2

Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Generator Generator Emergency Generator diesel generator, 750 kW
Main Level, ceiling Main Level, ceiling Building Mechanical supply grille grille grille 20" x 18" supply grille and duct upto evaporative coolers on roof
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical supply grille supply grille 12" x 34" supply duct dowm from wet well entrancefour, 36" x 18" , 750 cfm each



Area Location Asset Type Equipment - Group Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Component Description
Condition (1 to 5

scale)
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Hose Reel  Station Hose Reel - 2 Units 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Gauge Pressure Gauge Hose Reel - Pressure Gauge 4
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Hose Reel Hose Reel - 1 Units 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump 1  - 350 mm Suction 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump No. 3 & 5  - 350 mm Suction 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump No. 2 & 4 - 350 mm Suction 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pumps 1  - 300 mm Discharge 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pumps  No. 3  & 5 - 300 mm Discharge 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pump No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Discharge 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Pumps 1 - 200 mm Diameter 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Pump No.3 and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Sulzer Pump - 150 mm 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Sulzer Pump Emergency Pump + Disintegrator + Motor 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.1 - 3000 gpm @ 128.5ft, 1615 RPM 3
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Sluice and/or gate valve. 3
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Screen Bar Screen 3
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Check Pump 1  - 300 mm Diameter 3
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Bal l Seal Water Tank Shut Off  Valves 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Float Level  Float Seal Water Tank Level Float 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Piping All Seal Water Tank Piping - Varying Pipe Sizes 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Ta nk Water Ta nk N/A Seal Water Tank 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Coupl ing Dresser Coupl ing Pumps 1  - 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Coupl ing Dresser Coupl ing Pump No. 3 & 5- 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Coupl ing Dresser Coupl ing Pump No. 2 & No. 4 - 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 1 - 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pumps 5 - 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 3- 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 2 & No. 4 - 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Piping Forcemain - 900 mm diameter - Reinforced Concrete 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.2 - 1780rpm 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.3 - 1780rpm 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.4 - 1780rpm 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.5 - 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Pump Pump Supports All - Concrete Supports 2
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Grinder Motor - 3.7 Kw(5 HP), 1755 RPM 2
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Grinder Grinder Grinder Sewage 2
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Hois t Hois t Manual 2
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Crane Crane 2 Ton Crane 2
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pump 1 - 200 mm Diameter 2
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pump No.3 and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 2
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 2
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Check Pump No.3  and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 2
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Check Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 2
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Ai r Release Valve Bal l Pump 1  - 300 mm Diameter 2
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Ai r Release Valve Bal l Pump No.3 & 5 - 300 mm Diameter 2
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Ai r Release Valve Bal l Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 2
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Gauge Pressure Gauge Seal Water Pressure Gauge - WGI Elite 250 2
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Pressure Rel ief Va lve Pressure Rel ief Va lve Seal Water Tank PRV - 30 mm 2
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Potable Water Pump Cetri fuga l Seal Water Tank Pump - 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Fixed Speed Pump No. 1 - 93kW(125HP), 1775 rpm
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 2- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 3- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 4- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm



Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Magnetic Drive 93kw, 125HP Pump No. 5 - 93kW(125HP), 1775 rpm
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Area Location Asset Type Equipment Type Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Type - Secondary Asset Description Criticality Score (1 to 5 scale)

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center
MCC Line Up  housing  starters,feeder breakers
and PLC Control Panel. MCC conponents are
below.

4

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel Level Transmitters 4

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel
Old IO Rack, Communication Equipment,
Modems,etc.

4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Lighting Lighting Explosionproof Light Fixture 4
Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Explosion Proof Single Receptacle 4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Local Control Station Grinder-1 Local Control Station
Explosionproof Forward-Off-Reward Control
Station

4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Emergency Stop Grinder-1 Emergency Stop Explosionproof Emergency Stop 4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Local Control Station Grinder-2 Local Control Station
Explosionproof Forward-Off-Reward Control
Station

4

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Emergency Stop Grinder-2 Emergency Stop Explosionproof Emergency Stop 4

Wet Well Wet Well E&IC Level Transducer
Level Transducer wired to transmitter in the PLC
Control Panel

4

Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump2 Discharge Flowmeter 4
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump4 Discharge Flowmeter 4
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump1 Discharge Flowmeter 4
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump3 Discharge Flowmeter 4
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump5 Discharge Flowmeter 4

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel
PLC Control Panel integral to MCC (Panel
components are below)

3

Building External Sump On South E&IC Junction Box Sump Pump Junction Box Sump Pump Junction Pump 3
Generator Room Gen Room E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent - 2 Bulb 3
Generator Room Gen Room -West Wall E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Battery with two head lights 3
Exterior Wall South E&IC Strobe Light Strobe Light Alarm Strobe 3
Exterior Wall North E&IC Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe 3
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel UPS Uninterruptible Power Suppy 3

Dry well Main Level E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Remote Head Light
3

Dry well Main Level E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb 3
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Alarm Strobe/Horn Alarm strobe/horn 3
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Battery with two head lights 3

Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb
3

Dry Well Lower Level E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb 3
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe 3
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Strobe Light Strobe Light Strobe Light 3
Dry Well Main Level E&IC Security Panel Security Panel 3
Generator Room Generator Room E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles 2
Exterior Wall North, South, East E&IC Lighting Lighting Exterior Light Fixture 2
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-2 VFD Starters 2
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-3 VFD Starters 2
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-4 VFD Starters 2
Dry well Main Level E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles 2
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter 2-Speed Starter 2-Speed Starter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 2

Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC
Transformer Transformer 480/120-208V Transformer 2



Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panel 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panel - 24 cct 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 277/480 V Distribution Panel 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panel Disconnect Panel Disconnect Enclosed Thermal  Magnetic Breaker 2
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center MCC Line Up  houses  starters 2

Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear
Main electrical service switchboard  housing Main
Breaker, Central Distribution Panel and Auto
Transfer Switch 1

Generator Room E&IC Generator Skid Mount Diesel Generator Diesel Generator - 750 kW 1

Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC
Filter Panel Active Harmonic Filter Pump-3 Wall Mount Active Harmonic Filter 1

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC
Control Panel Control Panel PLC and IO Cards AB 1756 Control Logix Series PLC and IO Cards

1

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel DC Power Supplies and Diode Module DC Power Supply 1
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel Ethernet Switch Ethernet Switch 1
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Main Breaker Main Breaker  & Micrologic 6.0 A Trip Unit
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Central Distribution Panel Breakers panel for 480V distribution
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Auto Transfer Switch Auto Transfer Switch

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Main Breaker Main Breaker
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Tie Breaker Tie Breaker
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starters Pump-1 & Pump-5 Starters
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Power Factor Correction Unit Power Factor Correction Unit
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Wet Well Supply Fan Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starters Grinders Starters
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Feeder Breaker Boiler Feeder Breaker
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Transformer - 45 kVA 480/120-208V Transformer - 45 kVA
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panelboard

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC
Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Seal Water Pump Starter

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Sump Pump Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Channel Exhaust Fan Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Truck Bay Air Handling Unit Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Rad Fan Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Pail Room Exhaust Fan Starter Pail Room Exhaust Fan Starter

Short Term Upgrade - Power Study
Short Term Upgrade - Megger Test
Short Term Upgrade - Equipment Tagging



Area Location Asset Type Equipment Type Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Type - Secondary Asset Description Criticality Score (1 to 5 scale)
Generator Room Gen Room - Ceiling Building Mechanical Projection vertical unit heater Unit Heater- hydronic thermostat 4
Generator Room Truck bay Building Mechanical Roof Exhaust Fan Exhaust Fan exhaust shaft up from sump under floor 3160 cfm, 3/4 hp, 440/3/60 , 2 speed 4
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Condensate receiver and piping Condensate receiver Condensate receiver 40 Gal 4
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Valves and Accessories Hydronic valves and Accessories 4
Generator Room Truck bay - West Wall Building Mechanical Piping and Valves- Hydronic 4
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Low pressure steam Boiler Low pressure steam Boiler Low pressure steam Boiler, Class 2 Input 2094000 BTU, 15 psig, 250 F hot water 4
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Hot water storage tank Hot water storage tank Hot water storage tank 4
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Heat exchanger Heat exchanger Heat exchanger 4
Main Level- office Main Level- office Building Mechanical wall fin convector wall fin convector wall fin convector 8.7 MBH 4
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical Roof exhauster exhaust fan exhaust fan 24" x 24" upto roof, 2025 cfm, 1/4 sp, 1/4 hp, 120/1/60 4

Main Level- washroom roof Main Level- washroom roof Building Mechanical Evaporative cooler 18" x 18" 2025 cfm, 1/4" sp, 1/3 hp blower 120/1/60 4
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical Air supply unit Air supply unit Air supply unit 6700 cfm, 1 1/2 hp blower, 440 / 3 / 60 4
Main Level- lunch rm, roof Building Mechanical Roof exhauster roof exhauster roof exhauster 3000 cfm, 3/8" sp, 1/8 hp, 440/3/60 4
lunch room lunch room Mechanical panel heater panel heater panel heater 4
wash room wash room Mechanical water heater water heater water heater 47 Gal, 240/1/60 4
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Air handling unit- heating and ventilationAir handling unit 2 supply fans, one duty and one standby 3000 cfm (not confirmed) 3/4 hp, 440/3/60 4
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Water Piping, Fittings and Valves Water Piping, Fittings and Valves Water Piping, Fittings and Valves 4
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves 4
Generator Room Generator Room -indoor Building Mechanical Indoor Day Tank Day Tank Day Tank 200 gal 4
Generator Room Generator Room -outdoor Building Mechanical Outdoor Fuel Tank Diesel Tank Day Tank 4550 L 4
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Silencer, thimble and expansion jointsSilencer, thimble and expansion joints Silencer, thimble and expansion joints 4
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories 4
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Automatic Tank Gauge Fuel Tank Gauge Fuel Tank Gauge Automatic Fuel Tank Gauge 4
Generator Room Gen Room - Ceiling Building Mechanical Unit Heater- separed combustion Unit Heater Unit Heater 405 EDR, 1/8 HP, 1725 rpm, 115/1/60, gas 4
Generator Room Gen Room -Eest Wall Building Mechanical Supply Louver Louver Louver Large 48" x 24" 4
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Supply Louver (combustion) Louver with actuator Louver with actuator Small 6" x 6" 4
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Pump condensate pump condensate pump 1/2 HP 4
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical combustion air intake louver louver louver 40" x 24" 4
Main floor Main floor roof Building Mechanical Air Handling unit Air Handling unit 6700 cfm ? 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Air Compressor Air Compressor Air Compressor Reciprocating 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Air Compressor Gauge Pressure Gauge 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Condensate return pump Condensate return pump Condensate return pump 1/3 HP, 120/1/60, but shows 5 HP Hyundayipump 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Washer Washer Washer 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Sink Sink Sink 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical ductwork at stairwell ductwork at stairwell ductwork at stairwell 3

Generator Room Gen Room -West Wall Building Mechanical supply grille on duct Supply grille Supply grille one 3
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Duct Work 3
Generator Room Gen Room - Floor Plumbing Drain Floor Drain and roof drain Floor Drain and roof drain 3
Generator Room Gen Room - North wall Building Mechanical Wall Exhaust Fan, EF-1 Exhaust Fan Exhaust Fan      cfm, 1/2 hp, 440/3/60 3
Generator Room Truck bay - West Wall Building Mechanical 45 gal drum with air chemical pump location not known 3
Generator Room Truck bay Building Mechanical Air Heating unit Unit, roof intake Air Handling Unit, roof intake Air Handling unit 3
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical supply grille, qty 6 transfer grille transfer grille 36" x 12", 1116 cfm each 3
Main floor Main floor Building Mechanical Fire extingusher Fire extingusher Fire extingusher 3
Main Level, roof Main Level, roof Building Mechanical Evaporaive cooler evaporaive cooler evaporaive cooler 4500 cfm, 1/2 hp blower, 208 / 1 / 60 3
Main Level- office Main Level- office Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 8" x 21" 462 cfm, 3 way 3
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical Fume hood Fume hood Fume hood 64" 3
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 12" x 18" 532 cfm, 2 way 3
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical return grille grille grille 16" x 16" 532 cfm 3
Main Level- washroom Main Level- washroom Building Mechanical return grille grille grille 14" x 16" 374 cfm 3
Main Level- washroom Main Level- washroom Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 9" x 15" 374 cfm, 2 way 3
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 9" x 15" 340 cfm, 2 way 3
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical exhaust grille grille grille 9" x 15" 340 cfm, 2 way 3
Main Level- lunch rm Main Level- lunch rm Building Mechanical wall fin convector wall fin convector wall fin convector 4' long, 7.8 MBH 3
Main Level- lunch rm Main Level- lunch rm Building Mechanical duct ductwork ductwork exhaust duct 28" x 14" down 3
locker room locker room Plumbing clean out clean out clean out 3
locker room locker room Mechanical supply grille supply grille supply grille 3
locker room locker room Mechanical return grille exhaust grille exhaust grille 3
wash room wash room Mechanical water closet water closet water closet 3
wash room wash room Mechanical urinal urinal urinal 3
wash room wash room Mechanical exhaust grille exhaust grille exhaust grille 3
wash room wash room Mechanical supply grille supply grille supply grille 3
wash room wash room Mechanical drain drain drain 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Drain Drain Drain 3
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical return grille return grille 28" x 14" exhaust duct down from main floor two, 12" x 12" , 430 cfm and two 18" x 12" 570 cfm each 3
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical Drains drain drain 3
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical fire extingusher fire extingusher fire extingusher 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical exhaust vent exhaust exhaust in sump manhole 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical louver intake louver intake louver 26"x 42" 3



Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Gas Piping, Fittings gas Piping, Fittings gas Piping, Fittings 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Condensate Piping, Fittings Condensate Piping, Fittings Condensate Piping, Fittings 3
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Fire extingusher Fire extingusher Fire extingusher 3
Lower Level Wet Well Plumbing Mop sink hot / cold water hot / cold water 3
Lower Level Wet Well Plumbing Roof drain leader Roof drain leader Roof drain leader 3
Channel Wet Well Mechanical exhaust fan Gravity Ventilator Gravity Ventilator 3
HVAC control Control 3
Generator Room Gen Room -Eest Wall Building Mechanical Louver Louver Louver Small 24" x 16" 3
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Exhaust Louver Louver Louver Large 48" x 24" 3
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Exhaust Louver Louver Louver Small 6" x 6" 3
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall Building Mechanical Fire Protection Extinguishers Extinguishers 3
Generator Room Truck bay -North Wall Building Mechanical louver exhaust exhaust louver exhaust louver 6" x 6" 3
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Gas Meter Gas Meter Gas Meter 0-30 psi 3
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Gas Regulator Gas Regulator Gas Regulator 3
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Supply fan SF-1 supply fan supply fan cfm ? 3
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical exhaust louver / damper exhaust louver exhaust louver 3

Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Generator Generator Emergency Generator diesel generator, 750 kW
Main Level, ceiling Main Level, ceiling Building Mechanical supply grille grille grille 20" x 18" supply grille and duct upto evaporative coolers on roof
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical supply grille supply grille 12" x 34" supply duct dowm from wet well entrancefour, 36" x 18" , 750 cfm each



Area Location Asset Type Equipment - Group Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Component Description
Criticality Score (1 to 5

scale)
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump 1  - 350 mm Suction 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump No. 3 & 5  - 350 mm Suction 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump No. 2 & 4 - 350 mm Suction 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pumps 1  - 300 mm Discharge 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pumps  No. 3  & 5 - 300 mm Discharge 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pump No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Discharge 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Sulzer Pump Emergency Pump + Disintegrator + Motor 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.1 - 3000 gpm @ 128.5ft, 1615 RPM 4
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Sluice and/or gate valve. 4
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Check Pump 1  - 300 mm Diameter 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Float Level  Float Seal Water Tank Level Float 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Piping All Seal Water Tank Piping - Varying Pipe Sizes 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Ta nk Water Ta nk N/A Seal Water Tank 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Piping Forcemain - 900 mm diameter - Reinforced Concrete 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.2 - 1780rpm 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.3 - 1780rpm 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.4 - 1780rpm 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.5 - 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Pump Pump Supports All - Concrete Supports 4
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Grinder Motor - 3.7 Kw(5 HP), 1755 RPM 4
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Grinder Grinder Grinder Sewage 4
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Check Pump No.3  and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 4
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Check Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 4
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Pressure Rel ief Va lve Pressure Rel ief Va lve Seal Water Tank PRV - 30 mm 4
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Potable Water Pump Cetri fuga l Seal Water Tank Pump - 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Pumps 1 - 200 mm Diameter 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Pump No.3 and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Sulzer Pump - 150 mm 3
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Screen Bar Screen 3
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Bal l Seal Water Tank Shut Off  Valves 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Coupl ing Dresser Coupl ing Pumps 1  - 300 mm diameter 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Coupl ing Dresser Coupl ing Pump No. 3 & 5- 300 mm diameter 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Coupl ing Dresser Coupl ing Pump No. 2 & No. 4 - 300 mm diameter 3
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pump 1 - 200 mm Diameter 3
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pump No.3 and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 3
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 3
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Ai r Release Valve Bal l Pump 1  - 300 mm Diameter 3
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Ai r Release Valve Bal l Pump No.3 & 5 - 300 mm Diameter 3
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Ai r Release Valve Bal l Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 3
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Gauge Pressure Gauge Seal Water Pressure Gauge - WGI Elite 250 3
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 1 - 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pumps 5 - 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 3- 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 2 & No. 4 - 300 mm diameter 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Hose Reel  Station Hose Reel - 2 Units 1
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Gauge Pressure Gauge Hose Reel - Pressure Gauge 1
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Hose Reel Hose Reel - 1 Units 1
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Hois t Hois t Manual 1
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Crane Crane 2 Ton Crane 1
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Fixed Speed Pump No. 1 - 93kW(125HP), 1775 rpm
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 2- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 3- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 4- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm



Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Magnetic Drive 93kw, 125HP Pump No. 5 - 93kW(125HP), 1775 rpm
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Area Location Asset Type Equipment Type Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Type - Secondary Asset Description Risk Score (1 to 25 scale)

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center
MCC Line Up  housing  starters,feeder breakers
and PLC Control Panel. MCC conponents are
below.

16

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel Level Transmitters 16

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel
Old IO Rack, Communication Equipment,
Modems,etc.

16

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Lighting Lighting Explosionproof Light Fixture 16
Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Explosion Proof Single Receptacle 16

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Local Control Station Grinder-1 Local Control Station
Explosionproof Forward-Off-Reward Control
Station

16

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Emergency Stop Grinder-1 Emergency Stop Explosionproof Emergency Stop 16

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Local Control Station Grinder-2 Local Control Station
Explosionproof Forward-Off-Reward Control
Station

16

Wet Well Room Wet Well Room E&IC Emergency Stop Grinder-2 Emergency Stop Explosionproof Emergency Stop 16

Wet Well Wet Well E&IC Level Transducer
Level Transducer wired to transmitter in the PLC
Control Panel

16

Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 16
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 16
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter 2-Speed Starter 2-Speed Starter 16
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 16

Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear
Main electrical service switchboard  housing
Main Breaker, Central Distribution Panel and
Auto Transfer Switch 16

Generator Room E&IC Generator Skid Mount Diesel Generator Diesel Generator - 750 kW 16
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Filter Panel Active Harmonic Filter Pump-3 Wall Mount Active Harmonic Filter 16

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel
PLC Control Panel integral to MCC (Panel
components are below)

12

Building External Sump On South E&IC Junction Box Sump Pump Junction Box Sump Pump Junction Pump 12
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panel Disconnect Panel Disconnect Enclosed Thermal  Magnetic Breaker 2
Generator Room Gen Room E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent - 2 Bulb 6

Generator Room Gen Room -West Wall E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Battery with two head lights 4
Exterior Wall South E&IC Strobe Light Strobe Light Alarm Strobe 9
Exterior Wall North E&IC Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe Alarm Horn/Strobe 9
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel UPS Uninterruptible Power Suppy 9

Dry well Main Level E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Remote Head Light
9

Dry well Main Level E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb 9
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Alarm Strobe/Horn Alarm strobe/horn 9
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Lighting Emergency Lighting Emergency  Battery with two head lights 9
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb 9
Dry Well Lower Level E&IC Lighting Lighting Fluorescent  2 Bulb 9
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Strobe Light Strobe Light Strobe Light 12
Generator Room Generator Room E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles 9
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump2 Discharge Flowmeter 8
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump4 Discharge Flowmeter 8
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Starter FVNR Starter FVNR Starter 4
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Transformer Transformer 480/120-208V Transformer 4
Dry Well Main Level E&IC Security Panel Security Panel 6
Exterior Wall North, South, East E&IC Lighting Lighting Exterior Light Fixture 6
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-2 VFD Starters 6
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-3 VFD Starters 6



Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Pump-4 VFD Starters 6

Dry well Main Level E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles
6

Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Receptacles Receptacles Duplex receptacles 6
Dry Well Main Level  - West E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center MCC Line Up  houses  starters 4

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC
Control Panel Control Panel PLC and IO Cards AB 1756 Control Logix Series PLC and IO Cards

2

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel DC Power Supplies and Diode Module DC Power Supply 2
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Control Panel Control Panel Ethernet Switch Ethernet Switch 2
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panel 4
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC Panelboard Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panel - 24 cct 4

Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall E&IC
Panelboard Panelboard 277/480 V Distribution Panel 2

Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump1 Discharge Flowmeter
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump3 Discharge Flowmeter
Dry Well Mezzanine E&IC Flowmeter Pump5 Discharge Flowmeter
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Main Breaker Main Breaker  & Micrologic 6.0 A Trip Unit
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Central Distribution Panel Breakers panel for 480V distribution
Generator Room Gen Room - East Wall E&IC Switchgear Switchgear Auto Transfer Switch Auto Transfer Switch

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Main Breaker Main Breaker
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Tie Breaker Tie Breaker
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starters Pump-1 & Pump-5 Starters
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Power Factor Correction Unit Power Factor Correction Unit
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Wet Well Supply Fan Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starters Grinders Starters
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Feeder Breaker Boiler Feeder Breaker
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Transformer - 45 kVA 480/120-208V Transformer - 45 kVA
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Panelboard 120/208V Distribution Panelboard

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC
Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Seal Water Pump Starter

Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Sump Pump Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Channel Exhaust Fan Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Truck Bay Air Handling Unit Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Starter Rad Fan Starter
Dry Well Main Level -East E&IC Motor Control Center Motor Control Center Pail Room Exhaust Fan Starter Pail Room Exhaust Fan Starter

Short Term Upgrade - Power Study
Short Term Upgrade - Megger Test
Short Term Upgrade - Equipment Tagging



Area Location Asset Type Equipment Type Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Type - Secondary Asset Description
Risk Score (1 to 25 scale)

Generator Room Gen Room - Ceiling Building Mechanical Projection vertical unit heater Unit Heater- hydronic thermostat 16
Generator Room Truck bay Building Mechanical Roof Exhaust Fan Exhaust Fan exhaust shaft up from sump under floor 3160 cfm, 3/4 hp, 440/3/60 , 2 speed 16
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Condensate receiver and piping Condensate receiver Condensate receiver 40 Gal 16
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Valves and Accessories Hydronic valves and Accessories 16
Generator Room Truck bay - West Wall Building Mechanical Piping and Valves- Hydronic 12
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Low pressure steam Boiler Low pressure steam Boiler Low pressure steam Boiler, Class 2 Input 2094000 BTU, 15 psig, 250 F hot water 12
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Hot water storage tank Hot water storage tank Hot water storage tank 12
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Heat exchanger Heat exchanger Heat exchanger 12
Main Level- office Main Level- office Building Mechanical wall fin convector wall fin convector wall fin convector 8.7 MBH 12
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical Roof exhauster exhaust fan exhaust fan 24" x 24" upto roof, 2025 cfm, 1/4 sp, 1/4 hp, 120/1/60 12

Main Level- washroom roof Main Level- washroom roof Building Mechanical Evaporative cooler 18" x 18" 2025 cfm, 1/4" sp, 1/3 hp blower 120/1/60 12
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical Air supply unit Air supply unit Air supply unit 6700 cfm, 1 1/2 hp blower, 440 / 3 / 60 12
Main Level- lunch rm, roof Building Mechanical Roof exhauster roof exhauster roof exhauster 3000 cfm, 3/8" sp, 1/8 hp, 440/3/60 12
lunch room lunch room Mechanical panel heater panel heater panel heater 12
wash room wash room Mechanical water heater water heater water heater 47 Gal, 240/1/60 12
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Air handling unit- heating and ventilationAir handling unit 2 supply fans, one duty and one standby 3000 cfm (not confirmed) 3/4 hp, 440/3/60 12
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Water Piping, Fittings and Valves Water Piping, Fittings and Valves Water Piping, Fittings and Valves 12
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves Steam Piping, Fittings and Valves 12
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Air Compressor Air Compressor Air Compressor Reciprocating 12
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Air Compressor Gauge Pressure Gauge 12
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical Condensate return pump Condensate return pump Condensate return pump 1/3 HP, 120/1/60, but shows 5 HP Hyundayipump 12
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Washer Washer Washer 12
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Sink Sink Sink 12
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical ductwork at stairwell ductwork at stairwell ductwork at stairwell 12
Generator Room Gen Room -West Wall Building Mechanical supply grille on duct Supply grille Supply grille one 9
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Duct Work 9
Generator Room Gen Room - Floor Plumbing Drain Floor Drain and roof drain Floor Drain and roof drain 9
Generator Room Gen Room - North wall Building Mechanical Wall Exhaust Fan, EF-1 Exhaust Fan Exhaust Fan      cfm, 1/2 hp, 440/3/60 9
Generator Room Truck bay - West Wall Building Mechanical 45 gal drum with air chemical pump location not known 9
Generator Room Truck bay Building Mechanical Air Heating unit Unit, roof intake Air Handling Unit, roof intake Air Handling unit 9
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical supply grille, qty 6 transfer grille transfer grille 36" x 12", 1116 cfm each 9
Main floor Main floor Building Mechanical Fire extingusher Fire extingusher Fire extingusher 9
Main Level, roof Main Level, roof Building Mechanical Evaporaive cooler evaporaive cooler evaporaive cooler 4500 cfm, 1/2 hp blower, 208 / 1 / 60 9
Main Level- office Main Level- office Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 8" x 21" 462 cfm, 3 way 9
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical Fume hood Fume hood Fume hood 64" 9
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 12" x 18" 532 cfm, 2 way 9
Main Level- lab Main Level- lab Building Mechanical return grille grille grille 16" x 16" 532 cfm 9
Main Level- washroom Main Level- washroom Building Mechanical return grille grille grille 14" x 16" 374 cfm 9
Main Level- washroom Main Level- washroom Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 9" x 15" 374 cfm, 2 way 9
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical supply diffuser diffuser diffuser 9" x 15" 340 cfm, 2 way 9
Main Level- locker rm Main Level- locker rm Building Mechanical exhaust grille grille grille 9" x 15" 340 cfm, 2 way 9
Main Level- lunch rm Main Level- lunch rm Building Mechanical wall fin convector wall fin convector wall fin convector 4' long, 7.8 MBH 9
Main Level- lunch rm Main Level- lunch rm Building Mechanical duct ductwork ductwork exhaust duct 28" x 14" down 9
locker room locker room Plumbing clean out clean out clean out 9
locker room locker room Mechanical supply grille supply grille supply grille 9
locker room locker room Mechanical return grille exhaust grille exhaust grille 9
wash room wash room Mechanical water closet water closet water closet 9
wash room wash room Mechanical urinal urinal urinal 9
wash room wash room Mechanical exhaust grille exhaust grille exhaust grille 9
wash room wash room Mechanical supply grille supply grille supply grille 9
wash room wash room Mechanical drain drain drain 9
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Plumbing Drain Drain Drain 9
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical return grille return grille 28" x 14" exhaust duct down from main floor two, 12" x 12" , 430 cfm and two 18" x 12" 570 cfm each 9
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical Drains drain drain 9
Main Level- Basement Main Level- Basement Building Mechanical fire extingusher fire extingusher fire extingusher 9
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical exhaust vent exhaust exhaust in sump manhole 9
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical louver intake louver intake louver 26"x 42" 9
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Gas Piping, Fittings gas Piping, Fittings gas Piping, Fittings 9
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Condensate Piping, Fittings Condensate Piping, Fittings Condensate Piping, Fittings 9
Lower Level Wet Well Mechanical Fire extingusher Fire extingusher Fire extingusher 9
Lower Level Wet Well Plumbing Mop sink hot / cold water hot / cold water 9
Lower Level Wet Well Plumbing Roof drain leader Roof drain leader Roof drain leader 9
Channel Wet Well Mechanical exhaust fan Gravity Ventilator Gravity Ventilator 9
HVAC control Control 9
Generator Room Generator Room -indoor Building Mechanical Indoor Day Tank Day Tank Day Tank 200 gal 8
Generator Room Generator Room -outdoor Building Mechanical Outdoor Fuel Tank Diesel Tank Day Tank 4550 L 8
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Silencer, thimble and expansion jointsSilencer, thimble and expansion joints Silencer, thimble and expansion joints 8
Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories Fuel Piping, fitting and accessories 8



Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Automatic Tank Gauge Fuel Tank Gauge Fuel Tank Gauge Automatic Fuel Tank Gauge 8
Generator Room Gen Room - Ceiling Building Mechanical Unit Heater- separed combustion Unit Heater Unit Heater 405 EDR, 1/8 HP, 1725 rpm, 115/1/60, gas 8
Generator Room Gen Room -Eest Wall Building Mechanical Supply Louver Louver Louver Large 48" x 24" 8
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Supply Louver (combustion) Louver with actuator Louver with actuator Small 6" x 6" 8
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Pump condensate pump condensate pump 1/2 HP 8
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical combustion air intake louver louver louver 40" x 24" 8
Main floor Main floor roof Building Mechanical Air Handling unit Air Handling unit 6700 cfm ? 8
Generator Room Gen Room -Eest Wall Building Mechanical Louver Louver Louver Small 24" x 16" 6
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Exhaust Louver Louver Louver Large 48" x 24" 6
Generator Room Gen Room -South Wall Building Mechanical Exhaust Louver Louver Louver Small 6" x 6" 6
Generator Room Gen Room - West Wall Building Mechanical Fire Protection Extinguishers Extinguishers 6
Generator Room Truck bay -North Wall Building Mechanical louver exhaust exhaust louver exhaust louver 6" x 6" 6
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Gas Meter Gas Meter Gas Meter 0-30 psi 6
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Gas Regulator Gas Regulator Gas Regulator 6
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical Supply fan SF-1 supply fan supply fan cfm ? 6
Main Level Main Level Building Mechanical exhaust louver / damper exhaust louver exhaust louver 6
Mezzanine Level Dry Well Building Mechanical supply grille supply grille 12" x 34" supply duct dowm from wet well entrancefour, 36" x 18" , 750 cfm each 0

Generator Room Generator Room Building Mechanical Generator Generator Emergency Generator diesel generator, 750 kW
Main Level, ceiling Main Level, ceiling Building Mechanical supply grille grille grille 20" x 18" supply grille and duct upto evaporative coolers on roof



Area Location Asset Type Equipment - Group Equipment Type - Primary Equipment Component Description
Risk Score (1 to 25 scale)

Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump 1  - 350 mm Suction 12
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump No. 3 & 5  - 350 mm Suction 12
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Suction Piping Pump No. 2 & 4 - 350 mm Suction 12
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pumps 1  - 300 mm Discharge 12
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pumps  No. 3  & 5 - 300 mm Discharge 12
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Discharge Piping Pump No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Discharge 12
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Sulzer Pump Emergency Pump + Disintegrator + Motor 12
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.1 - 3000 gpm @ 128.5ft, 1615 RPM 12
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Sluice and/or gate valve. 12
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Check Pump 1  - 300 mm Diameter 12
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Float Level  Float Seal Water Tank Level Float 12
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Piping All Seal Water Tank Piping - Varying Pipe Sizes 12
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Ta nk Water Ta nk N/A Seal Water Tank 12
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Pumps 1 - 200 mm Diameter 9
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Pump No.3 and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 9
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 9
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Isolation Va lve Gate Sulzer Pump - 150 mm 9
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Screen Bar Screen 9
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Bal l Seal Water Tank Shut Off  Valves 9
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Piping Piping Forcemain - 900 mm diameter - Reinforced Concrete 8
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.2 - 1780rpm 8
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.3 - 1780rpm 8
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.4 - 1780rpm 8
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Wastewater Pump Centri fuga l Pump No.5 - 8
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Pump Pump Supports All - Concrete Supports 8
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Grinder Motor - 3.7 Kw(5 HP), 1755 RPM 8
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Grinder Grinder Grinder Sewage 8
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Check Pump No.3  and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 8
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Check Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 8
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Pressure Rel ief Va lve Pressure Rel ief Va lve Seal Water Tank PRV - 30 mm 8
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Pump Potable Water Pump Cetri fuga l Seal Water Tank Pump - 8
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Coupl ing Dresser Coupl ing Pumps 1  - 300 mm diameter 6
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Coupl ing Dresser Coupl ing Pump No. 3 & 5- 300 mm diameter 6
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Coupl ing Dresser Coupl ing Pump No. 2 & No. 4 - 300 mm diameter 6
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pump 1 - 200 mm Diameter 6
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pump No.3 and 5 - 300 mm Diameter 6
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flow Control  Va lve Gate Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 6
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Ai r Release Valve Bal l Pump 1  - 300 mm Diameter 6
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Ai r Release Valve Bal l Pump No.3 & 5 - 300 mm Diameter 6
Mezannine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Ai r Release Valve Bal l Pumps No. 2 & 4 - 300 mm Diameter 6
Mezzanine Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Gauge Pressure Gauge Seal Water Pressure Gauge - WGI Elite 250 6
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 1 - 300 mm diameter 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pumps 5 - 300 mm diameter 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 3- 300 mm diameter 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Flowmeter Magnetic Meter Pump No. 2 & No. 4 - 300 mm diameter 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Hose Reel  Station Hose Reel - 2 Units 4
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Gauge Pressure Gauge Hose Reel - Pressure Gauge 4
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Piping, Fi ttings  and Valves Hose Reel Hose Reel - 1 Units 4
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Hois t Hois t Manual 2
Lower Level Wet Wel l Process  Mechanical Crane Crane 2 Ton Crane 2
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Fixed Speed Pump No. 1 - 93kW(125HP), 1775 rpm
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 2- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 3- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm
Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Motor Vertica l  Mounted - Variable Speed Pump No. 4- 119kW(160HP), 3-60Hz, 1780rpm



Lower Level Dry Wel l Process  Mechanical Motor Magnetic Drive 93kw, 125HP Pump No. 5 - 93kW(125HP), 1775 rpm
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